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ABSTRACT 
'Hybrid projects' is a phrase, used for the benefit of this research, to define a 
type of adaptation project where new elements or buildings are combined with 
existing buildings to completely modify it in order to provide better functionality 
and meet increased spatial requirements. It is the adaptation of an existing 
building through a combination of refurbishment, rehabilitation and adaptive 
reuse. 
The main challenge that designers face with hybrid projects is the quality of 
relevant yet qualitative 'as-built' information. In instances where original 
architectural and engineering drawings and details are available, it is highly 
probable that the building will have evolved to the extent that the historical 
drawings are no longer accurate. The design proposals produced with this 
information may then lead to problems during construction. 
This research investigated the impact of inadequate feasibility studies and 
surveys conducted on hybrid projects. The design and construction process in 
hybrid projects was reviewed and an integrated information system for design 
decisions was developed. 
Known design and construction protocols such as the RIBA Plan of Work and 
the Process Protocol were examined and found not to be suitable for hybrid 
projects. In hybrid projects, there is a need for early information acqUisition, 
early and precise definition of design intent as well as collaborative design 
decision-making. These three factors contribute highly to client satisfaction 
(value) and effective project delivery. 
To this end, a new Hybrid Project Process Framework was proposed. Using this 
framework, a demonstrator web-based design decision tool (HybridDt) was 
proposed. The aim of the tool is to integrate spatial and performance 
information to enhance the making of design decisions for hybrid projects. 
Design and construction professionals evaluated HybridDt and the Process 
Framework and the general response was that both the conceptual framework 
and the tool represent a process and technological improvement for the delivery 
of hybrid bUildings. The tool was also affirmed to provide an integrated 
information source for collaboratively made design decisions in hybrid projects. 
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Ch apt e r 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the research and describes its relevance and rationale 
in the context of what is currently prevalent in the construction sector. The 
scope of the research is restricted to hybrid projects and the content of this 
thesis should be interpreted in this context. 'Hybrid projects' is a phrase, used 
for the benefit of this research, to define a type of adaptation project where new 
elements or buildings are combined with existing buildings to completely modify 
it in order to provide better functionality and meet increased spatial 
requirements. Within the spectrum of building adaptations, hybrid projects 
entails the extensive adaptation of an existing building by modifying ItS internal 
and external environment, by extending its spatial and volumetric boundaries 
through a major design and construction work process. The emphasis is mostly 
on small to medium sized projects and the design decision tool was developed 
solely for this work category. 
The research focuses on information and communication technologies and 
solutions for the acquisition, processing and integration of as-built information 
for the early to intermediate design stage. It seeks to understand design 
processes, user needs and functions in order to propose a wholesome solution. 
This chapter provides a background discussion of the main issues addressed 
by the research. In addition, an overview of research questions, scope and 
methodology is presented. It also explains the originality and achievements of 
the research. A guide to the thesis which includes descriptions of chapters' 
contents and a flow chart of the thesis structure is also included. 
1.2 Background and Context to the Research 
As an economic activity, the construction industry is a significantly diverse 
sector which formed approximately 10% of UK annual GDP, producing an 
annual output of over £100 billion and employment for 2 million people 1. Despite 
Speech by the Chief SecretaI}' to the Treasul}'. Stephen Timms MP to the Contractors 100. 29 November 
2006 http Ilwwwhmtreasurygovuklnewaroom_ancI_speechealspeechealctuefsecspeeche$lspeech_cst_2911 06 cfrn 
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its presence and size, the construction industry is facing significant pressures 
that can only be met through, what is perceived to be, a step change in 
construction processes and methods. The 'drivers for change' arise from many 
sources, not least the UK Government's own analysis demanding change and 
Improvement (Egan 1998). Egan's Rethinking Construction report was 
published over a decade ago, and it enlightened construction professionals to 
the prospect of improving quality and efficiency within the construction industry 
by addressing five key drivers: committed leadership; focus on the customer; 
integrated processes and teams; a quality driven agenda and commitment to 
people. These were coupled with ambitious performance targets, for example, 
cost and waste reduction (Gracia 2008). 
Construction activity has been classified along product hnes due to the use of 
standardised product, manufacturing and fabrication techniques. Therefore, the 
focus of this research is on 'product' information and not 'process' information. 
There two classes of information is however required for the successful delivery 
of a construction process. This delineation is shown when industry leaders 
claim the output (product) to be bespoke, the result of a one-off 'process' that is 
dynamic, complex and volatile within a wide variety of contexts (VnJhoef and 
Tong 2004). 
The Construction industry is one of the sectors that also have a strong potential 
to benefit from advances in ICTs and the adoption of new business modes of 
operation (Rezgui 2001). Within its framework of geographical dispersion, the 
construction industry is characterised by vanous challenges in terms of working 
practices including: (a) non-co-Iocation of individuals and teams collaborating 
on projects; (b) project-oriented nature ofthe industry with a tendency for actors 
to be involved in several projects at the same time; (c) multi-disciplinary and 
mObile-working practices; (d) temporary and often short-term nature of business 
relationships. In this context, established ICTs have the potential to radically 
change the process of bUilding design and construction, and respond better to 
the needs of the sector (Rezgui 2001). The construction industry therefore has 
characteristics, which make it substantially different from other sectors including 
manufacturing. The main difference is the fact that its final product shows 
uniqueness, immobility and high variety (Hillebrandt and Cannon 1990; Masten 
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et al. 1991). 
The volume of building stock in the United Kingdom grew by 12.5% between 
2002 and 2005. Statistics at the early stages of this research (DTI 2006) show a 
14.3% increase in non-new build projects compared to new-work which grew by 
only 10.9% during this time. To meet the demands of building users, at least 
1.5% of the building stock is demolished and replaced with new stock while a 
further 2.5% is subject to major refurbishment and renovation each year (Lee et 
al. 2005). The increasing number of bUildings in the UK being retrofitted, 
renovated or modified suggests that there is an increasing demand for more 
space to satisfy simple or complex needs; demographic, functional, social, 
cultural or political, or that the existing building has become obsolete and needs 
to be adapted to serve a new purpose; functional, economic, performance and 
aesthetic (Adam 1989). 
Refurbishment and regeneration schemes are on the increase in most urban 
areas to balance the economies of scale and support the demand and supply 
as well as contribute towards the sustainabllity agenda. 
As previously defined, hybrid projects could potentially lead to buildings that 
offer better functionality, spaces and performance for its users. During the 
process of creating a hybrid building, an existing building is converted by lateral 
or vertical addition i e. the addition or extension of spatial, structural, fayade 
systems etc. The result is much more than a building with an extension but a 
complete hybrid building. The purpose for doing this could be to modify or 
enhance building use and performance or to add value economically, socially or 
environmentally. This practice can extend the service life of buildings and 
reduce the annual replacement rate of a bUilding stock below what would 
otherwise be required to sustain a set quantity and quality of space. Thereby 
decreasing national costs required to sustain buildings while consequently 
increasing consumer surplus. It could also lead to reduction In waste products 
from demolition, reduces pollution from manufacturing and construction 
processes, and ultimately decreases the throughput of resources (Johnstone 
2001). 
There are examples of high profile buildings in the UK that involved 
transforming existing structures or environments; Norman Foster's addition to 
the British Museum is an example. Existing buildings that require some form of 
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conversion , adaptation or hybridisation are constrained spatially, economically 
or culturally. Architects working on these projects are nonetheless required to 
produce innovative solutions while dealing with pressures and influences from 
multiple sources. 
One important source of pressure is maintaining historical or cultural value; in 
which case , architects will have to create design solutions that are sensitive to 
conservation and preservation ethics. Summerson (1963) defined preservation 
as an irrational urge, stemming from a deep psychological need for security and 
'roots'. Most conservation societies might not agree with this definition because 
the reason for advocating conservation and preservation will vary in each 
society or culture . In Britain , based on the history of high profile advocacy 
attributed to prominent figures such as John Ruskin and William Morris, it is not 
atypical to find the requirement to preserve building and cultural heritage 
embedded in planning laws. The result has led to a high proliferation of hybrid 
buildings were only certain aspects, elements or layers or building are permitted 
to be 'modernised'; while the rest of the building is conserved or preserved in its 
original form. 
The conflict between historicism and modernism is an important consideration 
in design. So far, both sides of the argument have won and lost many battles for 
supremacy of ideology. Powell (1999) suggests that building 'transformation ' is 
perhaps the amicable middle ground that allows conversion and rehabilitation 
schemes to demonstrate creativity and innovation. He suggested design 
projects by prominent architects such as Frank Ghery, Norman Foster and 
Bernard Tschumi as examples. 
Fig 1-1 . Proposed hybridisation of the Victoria and Albert museum, London (Daniel Libeskind) 
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A prominent example of a hybrid project that demonstrates t~e conflict between 
traditional and modern spatial ideals was the controversial Daniel Llbeskind's 
eight-storey ceramic 'Spiral' extension to the Victoria and Albert Museum in 
London. Despite being granted planning permission by the City of London, the 
project failed to secure match funding from public funds because It was not 
considered to be in keeping with the context of the area. Although, the design 
was praised as being brave and innovative, it is now increasingly doubtful that 
the proposed hybridisation will ever advance beyond the design stages. 
There are different types of projects, including, new projects starting with a 
blank canvas or a hybrid project that requires adding to an existing building or 
setting with an established history. History not being a function of time but of 
cultural and social values that contributes to the identity of a place. An architect 
in defining the 'historical setting' of the bUilding potentially forces a degree of 
reduction ism in combining qualitative elements such as: time, significance or 
symbolism, function e.g. communal identity, (and interpretation of this) with 
modern technological tools to integrate form and materials. Design interventions 
are gauged against traditional design parameters; scale, form, style, identity, 
cost, adaptability, usability etc. Style being a language of visual terms, grasping 
at and being particular to an historical period, making statements about history 
and circumstance, about erudition and social status, about origins and attitudes 
(Warren 1998) and form helps define context and belonging 
Innovation and context are among design issues highlighted at the preliminary 
stages of a hybrid project. Context is this thesis refers to context of the existing 
and resultant building (the product) and not context of the delivery of design and 
construction (the process). Contextual design is becoming more favourable as a 
result of increasing interaction between construction professionals, user groups, 
planning authorities and other interest groups, together reassessing design 
successes and failures and balancing historical and contemporary needs. 
1.3 Research Justification 
'As the uses and capabilities, and forms of communication and deCISion-aiding technologies 
increase In their range, researchers must reassess what IS known about the effects of these 
technologies because what is known may change and what deciSion-making might be when 
these technologies become more sophisticated and more Widely used' (Huber 1990) 
The research presented in this thesis is important because it bears direct 
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relevance to the current state of the building industry. It is also in time with the 
construction Industry agenda for the future as highlighted by the Egan and 
Foresight reports (Egan 1998; Foresight 2001). Both reports encouraged 
increased use of information and communication technologies for better quality 
and customisation to bring the construction closer to other industries e g. 
aerospace. The advantages proffered by information and communication 
technologies is channelled to cater for a particular need in the building industry, 
the need to acquire accurate and up-to-date data from existing structures for 
repair, renovation, adaptation or transformation. The resulting design decision 
tool is useful where high level building surveys are required for more design or 
maintenance decisions; for example; facilities management urban 
redevelopment schemes or even for re-constructive disaster management and 
repair (subject to histoncal information availability). In addition, it resolves the 
need for minimising information overload by capturing useful and relevant data 
for making direct design decisions. 
Previous research projects on information solutions for construction include; 
digital representation (Love et al. 2000; Cory 2001), research into information 
needs in the building sector (Davidson 2004), conservation and restoration 
(Gaiani 1999; CounseIl2000), integration of physical and digital interaction 
(EQUATOR 2006; Mllgram and Kishino 1994), the use of low cost digital 
cameras to acquire information of large scale objects (Chandler and Frier 
2005), the use of photogrammetry for building reconstruction (Khan 2006; 
Chengshuang et al. 1997), virtual, mixed and augmented reality modelling 
(Milgram and Kishino 1994; Kamat and EI-Tawil2005) and building information 
modelling for concurrent englneenng, (Aouad and Lee 2005; Clark 2001; Kreft 
and De Leeuw 1998). These examples confirm that research into the problem 
of information on information and its consequences in the building sector is 
timely, since all decisions within the industry is based on information. In the 
same vein, this project sought to integrate the fields of information and 
communication technology, architecture, bUilding science and engineering. 
In every hybrid project, product information is required on various levels and at 
different stages of the design and construction procurement process. One of the 
primary causes of rework in construction is the documentation on which the 
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construction activity is based (O'Connor and Tucker 1986). Lack of 'as-built' 
information could lead to inaccurate design decisions, delays or increased 
construction cost for hybrid project implementation. The heterogeneous and 
multi-format nature in which current data are provided creates further difficulty in 
correlating and consolidating information on existing buildings. Post-occupancy 
changes to buildings are also rarely fully or effectively documented. Therefore, 
information (drawings etc.) provided for design could be inaccurate. 
Building on an existing site implies environmental, spatial, structural, service, 
planning and organisational limitations pertaining to the five key building 
considerations; site, building fabric, structure, services and components. These 
limitations consequently determine the location and positioning of the new 
building with respect to the existing one. In most instances, 'as built' 
documentations provided to the design team, at the bUilding's inception e g. 
design brief, drawings etc., are outdated and no longer valid because the 
eXisting bUilding has evolved since it was constructed. 
To minimise the impact of insufficient as-built data, the design team will need to 
employ an information system or approach which ensures that the right 
information is sourced, made available when needed and interpreted 
appropriately. This information may also be consolidated on the architect's 
request, or commissioned as needed, depending on the complexity of the 
eXisting bUilding and budgetary limitations. Building surveys are used to acquire 
information about an existing bUilding because design decisions need to be 
based on cogent and precise data. 
Information required for design is classified into two mam categories; qualitative 
and quantitative. Qualitative information is mostly about the performance of the 
building while quantitative information details physical or spatial information. 
This delineation is not rigid as they often inter-relate for credible interpretation. 
Factors that may determine either design success or the possibility of rework 
due to design error in hybrid buildings include the availability of detailed and 
relevant information (quantitative and quantitative), how information is 
presented and interpreted by the architect and how it is consequently 
communicated to construction professionals. 
Information and communication technology research is aimed at facilitating the 
information process in all phases of the life-cycle of constructed facilities In this 
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respect, it is more general in scope than disciplines such as design and facilities 
management, which mainly restrict themselves to certain life-cycle stages only. 
It is also recognised that information transfer throughout the construction 
process, between organisations, life-cycle stages and engineering disciplines is 
important research area for ICT (8jork 1999). 
The construction industry relies heavily on information for it to function 
(Davidson 2004). 8jork (1999) distinguishes construction into two main 
subdivisions - material and information activities. Consequently at project 
inception, the objectives of the project are detailed alongside available 
resources. Afterwards, the design team (architects and engineers) proceed to 
source information for design. The need for information on the new building 
does not stop at practical completion but continues throughout the life cycle of 
the building. 
The issues addressed by this research included: 
• Informed design: exploring how digital technologies and information and 
communication tools can be used to achieve a more efficient design 
based on standards, needs and resources. 
• Exploring design/construction interactions (integration framework). 
Exploring how relationships between the various players of the industry 
may be examined in terms of their influence upon the design process 
(Votolato 2003). 
Most importantly, the objective of studying the role of information for design 
decisions in hybrid projects is to understand available technologies for 
surveYing bUildings and bUilt environments, transposing this information With the 
view to understand real life situations in a coherent manner. Thereby, using 
spatial and performance information to augment deSign decisions using 
matrices and information integration tools. 
The research described in this thesis investigated design and construction 
processes, examined the importance of as-built information and the Integration 
of this information to facilitate the making of collaborative design decisions 
espeCially at the early stages of the hybrid bUilding process. 
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1.4 Research question 
The following statement descnbes the research's hypothesis: 
'As-built information is fundamentally important for making effective 
design decisions about hybrid projects' 
This hypothesis was further explored to provide answers to the following 
questions: 
1. What is the role and impact of as-built information for the delivery of hybrid 
projects? 
2. How can as-built information processes be improved to facilitate design 
decision making? 
In order to answer these questions, the research investigated information 
processes, including acquisition, representation and communication of 
information about the existing bUilding to the development team and how these 
can be mapped and delivered within a framework of design and construction 
activities. 
1.5 Research Aim and Objectives 
The overall aim was to develop a methodology for integrating spatial and 
performance information to faCilitate collaboratively made design decisions 
based on an integrated information source. 
The objectives of the research were as follows: 
1. To review the importance of as-built information, the role of information 
and communication technologies applied to design and its impact on 
design and construction processes in hybrid projects. 
2. To review current practice in information acquiSition and deSign processes 
and how these can be positively translated for hybnd projects. 
3. To map information-related processes, design decisions and actions for 
hybrid projects. 
4. To develop and evaluate a demonstrator tool to prove the concept for 
integrating as-built information to facilitate collaborative design decisions 
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among the project team. 
5. To evaluate, validate and conclude based on findings. 
1.6 Overview of research work 
Due to the nature ofthe research questions, both qualitative and quantitative 
instruments were used during the course of the research. The use of an 
exploratory method allows the further development of relevant questions, which 
would allow for any further inquiry in the long run (Vin 2003). Qualitative 
methods were used to explore the subject area and assess research scope. 
This allowed for an in-depth understanding of different perspectives and 
enhanced the development of an overall depiction of the research topic (Bergs 
1989). Quantitative methods were also used to measure and quantify important 
variables during the research. 
The research commenced by exploring theoretical underpinnings surrounding 
the broad subject of building adaptations and translating this to further 
understand important characteristics of hybrid projects. This exercise created a 
knowledge base on which the rest of the research was based. The inherent 
complexity with delivering high-class, innovative changes was also learnt. The 
importance of efficient process, as-built information and team participation was 
also identified at this stage of the study. In addition, the influence of an 
information-deficient process on the effective delivery of hybrid projects was 
also identified. 
After the knowledge-elicitation stage, the next stage was to further investigate 
the issues identified through the study of the literature. By focussing on as-built 
information and design processes, a two-pronged approach to the research 
ensued. The first was a detailed study of information acquisition, analYSIS, 
resolution, communication and use. The state of the art review of information 
visualisation and communication technologies focussed especially on the 
transposition, customisation and contextualisation of data capture and mixed 
reality modelling techniques currently employed in the automotive, aerospace, 
conservation and gaming industries and the potential to translate principles of 
these for design and construction. In essence, maximising technologies that 
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'already exist... to proffer a solution for information deficiency problems in 
construction. However, it will take a creative viSion to see how these disparate 
tools and devices can integrate within the ideal design setting (Anders and Jabi 
2003). 
In addition, focused studies using historical documents, interviews and surveys 
were used to obtain primary evidence of the impact of as-built Information 
deficiency on the delivery of this type of projects. In order to balance the 
argument, the qualitative observation method was used to investigate 
improvements that can be derived as a result of a more information-oriented 
approach to hybrid building design. This study also investigated the benefits 
and barriers that could affect this approach to project delivery. Thereby 
providing information which could be cross-checked (or triangulated) against 
previous and subsequent findings during the active research stages (this is 
another justification for a mixed-method approach). 
Findings from these studies reinforced what was deduced from the literature but 
because they were carried out independently by the researcher (especially 
when historical documents were used), it was important to ensure validity and 
reliability by cross-checking against the views of industry practitioners 
(architects). Therefore, a survey was conducted with a sample of one hundred 
architects and it showed that they considered 'as-built' information especially 
qualitative data as crucial for making design deciSions. This demonstrated that 
to provide the most effective design in this context, qualitative information such 
as performance data is considered more beneficial than geo-spatial information. 
This finding was particularly enlightening because although as-built information 
was considered important, the researcher had been leaning more towards 
quantitative data than subjective qualitative information about existing buildings. 
It was also found that qualitatively-reinforced quantitative approach to 
presenting design information is beneficial for communication and collaboration 
among the project team. This is even more significant when making deSign 
decisions which affect value, quality, construction methods, planning and 
delivery. The focus for the design decision tool developed as part of this 
research was thus determined. The tool in its current form focuses more on 
qualitative information than the quantitative Visualisation of design. 
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This survey also contributed towards extending the RIBA work stages for hybrid 
projects. This was because design activity can be perceived to be limited to 
stages C to E, while in practice, design decisions affect and influence all the 
stages of a project. This principle was used to develop the conceptual 
framework. 
Finally, the hybrid project Design Decision Tool was developed as a means to 
acquire project-speCific as-built information which can then be integrated with 
design information as required. By concentrating on spatial and performance 
requirements for the building, it is possible to ensure that the right design 
decisions are made. It also supports the mOnitoring of the designers' 
interpretation of the brief. As Call1cott (2005) said, design is part of a system of 
adaptive manufacture which searches for a means that not only allows the 
physical realisation of the virtually described, it also allows the reconciliation of 
authored intent both with a physical context (of a site, material properties or 
process characteristics) and the dynamic reality of occupation and use. 
The tool implements the conceptual framework for a collaborative workflow of 
information, decisions and actions pertaining to the project. By allocating 
varying levels of access to different classes of information, it allows 
collaborative participation of relevant parties in the making and implementation 
of design decisions. Information therefore becomes a subset of cyber (virtual) 
space, transposing physical and mental space for meaningful connections and 
interpretations (Callicott 2005). 
1.7 Contribution to knowledge 
In accordance to the research question, the research contributions were: 
• An information-led framework for the delivery of hybrid projects which 
highlights the requirements-led relationship between processes, parties, 
information, decisions and actions. 
• A tool which demonstrated an approach to facilitating and improving the 
process of making collaborative design decisions, which is based on as-
built information of the existing building. 
• Increased knowledge of 'hybrid projects' as a type of bUilding adaptation 
work. 
• Increased knowledge in the role of as-bUilt information for design 
decision making. 
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• Increased knowledge in the area of mixed-method research. 
1.8 Guide to the Thesis 
The thesis comprises 10 chapters. A brief summary of each chapter's content is 
presented below and followed by a flow chart of the thesis structure The flow 
chart shows the methods and tools used to achieve the objectives of each 
chapter by showing the relationship between research activities and thesis 
chapters. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter contains information about the background, scope, context and 
rationale of the research. It introduces the aim and objectives with the 
methodology adopted. In addition, an overview of the research work and 
contributions to knowledge and strategy are presented. 
Chapter 2: Hybrid Projects - definitions and review 
This chapter is dedicated to exploring definitions, concepts and context. Its 
starts by investigating adaptation as a class of building work. Hybrid projects 
were explored as part of the adaptation work. It discusses hybrid projects and 
its role in the spectrum of work carried out in the construction industry. The 
inevitable life-cycle changes in bUildings and the importance of informed and 
effective design in minimising defects and rework in building adaptation work 
was also considered. 
The characteristics of hybrid projects are discussed in the context of the impact 
of the existing building with the view to define the as-built information needed to 
successfully implement this class of adaptation work. In addition, a brief 
overview of the hybrid building process is presented. 
It also highlights the role and importance of as-built information Within the hybrid 
building process with particular emphasis on the design-specific stages Within 
the process. Introducing the concept of level of detail and concludes by 
introducing digital technologies, especially information visualisation and 
communication technologies, as ready tools for communicating as-built 
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Information for hybrid projects. 
Chapter 3: Review of information visualisation and communication 
systems 
This chapter presents a state-of-the-art review of as-bUilt information visualisation 
and communication technologies as well as collaborative tools for design and 
construction. The objective was to review available systems which can be used 
for the acquisition, processing and communication of 'as-built' geometric and non-
geometric information from existing buildings based on defined needs and best 
value i e the balance of resource, time and cost. 
As a result of this review, it was deduced that the output of this research should 
proffer better capabilities than what is obtainable from an electronic collaboration 
system. A better integrated support tool will be more useful for making 
collaborative design decisions in hybrid projects. This will further reduce the need 
for intuitive or retrospective decisions on one hand and to avoid omission of vital 
design criteria or untraceable check-lists on the other. 
Chapter 4: Research Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodology adopted to realise the research's aim 
and objectives. Brief discussion of the philosophical approach and research 
process as well as the research methods used in the course of the research 
was enumerated. It also contains a diagrammatic representation of the 
relationship between research objectives, work packages and research 
methods. 
Chapter 5: A Survey of Hybrid Project Design Practises 
This chapter discusses findings from a questionnaire survey which was 
designed to investigate the extent of design involvement in hybrid projects. The 
importance and role of information for making design decisions is also 
presented. 
As a result of this survey, the non-restrictive importance of design decisions was 
confirmed. This then highlighted the need for a different process for delivering 
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this type of projects. In addition, the importance of qualitative over quanlitatlve 
information during hybrid projects was discussed. 
Chapter 6: Implementing Hybrid Projects - Case studies 
This chapter introduces two case studies. The first case study was a hybrid 
building where a Design and Build procurement method was used. Due to this 
procurement strategy, the study was carried out using historical documentation 
corroborated by an informal interview. The focus however, was on the issues 
surrounding the acquisition of as-built information for the hybrid design. The 
study also investigated the impact of the lack of as-bUilt information on the 
amount of rework carried out during the construction process. An interview that 
focused on the information processes relating to a building adaptation project 
was also presented. 
The second case study was a PFI project. It was needed to identify best 
practice and constraints especially when dealing with information needed for 
hybrid projects. It presents a description of a survey exercise designed to 
acquire and integrate as-built information for the design process 
Chapter 7: Technological study- An Approach to Spatial Information 
Integration for Hybrid Projects 
This chapter presents a technological study on the acquiSition, processing and 
use of as-built spatial information. It discusses participative case studies which 
examined the potential, benefits and demerits of a proposed integrated method 
for designing and planning in building adaptation projects including hybrid 
projects. 
Chapter 8: Conceptual Framework for Hybrid Building Process 
This chapter starts by examining existing design process frameworks with the 
view to developing a more suitable Hybrid Project Process Framework, which 
better reflects findings from previous research studies. The RIBA work stages 
remain the industry standard and most projects are still delivered according to 
this framework. In consideration of this, the conceptual framework was developed 
by refining, or customising, the RIBA Plan of Work. It identifies stages were 
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problems due to lack of as-built information could compromise the process. The 
objective of the framework was to improve the process, emphasise and highlight 
the required information, decisions and actions necessary for collaborative 
planning and delivery of a hybrid-building project. The proposed process 
framework was validated by industry practitioners who specialise in bUilding 
adaptation work. The feedback from this exercise is also presented in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 9: Demonstrator Tool for Information Integration and Design 
Decisions in Hybrid Projects 
This chapter discusses the rationale for the Design Decision Tool- HybridDt 
The tool was developed to facilitate the acquisition of as-bUilt information and 
storage as well as to provide an environment for proposing, monitoring and 
implem~nting design decisions made collaboratively during hybrid projects. 
It enumerates the process of development, characteristics and functionality of 
the tool. It presents the findings from the evaluation exercise by industry 
practitioners. Lastly, it enumerates changes made to improve the tools after the 
evaluation process. 
Chapter 10: Conclusions and recommendations 
This is the last chapter of the thesis. It summarises the research undertaken 
and the research output. Contained in this chapter are conclusions and 
recommendations for future work. It also presents specific contributions to 
knowledge. 
1.9 Summary 
This chapter discusses the background and rationale of the research discussed 
in this thesis. It enumerates the aim and objectives of the study and defines the 
scope that defines the content. 
Particularly, It states the originality and contribution of the work. Furthermore, a 
brief summary of the thesis' chapters was also presented. 
The next chapter discusses in detail, the methodological approach of the 
research, its jUstification and limitations. 
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Ch apt e r 2. HYBRID PROJECTS - DEFINITION AND REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Adaptation/conversion projects constitute a large percentage of work carned out 
by the construction industry in the UK as in most progressive countries. ThiS 
chapter defines hybrid projects and the differences with maintenance, 
refurbishment and other types of works on existing buildings. Hybrid projects 
are also explored as a means for revitalising an established built environment. 
The inevitable life-cycle changes in buildings and the importance of informed 
and effective design in minimising defects and rework in building adaptation 
work are also considered. 
The characteristics of hybrid projects are discussed highlighting the importance 
of as-built information for the successful implementation of this type of 
adaptation work. In addition, a brief review of the hybrid building process is 
presented against the backdrop of the RIBA Plan of Work 2007. 
This chapter also reviewed the information requirements for hybrid projects, 
specifically product information. It highlights the role and Importance of as-built 
information documenting the state of the existing building, as it defines client 
and user requirements and the design solutions proposed. It also examined the 
key stages of a hybrid building information process, including defining spatial 
and performance criteria as well as sourcing information. It also discusses the 
concept of level of detail and concludes by introducing digital technologies, 
especially information visualisation and communication technologies, as ready 
tools for communicating as-built information for hybrid projects. 
2.2 Background 
Building adaptation is the broad term used by Douglas (2006) to include any 
work to a bUilding over and above maintenance to change its capacity, function 
or performance (i.e. any intervention to adjust, reuse or upgrade a building to 
suit new conditions or requirements). Building adaptation could include: 
• Refurbishment - upgrading the aesthetic and functional performance of a 
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building (Douglas 2006). Van Leeuwen et al. (2000) also distinguish 
refurbishment as often small scaled and labour intensive. Further 
highlighting that with building adaptation, opportunities for prefabrication 
and industrialisation are limited and the constraints of the existing 
building must be determined before starting the actual design process. 
Therefore, there is always the risk that refurbishment is performed 
inefficiently and at correspondingly higher costs. 
• Rehabilitation - This is modemisation with some extension work which 
may comprise major structural alteration to the existing building; mostly 
housing (Douglas 2006). Building rehabilitation is an essential aspect of 
the regeneration of older urban areas and a cost-effective means of 
making cities sustainable (Hui et al. 2008). 
• Maintenance - All buildings, once constructed, are naturally expected to 
stand for a number of years regardless of whether or not they have been 
designed and constructed properly. However, bUildings have a finite 
economic life, but the process of fabric and structural decline can be 
slowed by the implementation of repair and maintenance programmes 
(Mansfield 2002). Building maintenance is work undertaken in order to 
keep, restore or improve every part of a bUilding, Its services and 
surrounds, to a currently accepted standard, and to sustain the utility and 
value of the building (Seeley 1987). Building maintenance is usually a 
minor, short-term, discontinuous process, which is mostly performed 
manually (Zavadskas et al. 1998). 
Building maintenance is seen as a way to maintain the economic value of 
the building (Pit! et al. 2006). Maintenance could be preventive where 
maintenance activities are carried out based on the performance 
assessment of building systems and components (Lavy and Shohet 2007) 
or in response to urgent repair needs. 
• Retrofit or renovation- a retrofit process is undertaken if the building is in a 
good condition but the services and technology within it are outdated 
(Langston et al. 2007). 
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• Adaptive reuse - If a particular function is no longer relevant or desired, 
bUildings may be converted to a new purpose altogether (Langston et al. 
2007). Reusing the existing building stock, retains as much as possible of 
the original building while upgrading the performance to suit modem 
standards and changing user requirements (Sullen 2007; Latham 2000). 
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wall junction 
3 Consolidation Medium adaptation and maintenance works including 
damp proofing measures and limber treatment 
4 Reconstruction Substantial rebuilding cl part or parts cl the budding 
Fig 2-1. The range of bUilding interventions (Douglas 2006 p3) 
Adaptation projects constitute a large percentage of work carned out by the 
construction industry in the UK as in most progressive countries. One reason for 
the interest in adaptation is that old buildings are often cheaper to convert to 
new uses than to demolish and rebUild (Sullen 2007; Douglas 2006; Latham 
2000; Sail 2000). As an intervention to building obsolescence and detenoration 
(figure 2-1), this practice extends the service life of buildings and reduces the 
annual replacement rate of a building stock below what would otherwise be 
required to sustain a set quantity and quality of buildings. 
Refurbishment, regeneration and extension (vertical or lateral) schemes, are on 
the increase in most urban areas to balance the economies of scale and ensure 
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the demand and supply needed to sustain the economy (Hommerich et al. 
2005; Petzold and Donath 2004). Dilapidation, deficiencies in performance, 
sustainability of buildings are just some of the drivers that have stimulated and 
maintained the growth in building refurbishment and maintenance (Douglas 
2006). Today, offices and industrial buildings of the 1950s and 1960s are being 
recast for domestic and 'leisure' use - for the simple reason that conversion is a 
cheaper and less complicated process than new bUild (Powell 1999 p9). 
In contrast to new building; design, planning and construction within existing 
built contexts necessitates a more complex interaction with the existing building 
substance, anCillary infrastructure and their respective spatial requirements. 
The actual presence of the building, including an analysis of its history and 
changes made dunng its lifetime will be of some benefit. Such that the existing 
building substance is in all cases the basIs for the design and planning tasks 
that follow (Petzold et al. 2007). 
In practice however, hybrid projects implies design complexity and construction 
complications. There are high risks and increase in pressure for timely and 
efficient project delivery at minimal cost. In addition to this, safety and security 
in this construction environment are key issues especially for users: people 
living or working in the bUilding site, and for construction staff. Carrying out work 
to a building when it IS occupied can be disruptive and difficult for all concerned. 
If not handled properly adaptation operations can cause major safety and 
secunty risks for both client and contractor (Douglas 2006). Uncertainty impacts 
directly on risks; this in turn correlates with the increased demand for design 
and planning information to manage such risks. Additional measures are 
therefore needed to meet legal requirements for ensuring a safe and secure 
building before, during and after the transformation is carried out. 
Risks and uncertainty are factors that are considered in the management of 
every construction project. However, the difficulty experienced by design and 
construction professionals in hybrid projects is further enhanced by the lack of 
'as-built' information that often characterises such projects. Information 
(drawings etc ) provided when the building was originally constructed is often 
inadequate or incorrect due to the fact that building changes are not properly 
documented (Davidson 2004; Leslie and McKay 1995). Historical information 
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hardly reflects the changes that have occurred over the many decades of the 
building's existence. Therefore, allowances are often made to enable design 
errors to be resolved during construction. The heterogeneous and multi-format 
nature of data presentation creates further difficulty in correlating and 
consolidating information on existing buildings. The probability for design error 
at a very early stage of the adaptation is increased as a result of these issues. 
Despite potential problems with building adaptation work, the result is generally 
of functional and financial benefit to those concerned. It has been suggested 
that bUilding adaptation leads to reduction In waste products from demolition, 
reduces pollution from manufacturing and construction processes, and 
ultimately decreases the throughput of resources (Johnstone 2001). Recycling 
bUildings also generates a spontaneous excitement that challenges designers 
(Powe1l1999 p14). Adaptation practices contribute towards decreasing the 
national costs required to sustain buildings, while consequently increasing 
consumer surplus. Hybrid projects also enhance the value of bUilding assets 
and makes economic sense (Sullen 2007; Lavy and Shohet 2007; Pitt et al. 
2006; Langston et al. 2007). 
2.3 Hybrid projects: Definitions and concepts 
Adaptation is the broad term used for all work to a bUilding apart from new 
builds and maintenance; It includes alterations, extensions, improvements as 
well as conversions and renovations. The range of adaptation covers partial to 
full change of use, minor or major refurbishment, or small to large scale 
extensions (Douglas 2006). 'Hybrid projects' is a phrase, used for the benefit of 
this research, to define a type of adaptation project where new elements or 
buildings are combined with existing buildings to completely modify it in order to 
provide better functionality and meet increased spatial requirements. It is the 
adaptation of an existing building through a combination of refurbishment, 
rehabilitation and adaptive reuse. A hybrid project transforms existing buildings 
through major works process. This process of addition or extension of spatial, 
structural, fa~ade systems etc. should result in a singular compound building 
and not a building of separate component parts. 
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Hybrid projects refer to an adaptation process whereby an existing building is 
altered through major works to accommodate andlor enhance value, function 
and use. The result of this process is more than an extension but a complete 
hybrid building. The previous section defined a number of building works that 
could be categorised under bUilding adaptation projects. Therefore, It is 
important in addition to defining hybrid bUildings to define the scope and extent 
of works after which a hybrid building will be created. 
Hybrid buildings or environments are therefore situations where the approaches 
described by Bailey et al. (2001) have been explored and implemented 
throughout the building and construction spectrum (figure 2-2). 
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Fig 2-2 Whole life bUilding spectrum (from Bailey et a/ 2001) 
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These approaches require full consideration of adaptability criteria (Table 2-1) 
i e. the capacity of a building to absorb minor or major change (Grammenos and 
Russell 1997). 
Table 2-1. Adaptability crltena (Douglas 2006) 
Convertibility AllOWing for changes In use (economically, legally. technically) 
Dlsmantlablllty Capable of being demolished safely, effiCiently and speedily - In part or In 
whole 
Dlsaggregatablllty Matenals and components from any dismantled building should be as reusable 
or reprocessable (I e recyclable) as pOSSible 
Expandablllty AllOWing for Increases In volume or capaCity (the latter can be achieved by 
inserting an additional floor In a bUilding, which does not Increase ItS volume) 
FleXibility Enabling minor If not major shifts In space planning - to reconfigure the layout 
and make more effiCient 
The term hybrid building can be used to deSCribe the evolution of some 
buildings between the operation and deconstructlon stages. Figure 2-3 shows 
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this using Crowther's (2001) conceptual model for sustainable construction . 
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Fig 2-3 A conceptual model for sustainable construction (Crowther 2001- with researcher's 
entry). 
A hybrid project process is the organised structure with which a hybrid building 
is delivered. It will include procurement, design and construction activities. 
Hybrid projects have so far been discussed as a forward process where a 
building is already in use and is being modified in keeping with user, functional, 
statutory or environmental requirements. The hybrid process could also work in 
reverse, i e. building re-use and recycling. This applies to situations where a 
building existed prior to inrtiating the hybrid process, but It was not occupied or 
in use. This will apply to some urban renewal projects or the re-development of 
Brownfield sites. 
This scenario Will require changes in the current terminologies to SUit this 
variation. Therefore, instead of change, the terms: 'reallocation' and 'reuse' are 
used. This describes the reallocation and re-use of spatial, materral or natural 
resources within the same site. Our theoretical field also broadens to cater not 
only for the building itself but also for the neighbouring bUilt environment. 
The design and construction process as defined by the RIBA work stages could 
inherently become more complex as more parties could be involved and roles 
re-defined. In addition, roles and responsibilities within the process could also 
become simplified or more complex. For example, in urban renewal projects, 
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the client could be the council and users are sometimes not yet known. Instead , 
interest or pressure groups and a series of consultation are used as tools for 
determining how the project should proceed. 
Fig 2-4 . Spatial-temporal hybrid settings in Barcelona, Spain 
A hybrid situation could also occur where temporary spatial solutions are 
required (figure 2-4) . For example , temporary structures for events, and 
exhibitions. These exclude installations to facilitate construction or maintenance 
work e.g. scaffolding . 
As discussed, adapting existing building could present a number of difficulties. 
According to Douglas (2006 p70) problems with adapting buildings include: 
The key challenge is to achieve value at the end of the hybrid building process, 
and not to lose value. According to Addy (2004), factors that contribute to loss of 
value include: 
• Briefs that give no flexibility to the design team 
• Inappropriately high quality standards 
• Delays in decisions 
• Use of one off design solutions 
• Poor information supply 
• Unmanaged change 
People issues include: 
• Poor communication 
• Conflicting agendas 
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• Fixed mindsets and recycling old solutions 
• Lack of collaborative working 
2.3.1 Hybrid projects: To conserve or renew existing buildings 
Hybridisation (conversion and/or adaptation) of an existing building by adding a 
new building designed and built to interface with an existing one, could be due 
to a number of reasons; expansion : additional facilities required , safety, 
modernisation, regeneration : for environment and social renewal , etc. 
There are already excellent examples of such buildings all around the world 
today. Buildings such as Le Louvre in Paris and the British Museum, London 
demonstrate the concepts of transparency or minimal intervention. Hybridisation 
of each existing building is approached differently. Majority of the new elements 
of Le Louvre is underground and as shown below, some projects are designed 
to be as unobtrusive as possible (figure 2-5). 
and NeN in context, Wp.llill, ontl)n 
NeN Zealand © 2000, A lan Levine 
Fig 2-5. Examples of new buildings in old sites depicting context and contrast 
Fundamentally, a hybrid building enhances the interaction between the new and 
the old , history/preservation and new/innovation. It is about the vital relationship 
between the two; although the definition of the relationship is subject to debate 
(PoweIl1999) , Similarly to Powell, Chipperfield (1997 p131) said , "We should not 
live in a bright shining new future, any more than we should hide in a comfortable 
pastiche of the past. We must inhabit an ever-evolving present, motivated by the 
possibilities of change, restricted by the baggage of memory and experience", 
Questions such as whether to conserve, repair, restore, renovate or redevelop 
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will need to be answered each time work is to be done on an existing building 
with each decision considering historical, social and cultural symbolism or 
significance of the building or the area (figure 2-6) . 
Do nothing 
Fig 2-6. The spectrum of conservation and development (Warren 1988) 
In the age of modernisation , tension will always exist between the purpose of 
preservation and the need for transformation . The first stimulated by the 
awareness of conservation , causes public alarm when residents see a beloved 
structure or site threatened by aggressive modernism. The second, directed by 
demands of progress and visions of the future , is relentless (Card et al. 1999) . 
The architect or designer bears a sense of responsibility in maintaining context 
and historical continuity in the creation of his intervention , visualised using form , 
symbolism or spatial characteristics in the resulting building . There are two 
broad ways to achieve this efficiently with several plausible arguments and 
schools of thought to support each one. 
The first is the 'new in context' approach which will promote a contemporary 
design using new materials but contextualised in symbol, layout or form . The 
other is the 'blenders and melders', conserving the area wholly by using similar 
materials, form , etc. fearing 'the undermining of homogeneity and orthodoxy 
when new and often unprecedented demands are placed on the existing fabric 
of the city' (Bailey et al. 2001) . 
The choice of approach will depend on plann ing and regulatory guidelines as 
well as other factors such as public interest, client requirements etc. There will 
be situations when architects must produce buildings that are recognisable of 
our own age with an understanding and respect for history and context. 
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However, there is also the core requirement of treating 'historic buildings with 
care and integrity, minimising the changes they undergo to meet current needs, 
and maximising their authentiCity' (Rawbow and Bromme 1995). 
2.3.2 Hybrid buildings - documenting change 
A building undergoes various levels of change throughout its hfe cycle, even as 
the understanding and status ofthe broad terms 'architect', 'drawing' and 
'building', alter through context and time (Hill 2005). Building adaptation is about 
managing and controlling change in the context of the functional and physical 
attributes of existing buildings. It is based on the premise that buildings are not 
static in a use or condition sense over their service hfe (Douglas 2006). Change 
occurs on various levels: change of building ownership, change of function, new 
functionality requirements, new statutory requirements etc. In addition, the 
composition and characteristics of a building could change as a result of 
maintenance, refurbishment, and renovation activities. 
As discussed, the hybrid project process differs from that of the maintenance 
and refurbishment processes. The hybrid project will extend an existing bUilding 
with the works all the layers (Brand 1994; Duffy 1993) that make up the 
building, for example, the integration of new structural, service elements to 
existing ones. Douglas (2006) stated that building adaptation takes three 
pnncipal forms: changes in function (e.g. conversion); changes in size (e.g. 
extension/partial demolition), and changes in performance (e.g. refurbishment). 
The hybrid bUilding process implements a change in size and performance of 
an eXisting bUilding. 
The non-static nature of buildings arises as a result of progressively 
evolutionary changes that occur due to physical and environmental effects and 
human-functional interactions. One response to this change is to create a hybrid 
bUilding. Few, if any, buildings actually remain in their initial state of construction 
for more than a few years. Alterations, repairs, additions, and maintenance 
continually alter the building. In the longer term, the bUilding is constantly 
changing in response to changing user demands and changing environmental 
conditions. There is in fact not 'a' building at all but a series of varying buildings 
over time. Duffy (1993) argues that a more effective perspective for bUilding 
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design and description is to consider buildings in terms of change in a 
diachronic manner i.e. change over time rather than synchronically, at one point 
in time. This manner of description reflects spatial change which is implemented 
intrinsically. This means that even though change is visible through space, e g. 
room by room, the process of change is more likely to be implemented on an 
elemental level, e.g. services, fa{:ade, structure. This introduces the concept of 
'layers'. 'A building properly conceived is several layers of longevity of built 
components' (Duffy 1993). The facilities manager is likely to administer the 
process of change based on the evolutionary trend of each building layer. The 
rate of change of each layer is different as technological and social changes 
impact on different parts of the bUilt environment (Crowther 2001). 
Several delineations and suggestions have been made on how best to define a 
building based on its entities (Table 2-2) Brand's (1994) theory of layers defined 
buildings as site, structure, skin, services, space plan and 'stuff'. He defined the 
site as the geographical setting of the building, structure as the foundation and 
load bearing components, the skin comprises cladding and the roof, services 
includes mechanical and electrical. The space plan and 'stuff' define less 
permanent components and equipment. 
Table 2-2 Life span of bUilding layers In years and their sources (Crowther 2001) 
TAYf:R 
Stnlcture Skin Senlce. Space pl.n Reference 
50 50 15 5-7 Duffy 1989 
31l-300 (iViiicaltV 00) 10 7-15 3-30 Brand 1994 
40 15 3 5-8 Cook 1972 
25·125 25 5 5 KIJ...uta'<.e 1977 
fin· I 00 1~-40 ~-jO ~_7 ("Ilrwcll 199~ 
60 (assumed maximum lite 20 7-15 3-5 Storey 1995 
ofbulld .. £) 
65 65 1040 5 Ho\Va, d 1994 
50 (assumed maXImum life 30·50 1l·50 10 Adalberth 1997 
01 build ... ) 
40 (assumed mruumum life 36 33 12 MeCouhnc 1996 
of build ... ) 
-
I~-,O 7.,0 
-
SU711h 199K 
4U (tor bnck veneer house) 12-3U 3U4U 840 1 ueker I WO 
By utilising Brand's classification, this research refers to layers in hybrid 
buildings as follows: site, structure, fabric or envelope, partition, services, 
components and equipment. 
The site is the geographical setting as defined by Brand, but also Includes other 
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bUildings and ancillary structures. The architect investigates the site to establish 
context. The structure is as described by Brand. Fabric or envelope includes the 
fa~ade, passive lighting and ventilation systems, e.g. fenestration. Partition is 
non-load bearing entities (or space plan) which defines internal space and 
defines spatial functions and interactions. This is likely to change frequently 
during the building's existence. Services include plumbing, heating, data, 
electrical and cooling systems. It also includes provisions made to 
accommodate and support these systems such as service tunnels. And lastly, 
components and equipment are elements within the building. Components are 
provided to suit the building function and provide comfort while equipments are 
provided for the users. 
These classifications are necessary to define research problems and 
applications in buildings. They serve as a guide in determining case studies, 
designing frameworks and proposing solutions. As Crowther (2001) stated, the 
layers proposed by Brand (and others) are convenient for illustrating the 
argument that buildings change over time. It may be appropriate to divide the 
building into, more or less layers depending on the building typology and the 
specific design. 
In addition, this delineation allows for the detailed appraisal of existing buildings 
by using both performance and spatial criteria (See chapter 9). For instance, the 
hybrid building process requires the provision of functional solutions to 
problems identified at the preliminary stages through design. It also involves 
exploring interfacing solutions. One concern during the process is 'how the new 
design integrates with the existing bUilding' bearing in mind that the increase in 
the overall cost of operating and maintaining buildings thereafter has been 
attributed to faulty designs (AI-Hammad et al. 1997), although problems also 
arise where design is satisfactory in principle but potentially difficult to bUild. 
These are not to be regarded as defects in workmanship but rather as too high 
an expectation in design (Lee 1987). Nonetheless, defects are a main concern 
that spans beyond liability periods after practical completion. AI-Hammad et al. 
(1997) identified 35 forms of defects that could occur during or as a result of 
building design. These defects were classified under 5 headings: Defects in ciVil 
design, Defects in architectural design, Design defects in maintenance 
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practicality and adequacy, Defects due to consultant firm administration and 
staff, Defects due to construction specification and Defects due to construction 
drawings. 
Table 2-3. Index and rank of design defects by groups using Seventy Index (AI-Hammad et al. 
1997) 
Owner Contracror <\lE 
Group Defects group Index Ran.~ Index Rank Index Rank 
A CIVIl design 71.66 6 63.48 3 55.22 4 
B Architectural design 1233 5 6697 4 5756 6 
C Maintenance practlca~ty and adequacy 78.75 I 6t-90 5 6528 3 
D Consultant firm admlntstraIlon and staff 7375 4 6967 Z 6917 1 
E Unstructton speCifications 7500 2 62.00 6 63.56 5 
F Construction drawings 7500 2 7000 1 6718 2 
Table 2-3 shows how these defects were ranked based on responses from 
owners, contractors and architectural/engineering firms. Construction drawing 
was ranked first by the contractor and second by owners, architects and 
engineers. 
2.4 Hybrid Project Characteristics 
The following statements describe some of the distinct characteristics of hybrid 
projects. 
2.4.1 Complexity of existing building and site 
Hybrid projects compared to new build presents several constraints including 
spatial and planning restrictions. Designing and planning within existing bUilt 
contexts necessitates more complex interactions with the existing built 
environment's infrastructure, each with its own special and specific 
requirements (Petzold and Donath 2004). 
BUilding on an existing site often implies that there are environmental, spatial, 
structural, service, planning and organisational limitations with direct or indirect 
impact on the key building layers, e.g. site, building fabric, structure, services 
and components. These constraints are to a higher degree than in new build 
projects. These limitations consequently determine the location and positioning 
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of the new addition to the building relative to the existing one. In most instances, 
'as-built' documentation provided to the design team, e.g. design brief and 
drawings are dated and no longer valid. This is because the existing building 
has evolved since initial construction. Hence, the design team has to request for 
more information or utilise other decision tools to ensure the hybnd building is 
efficient and efficiently integrated. 
It is imperative that care is taken during design and construction to ensure that 
conflicts between layers, old and new, are minimised Therefore, new design 
provisions and requirements must Interface correctly with the existing one to 
avoid problems later on while the building is commissioned and in use. 
2.4.2 Information acquisition 
Combined with the need for better bUildings, within the context of its 
environment, is the need for better methods of acquiring 'as-built' information. 
This information is critical for hybrid projects because most design decisions are 
(or should be) based on the understanding of what already exists. 
The importance of up-to-date as-built information cannot be in doubt but 
practitioners constrained by lack of time, money and human resources and 
perhaps unaware of their knowledge gaps, tend to rely on old familiar materials 
for solutions. It was found that rarely, if at all, would a project be delayed while a 
search is undertaken for additional, but unknown information (Leslie and McKay 
1995). This, together with other factors, might be the source of most pitfalls and 
dissatisfaction with hybrid projects. 
Design 
Design 
Management 
Information 
(What, who, 
how & when) 
-Decision 
-Impact 
(errorl 
rework) 
-Feedack 
Fig 2-7 Information feed for design and construction processes (Simplified) 
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Design information falls into two main categories: qualitative (numerical data or 
facts) and quantitative (subjective data and performance measurements). 
Design decisions need to be based on cogent and precise data from both 
qualitative and quantitative sources. Clearly, a reduction in design errors will 
project a better professional image of the firm, lead to more effective design 
management, but more fundamentally It Will improve profitability and 
competitiveness of a design firm (Love et al. 2000). The design team could 
therefore have an information management system in place (figure 2-7) to 
ensure that required information is sourced, made available when needed and 
interpreted appropriately. This information can be consolidated on the architect's 
request, or is commissioned as needed, depending on the complexity of the 
existing building and budget. 
2.4.3 Distinguishing between function and functionality 
Scott (2008) defined function as assuming qualities of precision and absence of 
ambiguity, stating that the requirements of functionality are much different. 
According to Scott, precision IS a difficult quahty to apply to thought and 
behaviour, emphasising that intent in particular has no immediate spatial 
requirement. For hybrid buildings, it can be argued that function, the hard 
delineation of space, is less important compared to the functionahty of the 
bUilding itself. Functionahty will encompass social, physical, economiC, 
behaviour and experiences of the building. The 'need' for the bUilding will take 
pre-eminence over the 'reason' for it, the latter being more important in new 
bUild work. This is the art of architecture, an art of social significance, 
symbolism, ideals and aspirations .. .' (Feilden1975). This human-functionalism 
philosophy is vital and this should Influence the delivery of any bUilding 
adaptation or transformation projects. 
The relationship between function and functlonahty IS more important in hybrid 
buildings because of antecedence. There is an opportunity to measure 
efficiency before and after hybridisation. A case study of a recently completed 
hybrid building (discussed later) shows that most hybrid buildings succeed on 
function but fail in functionality. 
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2.4.4 Client and User influence 
The client plays an important role in facilitating or enforcing collaborative 
practices. A good building is the product of a good client, together with a good 
architect who interprets his client's needs and gives him something beyond 
what he expected (Allsopp 1974 p18). Innovation and context are among design 
issues that could be emphasised at the inception of a hybrid project. These 
objectives are easier to achieve with the increasing interaction between 
construction profeSSionals, user groups, planning authorities and other interest 
groups, together reassessing design successes and failures and balancing 
historical and contemporary needs. 
There is an increased probability that in most hybrid projects, a user group 
already eXists and they are likely to participate and contribute greatly, especially 
to the design decision process. This group Will be particularly critical of the 
design. Typically, inaccurate design decisions made in hybrid projects will be 
more apparent because users have the previous building situation as a frame of 
reference. 
2.4.5 Buildability and layer interface 
Buildability is defined as the extent to which the design of the building facilities 
the ease of construction, subject to overall requirements for the completed 
building (CIRIA 1983). Although commentators have over many years have 
highlighted problems in the integration of design and construction (Nicolini et al. 
2000), resources are commonly wasted rectifying designs during construction or 
repairing defective structures after initial construction has been completed 
(Latham 1994). Accurate design is more important in hybrid projects because 
construction is implemented within existing environmental, functional and 
economical constraints. 
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Fig 2-8. Reasons for constructlblllty problems (adapted from Ganah et al. 2000) 
In addition to causes of defects in existing buildings discussed earlier, figure 2-8 
highlights poor design details and conflicting design information as the main 
reasons for bUlldabihty problems. The survey conducted by Ganah et al. (2000), 
showed that this is particularly prevalent with cladding (interface between 
skinlfayade and structure) and the survey ranked this as the most problematic 
buildability issue. 
2.4.6 Conflict between value and resource 
The value of a building is determined by many market indexes which take into 
account the location of the building, its physical condition, rental value, age, etc. 
The hybridisation of a building could potentially enhance building value. In 
addition to market factors, clients and users could measure building value 
based on other parameters, e.g. how much functional space can be gained and 
energy savings. These expectations need to be considered and implemented 
within available resources. 
In hybrid projects, resources including space, time, and money are often limited. 
The architect and other members of the design team will have to work together 
to achieve maximum value using limited resources. This is a typical 
characteristic of hybrid projects and a challenge for those involved in the 
process 
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2.4.7 Increased risk and liability 
Based on a survey of 60 major projects with a total value of £500million, Graves 
et al. (1998), found that two-thirds of projects exceeded their cost estimates and 
three-quarters had delayed completion, although this generalisation is as a 
result of several factors, including contractor faults, design errors, lack of 
collaboration and corporation among construction professionals, information 
acquisition and management. It is apparent that building construction today is 
still not an exact science and it involves a lot of risk. Hence the common 
practice of allocating liabilities in contract documents. With hybrid project design 
and depending on the type of procurement, this is often not straightforward. 
There are often contractual requirements from all parties including the client that 
cannot always be clear-cut and simply defined. For example, if the appraisal 
and strategic briefing stages are implemented by the client or client 
representative and the procurement method is 'design and build', the architect's 
design will most likely be based on information provided and buildability will be 
resolved by the contractor. In this instance, responsibility for defects could either 
rest on the client for providing inaccurate 'as-built' information either quantitative 
or qualitative, the architect for inaccurate design or, in legal jargon, 'not taking 
reasonable care and skill in preparing the design'. The fault might also be 
allocated to the contractor for inaccurate interpretation and implementation of 
the design among other reasons. This compleXity might have to be added as 
express terms and liability clauses in the contractual documents in order to 
minimise disputes in the future. Ultimately, the consequence is that the project 
could be delayed, with implications such as cost, and further disruption to 
existing building operations. 
2.5 Decision making for design 
There is a dimension to designers' knowledge and activity that is, by definition, 
unspeakable. There is, as philosophiser Michael PolanYI has described, a tacit 
dimension to much of human activity and knowledge. It is most readily 
understood in manual abilities; it is eVident in the ability of musicians to play 
their instruments, and potters to throw their pots. These abilities cannot be 
""'IIIIIIII 
I 
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easily translated to another individual except through a prolonged process of 
practice and learning. The possession of tacit knowledge is personal, and to 
distnbute any part of It requires 'it' to be translated into a host of other means: 
text, drawing, image, physical and mathematical models. This process is one of 
the architect's most important functions and is central to design activity (Callicott 
2005). 
Decisions, including design decisions, are typically made using one or more of 
the following techniques· 
1. Prioritisation - weighting or 'ordering': Information acquired is often 
categorised and ordered formally or informally by allocating properties 
and ratings. Decision weights can vary with the rank and sign of the 
outcome, but also with the value of the outcome, the number of 
outcomes, the spacing of the outcomes, and the decision maker's point 
of view (Mellers and Cooke 1996; Mellers et al. 1998; Birnbaum and 
Viera 1997). Weighting and ordering either based on deterministic, 
stochastic (Bellman and Zadeh 1970) or factual paradigms aids 
prioritisation. 
2. Multiple Cnteria Decision Making - comprises of two separate areas; 
Multiple Objective DeciSion Making and Multiple Attnbute Decision 
Making. MODM methods direct the synthesis of optimal designs from an 
infinite number of potential alternatives, based on pnontised objectives, 
for example, when a designer creates a novel solution. MAD M methods 
enable the selection of an optimal design from a finite set during design 
selection (Sen and Yang 1998; StoyeIl2004), based on prioritised 
attributes. 
3. Risk: Risk assessment and management have extensively been 
evaluated for construction and construction processes (Carr and Tah 
2001; Jaafari 2001; Mills 2001 etc.) as with all aspects of decision 
making, design risks based on time, cost, structural integrity, professional 
Integrity etc will be considered. 
4. Choice: For example, design options are produced and presented by the 
architect to the client or project team identifying benefits of and 
constraints overcome by each proposed solution. A choice is made 
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based on facts or reason that allows the justification of decisions to us 
and others (Meller et al. 1998; Hogarth and Kunreuther 1995). 
5. Response: Meller et al. (1998) suggest that responses are made by the 
combination of qualitative tasks and qualitative strategies favouring the 
more prominent attribute (weighted), and quantitative tasks and evoking 
quantitative strategies. Response is the action taken based on combined 
knowledge and information. 
6 Feedback: Accuracy of decisions made is often not known until after it is 
implemented. Communication and feedback dUring implementation and 
use is vital to determining if the right decisions have been made and 
what lessons can be learnt. 
Each one of these decision techniques is made intuitively, either deliberately or 
compulsorily. Architects will make decisions using mostly all of these techniques 
during the various stages of a building process. 
Hughes (1991) classified the building process as a series of decisions (figure 2-
9), the first of which is the decision to adapt the buildings to SUIt external 
influences. This acts as the trigger to the process of hybrid building 
procurement. Decisions concerning the project are made after the need is 
identified, especially in terms of 'corporate' planning and requirements as well 
as funding limits. 
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Fig 2-9. Examples of procurement processes (Hughes, 1991) 
Hughes definition of each decision made in the building process is further 
defined in Table 2-4. The building process using the RIBA Plan of Work for 
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example helps to define tasks, actions, decisions and resources needed to 
implement the project. Having a process implies that information; actions and 
resources can be tracked throughout the spectrum of the project. In addition, it 
is also possible to define decisions made throughout the process. 
Table 2-4. DecIsions and stages of work (Hughes, 1991) 
InceptiDn Define need and determine financlallmphcatlons and 
sources 
Feasibilllv Prellmlnarv deslOns costlnn and Inv estlnatlon of alternatw es 
Scheme DeSIgn Programming, budgeting, briefing, ouUlne design etc 
Detail Design Development of all subsystemswlthm the design, detailed 
cost contra, technical details etc 
CDntract Contract speCification, pricing mechanism, sufficient 
documentation for selection of contractor etc 
Construction Execution and control of all site work and associated 
actlvales, further contract documentation 
Commissioning Snagging, operating instructions, mamtenance manuals, 
opening ceremonies, occupation, evaluation, managing the 
faCility, staff training etc 
Faulty design decisions are the most common faults in building projects. Wrong 
decisions are made as a result of the following: 
• Failure to follow well-established design criteria in the choice of structural 
system and selection of materials 
• Ignorance of the basic physical properties of the materials 
• Use of new materials or innovative forms of construction which have not 
been properly tested for use 
Misjudgement of climatic conditions under which the material has to 
perform, and; 
• Poor communication between different members of the design and 
construction teams (Glbson 1979). 
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One way to militate against these design failures in hybrid projects is to employ 
sharing of know/edge and information for making design decisions during the 
early stages of the process (Quanjel and Zeiler 2007)(figure 2-10) 
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Fig 2-10. Typical design decision structure 
Design decisions made in isolation, using tacit, physical or semantic information 
alone, should be discouraged. The architect in conjunction with important team 
members including the client or employer should make design decisions 
collaboratively. The quality of as-built Information plays an important part in this 
process. 
2.6 Design and Construction process models 
Each industry has rules and procedures that govern investment, decisions and 
the creation, management and implementation of activities on which its 
proliferation depends. The construction industry is no different. Over the past 
few decades; rules, management and implementation protocols have evolved. 
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The purpose is to ensure that the objectives of each project is met as defined by 
stakeholders, while ensuring less resource wastage and increased efficiency in 
the industry as a whole. Two generic frameworks: the RIBA Outline Plan of 
Work and the Process Protocol as well as a Refurbishment Process Map are 
examined as a basis for the development of a hybrid project process 
framework. 
2.6.1 RIBA Plan of Work 
The RIBA Plan of Work organises the process of managing, and deSigning 
building projects as well as administering building contracts into a number of 
key work stages (RIBA 2007). The RIBA Plan of Work is well known in the UK 
building industry and around the world, yet commentators readily acknowledge 
the limitations of plans of work. One of the main criticisms levelled at them is 
thatthey are inflexible and only sUited to a limited range of jobs (Hughes 1991). 
The Plan of Work was originally published in 1963 as a standard method of 
operation for the construction of buildings, and it has become widely accepted 
as the operational model throughout the building industry (Kagioglou et al. 
1998). However, it was designed from an architectural perspective, which has 
restricted its applications such that it is not generic enough for a wide range of 
construction works. It sets out the design and construction process in a linear 
fashion which requires the completion of certain stages before proceeding to 
the next. However, the process is not essentially linear and cannot be viewed in 
such a functional fashion, and this factor contributes to the hard breaks between 
the organisational structures of the whole industry (Lee et al. 2000). 
The Plan of Work nonetheless makes allowances for differing procurement 
strategies (Appendix 1). These are in fact many variations of the traditional 
procurement process, but despite this factor, there is stili much rework and 
waste in the design and construction process (HoweIl1999). 
Nonetheless, the work stages forms a good basis to commence the analYSIS of 
a hybrid building process. 
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The RIBA Plan of Work Stages is as follows: 
A Appraisal 
B Design brief 
C: Concept 
D· Design development 
E· Technical design 
F Production information - F1 & F2 
G: Tender documentation 
H. Tender action 
J. Mobilisation 
K Construction to practical completion 
L· Post practical completion 
Design-related variations between standard process and hybrid projects are 
discussed In detail in the following sub-sections. 
2.6.1.1 A - Appraisal 
The hybrid process commences when a client or his representative defines the 
demands for an existing building and specify project boundaries for the design 
and construction team. The uniqueness of existing buildings not only in form but 
in use requires that at project inception, decisions should be made on how best 
to refine the building to satisfy contemporary demands and future requirements. 
Therefore, after the initial aim and objective is set for the work, a series of 
studies such as value, cost and risk analysiS may commence by examining the 
existing building condition, assessing building standards to make the most 
logical decision on the best solution for the building (figure 2-11). 
EXISTING BUILDING 
1 1 1 I 
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Fig 2-11. Explonng vanous options for an eXisting bUilding 
For a hybrid project, this process is further split into two. The first stage is the 
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project appraisal stage and, for the hybrid project, the outcome will be that the 
building Will be extended with new spatial elements to provide for new functions 
(figure 2-11). At this first stage, an analysis of spatial options; e g. extending 
laterally or vertically will be conducted. This is in addition to feasibility studies to 
ascertain organisational, budgetary and planning viability. 
Maintenance 
(Performance upkeep) 
AdaptatIon 
(performance adjustment) 
Fig 2-12. The two elements of performance management (Douglas 2006 p18, figure 1 6 
adapted from Henkel, 1992). 
The second non-concurrent process for a hybrid project is best described as 
bUilding performance evaluation (BPE) stage. 
In addition to feedback and ongoing evaluation, hybrid projects also have the 
benefit of hindsight. Building performance evaluation (BPE) is a method for 
acquiring necessary infonmation for efficient planning, design, construction and 
occupancy of bUildings. For each building, there are two levels of perfonmance 
management" perfonmance upkeep and perfonmance adjustment. The 
perfonmance of every building deteriorates over time. The response to 
diminishing building perfonmance depends on building users, asset and value 
management, statutory requirements, for example, health and safety and so on. 
The resulting action to perfonmance issues was best defined by Douglas (2006) 
uSing the diagram shown in Figure 2-12. 
Perfonmance evaluation is based on feedback and evaluation at every phase of 
building ranging from strategic planning to occupancy, through the building's life 
cycle (Preiser and Vischer 2005 p3). Some BPE tools used at the pre-
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construction phase include the BRE building performance cost-in-use model, as 
well as value management and technical audits. The building performance 
evaluation is different from quality control. Quality control during the 
construction process is achievable With total quality management, adequate 
levels of supervision and proper materials handling (Douglas 1996). 
Preiser and Vischer identified three priority levels for building performance: 
(1) Health, safety and security performance 
(2) Functional, efficiency and work flow performance 
(3) Psychological, social, cultural and aesthetic performance. 
These levels are interpreted and sub-divided further by implementing these 
requirements for an effective building in two key actions: 
• Acquire information. 
• Interpret and use information. 
The appraisal stage is basically acquiring information to support decision 
making. First of all by the client, then the rest of the project team, most 
especially the design team 
2.6.1.2 B - Design brief 
The 'brief in a construction project refers to the document which contains the 
written instruments of the client (Kamara and Anumba 2001). The processes of 
briefing and design are complex, difficult and poorly understood (Gray et al 
1994). According to Murdoch and Hughes (2007 p32), the preparation of a brief 
is something that is done by the designer, in consultation with the client, in the 
context of the project's environment. By developing a brief and a design 
philosophy for a project, an architect acts not simply as an agent of the client 
but also as a representative of the architectural profession exercising judgement 
and guarding the interests of the public. RezgUl et al. (2001) stated that clients 
prefer to consider the briefing process as extended until almost the final stage of 
construction to ensure that the final product meets their requirements and fulfils their 
objectives. 
In the Netherlands, the brief is seen as a process and not an event. It is a 
process that not only starts early but also continues to inform all the technical 
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work throughout the project. The brief is explicitly managed to evolve through 
various stages in parallel with the technical information till specification stage 
and could be extended through the construction stage (Othman et al. 2004). 
Continued interaction with the client is essential in this process, the underlying 
principle is to make as few decisions as possible at each stage. This means 
identifying the critical decisions and leaving fleXibility on other issues for later 
consideration as more information becomes available (Othman et al. 2004; 
Barrett and Stanley 1999). 
The level of involvement of the architect during the briefing process is 
particularly important in hybrid projects. The architect is needed to interpret 
Information derived from bUilding performance evaluation such that the bnef 
incorporates what is actually feasible in the context of the existing building. 
Knowledge of the opportunities and constraints will help guide client 
requirements and minimise unattainable expectations. 
The briefing process is therefore divided into two stages. The first is referred to 
as strategic briefing and is concerned with understanding the client's business 
processes and expectations. The second stage comprises the conceptualisation 
of built solutions and issues of performance specification (Green and Simister 
1999). Green and Simister consider the first stage to be the most problematic 
but the second is most important in hybrid projects. 
Kelly et al. (1992) contend that the second stage is more tactical in nature and 
is primarily concerned with issues of performance speCification. Kelly et al. 
further observe that many corporate clients perform the first stage before 
engaging the design team. This fits in with the interpretation of the appraisal 
stage according to hybrid projects. The first stage of briefing depends less on 
an ability to conceptualise built solutions and more on an ability to understand 
the client's business processes (Green and Simister 1999). The briefing 
document should not only comprise the client's requirements but should contain 
Information on resources available and possibly methods of meeting the 
requirements. This is why design team involvement at the second stage of 
strategic briefing is important; even more so in a hybrid building process, where 
the understanding of existing situations and constraints is important for making 
design and construction decisions. 
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The first and second stages of the briefing process should complement each 
other. The first stage of briefing depends less on an ability to conceptualise built 
solutions and more on an ability to understand the client's business processes 
(Green and Simister 1999). The two stages complementing each other are 
beneficial for achieving the most satisfactory end product. 
2.6.1.3 C, D & E - Design proposals 
The nature of a design process may be seen as a complex decision problem. 
However, as Pohl et al. suggests, the complexity of design does not appear to 
be due to a high level of difficulty in anyone area but the multiple relationships 
that exist among the many issues that impact on the desired outcome (Pohl et 
al. 1994). 
These mUlti-agents also facilitate the communication between the designers (or 
the human agents) and other factors e.g. materials. 
The design stage includes technical and architectural calculations, drawings, 
specifications, estimate preparation, etc. It also includes the relationship 
between knowledge, information, process and product and resultant decisions 
(figure 2-13). 
Architect 
+ Prior Infonnation + New Infonnatlon 
Fig 2-13 Hybrid project deSign relationship 
Design 
Decision 
Hybrid 
Building 
2.6.1.4 F to I - Production information to post practical completion 
The focus of this research is mainly on the early stages of the RIBA work 
stages. The remaining stages are production information, mobilisation, 
construction and post-construction stages. According to the RIBA, production 
information is further divided into two stages: the first stage provides basic 
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information for tendering and obtaining planning permission and the second 
stage requires detailed information to facilitate construction planning and 
activity. The construction stages involve logistics: organising people and 
materials and utilising design information to achieve the finished product. 
The other Important factor that is worth investigating is the role of information in 
the Implementation of design and construction processes as well as design 
decisions made during the process. It is proposed that information is the 
common thread among the processes and beyond design activity. The rest of 
the work stages will operate more effectively based on a homologous 
information source. 
2.6.2 Process Protocol 
The generic Design and Construction Process Protocol uses manufactUring 
principles as a reference point to form a framework of common definitions, 
documents and procedures. The protocol was developed to help construction 
project participants work together seamlessly. The design and construction 
process was mapped into eight sub-processes (Activity Zones); Development, 
Project, Resource, Design, Production, Facilities, Health and Safety, Statutory 
and Legal, and Process Management; four broad stages, as in Pre-Project, Pre-
Construction, Construction and Post-Construction (figure 2-14a) and ten phases 
(www processprotocol corn). This was the first phase of the developmental 
process. 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Fig 2-14a The Process Protocol Levels (Lee et al. 2000) 
Further to the success of the first phase, the second phase (Process Protocol 11) 
commenced with the objective to develop a toolkit to address issues of 
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implementation. The complexity of the Process Protocol necessitates graphically 
mapping the numerous processes within the framework. The Process Map 
Creation toolkit then allows users to create their own customised process map 
based on the Process Protocol framework. 
gg 
--
Fig 2-14b Process Protocol Map 
The advantage proffered by the Process Protocol is that it is generic yet 
customisable. By being activity driven, it allows a more progressive yet holistic 
view of design and construction projects. Integrated maps could also be created 
to comprise difference activities, events and time-line by using the map creation 
tool. 
The demerits of the Process Protocol in the context of hybnd projects is that in 
the bid to empower the clients, the process framework in the early stages focuses 
more on business and operational enquiries. The feaSibility stages in the process 
framework are more suitable for new build, large construction projects rather than 
adaptation work on small to medium sized projects. It is pOSSible within the 
protocol to map processes based on design information e g. drawings, but as It 
has been shown from previous studies, the emphasis for hybrid projects is initially 
qualitative information for design decisions. 
Whether deliberate or not, the sequence of the stages are similar to the RIBA 
outline work stages albeit to more detail and With more flexibility Although, it is 
possible to adapt the Process Protocol to suit hybrid building processes, it is 
beneficial to develop a more customised, less complicated framework, which will 
present In a single view; milestones/stages, processes, parties, information, 
decisions and actions necessary for the effective implementation of hybrid 
projects. 
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2.6.3 Refurbishment Process Model (RPM) 
The development of the refurbishment process model was undertaken to 
identify the activities during various stages of the refurbishment process so that 
guidance could be provided to project respondents at all stages. Tasks and 
activities related to refurbishment were identified and a safety-integrated 
refurbishment process model was developed using the Process Protocol and 
the RIBA Plan of Work (The RIBA Plan of Work 1999) as reference points 
(Anumba et al. 2006). 
According to Anumba et al. (2006), the benefits that the refurbishment process 
model offers to participants in refurbishment projects were summarised as 
follows: 
• RPM represents one of the first attempts to formalise the refurbishment 
process and provides greater clanty on the key stages, activities, sub-
activities participants in a refurbishment project 
• RPM adds to the Process Protocol by modelling the 'Refurbishment 
Management Activity Zone' 
• RPM provides for safety considerations to be taken Into account from the 
early stages of a refurbishment project 
• RPM offers support to project participants at both strategic level and 
operational levels 
• RPM helps users to identify key decision stages and encourages a 
structured approach to tackling refurbishment projects and enhancing safety 
• RPM serves as a useful framework for the development of a Decision 
Support System to improve safety on refurbishment projects. 
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This framework or model was not considered appropriate for hybrid projects for 
the following reasons: 
• The model is not genenc. but for a specific type of refurbishment projects. It 
has already been defined that hybrid projects are not refurbishment projects. 
although they tend to integrate a degree of refurbishment work. 
• Emphasis is more on health and safety issues regarding structural 
refurbishment work. which includes some demolished elements of the 
existing structure. 
• It is fashioned too much after RIBA Plan of Work-type stages. So for 
example. the team selection is left too late for efficient information 
acquisition and collective design decision making. 
2.7 Information for Hybrid Projects 
Shell (2005) stated that most architects do not make bUildings - they make 
information for buildings. This information is generally presented for 
representation, viewing and communication through mediums such as texts. 
sketches, drawings, models and other increasingly sophisticated forms. Making 
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is no longer identified through that which is made alone, but becomes 
inseparable from the combined acts of its description and viewing (Callicott 
2005). 
Shortfall in the quality of this information about the product (in this case, the 
existing bUilding) directly affects the process of the 'making' of buildings. 
Reliable, informative and accurate planning documentation is a prerequisite for 
efficient and economical planning in the context of existing bUildings and can 
reduce the need for potentially costly ad hoc decisions made on-site. 
Performance evaluabon 
(eXlsbng bUilding 
r? Information 
Hybnd project 
FOlW8rd or reverse 
change process 
Performance evaluabon 0 
(hybnd bUilding) .....-
Bnefing 
BUild 
Fig 2-15. FOlWard and reverse hybnd project processes 
For hybrid buildings, the information process involves reverse and forward 
processing; more or less information acquisition for information production 
(figure 2-15). The creation of a hybrid building requires the use of what exists to 
create what is new. However, an examination of currently available information 
tools carried out by Petzold and Donath (2004) particularly showed an 
insufficient support for planning within existing contexts, most notably a deficit 
with regard to information capture and administration. 
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Fig 2-16 Four generic information process activities and their Interactions (BJOrk 1999) 
Bjork (1999) identifies four generic information related processes and activities 
within a construction project (Figure 2-16). These are; Person-to-person 
communication characterised by meetings, answering questions and queries 
and feedback. The creation of new information includes background information 
that is reusable within the process. Information search and retrieval and equally 
important is making this information available. These four stages can further be 
classified as process information and product information. The search, retrieval 
and use of information for building projects generally comprise information 
about the product and these can be implemented on two main levels: 
quantitatively or qualitatively, and in active or passive formats as shown in 
Figure 2-17. 
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Fig 2-17. Generic and project based resources 
8jOrk reiterates that the creation of any fabricated artefact requires an 
information process, which initiates and controls the necessary material 
activities. The immediate result of the information process are presented as 
drawings, specifications, schedules, procurement orders, etc. which control all 
material activities either by specifying the resulting artefact (design information) 
or the activities that need to be carried out in order for the artefact to be 
constructed (management information). As a result, there IS the need to search 
and retrieve information either from archives or actively through surveying (see 
Chapter 3). Several methods can be used to assess the existing buildmg at the 
appraisal stage (Douglas 2006): 
General feasibility ThiS stage considers the economic, technical and legal 
Implications of the scheme Other Influences such as client 
requirements are also likely to Impinge on the deCision making 
process 
Desk top survey 
Reconnaissance 
survey 
Condition survey 
An examination of all documentation and other informallon 
related to the building IS critical. Oral as well as histoncal 
textual Information about the bUilding can also be revealing 
Typical sources of information include title deeds, as-bUilt plans 
and draWings, geological maps and planning/bUilding regulation 
consents. 
ThiS establishes the phYSical and spatial contexts of the 
bUilding General information such as whether It IS a detached 
or semi-detached building, access problems, assOCiated 
bUildings or structures, and locallon and capacity of services on 
site are Important for deSign deCISions 
ThiS comprises three stages' external inspection, Intemal 
inspection and review of external and surrounding site. The 
Structural 
appraisal 
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external appraisal focuses on the main elements of the 
bUilding, and records any significant defects 
The Internal inspection is on a room by room basIs. It records 
problems affecting the use and condition of the bUilding and 
confirms If an external defect has internal Impact The site 
stage may Involve a measured or dimensional survey of the 
property The condllion survey may prompt a detailed structural 
appraisal. 
A structural appraisal IS carned out by a qualified professional 
who will produce a technical report on the condition, strength 
and remedial measures (with supporting calculations) 
necessary to bnng part of the property up to the requirements 
of the bUilding regulations (Coates 2001) 
A structural appraisal comprises the follOWing elements' 
substructure, walls, floors, roof structure and chimney stacks as 
necessary 
Diagnostic survey Major problems highlighted in the prevIous inspectIOn may 
require further, more detailed Investigation to ascertain the root 
cause A diagnostic survey in such Instances, whilst potentially 
dlsruplive, can reduce the risk of uncovering hidden defects 
dunng the works. 
ThiS information can then be stored in a document management system and 
made available as and when required. 
From this, it can be deduced that the information-related process comprises the 
following: 
Data. 
Decision. 
Action. 
Actual quantities or pnnclpal facts 
Corresponding information to establish relationship, precedence and 
antecedence 
ActiVity to obtain process and communicate data 
Data needs to vary according to the type of project. Information flow for a 
traditional procurement process is as shown in Figure 2-18. These processes 
commence With a need being identified and feasibility being studied, and then a 
design is produced and construction takes place. 
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Fig 2-18 Flow of detatled deSign Information under traditional procurement (PasqUlre and 
Cornelly 2003) 
For hybrid projects, each situation is different and unique. Acquired data and 
information activities will vary depending on the nature of the project, that is, the 
type of hybrid project, application, level of detail required, and knowledge and 
skill of the development team. Other contributing factors include the skill and 
sophistication of the customer, the scale of the problem, the criticality of the 
application, the technology used, and the uniqueness of the application 
(Leffingwell and Widrig 2000). 
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Fig 2-19 Data and acllons 
Consistently with each project, acquired quantities and facts will need to be 
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stored and retrieved for reuse. Information reuse and Integration is established 
in software and web application development: information will be processed to 
meet certain objectives, It will be represented and communicated through 
design or some other means and it will be used to create the final products or 
several products (Figure 2-19). These data-related activities are mainly for 
decision support, project and process evaluation, to maintain information flow, 
for procurement and logistics or planning as well as on or off-site assembly and 
installation. 
For hybrid projects, 'as-built' information is required to differing levels of 
accuracy and representation and at different stages of the design and 
construction procurement process. There is a stronger functional and contextual 
influence on the process because of the probability that the existing situation 
cannot be changed and solutions have to be proposed to accommodate this. 
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Fig 2-20 Design Information process for hybrid projects 
The first challenge for hybrid projects is then how to acquire or capture 'as-built' 
information. The methods used to acquire this information consequently 
influence the remaining design process. It will determine the choice of technique 
used to analyse the data, resolve old and new data, and communicate the 
design (Figure 2-20). The final design will also influence construction planning 
and logistics, in the same way that methods for assembly and installation will 
depend on the design. A building survey is therefore an essential part of the 
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planning process: it provides the information basis for all future planning 
activities (Petzold and Donath 2004). 
The second challenge is what to do with data after it is successfully acquired 
and processed through decisions and actions. The answer will depend on the 
purpose of the design information and its role Within the process. 
Lastly, the integration, management and use of design information as it flows 
through the hybrid building process are important. As-built information such as 
sketches, plans, measured geometric data and newly surveyed information 
must be combined and organised in a structured manner so that they can serve 
as useful parameters for the actual design and planning process (Petzold and 
Donath 2004). Qualitative information will need to be interposed with 
quantitative data to justify design decisions, minimise risks and meet value 
targets. 
2.7.1 Spatial and Performance criteria in hybrid buildings 
Building diagnostics is the systematic study and evaluation of building 
performance (Preiser et al. 1988). For hybrid process, a complete diagnostics is 
carried out during the preliminary stages and findings are incorporated in the 
brief. To assess how well a building is behaving overall and in the long term, a 
more holistic approach IS needed. However, the predictability of total building 
performance IS relatively low. That is why most of the early and ongoing studies 
have concentrated on measuring and assessing the performance of building 
products rather than whole buildings (Douglas, 1996). 
As understanding of total building performance increases, the list of mandates 
employed can be refined and stakeholders involved in the value chain or in the 
design process of the bUilding, regulators and building users, can express 
performance requirements. Identified requirements, both in relevance and in 
quality, Will vary with the stakeholder and hls/her perspective of interest (Trinlus 
and Sjostrom 2005). There are several sources of performance indicators and 
each has their use depending on the aspect of the building that is being 
evaluated. Buildings, despite their relatively low-tech make up, are a complex 
arrangement of systems and sub-systems. Like any such entities, for each 
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building, the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Therefore, selection of 
performance criteria has to be done within the context of the property 
concerned and be based on the needs of the client (Douglas 1996). 
According to Bjor!< (1999), information-related processes in bUilding projects will 
consist of person-to-person communication, creation of new knowledge, 
information retrieval and storage, then making this Information available. These 
stages were previously discussed, highlighting that the key SUb-component of 
each stage Will comprise data, decisions and actions. 
For hybrid bUildings, the process will influence the 'what', 'how' and 'when' 
pertaining to design information. The quality of the information process will 
determine the quality of the design process (resulting in design deciSions) which 
then influences the quality of the construction process. This is why the accurate 
speCification of performance criteria (the brief) is an important stage in any 
bUilding process. 
This IS even more so in hybrid projects for obvious reasons: minimal scope for 
error, spatial and planning restrictions, client and user demands, etc 
Performance criteria, including design and performance factors, are therefore 
important for making accurate and appropriate design decisions. Design factors 
are the explicit goals that a project must achieve in order to be successful 
(Perelman et at. 2001). Through appraisals, feaSibility studies and performance 
evaluations, the design, performance and decision critena are defined and 
speCified in the briefing documentation. While decisions are being made, efforts 
are made to balance these criteria to satisfy both client and users. 
For thiS research, spatial critena are defined using building layers: site, 
structure, fa~ade, services, internal space and partition. Generic performance 
critena for hybrid buildings were presented as follows: 
SPACE 
COMFORT 
The quality of Internal and external spaces available In hybnd 
bUildings affects the quality of user expenence Spatial allocation 
through methods such as zoning helps to define building 
function In addition, the qualitative and quantitative distributions 
of amenities Within the bUilding are key performance factors for 
bUilding users 
MInimiSing user discomfort is increaSingly becoming an Important 
factor, espeCially in non-reSidential bUildings Studies Into 
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ACCESSIBILITY 
SAFETY AND 
SECURITY 
ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY AND 
SUSTAINABILlTY 
MAINTENANCE, 
DURABILITY AND 
ADAPTABILITY 
lighting, to minimise glare, acoustics, to minimise nOise and 
distractions; temperature levels and adequate ventilation are 
necessary to minimise discomfort, propagation of air-borne 
diseases and generally promote internal air and enVIronmental 
quality 
According to the Disability Dlscnmlnatlon Act 1996, and the 
Building Regulations Part M, all new and eXisting buildings have 
to be accessible to all its users. ThiS is therefore an Important 
cnterlon, which should be conSidered dunng deCision making 
Initiatives such as 'Safety by DeSign' and legislation are deSigned 
to promote safety In and around built environments DeSign 
deCISions should ensure that non-defenslble spaces are 
minimised In addition, Incorrectly located or Sized Circulation 
spaces, obstructions and untidy service proVisions are sources of 
dangers Within bUildings If safety and security are Integrated as 
much as pOSSible through deSign, fewer Interventions Will be 
needed after construction 
DeSign deCISions affect the energy ratings of any bUilding. 
Sustalnablllty IS an Important deSign criteria and It IS becoming 
increasingly so. With increasing energy costs and soclo-polltlcal 
pressure, most clients now Insist on an energy efficient bUilding 
Weather-tightness is an important success factor for bUildings 
The quality of interfacing between the eXisting bUilding and the 
new extension IS very important The quality of production 
Information and workmanship Will deterrnlne If thiS IS achieved 
successfully. 
Ideally, the resulting hybrid bUilding should be capable of 
accommodating future change to permit modification to a 
different use, to prevent It from becoming redundant (Douglas 
2006) 
Durability expectations follOWing adaptation are usually high, 
after all, the building has been given a new lease of life. In 
addition, factors such as access for maintenance, etc. should be 
conSidered while making deSign provIsions Within the hybrid 
bUilding 
Information on these performance criteria during a project can be acquired 
through condition, structural, diagnostics survey etc, reinforced by feedback 
from existing building users if they are available. Other factors the design team 
should consider are operational disruptions, time and budgetary limitations, 
buildabllity and planning as well as statutory requirements such as Construction 
(Design and Management) regulations 2007. It is recommended that decisions 
about these factors should be collaborative among the project team. 
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2.7.2 Information Sourcing 
Information sourcing is an important exercise prior to the active design stages of 
hybrid projects. 'Architectural design is an information-centric enterprise: it 
analyzes current states of being and devises plans for new states of being that 
are deemed preferable to the current ones. To do so, it gathers and processes 
information from many different sources, re-arranges the information, produces 
new information, simUlates its expected impacts and evaluates its desirability. 
The information it produces is then used by traditional, heretofore information-
poor, practices to construct and realize the outcomes of the design phase, 
which are later used by information-rich habitation practices' (Kalay 2006). 
According to Pietroforte (1997), most of the information that is necessary to 
exchange, between the various subjects, during the bUilding process (even 
more during the design process) is referred to as ambiguous or not well known 
situations. They require synchronised and 'rich' media, where the word 
'richness' refers to the complexity of the supported language, to the format 
flexibility, to the number of simultaneous communication channels and to the 
personalised level of the message (Pletroforte 1997). 
2.7.3 Concept of Level of detail 
Level of detail in information sourcing requires that Information should be 
acquired progressively and not comprehensively (all at once). Although, the 
comprehensive approach to information is safe but sometime unnecessary, 
leading to substantial waste of resources. 
Progressive approach to information acquisition requires substantial effort 
upfront to identify problem areas where information is required. This is the first 
level of information acquisition. A desk study is also carried out at this stage and 
historical information is collated. 
If further information is required to account for missing information or 
problematic areas, then further surveyor assessment is commissioned to 
address these specific issues. Therefore, the more specific the information 
request, the increase in level of detail but the decrease in the amount of 
information. This technique for information sourcing in hybrid building offers a 
number of benefits: it reduces information redundancy and excessive 
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information acquisition; 'It's not only the lack of necessary information that 
represents a problem; unnecessary information can slow even the most capable 
simulation engine to a crawl' (Maim 2007). It also saves time, effort and 
allocation of skills. 
Summarily, Petzold and Donath (2004) identified the following requirements for 
obtaining information for hybrid projects. Briefly, they stated that: 
• All data capture tools and methods (such as tacheometry, 
photogrammetry, vectorisation etc.) should be viewed as tools within an 
integrated toolkit which can be used in combination. 
• The degree of information detail (density) should be fleXible and 
extendible on demand as not all information is required at every stage of 
the planning process. A sketch-like overview is sufficient for elaborating 
basic planning intentions; for other areas a high degree of detail is 
imperative. 
• An organisational structure for data should be provided which is 
standardised for particular building types but whose structure can be 
dynamically modified to fit the specific requirements of individual 
surveying requirements and buildings. 
• It should be possible to collect, survey and combine different forms of 
information, such as formal data (descriptive), informal data (multimedia 
information) and structured data. 
• The captured data must be presented to the user m an adequate form to 
enable the user to "explore" the building digitally. 
2.8 Benefits and Barriers for Hybrid Projects 
There are some benefits to adapting a building compared to other options, 
including: do nothing but still occupy, maintain in current use, temporary disuse, 
redevelopment, disposition or sale (Douglas 2006 after Nutt, c.1993). These 
benefits are that building adaptation could potentially: 
• Enhance the phYSical and economic characteristics of the building 
• Retard deterioration 
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• Postpone obsolescence - perhaps indefinitely 
• Reduce the likelihood of redundancy 
• Sustain the bUilding's long term beneficial use 
The drawbacks are that the works might be disruptive and expensive, the 
extended life is unlikely to be as great as new building, and upgraded 
performance cannot wholly match that of a new building (Douglas 2006 p37). 
The above factors should be considered by property owners prior to the 
decision to adapt the bUilding. The decision to extend the building, thereby 
creating a hybrid building could nonetheless be beneficial for the following 
reasons: 
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Fig 2-21 Economic life of a bUilding (Douglas 2006 p10) 
• Economic and added value (figure 2-21). The value of an existing 
building is enhanced after adaptation. Value IS generally measured in 
terms of time, cost and quality. A hybrid building process will enhance the 
building's functionality to meet contemporary performance demands. The 
existing bUilding can be upgraded to accommodate new functions and 
building quality can also be improved to the benefit of users Time is 
saved by modifying the building rather than redeveloping the site in most 
instances. Building adaptation is also generally cheaper and better for 
the environment than demolishing to rebuild (Douglas 2006). 
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• Spatial benefits can be derived by maximising the existing site to meet 
proposed functions. The increase in spatial capacity is particularly 
beneficial for commercial properties e g. offices and retail, where 
financial gains are calculated per floor area. Hybrid buildings are more 
likely to result in increased floor space which will be beneficial for both 
the owner(s) and user(s) of the building 
• Environmental and sustainability agenda and the resulting statutory 
requirements imply that most existing building stock have to be upgraded 
to comply with new legislation. It is likely that a hybrid building will be 
more energy efficient than the existing building prior to adaptation. 
• Regeneration and socio-cultural implications. Hybrid buildings allow 
innovative intervention in existing built environments without drastically 
altering the socio-cultural context of the area. This is highly beneficial for 
preservation of buildings while conserving communities and the symbolic 
characteristics of an area. 
Some disadvantages of hybrid bUildings have been suggested at various stages 
in this chapter. Each advantage offered by hybrid buildings could potentially 
lead to problems If important information is overlooked, the wrong decisions are 
made and the risks are not properly managed. 
An over-ambitious hybrid project could lead to the non-realisation of 
performance expectations. Height and layout restrictions may necessitate 
compromises and prevent full satisfaction of the users' needs (Douglas 2006). 
More so, problems with design information and consequently design decisions, 
could lead to delays, budget overrun and substantial defects to client and user 
dissatisfaction. 
Depending on the extent of works, a hybrid building might not necessarily be 
cheaper to maintain or operate compared to the existing bUilding. There is also 
no guarantee that the new hybrid building will be wholesomely more energy 
efficient compared to the old bUilding, especially if a holistic approach is not 
employed during the process. Douglas (2006) also identified the problems of 
latent defects in adapting eXisting buildings. These defects may prove difficult or 
expensive to resolve. He also mentioned that planning restraints may limit the 
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degree to which a property can be adapted. In addition, full code compliance 
with the building regulations may be difficult to achieve in some older buildings. 
These are some issues that clients, architects and the rest of the project team 
have to consider prior to design and commencement of work on site. 
2.9 Summary 
The construction sector, although influenced by economic, socio-cultural, 
environmental and political factors are also required to adapt to changes due to 
these factors. The built environment evolves and changes to suit social, spatial, 
cultural and economic needs. BUilding adaptation works is a process where a 
building is reviewed and modified to meet these needs either on a micro or 
macro scale. 
This chapter has shown that statistically and pragmatically, hybrid buildings 
provide a means for revitalising existing building stock to meet the demands of 
an ever-changing society. By implementing an innovative design which meets 
ItS value criteria, an ill-functional building can be transformed to meet the needs 
of ItS users, for present and future times. 
Using the RIBA Plan of Work, the design-specific stages of the hybrid building 
process were presented as: feasibility, building performance evaluation, design 
- conceptualisation and detailing, design and construction planning, 
construction and post-construction mOnitoring. In addition, this chapter furthered 
the discussion on hybrid projects as a change management process. It 
commenced the argument for as-built information as a pivotal requirement for 
decisions made concerning the existing building. 
The next chapter highlights the important of information for design decision 
making. It also presents a review of existing technologies which serves each of 
these stages: technology for acquiring, searching and retrieving information, 
collaborative tools, tools for creating new designs, etc. 
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Ch apt e r 3. REVIEW OF INFORMATION VISUALISATION AND 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
Information systems for visualisation and communication of data provide the 
means necessary for obtaining, translating and using information. Particularly, 
information required to adapt an existing building. 
This chapter discusses the importance of information for design decision 
making. It also explores the literature on modelling real environments. It also 
presents a review of as-built information visualisation and communication 
technologies which could support design and construction activity. The objective 
was to review available systems which can be used for the acquiSition, 
processing and communication of 'as-built' geometric and non-geometric 
information of existing buildings. That is, information based on defined need and 
best value; the balance of resource, time and cost. 
3.2 Background 
Ideas and buildings have altered substantially, but design representations of the 
20th century offered information much in the same way as those ofthe 19th 
century (Sheil 2005). Drawings during the 19th century required a particular 
expertise to ensure that the idea was understood and this method has survived 
to date. They had to be efficient, clear, appropriate, skilful and expert, yet being 
transmitted into the tactile and physical world by a process that was subject to 
negotiation: they were reliant on translation (Sheil 2005). Positively, changing 
user demands on design professionals have encouraged the use of fleXible and 
more versatile computer-mediated tools. Design and construction has evolved 
over the past two decades mainly because of the successful adoption and 
innovative use of digital technologies in the field of architecture and building 
engineering. Despite that it can be argued that technology is independent: its 
determinism is judged on how it is employed. Digital architecture, the prevalent 
use of computer based technologies, now enhances graphical abilities through 
digital interfaces that allow for more careful and thoroughly acquisitive 
understandings of our world than ever before (Labadie 2001). Digital 
technologies are especially used to obtain, analyse, translate and combine 
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information for effective representation and production of architecture (Fischer 
and Kunz 2004). 
Design and building activity has evolved tremendously over the past two 
decades. This is partly because of the successful adoption and innovative use 
of digital technologies 10 the field of architecture and building engineering 
(Rezgui 2001; Sheil 2005; Fischer and Kunz 2004). 
Information visualisation has long been studied in its use of computer-
supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify 
cognition (Card et al. 1999). A visualisation forms part of the representation and 
processing of the information. The aim being that the user is free to concentrate 
on the most important aspects, such as locating trends, clusters, peaks and 
areas of interest and finding the relevant piece of information quickly from the 
large dataset (Taylor et al. 2001). 
Table 3-1. An example of IV methods for bUilding products (Taylor et al. 2001) 
Inquiries IVmethod(s) A pplicati on level 
Appearance Mechanism 2D 3-D Document level 
Performance Temporal, 20, 3-D, Mu~~ Document level 
dimensional , 
Cost analysIs 2D 3-D Mu~ .. dimensional Data set level 
Regulations Standards 2D Temporal Tree Network Data set level I 
Sourclng 2D Tree Network Data set level 
~ 
-
Digital (ICT) tools have the potential to make the process of design and 
construction easier compared to other traditional means. At present, designers 
can readily produce three-dimensional design models to support two-
dimensional drawings. Virtual reality applications also mean that it is possible to 
analyse spatial relationships, simulate building functions and analyse 
performance before It is actually bUilt (Table 3-1). Deleuze (1988) stated that 
virtuallty is not a pOSSibility of somethlOg that might be realised - It is already 
real, and it does not stand in a representational or mimetic relation to what 
actualises it. Rather, what is virtual is always a 'multiplicity' and It is actualised 
through free or creative divergence. In this context, the exploration into digital 
tools such as photogrammetry (deriving three-dimensional models from 
photographs) or even laser scanning technology (using lasers to acquire three-
dimensional information of an object's surface) will seek to enhance the 
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recreation of qualitative, non-geometric information to compliment current 
methods. 
Digital architecture tools for visualisation, design representation and analysis, 
support the much needed dynamism required for the processes of design and 
construction. With these, the major elements of the Architectural, Engineering 
and Construction (AEC) process can be integrated (figure 3-1). 
has Inputs 
constrained by 
Sequence 
Conslrairt 
Process 
Influen:es 
has outputs 
uses 
Method 
Fig 3-1 Elements of a Core Process Model for AEC (Froese 1996) 
These major elements include the physical or logical entities that make up the 
final AEC products such as the overall facility itself, its systems and 
components; the various resources used In the creation of projects such as 
equipment and materials; people and organisations; and information such as 
contracts, schedules and so on (Froese 1996). The success of technology and 
technological process depends on how well it integrates with current practices 
and this is a challenge presented by hybnd projects. 
The main advantage of these technologies is that digital tools make the process 
of design and construction easier compared to other traditional means (justify 
using references). Architects can easily produce three dimensional design 
models to support two dimensional drawings using computer aided design tools 
and digital data capture technologies. 
The multi-dimensional views allowed by ICT facilitate a holistic view of the 
problem. The more viable the information, the more it is integrated for deSign 
decisions. Virtual reality applications also means it is possible to analyse spatial 
relationships, simulate building functions and analyse performance before it is 
actually built. Lastly, the building and its components can then be fabricated 
using computer aided manufacturing technologies. 
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For hybrid projects in particular, the use of modern tools and techniques for 
architectural representation and communication is beneficial to record, 
(re)design, preserve, renew, restore, and fabricate hybrid buildings without 
necessarily eroding history and context. Current practice for acquiring geometric 
Information on existing buildings involves the use of traditional surveying 
techniques to create one and two-dimensional information of objects in space. 
This is useful for position ai/spatial information but inadequate for 
descriptive/contextual information. However, condition surveys can be used to 
bridge this gap. 
On the other hand, the definition of accurate and detailed geometric models of 
real world scenes and objects remains tedious and costly despite all the 
methods that have been developed and the tools that are available (Chandler 
and Fryer 2005; Haval 2000; Khan 2006). Directly sampling the real world via 
laser scanners (using lasers to acquire three-dimensional information of an 
object's surface) or by image based techniques (e.g. photogrammetry, creating 
three-dimensional models from photographs) are ways to provide as-built 
information on existing buildings for remedial, rehabilitation, adaptation or 
extension works. 
Previous research (Gaiani 1999; Milgram and Kishino 1994) already identified 
that the difficulty is beyond the visualisation and communication of design 
concepts, because translating the real into the virtual for design and back again 
for construction is not merely a question of measurements and their 
transposition. Therefore, the exploration of information systems and digital 
technologies and tools was investigated in context, firstly as a method for 
enhancing the recreation of qualitative, non-geometric information to 
compliment the current methods created by Vitruvlus centuries ago (Gaiani 
1999) and secondly, to serve as an aid to design decisions during a hybrid 
project process. Ultimately, the goal should be to produce a simplified method 
or tool for information acquisition, analysis, resolution, and communication and 
use to support design decisions for the hybrid bUilding process. Technologies 
for design visualisation and information modelling already exist in collaborative 
tools, networked computing, scanning and immersive media. At present, the 
transposition, customlsation and contextualisation of data capture and mixed 
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reality modelling tools and techniques currently employed in the automotive, 
aerospace, conservation and gaming industries are being adopted as 
technological solutions for information deficiency problems in design prior to 
construction. 
3.3 Use of information for design decisions 
Knowledge IS experience, everythmg else IS Just mformatlon - A/bert Ems/em 
Approaches to making decisions such as prloritisation (Bellman and Zadeh 
1970) and choice (Meller et a!. 1998) was presented in the previous chapter. 
Experience underlies each of these approaches and has also been found to be 
the most quoted influence on decision making. Experience acquired through the 
practice of design is seen as readily available, quicker to use, and more 
'palatable' compared to information in a written form (Mackinder and Marvin 
1982). The prioritisation of objectives and attributes allow competing aspects of 
performance to be reconciled (Stoyell 2004). However, Gigerenzer (1996) 
pointed out that people are interested in good judgement, and good judgement 
requires an analysis of content, in addition to laws, prinCiples, and axioms. 
Accurately presented information aids good judgement and this could translate 
to informed design decisions made at the early stages ofthe process. 
Beyond Einstein's distinction, information is different from knowledge in a 
number of ways; McDermott (1999) stated that leveraging knowledge involves a 
unique combination of human and information systems. Professionals do not 
just cut and paste "best practice" from the past to the current situation They 
draw from their experience to think about a problem (McDermott 2000). 
Design decisions require a combination of both knowledge and information to 
varying degrees. Galbraith said that a basic proposition is that the greater the 
uncertainty of the task, the greater the amount of information that has to be 
processed between deCision makers during the execution of the task. However, 
if the task is well understood prior to performing it (because of the amount of 
information available) much of the activity can be pre-planned. But If It is not 
understood, then during the actual task execution, more knowledge is acquired 
which then leads to (decision) changes in resource allocations, schedules and 
priorities (Galbralth 1974). 
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Schon described design decision making as follows: 'An architect looking for a 
design that will work on a steeply sloping site, looks at the site "through the 
eyes" of one idea, discards it and sees It again "through the eyes" of a different 
idea, drawing on different information about the site in each "thought" 
experiment. In running these experiments, the architect is not Just looking for 
pre-made solutions, but thinking about how those solutions might apply and 
letting ideas seep from one framework to the next, so a new, creative idea can 
emerge (Schon 1983). Emmitt and Gorse (2003) described a collaborative 
approach to design, stating that the nature of design is such that different 
people with varying knowledge and expertise will work together. When working 
in a group, making an informed decision is about utilising the relevant specialist 
information that is relevant to the problem, some members will possess more 
knowledge on issues than others. What is important is that the most relevant 
information is accessed (Emmitt and Gorse 2003). 
This highlights two important factors for the use of information for design 
decision making: availability and access to information, collaboration in making 
decisions. Kalay (2006) emphasised the latter by saying that although 
participants in a project may be short-termed compared to lifetime of the project 
itself, the effects of their collaboration, in terms of the decisions they made and 
the action they have taken when they were part of the project team, may well 
impact and constrain the freedom of action of other participants long after the 
original participants have departed. 
Koutamanis et al. (2008) identified additional requirements for deSign 
information to be Information integration (of many aspects at a given moment in 
a process) and continUIty (throughout a process). With Continuity seeming to 
have a lower priority in bUilding design and construction as It does not have the 
financial nor legal imperatives for tracing decisions that exist in other industries. 
However, with the growing complexity of product specification and of the design 
process, integration has become a clear necessity Communication and 
Interaction between different aspects and the corresponding disciplines can only 
improve with the correlation of the information each aspect requires or produces 
(Koutamanis et al. 2008). 
Integrated information systems would help streamline project activities by 
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allowing downstream disciplines to access design information (Lee et al., 2008). 
With this, they could evaluate the design and assess the impact of design 
decisions on downstream project activities early in the design process (Halfawy 
and Froese, 2005). 
For design, different types of information are required for decision making 
depending on the requirements of the project. The type of information and 
extent of detail would clearly be related to the project and the parties involved 
but would generally include the management of time, cost, quality, health and 
safety, environmental impact, and the exchange of information and 
communications (Le. administrative, technical, financial or legal information, and 
the systems and procedures that they use) (Bouchlaghem et al. 2004). Broadly, 
during the project execution the interests of three distinct client groups are 
represented - the owners, the users and society. These three groups of 
interest each value different things at different times in the life of the bUilding 
(Bertelsen and Emmitt 2005). Specifically, information requirements for the 
design-specific stages for each project will defer. Although, It has been 
suggested that majority of the design decisions are made at the concept design 
stage (Quanjel and Zeiler 2007). 
Davidson (2004) information for design consists of general and project-specific 
information General information is information that is not generated for a 
particular project but which is most often the product of a research institution, a 
codes body or a commercial firm. While, project-specific information is 
information that is generated for a particular project, which flows between the 
participants, receiving additions and undergoing transformations as the project 
progresses (Davidson 2004). Project-specific information is further divided into 
process and product information (Bouchlaghem et al. 2004). This research 
focuses on the latter. Product information comprises information about the 
product - the building. As previously discussed, this information could be 
qualitative - performance, or quantitative - spatial. The use of Information for 
design decisions is as shown in Table 3-2 below. 
-- f 
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Table 3-2 Use of information for design decision making 
Information stage Information Cia •• Data type Output Decisions Referenc.s 
(Information + 
knowledge, 
Appraisal & 8nef 
GenonO '"'" '"""'" 
Client's mandata, Site 1UfW)'. condition Budgets, nska, Davidson 2004, 
specdic, QU8litabve and Information about users, survey, business needs performance Morbilzer et 81 2001, 
quantJtabve arte andIcr building and cost ana/ySIS recprements, LAMCAM 2008, 
conchtlon, user performance enlsna, Kamara and Anumba 
_<emenls dell!J1 enlens, value 2001, RIBA2008, 
",ten, Madunder and MaN'" 
1982). Tunstall2006 
Concept (ouUtns) design General and project Research report .. 'ketches and concept Daltgn Ideas and Morbltzer el aI 2001, 
opecofic - qua>trtabve practJee notes. drawings, models 10 opIlOI'IS, research, O8VIdson 2004, 
codes and standards, show diagrammatic formulation, analySIs, LAMCAM 2008, Quark 
.-,,- analySIs of r&qLlrements redefinlbon, artlCUlatlon 1993, RIBA2008, 
Information from on Site, solutions to Maclunder and MaN'" 
appraisal and briefing 
"""""" ond 
1982), T~slalI2006 
circulation problems. 
relationship of spaces, 
massing, 
Scheme design project-speclfic, Codes and standards, Drawings. models and Design chotce, Morbltzer et aJ 2001, 
qual'lbtatlV8 deSign guides, deSIgn details· Site layout, judgement, selecbon, lAMCAM 2008, Oueric 
bnef, feasibility reports plamng and spatial consolidation. Complete 1993, RI8A2008, 
layout, elevation, design bnef and decide Macklnder and MaMn 
""""""'" and on particular proposals, 19821, TtnStal12000 
_I Including plaMlng 
constderabont arrangement 
appearance, 
COIlSlructlonaJ method, 
outline speaficabon, 
and cost, and to obtain 
all approvals 
Detailed design Project-speclfic, Codes end standards, Detailed/ wor1mlg FII18I deciSIons on every Morbllzer et si 2001, 
quenb1ab"" design and other drawingS, details and matler related to de.sign, lAMCAM 2008, RI8A 
technical gUides, design speclficatlOl'\l • specification, matenal 2008, Mac:klnder and 
bnef, feoblllly reports. structure, services and seleclion, construction Marvm 1982), Tunstan 
matenals data ete. Installation, fitUngs. and cosl 2006, Emml1l2oo7 
equlpfl'lEtnt and fiOlshes 
Design Information can also be presented in a number of formats (figure 3-2)_ 
Information 
BUilding 
Design! 
Englneenng 
Regulations! 
standards 
Fig 3-2. Example of information and communication flow 
The amount and format of information Will depend on the project requirements 
(see chapter 3; Bouchlaghem et 81- 2004). Building on an existing site implies 
that there will be environmental, spatial, structural, service, planning and 
organisational limitations pertaining to the five key building considerations: site, 
building fabric, structure, services and components. This makes it especially 
important for design decisions to be based on cogent and precise data_ 
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Considering the building activity (and in particular the hybrid bUilding activity), 
one specific problem is the necessity to manage increasing information flows 
not only from inside the single firms, but also from the inter-organisational 
configurations. This introduces a further complication, as these highly 
interdependent processes are entrusted to people, organisations and operative 
methods that are extremely independent of each other (Tavistock Institute 
1966). 
One approach to making decisions is to document in a clear and concise 
manner the client's value and functionality requirement. Then allocate 
performance metrics to each cnterion Performance metrics help to provide a 
complete and coherent representation of both design intent and the basis of 
design (Hltchcock et al. 1998). They also contnbute towards realising value for 
money, a factor that is important to clients. 
These performance metrics can be interpreted in conjunction with other 
requirements such as environmental and engineenng requirements. This 
exercise will help to highlight information as well as knowledge gaps for 
decision making. 
3.4 Capturing as-built information 
The reason for information acquisition in hybrid projects is to capture and 
represent the passage of time (Giaini 1999) as well as to visually or digitally 
document the evolution of building: form! structure! elements! components, in 
order to maintain, preserve or enhance its use. The final outcome will hopefully 
be beneficial for acquiring and processing information usable for designing, 
evaluating, improving or repairing building infrastructure (O'Connor and Tucker 
1986; Cory 2001). 
Data capture in a wide variety of forms is essential for a detailed and extensive 
description of the existing situation (Donath and Petzold 1997) and the 
geometric descnption of an object is central to a bUilding survey. The amount of 
available information will determine the survey brief for data metrics, the 
outcome of which will influence design decisions. Building parameters or data 
metncs measured in hybrid projects often comprise of bUilding geometry or 
morphology, structures, component, service location, function as well as the 
interface (and interaction) between the layers that comprise the bUilding 
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In most cases the term surveying or geomatics is usually understood as the 
geometric measurement of an object e.g. a bUilding in plan, section and 
elevation. Survey information can be used for design, planning or research 
purposes, where a whole series of supplementary information is required and 
typically the amount of information required increases and becomes more 
specific as planning or research progresses (Donath et al. 2001). 
Building surveying IS particularly concerned with the existing building stock and 
building surveyors have a role in the complete design I construction I 
occupation I demolition cycle for new and existing buildings (Pickrell1999, table 
3-3). Importantly, a building survey is required in order to identify which 
information is needed and how to present it so that each participant in the 
project planning has access to it (Donath et al. 2003). 
Table 3-3. Building surveYing in construction (Plckre111999 Table 3-1) 
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Pickrell (1999) also defined the surveying process to comprise: commission 
preparation, survey and report (Table 3-4). 
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Table 3-4. BUilding surveying In construction (Plckrell1999 Table 3-3) 
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Previous PhD research has explored the role of surveying and information on 
design and construction processes. Pickrell's work identified a general model 
for decision making in building surveying by mapping the process and 
information output of surveying activity for different building types. However, It 
did not focus on the role and impact of building surveying activity and output on 
design and construction processes. Hassan (1997) on the other hand, 
recommended the need for an integrated approach for information exchange 
during construction planning. He stated that the output of the construction 
planning process (focus of his research) is determined by its planning approach 
i.e. quality, availability, and capability of exchanging the design and construction 
data within the construction environment. Despite acknowledging that It is 
normal practise for designers to use previous design experience to incorporate 
buildability improvements in their design solutions, he suggested that for 
immediate and systematic buildability evaluation based on project specific 
construction information is essential If building performance is to be improved. 
Mixed reality modelling is another technique for integrated visualisation of real 
and virtual spaces which allows accurate and informed design decisions to be 
made within the context of the 'as-built' information. This makes It possible to 
investigate various design scenarios and agree on the best solution based on 
real-life information in a virtual environment or a digitally fabricated prototype. 
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Spatial and structural analysis can possibly be carried out to test compatibility 
and 'fit' before going to site. This might in turn reduce the margin of possible 
errors and the cost implications that may be caused by the lack of accurate 
data, thereby benefiting the entire building project. 
In addition to discussion on the state of the art on building surveying 
techniques, two further stages are required; the data visualisation I 
representation stage, and the information integration I communication stage. 
The first stage is presented as digital modelling of existing environments. In 
addition, a review of collaborative and collaborative tools is also presented. 
3.5 Digital Architecture for Modelling of Existing Environments -
Theoretical review 
What is 'thought', what is 'seen' and what is 'perceived' influences behaviour 
and experiences in space and time. Representations of space have a 
substantial role and a specific influence on the production of space. Their 
intervention occurs by way of construction, by way of architecture, conceived of 
not as the building of a particular structure but rather as a project embedded in 
spatial context, that will not vanish into the symbolic or imaginary realms' 
(Lefebvre 1991 p42). An architectural environment is therefore also associated 
with certain feelings and psychological reactions to its physical space (8ertol 
1997). 
Henri Lefebvre based his discussions on representations of space and 
representational spaces, on the premise that both are needed for an effective 
production of space. Furthermore, despite the division that exists between 
physical, mental and social (real) space, each presupposes the other and the 
goal is not to create space as abstract or as absolute but the interaction of all, 
alluding that objects are not only things but also relations (Lefebvre 1991 p77). 
Natural 
Real 
Absolute 
Mme$lS 
Fig 3-3. Geometry as MimesIs (after McQUlllan 2004) 
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Architectural critical theory I philosophy's antipathy to a limiting Euclidean or 
Cartesian presentation of space is resolved by mimesis (figure 3-3) - a protean 
term indicating relation between that which is (real objects) and that which 
resembles it (or represents it such as photos or virtual objects) (McQuillan 
2004). A shift has occurred in the semantics of built architecture. Before the 
transformation brought on by the computer age, the perception of architecture 
was drawn from the space it occupied and sculpted. This is no longer true: 
architecture assumes a representational and referential nature when a bUilding 
represents something other than its own bUilt space (BertoI1997). 
Architecture, an art as well as a science has existed for many centuries. The art 
of architecture is exhibited in the creative delineation of space and the 
composition of materials, or the effective combination of both. Historically, 
design skills were focused on conceptualisatlon, representation and production, 
perhaps because the means and methods for communicating ideas were 
limited. New models and paradigms are reqUired as computing integrates 
seamlessly into everyday life. Digital architecture does not exist in physical 
material, such as stone, glass, bricks, concrete and so on, but is made of 
databases - sets of number stored in electromagnetic format (Bertol 1997). The 
introduction of new devices and media types and the integration of the physical 
space in the application design, taking location and user preferences into 
account, led to the need for new ways to structure information. Romero and 
Correia (2003) recommended that new approaches should take advantage of 
the tools that were developed previously while integrating the new paradigms. 
To the effect that through time, the limitations of two-dimensional drawings 
became diminutive with the advent of techniques such as perspective -
attributed to Brunelleschi (Crum 1995), panorama and orthographic projection -
Vitruvius (Gaiani 1999). 
The influence of technology in architecture has both been criticised and 
applauded. The modernist architectural school of thought especially argues for 
maximising available technologies to push the boundaries of form and artistic 
purpose, while conservative architects express concern about technological 
advancement at the expense of meeting user needs (Feenberg 1995). As 
Muthesius (1994) observed, architecture in its very essence is a conservative 
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art and perhaps cannot leave its accustomed tracks as easily as painting or the 
applied arts. He differentiates art from a building. The latter is always 
considered in terms of economic importance, and its practical realisation 
requires preparation and depends on a multitude of external conditions. 
This belief suggests that traditional architectural values will always eXist, while 
partial displacement occurs, which forces some adjustments but leaves 
previous layers more or less in place for long periods of time (Abel 2004). Yet 
the benefits technology brings are invaluable for the processes needed for 
building actualisation (Rezgui 2001; Kalay 2006). This technological 
determinism inadvertently suggests the basis for interaction between 
architecture and technology; technology as only a means to an end. In 
agreement, Feenberg (1995) stated that technology is presumably social only 
through the purpose it serves, and purposes are in the mind of the beholder. 
Nevertheless, digital architecture is not only a series of representations on an 
ideated physical space. Although spatial-temporal, it is meant for the creation of 
places for human interaction (after: BertoI1997). 
Increasing design complexity requires advanced construction methods and 
tools that are more sophisticated. These are used to communicate building 
concepts to clients, planning authorities, component manufacturers and building 
contractors. Tools are required in some instances to meet core demands, such 
as, visualisation (what) and production (how). 
The application of technology cannot be linked to the execution of a particular 
desired action. What must be taken into account IS the chain of reactions, which 
results from the action and which will modify it to determine the outcome of the 
action (Anderton 1971). Therefore, the interaction between man, architecture 
and technology is not clear-cut, yet it is safe to make the following 
generalisation; the use of technology sustains the 'art' and the 'science' of 
building. A reciprocal relation between a rational and linear process of 
technology and a rational and linear process of thought (AbeI2004). 
For this reason, the style, matenal and tools employed by architects continually 
evolves; design information is now communicated using various representation 
tools, including verbal communications, texts, sketches, drawings and electronic 
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data (Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger 2004). The choice of representation 
has to suit the various design and construction requirements, although 
increasingly, design skill has become less visible and not automatically 
discernible in the final manufactured product (Woolley 2004). 
This entire research was based on the premise that, the creation of any 
fabricated artefact requires an information process, which initiates and controls 
the necessary material activities. Outputs such as drawings, specifications, 
schedules, procurement orders etc. control all material activities either by 
specifying the resulting artefact (design information) or the activities that need to 
be carried out in order for the artefact to be constructed (management 
information) (BjDrk 1999). 
One benefit of digital architecture when fully accomplished is that it creates 
building that can be appraised from several viewpoints across the spectrum 
providing the opportunity for professionals to propitiate every design 
expectation. Proposing homologous, connected, representation tools for the 
representation and production of hybrid spaces, are advantageous because the 
same source data can then be utilised for multiple functions during the design 
and construction process. Design tools such as drawing, modelling + 
fabrication, presentation + new media (Norman and Tilder 2003) aptly 
representing the real and created, will increase contextualisation of space, aid 
interpretation of design, achieve better social environments due to increased 
understanding and interaction, all of which will sustain the innate character of 
spaces - the essence of a place. 
3.5.1 Modelling Real Environments 
In less than four decades, information technology - the use of electronic 
machines and programs for the processing, storage, transfer and presentation 
of information (BjDrk 1999) has become widely prevalent in architecture. 
Computer-aided design (CAD) is now the norm, permitting easy design 
representations in 2D, 3D and descriptive texts; flexible production technologies 
have freed architects and other designers from the strailjacket of 
standardisation (Abel 2004). Further progress has also been made with virtual 
reality applications where real environments can be simulated in a computer 
workstation. The designer can salubriously provide a high level of design detail 
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by exploring various possibilities using technological tools. Detailing being the 
link, architects or designers are, as a result, no longer confined to just the art of 
design while other building professionals such as structural and mechanical 
engineers deal with the science and practicalities of structure and services. 
Rapid technological advances are enhancing the possibilities of architectural 
design, for instance three-dimensional Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality 
(AR) and Augmented Virtuallty (AV) environments. Immersive and semi-
immersive projection displays, such as CAVEsTM and workbenches are already 
used to support virtual reality applications in many professional domains, 
including the field of architecture (Petzold et al. 2007). 
Computer visualisations are not just visual predictions of proposed space for 
evaluation purposes, but key elements in the entire design process of the built 
environment (Bailey et al. 2001). There are various classifications for virtual, 
computer-based environments (VE) but the most commonly accepted are non-
immersive (desktop), semi-immersive (projected) and fully immersive VEs 
(Rangaraju and Terk 2001). This is based on the degree of human/user 
interaction or engagement. 
Some practical uses for computer visualisation include, computer graphics 
communication, storage or transmission of computer generated scenes, natural 
and synthetic hybrid coding and composition, virtual reality and tele-presence, 
including visual communication and virtual teleconferencing, multimedia internet 
applications and object databases with content-based retrieval capability such 
as virtual museums and tele-shopping (Izquierdo 2001). 
A model of space is a domain within which explicit interaction or reasoning over 
the positions and locations of multiple objects can take place (Steed et a/. 
2004). A geometric model requires the definition of a coordinate system with an 
origin and major axes (figure 3-4). Once a coordinate system is defined, 
location can be described in terms of regions in 2D coordinate spaces or 
volumes in 3D coordinate spaces. At any instance, a sensing device may report 
a position in the coordinate system, and typically, this pOSition Will be compared 
against the 2D or 3D regions in order to determine the user's location (Steed et 
al. 2004). 
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Modelling real environments require that geometric, volumetric information of 
existing objects and enVIronments be acquired and transformed into a language 
or format that can be interpreted and processed within an integrated computing 
environment. This is currently a limitation especially with current computer aided 
systems. Explorations reveal a gap in the (possible) IT support for the design 
and planning of existing buildings (Petzold et al. 2007). The current software 
and hardware market in this field is characterised by a variety of individual 
products, mostly adaptations of CAAD-Systems or specific computer-supported 
solutions already available for new building or else adaptations of products from 
other fields, e.g. VRlAR supported design in the automotive sector or Spatial AR 
applications (Bimber and Raskar 2005). 
Therefore, information required for re-designing existing environments are often 
acquired using either traditional means e.g. direct measurements or advanced 
methods e.g. image processing, laser scanning or global positioning and 
mapping systems. There are also various levels of detail attached to modelling 
real environments. This is extensively covered by (Mllgram and Kishino 1994) 
using the Virtuality Continuum. 
Augmented or mixed reality - cybrids (Anders and Jabi 2003) produces 
mimesis by merging real and virtual worlds. Guiding principles such as 'The 
principle of resemblance' must stili be satisfied for effective transformation to 
occur (Hence, perspective, panorama etc. as representations of space. See: 
Battista Alberti's treatise). Milgram and Kishlno developed taxonomy for the 
distinction between 'virtual' and 'real' using dimensions such as Reproduction 
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Fidelity even though they are both combined in the same visual environment 
(Dunstone et al. 2002). 
Although virtual spaces do not have physical positions in the real world, a way 
to establish correlation must exist in order to relate with derived entities or 
define different themes of the same space (Romero and Correia 2003). 
Interactive experiences, where the real world is augmented with computed 
information in computing devices are becoming more common, given the recent 
trends towards mobility and the new computing and networking paradigms. 
Recent advances in computer interface design, and the ever-increasing power 
and miniaturisation of computer hardware, have combined to make the use of 
augmented reality possible in demonstration test beds for building construction, 
maintenance and renovation (Webster et al. 1996). 
Many real systems contain elements of both geometric and symbolic 
descriptions of space. Leonhardt referred to these as hybrid models (Leonhardt 
1998). In recent years, image-based modelling and rendering (I BM and IBR) 
techniques have gained considerable attention in the graphics community 
because of their potential to create very realistic images. One of the major 
benefits of these techniques is the ability to capture subtle real-world effects 
and details related to the imperfections of the real world that graphics 
researchers still do not know how to model and render (Foley et al. 2000). 
By using images as both modelling and rendering primitives, image-based 
approaches can help to alleviate two important and long standing problems in 
computer graphics: the need for simpler modelling techniques suitable for 
representing complex scenes, and the need for rendering acceleration. The 
former can be achieved by replacing conventional (geometric) models with 
image-based representations. Rendering speed-ups are then obtained by 
detaching rendering time from scene complexity, and by re-sampling pre-
shaded images (Olivier 2002). 
Hybrid Image Based Rendering techniques use some amount of geometric 
Information, in addition to images, to synthesise new views of scenes. The 
amount of geometric information used varies per pixel depth. Techniques range 
from 3D image warping, to reasonably detailed polygonal meshes, used In Light 
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Field Mapping (Olivier 2002). With a large spectrum of possibilities, hybrid 
techniques are the most numerous among the IBR approaches including 3D 
image warping, relief texturing and layered depth imaging (Olivier 2002). 
The effectiveness of image-based modelling techniques depends on the ability 
to capture accurately planar and geometric information from images relative to 
real objects or environments. Therefore, techniques that simply attempt to 
reconstruct geometric models directly from a set of photographs through 
projection and approximation are quick but inaccurate. The completeness of the 
resulting models depends on the surface coverage by the set of pictures (Olivier 
2002). Due to difficulty in reconstructing arbitrary shapes and the simpliCity of 
planar projective transformations, all projective approaches are essentially 
constrained to reconstruction of planar surfaces. 
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However, the combination of real and virtual environments results in a 
reconstruction commonly known as mixed reality. Mllgram and Klshino (1994) 
proposed that all realities lie somewhere along the Virtuality Continuum (VC), 
which ranges from completely real through to completely virtual environments 
(Figure 3-5a&b). Whether augmenting real images with rendered virtual models 
(Augmented Reality; AR), or extracting images of real objects to mix into virtual 
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worlds (Augmented Virtuallty; AV), a scene description will usually be required 
(Freeman et al. 2005). Mixed reality is therefore created when reality and 
virtuality is merged within a singular environment where both can interact. 
Milgram and Kishino defined real objects as any objects that have an actual 
objective existence and virtual objects are objects that exist in essence or 
effect, but not formally or actually. In order for a real object to be viewed, It can 
either be observed directly or sampled and then re-synthesised via some 
display device. In order for a virtual object to be viewed, It must be simulated, 
since in essence it does not exist (Milgram and Kishino 1994). Mixed-reality 
demand multiple models of space (Steed et al. 2004), it facilitates the effective 
combination of both. 
Computer systems, which combine images of the real world With rendered 
Images of virtual worlds, are Mixed Reality (MR) systems (Figure 3-6). It is a 
mix of augmented reality, augmented virtuallty and virtual reality (Freeman et al. 
2005). Mixing computer-generated graphics With images of the real world can 
effectively aid, entertain and educate viewers and participants. This research is 
particularly seated within the Augmented Virtuality aspect of the mixed reality 
spectrum. Therefore, it emphasises representing and documenting change 
instead of real time actiVities super-imposed on a virtual reality environment. 
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the real world (Freeman 2005) 
The term, augmented reality, refers to enrichment of the real world with a 
complementary virtual world (Webster et al. 1996). Unlike virtual environments, 
AR allows the user to see the real world, With virtual objects superimposed upon 
or composited with the real world (Azuma 1997). AR can be thought of as the 
"middle ground" between VE (completely synthetic) and tele-presence 
(completely real) (Mllgram and Kishino 1994). Azuma (1997) proceeded to 
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define AR based on three characteristics: 
1. Combines real and virtual 
2. Interactive in real time 
3. Registered in 3-D 
Fig 3-7. Augmented virtuality view of an old subway on Maid Marian Way, Nottingham 
(modelled in ArchiCAD). 
Augmented virtuality (e.g. figure 3-7) enhances a user's perception of and 
interaction with the real world . The virtual objects display information that the 
user cannot directly detect with the senses. Applications of mixed reality in 
construction demonstrate the potential of augmented reality's x-ray vision and 
instructional guidance capabilities for improving architectural construction , 
inspection, and renovation. Virtual reality systems are used to envision modified 
cityscapes , and to assess the impact of proposed buildings (Novitski 1994). An 
architect with a see-through HMD might be able to look out a window and see 
how a proposed new skyscraper would change the view. If a database 
containing information about a building's structure was available, AR might give 
architects "X-ray vision" inside a building , showing where the pipes, electric 
lines, and structural supports are inside the walls (Feiner et al. 1995) . 
Future augmented reality X-ray vision systems may enable maintenance 
workers to avoid hidden features such as buried infrastructure, electrical wiring, 
and structural elements as they make changes to buildings and outdoor 
environments. This promises to speed up maintenance and renovation 
operations as well as reduce the amount of accidental damage that they 
currently cause. 
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Future versions of mixed reahty instructional systems may guide construction 
workers through the assembly of actual bUildings and help to Improve the 
quality of their work. Inspectors with augmented reality interfaces may be 
similarly guided through their jobs-allowing them to work without reference to 
conventional printed construction drawings and ensuring that every item which 
needs to be checked is in fact inspected (Webster et al. 1996). A successful MR 
system for design will be able to integrate various data from multiple software 
sources. However, interoperability is still a key issue with standard CAD 
packages; an issue that is yet to be resolved successfully. In recent years there 
has been renewed interest in information standardization with respect to 
interoperabihty. It is commonly assumed that computerisation of architecture 
should be supported (and preferably preceded) by extensive standardisation of 
design and building information (Koutamanis et a/. 2007). There are 
fundamental considerations for modelling real environments. Space and context 
are two important considerations as enumerated below: 
• Space and Setting 
Space determines the process, it hold the points of interest. The 
representation of space in itself can contain semantic information 
(Romero and Correia 2003). Modelling space is to represent physical 
dimensions or to represent semantic content. The first involves the 
relations between dimensions, say, an outdoor view, with surrounding 
streets and buildings, and an indoor view, of a particular building, where 
focus shifts to rooms, halls, corridors and floors, and a relation exists 
between the two (the indoor is contained in the outdoor). The other is 
related to semantic information contained in the space. 
For example, a 2D bluepnnt is an adequate form to display street 
information and may have some semantic representation attached to it 
(e.g. Library buildings in a Campus). On the other hand, a 3D model is a 
more suitable format to display architectural information and can stili 
have some kind of highlight to enhance aesthetic characteristics. In both 
situations spaces can contain points of interest (objects or buildings), 
which strongly depend, not only on the physical space, but also on the 
semantl?s coupled with the space representation (Romero and Correia 
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2003). Importantly, captured data, whether in sketch form or a detailed 
survey, should be stored in relation to objects rather than purely as 
graphic representations (Donath et al. 2003). 
• Representing Context 
Context has been defined as any information that can be used to 
characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or 
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and 
an application, including the user and application themselves (Korkea-
aho 2000). Others defined it as the subset of physical and conceptual 
states of interest to a particular entity (Pascoe 1997). Alternatively, It can 
be location, identities of nearby people and objects, and changes to 
those objects (Schillt and Theimer 1994). 
Context-awareness means that one is able to use context information. A 
system is context-aware If it can extract, interpret and use context 
information and adapt its functionality to the current context of use. The 
challenge for such systems lies in the complexity of capturing, 
representing and processing contextual data (Pascoe 1997). An 
understanding of how context can be used will help application designers 
determine what context-aware behaviours to support in their applications 
(Dey and Abowd 1999). 
The relevance for hybrid projects is the creation of a system that allows 
documentation and processing of existing, contextual spatial information 
that evolves and metamorphoses based on application history and 
memory, user input and change. 
Ideally, context-aware systems should know as much as the user about 
those aspects of the environment which are relevant to their application. 
A key element of a general platform for such systems is a detailed model 
describing entities in the real world and their possible interactions. This 
model sets out the types, names, capabilities and properties of all 
entities, which are relevant to context-aware applications, and acts as a 
bridge, allowing computer systems to share the users' perceptions of the 
real world. Furthermore, the extent of the data model defines the limits of 
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the context-aware system's view of the world, and consequently its 
possible domain of application (Harter et al. 2002). 
Given that the environment is composed of a collection of real objects, it 
is appropriate to model it using an object-oriented modelling technique. 
Harter et al. (2002) developed a modelling language to represent the 
data model as an entity relationship diagram augmented With multiple 
inheritances. In the richly equipped networked environment, which is the 
context for this work, models were devised to represent people, 
computers, keyboards, displays, networks, telephones, and furniture. 
Korkea-aho (2000) identified characteristic features for context-aware 
applications as follows: 
Firstly, Information and services can be presented to the user according 
to the current context This includes the selection of proximate 
information and services, and contextual commands. An example of the 
former would be information on where the closest bank is. An example of 
the latter would be a user interface changing commands depending on 
the time of the day or location. 
Secondly, Automatic execution of a service when in a certain context. 
This includes context-triggered actions and contextual adaptation. An 
example of the prevIous would be that when a user enters a specific 
room her emails would be shown on a nearby terminal. An example of 
the latter would be the change on volume on a phone according to the 
current noise level. 
Thirdly, Tagging of context to information for later retrieval. The third 
characteristic is more relevant to this research. 
3.5.2 Challenges to effective modelling of real environments 
Until recently, computer modelling of real architectural environments have 
required substantial manual operations. According to Debevec (1996) and 
Azuma (1997), the limitations to existing systems for ARNR are as follows: 
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3.5.2.1 Registration 
The objects in real and virtual worlds must be properly aligned with respect to 
each other, or the illusion that the two worlds co-exist will be compromised. As a 
result, the effectiveness of many applications relies on accurate registration. 
Since the user only sees virtual objects in VE applications, registration errors 
result in visual-kinaesthetic and visual-proprioceptive conflicts. Registration 
errors are difficult to adequately control because of the high accuracy 
requirements and the numerous sources of error. These sources of error can be 
divided into two types: static and dynamic. Static errors are the ones that cause 
registration errors even when the user's viewpoint and the objects in the 
environment remain completely stili. Dynamic errors are the ones with no effect, 
until either the viewpoint or the objects begin moving (Azuma 1997). 
3.5.2.2 Optical Distortion 
Optical distortions exist in most camera and lens systems, both in the cameras 
that record the real environment and in the optics used for the display. 
Distortions are usually a function of the radial distance away from the optical 
axis and wide field-of-view displays can be especially vulnerable to this error. 
Near the centre of the field-of-view, images are relatively undistorted, but far 
away from the centre, image distortion can be large. For example, straight lines 
may appear curved (Azuma 1997). 
3.5.2.3 Mechanical Misalignments 
Mechanical misalignments are discrepancies between the model or 
specification of the hardware and the actual physical properties of the real 
system. Mechanical misalignments can cause subtle changes in the position 
and orientation of the projected virtual images that are difficult to compensate. 
While some alignment errors can be calibrated, for many others it may be more 
effective to "build it right" initially (Azuma 1997). 
3.5.2.4 Viewing Parameters 
Incorrect viewing parameters, the last major source of static registration errors, 
can be thought of as a special case of alignment errors where calibration 
techniques can be applied. Viewing parameters specify how to convert the 
reported head or camera locations into viewing matrices used by the scene 
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generator to draw the graphic images. Incorrect viewing parameters cause 
systematic static errors (Azuma 1997). 
3.5.2.5 Sensoring 
Data capture techniques using laser scanning will use laser sensors and 
receptors. This method for detecting and recording objects depends on the type 
of laser scanning system either contact or non-contact. These methods are 
discussed in detail later. The camera is usually used as the sensor in image-
based systems. This works by recording the amount of light reflected from an 
object. The quality of the image depends on the quality of the lens; based on 
parameters such as lens distortion, focal lengths, principal points etc. 
3.5.2.6 Data Interoperability 
The main issue with data interoperabillty and translations between CAD/CAM 
formats is generic and experienced with all CAD packages, architectural or 
engineering. This problem is gradually been resolved using IFC and open 
source platforms. 
3.5.2.7 Calibration 
Camera calibration is a necessary step in 3D computer vision in order to extract 
metric information from 2D images (Zhang 2000). Camera-based geometric 
calibration techniques is broadly categorised as on-line or off-line methods. An 
off-line calibration determines the calibration parameters in a separate step 
before runtime. An on-line calibration performs this task continuously during 
runtlme (Zollmann et al. 2006). Calibration techniques can also be active as 
well as passive. According to Zhang, off-line techniques commonly used for 
calibration are photogrammetric calibration and self-calibration. 
Photogrammetric calibration IS a form of camera calibration, which is performed 
by observing a calibration object whose geometry in 3-D space is known with 
very good precision. Calibration can then be done very efficiently (Faugeras 
1993). The calibration object usually consists of two or three planes orthogonal 
to each other. Sometimes, a plane undergoing a precisely known translation is 
also used (Tsai 1987). These approaches require an expensive calibration 
apparatus, and an elaborate set up (Zhang 2000). 
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Self-calibration does not use any calibration object. Just by moving a camera in 
a static scene, the rigidity of the scene provides in general two constraints 
(Luong 1992; Maybank and Faugeras 1992) on the cameras' internal 
parameters from one camera displacement by using image Information alone. 
Therefore, if images are taken by the same camera with fixed internal 
parameters, correspondences between three images are sufficient to recover 
both the internal and external parameters. This permits the 3D structure to be 
reconstructed up to a Similarity (Hartley 1994; Luong and Faugeras 1997). 
While this approach is very flexible, it is not yet mature (Bougnoux 1998) and 
because there are many parameters to estimate, we cannot always obtain 
reliable results (Zhang 2000). 
Zollman et al. (2006) developed a hybrid online calibration technique, which 
corrects distortions that occur when images are projected onto geometrically 
complex, coloured and textured surfaces. This was achieved by analysing the 
optical flow that results from perspective distortions during motions of the 
observer and tries to use this information for computing the correct image 
warping. If this fails due to an unreliable optical flow, an accurate -but slower 
and visible- structured light projection is automatically triggered. By combining 
this with an appropriate radiometric compensation, view-dependent content can 
accurately be prOjected onto arbitrary everyday surfaces. 
3.5.3 Reverse Engineering (RE) 
The role of technology in architectural construction has also greatly advanced. It 
has been suggested that computer-aided manufacturing technology (CAM) may 
change the face of building construction. This is demonstrated by the work of 
design studios such as Ghery Technologies whose approach spans from 
'design' to 'making' (Sheil2005; Callicott 2001). This fleXible form of automation 
promises to provide designers With an economic and expressive means to 
manufacture unique products, whose feasibility is less dependent upon their 
complexity or quantity (Callicott 2001). CAM could further promote the inter-
relationship between architects, engineers, building fabricators or 
manufacturers in the future. 
Reverse engineering enables the production of an object based on data derived 
from the finished product or its prototype without reliance on the initial method 
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of production. In a manufacturing sense, it is the attempt to recapture the top-
level speCification of a product or an object by digitising and analysing the 
product. It is an 'attempt' because it is not possible in practice, or even in theory, 
to recover everything in the original specification purely by studying the product 
(Musker 1998). 
Reverse engineering has its origins in the analysis of hardware for commercial 
or military advantage (Chikofsky and Cross 1990). The purpose is to deduce 
design decisions from end products with little or no additional knowledge about 
the procedures involved in the onglnal production. This has direct correlation 
with adapting existing buildings. Similar techniques are currently being 
researched for application in legacy software systems, not for industnal or 
defence ends, but rather to recover incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise 
unavailable documentation (Nelson 1996). 
The first step with reverse engineering is to make assumptions or abstractions 
about the object. This is usually based on prior knowledge and previous 
information on the object's features and in line with the requirements of the 
proposed finished product using the objectives of the entire exercise as guide. 
The objective of the entire exercise could be exploitative: to investigate 
alternatives; increase functionality or efficiency; reduce production cost or 
increase value, to optimise design while integrating collective or parallel 
information. With the intention to influence the design modification and 
Implementation process. 
/ 
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Fig 3-8 Freeform construction processes showing deSign (forward) and reverse engineering 
transitions 
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Reverse engineering processes include design recovery (or data capture) input 
to computer aided design (CAD) or computer aided manufacture (CAM) 
systems, re-documentation, restructuring, re-engineering (renovation, repair, 
reclamation, re-design) and consequent fabrication or manufacture. Unlike 
reverse engineering, forward engineering from a design standpoint (figure 3-8) 
will commence will an original concept or idea, represented in two or three 
dimensional drawings or models. CAD/CAM aligns thinking, drawing and 
making so that the architect can more accurately claim that to be in command of 
drawing is to be in command of building (Hill 2005). 
3.6 Collaboration and Communication tools 
Although it has taken time, the gap between information and making is bridged, 
and is irreversible (Sheil 2005). However, the inventiveness and interaction of 
architecture and building goes beyond simply using Information to create. There 
is dynamism of thought and action that is required for this translation to take 
place; most of which are not visible and a lot of which are not documented. The 
complexity of design activity has been widely discussed and collective decision 
making in itself is a complex psychological activity multiplied by several parties. 
Design as a process is never exact. In the mathematics of architecture, 2+2 
does not equal 4; two spaces plus two spaces can generate millions of 
possibilities (Stacey 2005). This is more so If a singular architect carries out the 
interpretation and transformation of the space, in the absence of competition. 
Context, time and resources are some constraints, which influence design. 
These constraints are not introduced by the architect; they exist before the 
design or the process and will advance, reduce or are effectively managed as 
design is implemented 
The design and delivery of modern buildings is in essence a collaborative 
process; the client with the architect, structural engineers, mechanical and 
electrical engineers, quantity surveyors and others. Initially contained within the 
office of the design team, this process reaches out to site, workshops and 
factories, establishing a creative dialogue with the speCialist subcontractors 
(and everyone else) who will ultimately make the components of the project 
(Stacey 2005). 
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Collaborative tools will be useful in any construction project but for hybrid 
projects, additional functionality will be required. This section discusses some 
collaborative tools currently used in the construction industry. 
3.6.1 Data warehouses 
Some building projects use data warehouses as a repository for construction 
information, which can later be retrieved by members of the project team for 
reporting and use. Unlike databases of operational systems, which are 
normalised to preserve and maintain data integrity, a data warehouse is 
designed and structured in a de-normalised manner to better support the 
usability of the data warehouse. Users are better able to examine, derive, 
summarise, and analyse data at various levels of detail, over different periods, 
when using a de-normalised or dimensional data structure (Humphries et al. 
1999). Time stamping, ability to store data with various levels of details and 
generate reports are some advantages of a data warehouse. 
The purpose of a data warehouse is to: provide users with access to data, to 
produce one version of the truth; with respect to recording the past accurately, 
slicing and dicing through data, separating analytical and operational 
processing and supporting the re-engineering of decisional processes 
(Humphries et al. 1999). 
However, data warehouses are generic information repositories, which might 
require further customisation to suit business or project requirements. In 
addition, maintenance demands are high due to the non-static nature of data 
within the system. As a result, outsourced data warehousing could be 
expensive. 
Data warehouses simply store information and provide various levels of access 
to it, while decision support tools facilitate analysis of information for making 
sub-dependent decisions. Sub-dependent decisions are often complex and 
sometime Illogical because of the psychology of decision making. Data 
warehouses are not decision support tools and decision support tools do not 
always require a data warehouse. Nonetheless, the ability to generate reports 
for analysis to facilitate decisions is a benefit offered by a data warehouse. 
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3.6.2 Electronic collaboration and data management systems 
Electronic collaboration is the interaction of work groups or project teams where 
the processes of communication and project delivery are integrated within an 
on-line 'real time' environment. Collaboration should encompass a coordinated 
approach to communication and the exchange of information (Breetzke 2003). 
Construction companies are especially dependent on the exchange of 
information between clients, architects, designers, engineers and quantity 
surveyors, as well as accounts departments and building management. An 
electronic information management system therefore can be a particularly 
effective tool in the construction process (Bowen 2003) 
Extranet is a private network opened to the public, which uses the internet 
protocol and public telecommunication systems to securely share part of a 
business' information or its operations with suppliers, vendors, partners, 
customers or other businesses (Breetzke 2003). 
According to Breetzke (2003) and Bowen (2003), the benefit of electronic 
communication and data management systems are: 
• Reduced printing, distribution and administration costs 
• Effective communication and work-flow 
• Speedier design/collaboration processes 
• Standardisation of project tools and methods 
• Viewers enable reading of data without the application 
• Current snapshot of project state 
• Improved co-ordination and accessibility 
• Quick access to all project information and improved management of 
project information 
• Troubleshooting and re-working of designs 
• Access to a rich history 
• Increased efficiency and productivity 
• Comprehensive statistics for benchmarking 
• Secure 'hosted' service 
• All relevant information available at close-out 
• Project information into corporate knowledge 
The best advantage proffered by electronic collaboration and data management 
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systems is flexibility and choice. Various private and commercial systems offer 
some or most of these functionallties. The choice of system depends on the 
project and client requirements. System selection criteria include; team 
experience, security and IT infrastructure, legal and contractual issues, work-
flow, protocols etc. 
3.6.3 Building information modelling 
Building information modelling (BIM) is an innovative method which seeks to 
seamlessly bridge communication within architecture, engineering and 
construction industries. According to Autodesk (2008) BIM supports architects 
and engineers to efficiently generate and exchange information, create digital 
representations of all stages of the building process, and simulate real-world 
performance - streamlining work flow, increasing productivity and improving 
quality. Advanced digital modelling technologies, such as Building Information 
Models offer the potential to integrate information across the supply chain in 
single "smart" building models. These models carry all information related to the 
building including its physical characteristics and project life-cycle. BIM extends 
upon 3D modelling drawing and schedule production to the creation, 
management and communication of deSign-related information about a building. 
It is a model-based technology linked with a database of project information and 
works on design, construction documentation, analysis, and implementation 
levels (CRC 2007). 
Computerised visualisation in the form of virtual representation or Virtual reality 
often requires some form of modelling; parametric or complex (Table 3-5). Most 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) applications employ this principle. 
Parametric modelling uses parameters to define the size and geometry of 
features and to create relationships between features while Complex models 
need to be pre-designed and imported to the scene for the fitting and matching 
process based on measured surface data (Yonk-Kwon et al. 2001). 
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Table 3-5 Modelling parameters 
LEVEL OF DETAIL 1: SPATIAL COORDINATES (POINTS) 
2 PRISMATIC SHAPES (20) 
3 FACES OR SOLID GEOMETRIES 
4 OBJECTS 
5 TEXTURES 
6 PHOTOREALISM 
LEVEL OF ACCURACY 1 FORM DEFINITION (DIMENSIONING) 
2 GEOMETRIC INTEGRITY (SPATIAL) 
3 SEMANTIC DATA (ATTRIBUTES OR PROPERTIES) 
3' PARAMETRISATlON (DEPENDENCIES) 
Stanford University Centre for Integrated Facility Engineering figures based on 
32 major projects using BIM found its benefits as: 
• A 40 per cent elimination of non-budgeted change cost estimation 
accuracy within three per cent 
• An 80 per cent reduction in the time taken to generate a cost estimate 
• A saving of 10 per cent of the contract value through clash detection 
• A seven per cent reduction in project time, and 
• A return on investment when using a 3D model of 5-10 times (CRC 
2007). 
Commercial BIM software include; ArchiCAD and Constructor from Graphisoft, 
Navisworks Jetstream and Revlt from AutoDesk and Digital Projects from Gehry 
Technologies LLC. 
Information availability is important in BIM; this information must also be in the 
right forma!. The advantages of BIM are best realised when the design team 
work within the same modelling protocol as previously agreed. This requires 
that every member of the team is equipped with the right software and skill. To 
achieve rudimentary simulation results, architects have to learn to create 
models with the necessary information, and for a more sophisticated result, 
there will likely always be a need for specialists (Malin 2007). Sometimes, the 
client has to provide the right incentive; financial etc for this. This is another 
reason why BIM is mostly used for large and complex projects rather than small 
to medium sized projects. 
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3.7 Data Capture and Survey Technologies: Hardware 
Geomatics incorporates many disparate methods and technologies that offer 
surveyors, engineers and architects flexibility in the design and implementation 
of buildings structures. It provides a means for recording what exists. 
Techniques such as photogrammetry and laser scanning provide the basis for 
decisions concerning the maintenance and care of a building fabric, which may 
include repairs, renovation, or redevelopment (Mills and Barber 2004). 
Limitations to 3D acquisition technologies include the time required to acquire 
high-integnty data and the onerous post-processing by highly skilled personnel. 
Bulky, expensive equipment and hardware also make it a less attractive option. 
Therefore during building procurement, highly accurate digital 3D surveying Will 
only be commissioned if available information is grossly inadequate. Even then, 
skill, cost and time still remain determinant factors. 
Due to these limitations, a disjointed approach to building surveying generally 
ensues. The result of which could be excessive and expensive data sourcing. In 
addition, the inappropriate choice of data capture or surveying method is likely 
to yield unsatisfactory results. The data obtained from digital surveying 
techniques are often not interoperable and substantially independent of 
associative information. Petzold and Donath (2004) dunng their studies found 
that; output during the building survey is usually limited by the saving of 
individual measured points in space, the restrictions placed by CAD production 
of drawings or other specific individual tasks. This means non-customised 
applications or interoperablllty problems. Problems with digital survey data was 
identified to be due to: 
1. A sequential isolated approach 
2. Geometric surveying without further semantic (building specific) 
information 
3. Few and disconnected visual representations of non-geometric 
information 
4. Software and hardware solutions adapted from other fields 
5. Insular solutions with information exchange only as geometric data file 
(Figure 3-9). 
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The result is a collection of separate and usually disparate geometric and non-
geometric information such as photos, room log, field book and 20 drawing 
(Petzold and Oonath 2004). With each information type not bearing any relation 
to the other, no direct design decisions can be made based on survey data 
without further interpolations. However, the role of digital surveying techniques 
in modern design processes cannot be overlooked. 
3.7.1 Common survey techniques 
The most basic measurement in surveying is obtained from direct 
measurement. This usually involves the use of a delineated linear tape 
calibrated in both imperial and metric units. The tape measure is used to 
measure distances from one point to the other. Some modern distance 
measuring devices incorporate laser to achieve higher accuracy. 
The theodolite is a standard surveying implement which consists of a sighting 
device mounted on two scaled bases, one horizontal and one vertical. The 
telescope is mounted such that it can be moved within two perpendicular axes, 
the horizontal axis, and the vertical axis. It is used for measuring both horizontal 
and vertical angles, employing principles of triangulation (Eiteljorg 1996). 
The total station is a device that combines functions provided by the tape 
measure and the theodolite. It comprises an electronic theodolite, an electronic 
distance measuring device (EOM) and software running on an external 
computer. 
The total station itself consists of three interconnected Items. First, there is a 
sighting device through which one may view a target and aim precisely at that 
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target; magnification, focusing capacity, and cross-hairs permit very accurate 
aiming of the instrument. Second, there are sensors which determine the 
vertical angle away from the honzontal and the horizontal angle from true north 
for the sighting device when it has been aimed at a target. These two parts 
perform the function of the theodolite (but with electronic assists). The third part 
of the total station is an electronic distance-measuring device which determines 
the distance between the station and the target at which the instrument is aimed 
(normally a prismatic reflector). This device uses timing calculations to 
determine the distance to the prism (used separately it is sometimes called an 
electronic distance-measuring device - EDM.) The distance and angle 
measurements may then be stored in the data collector (Elteljorg 1996). 
The data collector is a small calculator/computer which accepts electronic data 
directly from the total station; it may store the data about each point as received 
(distance and angles) or apply the appropriate trigonometric functions, directly 
calculate the three coordinates of each point, and then store the coordinates (an 
east-west dimension, a north-south dimension, and an elevation). In either 
case, it also holds variOus notes and identifiers so that the user will be able to 
relate the coordinates to the points which were measured, remember how they 
are related, and record other matters of importance to the individual surveyor. 
The information stored in the data collector may either be transferred directly to 
a computer via cable or telephone line, printed out; or both (Eiteljorg 1996). 
3.7.2 Digital Surveying 
Digital surveying is simply surveying using digital and computer supported 
techniques to acquire information. Technically, a total station is a digital 
surveying instrument. Different level of information is required from building 
surveying. Hence, computer-supported bUilding survey is not simply a 
geometric description of a bUilding. It should also provide multitude of features 
and characteristics relevant for CAD processing and applicable to decisions 
concerning the buildings future use. For example: 
• situation and orientation, relationship and connections to its surroundings, 
general building descnption, 
• building elements and components, 
• constructional system and spatial structure, 
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• technical and material specifications, 
• building methods and materials - on-site or prefabricated, 
• physical, thermal, and technical performance of the building, 
• mechanical services, 
• building defects (for example, for diagnosis of possible causes) 
• building use and allocation of building parts/floors/rooms 
• fittings and fixtures (Donath et al. 1995). 
Digital 3D technologies, some of which are discussed below, provide 'real' or 
'real-time' information that could be utilised during the design process to 
eliminate errors and consequent rework during construction. Benefits extend 
beyond 3D design representation and simUlation. They are also applied to uses 
such as reverse engineering and computer-aided manufacture. 
The choice of digital survey technology depends on the requirements of the 
design or planning process. This determines which information should be 
captured, when and in which order it should be captured, and what level of 
detail is required (Donath and Weferling 2003). Appendix 2 and 3 summarises 
all the technologies that fall under this category, including magnetic resonance 
imaging and ultrasound. It is not unusual to find some of these technologies 
being used for building diagnostics. The more relevant 3D survey technologies; 
laser scanning and photogrammetry are discussed in detail below 
3.7.2.1 Laser Scanning 
Laser Scanning is the most commonly used method for data capture today 
especially in the manufacturing industry. Systems range from portable units for 
small items to panoramic and camera-like scanners which can be used to 
record whole buildings. Specifications such as type of scanner, kind of scan, 
resolution and quality of data, laser strength, surface material, shadows and 
occlusions need to be determined prior to scanning, based on the requirements 
of the project (Runne et al. 2001; Huising et al. 1993). 
The principle of a laser triangulation sensor (or laser scanner) is that images are 
acquired when a laser beam is projected onto the object. The lens images the 
laser point onto the CCD- or PSD-sensor. The resultant offset of the objects 
causes an offset of the image (Wiora 2006). 
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Fig 3-10. Principle of a laser tnangulation sensor- Two-object positions shown. 
The two main types of 3D scanners are contact and non-contact. Non-contact 
3D scanners can be further divided into two main categories, active scanners 
and passive scanners. Terrestrial laser scanners operate in one of three 
principles; triangulation, time-of-flight, or phase comparison (Mills and Barber 
2004). Triangulation scanners record an object's shape using trigonometry. 
Time-of-flight systems uses times pulse to determine XYZ coordinates by 
measuring the runtime of laser pulse, which is reflected from an object. It does 
this by measuring the time between the emission of a pulse of laser energy and 
the detection of the reflected signal (Vogtle and Steinle 2000). By measuring the 
exterior orientation of the sensor during flight (for example by means of 
differential GPS and INS systems), the resulting 3D co-ordinates of the object 
points can be calculated (DEM). These sensors provide a high point density 
(commonly 0.5 to 10 points per square meter) and a suitable point accuracy (up 
to +/- 0.10m in elevation, +/- 0 20m in position) (Baltsavias 1999). 
Phase comparison scanners uses the phase shift between the transmitted and 
received wave to calculate the range to the object point (Mills and Barber 2004; 
Heinz et al. 2001). 
Laser scanning outputs can be exported in multiple formats into other computer-
aided manufacturing or design (CAM or CAD) applications. A laser scanning 3D 
output in AutoCAD 2007 for example, has all necessary attribute required to 
identify each object in space. Although the 3D model is actually a 3D 
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representation, objects can still be categorised and identified by allocating 
properties and layers. 
Mills and Barber (2004) and Boehler et al. (2001) identified advantages and 
disadvantages of the application of laser scanning. Advantages are as follows: 
• Low dependency on weather and light conditions, 
• Few occlusions and point measurements in unstructured areas. 
• Multiple internal and external spaces can be scans and registered to 
create a complete building model. 
• Sections may be taken of complete model to show the bUilding profile 
• at different levels 
• High rate-of-capture and density of three dimensional data 
• Can be used for structural surveying 
• Can capture long distance objects and consequently large objects 
• such as buildings 
• Survey savings in time and cost possible 
• Suitable for 3D CAD modelling applications 
• Portable and affordable equipment now available 
Disadvantages of laser scanning include: 
• Difficult in restricted areas 
• Varying scan resolutions from multiple positions 
• Occlusions and shadowed areas often not captured or require 
• Additional scans and registration required. 
• Large data produced (point cloud With millions of points) 
• Intermediate processing required; outliers, sampling, registration etc. 
• Use of output model for traditional 2D CAD formats difficult as the 
• Scan loses much of its value when not viewed in three dimensions. 
Advantages for building performance and post-construction implementation 
Include; availability of digital information for future design and maintenance 
activities, information can also be used collaboratively. 
limitations to 3D acquiSition technologies have been identified as the time 
required to acquire high-integrity data and the consequent onerous post-
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processing by highly skilled personnel. Bulky, expensive equipment and 
hardware also make it a less attractive option. Therefore, during building 
procurement, highly accurate digital 3D surveying will only be commissioned if 
available information is grossly inadequate. Even then, skill, cost and time 
remain determinant factors. 
3.7.2.2 Photogrammetry 
Photogrammetry is a process used to derive accurate dimensions of a real 
object from an image of the object; it simply translates two-dimensional images 
into three-dimensional objects. The three-dimensional coordinates of points on 
an object are determined by measurements made in two or more photographic 
images taken from different positions (Chandler et al. 2005). This technique is 
used extensively in GIS and remote sensing involving advance applications 
such as mapping from aerial photographs. 
Fig 3-11. PrinCiples of photogrammetry (Source: Jlm Chandler at http 11www-
staff Iboro ac ukl-CVlhc/photdesc html) 
Traditionally, it was applied to topographic mapping using imagery from airborne 
platforms (Wolf and DeWitt 2000). Contemporary applications include terrestrial 
surveying where the Viewing of stereo-pairs as three-dimensional models may 
be used for the interpretation of data in addition to three-dimensional 
measurement (Mills and Barber 2004) for applications in building survey, 
design, conservation and maintenance. The key difference between 
photogrammetry and laser scanning is that the former is an indirect data 
acquisition method while the latter produces 3D points directly (Boehler et al. 
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2001). 
Various methods are available to capture real images; monoscopic Imaging, 
stereoscopic imaging, panoramic, real-time imaging (videos), exocentric or 
egocentric, direct or indirect etc. from which the geometry of the object can be 
derived within context, then a model constructed. The process is easier today 
because images are easily acquired using digital cameras. This supports 
simplified orientation process on site and immediate visualisation of the results. 
Digital images also have stable geometries and no quality loss unless if 
resolution is deliberately altered (Chengshuang et al. 1997; see also: Li et al. 
1997). Most of the reconstruction process is also automated. Digital systems 
now allow semi-automated measurement and the production of ortho-rectified 
photography, previously difficult using analytical methods alone (Bryan et al. 
1999). Previously, techniques were extensive and time consuming, requiring a 
specialist operator (Vogtle and Stein le 2000). In addition, point clouds can now 
be generated from digital images and processed as will be done in the data 
processing stages of a laser-scanned object. 
Advantages over hand or instrument measured surveys are; quicker when 
mastered, can generate both 2D and 3D models, especially of irregular 
geometries, for CAD applications and the same set of data can be used dUring 
the design and construction stages of the project. 
Constraints include; expensive software and hardware in some cases, several 
images are required to counter occlusions and shadows and high technical 
knowledge required. 
3.7.3 Other Image Based Techniques 
Most image-based methods rely on user-assisted detection and identification of 
some features and shapes on a set of different pictures of an object. The 
process involves processing images to bUild an approximation of the object 
itself. Imaging starts with the capture of one or more 2D images that are then 
used as input to image processing algorithms. This is then used to create the 
initial geometry data. These techniques use principles such as observation 
redundancy and self-calibration during the adjustment procedure, which permits 
the use of non-metric cameras (Fryer 1992). 
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Various methods are available to capture real images; monoscopic imaging, 
stereoscopic imaging, panoramic, real-time imaging (videos), exocentric or 
egocentric, direct or indirect etc. from which the geometry of the object can be 
denved within context and a model constructed. To reconstruct a 3D image from 
images of a lesser dimension, the location and orientation of the imagmg 
primitives must generally be known (Bajura et al. 1992). Therefore, target and 
control points are usually set prior to image data acquisition via either stereo or 
multi-stations. 
Benefits of image based modelling, sometimes called photo-rectification, 
include; quick 3D visualisation of bUildings and objects, and lower skill and time 
requirements, disadvantages compared to other techniques include: Low 
geometric accuracy compared to photogrammetry, specialised software 
required. 
3.7.4 Combined data capture processes 
Spatially aligning two data sets can create combined images that improve 
visualisation, understandmg and diagnosis (after: Nelson and Elvins 1993). For 
example, combining data from laser scanning and photogrammetry can produce 
a more accurate, detailed dataset compared to one produced from the use of a 
single data acquisition technique. The perfect technique does not exist, 
consequently, the "best technique" is a clever integration, so as to better 
exploit/augment advantages and to overcome/reduce disadvantages skilfully 
(Visintini 2002). By doing this, techniques better suited for specific applications 
may be found. 
3.7.5 Volume Visualisation or Post Processing 
Volume visualisation is used to create images from scalar and vector data sets 
defined on multiple dimensional grids, i e., it is the process of projecting a 
multidimensional (usually 3D) dataset onto a 2D image plane to gain an 
understanding of the structure contained within the data (Owen 1999). 
Volume rendering methods are characterised by mapping voxels (3D points) 
directly into screen space without using geometric primitives as an intermediate 
representation (Nelson and Elvins 1993). Fundamental algorithms in volume 
visualisation are descnbed below: 
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• Direct volume rendering (DVR) methods map elements directly into screen 
space without using geometric primitives as an intermediate 
representation. DVR methods are especially good for datasets with 
amorphous features such as clouds, fluids, and gases. A disadvantage is 
that the entire data set must be traversed for each rendered image. 
Sometimes a low-resolution image is quickly created to check it and then 
refined. The process of increasing image resolution and quality is called 
"progressive refinement" (Owen 1999). 
• Surface Fitting (SF) methods are also called feature-extraction or iso-
surfacing and fit planar polygons or surface patches to constant-value 
contour surfaces in volumetric data sets (Nelson and Elvins 1993; Elvins 
1994; Owens 1999). SF methods are usually faster than DVR methods 
since they traverse the dataset once, for a given threshold value 
(determinable by the user), to obtain the surface and then conventional 
rendering methods (which may be In hardware) are used to produce the 
images. New views of the surface can be quickly generated or rendered. 
• Multi-planar Slice methods extracts planar image of arbitrary orientation at 
a particular location in a 3D data set using well-descnbed coordinate 
transformations and rotations. Processing requirements are minimal and it 
is advantageous for viewing arbitrary planes perpendicular to the primary 
axis and other orientation not possible during data acquisition (Nelson and 
Elvins 1993). 
An increase in accuracy could be achieved by using a mixed approach (Visintini 
2002). Some of these steps are common to all algorithms and most of the 
algOrithms contain a subset of the steps (Owen 1999) The steps are as follows: 
1. Data acquisition either via empirical measurement or via computer 
simulation. 
2. Put the data into a format that can be eaSily manipulated. This may entail 
scaling the data for a better value distribution, enhancing contrast, filtering 
out noise, and removing out-of-range data. The same set of operations 
must be applied to all the data slices. 
3. The data is mapped onto geometric or display primitives. The primitives 
are stored, manipulated, and displayed (Owen 1999). 
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In essence, the choice of processing technique will be based on the level of 
desired detail and accuracy, solving for errors and tolerances. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter presented a review of data capture technologies, collaborative 
tools as well as information visualisation and communication techniques. This 
was preceded by a brief discussion on the use of information for design 
decision making. Data capture technologies are beneficial for obtaining 
geomatic information about an existing bUilding. These technologies can be 
used to provide structured and context-relevant as-built information for making 
collaborative design decisions. 
Within the context of hybrid projects, BIM tools are beneficial for generating and 
integrating geometric information from which related information such as cost 
and certain operational analysis can be derived. However, BIM tools require a 
great deal of modelling and detailing in order to generate these associative 
data. If the modelling and detailing is inaccurate, the results are inaccurate as 
well. In addition, the time and effort invested in generating this huge amount of 
data will be unnecessary and wasted in most hybrid projects, as a result, the 
investment and use of complex BIM systems will be difficult to justify to clients 
especially in small to medium sized hybrid projects. 
The next chapter presents an overview of the research methodology utilised 
during the course of the research. 
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Ch apt e r 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an overview of the research methodology adopted to 
achieve the research aim and objectives. It defines the philosophical approach 
to the research as well as the methods used to implement it. In order to ensure 
that the most suitable research methodology was selected and that every 
objective was achieved using the appropriate method, various factors were 
considered and these are discussed in this chapter. In addition, the specific 
application of each method is discussed in detail where applicable in 
subsequent chapters. 
4.1.1 Research Approach 
According to Kumar (2005 p6), undertaking a research study to find out 
answers to questions implies that the study -
1. is being undertaken within a framework of a set of philosophies 
2. uses procedures, methods and techniques that have been tested for their 
validity and reliability 
3. is designed to be unbiased and objective 
The three main philosophies (or positions) from which most research is 
approached are positivist, phenomenological or interpretivist, and critical. 
• Positivist - This philosophy seeks looks to discover laws and 
generalisations that explain reality and allow for prediction: explaining 
events or phenomena through facts and causes that have a law-like 
regularity (Woods and Trexler 2001). Positivist approaches are founded on 
a belief that the study of human behaviour should be conducted in the 
same way as stUdies conducted in the natural or physical sciences (Collis 
and Hussey 2003 p.52). Henn et al. (2006) referred to this as the manifest 
content because it utilises what can be seen on the page of a document or 
in a communication. Concisely, it is concerned With 'who says what to 
whom and with what effect' (Lasswell1942 p12). In brief, positivist 
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research is mostly depicted through: (1) the formulation of hypotheses, 
models, or causal relationships among constructs; (2) the use of 
quantitative methods, although not always necessary, that test theories or 
hypotheses; and (3) researchers' objective, value-free interpretation (Chen 
and Hirschheim 2004). 
• Phenomenological or Interpretivist - Interpretivist studies, in contrast, 
could be observed through: (1) evidence from a non-deterministic (free 
will) perspective; (2) researchers' engagement in the specific social and 
cultural setting investigated; and (3) an analysis based on participants' 
viewpoints (Chen and Hirschheim 2004). In this approach, the focus of 
research is based upon understanding and interpreting occurrences and 
structures to provide a meaning to a phenomenon (Woods and Trexler 
2001). This approach focuses on the body of information, the sender, and 
the recipient, but with a different theoretical emphasis. The conclusions 
derived from the information is viewed as a social construction that 
represents the way through which some people (who produced It) see the 
world (Henn et al. 2006). 
• Critical - Like the phenomenological/lnterpretivist tradition, critical 
researchers see a body of information not simply as a resource to help 
explain the world, but as objects of research in their own right. They seek 
to emphasise relationships between the document itself and the society 
in which it was produced (Henn et al. 2006). 
Notions of objectivity and subjectiVity, together with their associated 
consequences for the nature of knowledge, predispose researchers towards 
either positivist or phenomenological approaches to research design (Donaldson 
1996). 
The research discussed in this thesis is predominantly about information and 
information systems. Buckingham et al. (1987) defined an information system as 
a system which assembles, stores, processes and delivers information relevant 
to an organisation (or to society), in such a way that the information is accessible 
and useful to those who wish to use It, including managers, staff, clients and 
citizens. Keen stated that the primary 'mission' of IS research is to study the 
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effective design, delivery, use and impact of information technologies [IT] in 
organisations and society (Keen 1987 p3). Conversely, an information system 
could also be a human activity (social) system which mayor may not involve the 
use of computer systems (Buckingham et al. 1987 p18). 
Research approaches in Information Systems (IS) has been descnbed as 
fragmented (Chen and Hirschheim 2004) with Wicks and Freeman (1998) 
challenging the traditional dominant pOSitivist position. Walsham (1995) heralded 
the emergence of interpretivism stating that this approach is beneficial when 
value-added data cannot be obtained, since the enquirer uses his or her 
preconceptions in order to guide the process of enquiry. Klein et al. (1991) 
advocated the necessity of pluralism for any serious IS research agenda. A 
pluralism approach will use empirical and explanatory (non-empirical) data 
collection and analysis methods. Empirical studies rely on observations and data, 
non-empirical studies emphasise ideas and concepts (Alavi et al. 1989). The 
pluralist or mixed-method approach was utilised for this research and the 
justification for this is discussed later. 
Approaches to research are further claSSified as Description, Explanation, 
Exploration/Evaluation, Formative or Formulative (Punch 2005; Glass et al. 
2004). 
• Description focuses on 'how' and 'who' questions 
• Explanation answers the question 'why' 
• Exploration/evaluation approach explores fundamental knowledge and 
theories for speCific questions. 
• Formation is used to determine and understand target population or 
subjects 
• Formulative is where a process, method or algorithm is formulated as 
part of the research output. This approach is prevalent in computer 
science, engineering and information systems research. 
Depending on the approach, the research could be deductive; from broad ideas 
or concepts to the specific or inductive; using specific situations to develop 
general ideas and concepts. 
The approach to the research was decided based on the objectives discussed 
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in Chapter 1, which included the requirement to understand hybrid project 
processes, understand the role of information in context, evaluate limitations in 
making design decisions and finally develop an information system/tool. In the 
bid to resolve the problem of the lack of relevant, usable information for makmg 
design deCisions, while bearing in mind that the ultimate assessment for any 
research is, 'What are the new and interesting contributions· (Hevner et al. 
2004)? 
There are a number of documented approaches to information systems research; 
action research (Baskerwille and Myers 2004), activity theory (Crawford and 
Hasan 2006), grounded theory (Hansen and Kautz 2005; Gasson 2004), 
interpretivist (Skok and Legge 2002), critical realist approach (Carlsson 2004), 
Case study (Dalcher 2004) etc. The approach proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) 
was chosen as the most suitable approach for achieving this research's 
objectives. 
According to Hevner et al. (2004), two paradigms characterise the information 
systems discipline: behavioural-science and design-science paradigms. The 
behavioural-science paradigm develops and verifies theories that explain or 
predict human or organisational behaviour. The design-science paradigm seeks 
to extend the boundaries of human and organisational capabilities by creatmg 
new and innovative artefacts (March and Smith 1995; Hevner et al. 2004). 
Hevner et a/. (2004) proposed an information research framework for the 
deSign-science paradigm. Their guideline 6 stipulates a search process 
whereby a problem space is constructed and a mechanism posed or enacted to 
find an effective solution. Figure 4-1 shows this research framework. 
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Fig 4-1. Information Systems Research Framework (Hevner et a/ 2004) 
The figure shows that existing theories, frameworks, models and methods can 
be used to define applicable knowledge for the research using methodologies 
such as data analysis techniques, measures and validation criteria. From this 
first step, it is expected that additions will be made to existing knowledge, for 
example, through the development of theories or propositions. 
The second step is to establish relevance. This is achieved by analysing and 
understanding the people involved: their roles, capabilities and responsibilities. 
By exploring strategies, structure and processes of organisations, context can 
be established. The role of technology for applications, infrastructure, 
development capabilities and communication tool/system architecture should 
also be investigated. By carrying out experiments, case studies, analysis and 
simulations around subjects within the research scope, it is pOSSible to assess 
and refine theories and hypothesis until a final research output is reached. This 
output must be applicable in the appropriate environment and usable in all 
instances within it. It is only at this stage that deliberation on contribution to 
knowledge may occur (Hevner et al. 2004). 
Hevner et al. (2004) stated that IS systems must be "implementable," and must 
demonstrate a clear contribution in practical terms Le. it solves an important, 
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previously unsolved problem (Hevner et al. 2004). Therefore, Hevner et al.'s IS 
research framework was interpreted and applied in three stages of research. 
enquire/test, developlbuild and justify/evaluate (after Hevner et al. 2004). The 
enquiring and testing phase required comprehensive study of literature and 
existing publications with the sole purpose of understanding what is already 
known about eXisting and proposed theories and methods. The outcome from 
this stage, interpreted in conjunction with primary data from other studies, led to 
the development of frameworks, methods and instruments which implements 
refined theories from the first stage. The development and building stage required 
that theories, hypothesis and analytical findings were further triangulated into a 
singular output, which was then evaluated and refined at the last work stage. 
These stages overlapped in certain instances. The compleXity of this multifaceted 
study however requires a congruence of methodologies, hence, the mixed 
method approach. 
4.1.2 Research Design 
The aim of research is to produce information that can be shared and applied 
beyond the study setting. However, no study, irrespective of the method used, 
can provide findings that are universally transferable (Malterud 2001). 
Nonetheless, research and consequential learning should follow a logical 
progression (Punch 2005; Kumar 2005; Bloom 1956). The early stages of the 
research required the search for existing knowledge of the subject area and 
research themes. Knowledge acquisition led to some degree of comprehension, 
which was further enhanced by exploring applications in practical contexts. 
Conducting studies and analysing resulting data then led to synthesis. Findings 
were then evaluated with conclusions deduced (after Blooms taxonomy 1956). 
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Fig 4-2. Bloom's Taxonomy 
The first step of research design was to identify the problems within the overall 
theme, as-built information for hybrid projects. Through further enquiry, the 
research emphasis was refined. 
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Fig 4-3. Research design 
In designing the research (figure 4-3), the design and implementation of the 
analysis stage was a challenge. This was because however defined the overall 
theme was, the complexity of relationships and interactions within it made it 
necessary to carefully determine research methods. 
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Firstly, the design process of hybrid building processes needed to be explored 
in detail. Secondly, the role and impact of information within the process also 
had to be investigated. This led to a two-pronged approach in the research, the 
first stages of which were to identify important factors which affect efficient 
design processes and to analyse the role and importance of Information. From 
findings, theories and methods were enumerated, with best practices defined 
using the conceptual framework method. The frameworks developed were 
interpreted alongside theories and other vital findings to develop an integrated 
information management system. This approach recombines the split between 
information and process research that occurred at the beginning of the 
research, thereby completing the research cycle. 
4.2 Research methodology 
Methodology is the design of the research strategy as a whole with a wide 
range considerations based upon a philosophical perspective as well as 
practical issues. Research methods refer to the range of techniques that are 
available to collect and analyse evidence about the social world (Henn et al. 
2006 p9, 17). In the context of this research, a method is also an approach to 
perform a systems development project, based on a speCific way of thinking, 
consisting of directions and rules, structured in a systematic way in 
development activities with corresponding development products (Brinkkemper 
1996). The type of research method (or in this case combination of methods) 
chosen was determined by pragmatic considerations. This included questions 
such as, "What is the research problem?", "How is this problem analysed?" and, 
'What constraints will be faced in the research?" (After. Henn et al 2006). 
4.2.1 Choice of research methods 
The two main research paradigms are often categorised as qualitative and 
quantitative. According to Karami et al. (2006), the qualitative research provides 
insights and understanding of the problem setting, whereas the quantitative 
methods have more widely accepted approaches to the establishment of 
reliability and validity of the research. Qualitative methods deals with 
interpretive epistemology and examines narrative data while quantitative 
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methods examines numeric or scientific data and is more impersonal and 
objective (Easterby-Smith et al. 1991; Kato 2002). Both methods are different 
ways of examining the same research problem (Gray and Densten 1998). 
Patton stated that the difference between quantitative and qualitative methods 
involves trade-off between breadth and depth. He stated that qualitative 
methods permit inquiry into selected issues in great depth, with careful attention 
to detail, context and nuance; such that data collection needs to be constrained 
by predetermined analytical categories that contribute to the potential breadth of 
qualitative inquiry. Quantitative methods, alternatively, ask standardised 
questions that limit responses to predetermined categories (less breadth and 
depth) (Patton 2002). 
4.2.2 Justification of Mixed Methods Research 
Mixed method approach is based on triangulation (Miles and Huberman 1994). 
It is used to describe when multiple strategies of field research are used in order 
to overcome the problems that stem from studies relying upon a single theory, 
single method, single set of data and single investigator (Burgess 1984 p144). 
The idea oftriangulation originated from a craft used by land surveyors, who 
increase the validity of a map by incorporating measures from different angles. 
Multiple and diverse observations can enrich the description of a phenomenon: 
for example, an elephant looks very different when seen from above or below. 
The aim is to increase the understanding of complex phenomena, unlike 
criteria-based validation, in which agreement among different sources confirms 
validity and reliability (Malterud 2001). 
The combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches entails the use of 
both inductive and deductive approaches for reasoning; inductive being a theory 
building process while deductive is a theory testing process which commences 
with an established theory or generalisation (Hyde 2000). According to Brewer 
and Hunter (1989 p17), when two reliable instruments yield conflicting results, 
then the validity of each is cast in doubt. When the findings of different methods 
agree, we are more confident. 
Combining methods, or employing triangulation, in a single research is not 
without its problems. Jacobsen nonetheless (1999) stated that the main 
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advantage of combined methodologies is that combining independent yet 
complementary research methods will ultimately result in a stronger research 
design and more valid and reliable findings. In addition, it is increasingly 
advocated on the grounds that it helps to facilitate a more valid and holistic 
picture than that which could be acquired by remaining true to only one set of 
methods (Henn et al. 2006). There is no substantial evidence to suggest that 
combining interpretive and factual methods diminishes research quality 
especially in the design of information systems. 
The multi-faceted nature of this research Justifies a pluralist approach to be 
beneficial for acquiring and synthesising usable information to achieve its 
objectives. As Gable (1994) stated, using multiple methods, including survey, 
case study and experimentation, provides evidence where results are not 
method specific: therefore using multiple methods wherever appropriate is a 
good idea. He closed his paper by suggesting that journal editors and reviewers 
of papers should be sensitised to the relative superiority of mUlti-method 
designs and that junior researchers and doctoral students should be 
encouraged to combine methods as far as is feasible. 
Gable (1994) stated that the value of combining research methods in 
Information Systems research has received significant recent attention. 
Nonetheless, examples of the multi-method research are few. Smithson 
suggests three possible reasons why this is the case: doubts that exist over the 
legitimacy or feaSibility of combining positivist and interpretive approaches; 
vulnerability stemming from the close correspondence between many 
researchers' value systems and their single methodology paradigm; and 
practical concerns over possible contradictory results from multiple methods 
(Smithson 1991). 
Nonetheless, there is the consideration that the validity of this study Will be 
questionable if a single method is used. Although the study focuses on design 
decisions, this subject cannot be fully explored without an interpretation and 
exploration of theory in practice. Studies were needed to develop the 
epistemological perspectives required to realise the objectives of the research. 
Different methods, both quantitative and qualitative, and different data types are 
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collected in order to address a variety of theoretical and substantive problems 
(Burgess 1982 p163). The combination of multiple methods, empirical material, 
etc. in a single study is a strategy that adds rigour, breadth, and depth to any 
investigation (Oenzin and Lincoln 199B p4). This strategy is designed to achieve 
certain comparisons based on multiple Viewpoints. 
Therefore, this chapter will discuss how both quantitative and qualitative 
research methods were used. Leffingwell and Widrig stated that the choice of a 
specific technique will vary, based on the type of application, the skill and 
sophistication of the development team, the skill and sophistication of the 
customer, the scale of the problem, the criticality of the application, the 
technology used, and the uniqueness of the application (Leffingwell and Widrig 
2000). 
The speCific quantitative and qualitative methods used during this research are: 
• Techniques - a procedure, pOSSibly with a prescribed notation, to perform 
a development activity (Brinkkemper 1996). 
• Method engineering - the engineering discipline to design, construct and 
adapt methods, techniques and tools for the development of information 
systems (Brinkkemper 1996). 
• Tooling - a pOSSibly automated means to support a part of a development 
process (Brinkkemper 1996). 
• Sampling - aimed at insight into the phenomenon, not empirical 
generalisation from a sample to a population (Patton 2002 p40). The 
importance of sampling is closely related to validity. Intemal validity asks 
whether the study investigates what it is meant to; whereas external 
validity asks in what contexts the findings can be applied. The nature and 
extent of the data will ascertain which conclusions can be drawn about 
what. 
When qualitative and quantitative approaches are combined, the methods are 
often applied in sequential order. Qualitative studies can also be added to 
quantitative ones, to gain a better understanding of the meaning and 
implications of the findings (Malterud 2001). 
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4.2.3 Literature review 
Literature review and documentary research remains an invaluable tool in Its 
own right, and has only been eclipsed by survey research and field research 
because of recent changes in technology (Webb et al. 1984). What is commonly 
referred to as literature review is the research practice where documents are 
reviewed in a positivist, phenomenological or critical manner to explore 
research issues, phenomena or trends, depending on the research objectives. 
The positivist and phenomenological method was used during literature review, 
the former for knowledge acquisition and the latter for understanding trends and 
phenomena. According to Cresswell (2003), novices may think that the purpose 
of a literature review is to determine the answers about what is known on a 
topic; in contrast, experienced investigators review previous research to 
develop sharper and more inSightful questions about the topic. 
Importantly, Keen (1987) said that the IS discipline must have a sound theoretical 
base to support the study of practical issues and innovations. Consequently, 
there is a need for basic (pure) research to be undertaken, both in terms of cross-
disciplinary research and of study within individual reference disciplines, which in 
this case is, the built environment. Information from books, joumals, conference 
papers or other forms of publications was examined to investigate the subject 
area and refine research focus using work documented by others. In addition to 
acquiring more knowledge, findings from studying literature helped to identify key 
trends and factors concerning hybrid projects. These findings fed into subsequent 
studies. 
Henn et al. (2006) warned that while documents may provide a valuable source 
of data that might not be otherwise obtainable through qualitative means (such 
as in-depth interviews and observation studies) or quantitative methods (such 
as surveys and experiments), a great deal of care and attention needs to be 
taken when emplOYing them for research purposes. Therefore, during this 
exercise, effort was made to minimise possible limitations of documents 
consulted by concentrating on seminal texts and recent publications. 
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4.3 Qualitative methods 
Qualitative research methods Involve the systematic collection, organisation, 
and interpretation of textual material derived from talk or observation. It is used 
in the exploration of meanings of social phenomena as experienced by 
individuals themselves, in their natural context (Miles and Huberman 1994; 
Britten et al. 1995; Kvale 1996). 
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Fig 4-4. Themes of qualitative enquiry (Patton 2002 p40) 
Based on the premise that value and facilities management epitomise the 
mastering of the influence of time in buildings or the built environment and the 
'change' that results from the effects of time, this research explored and 
discussed methods for capturing dynamic or longitudinal change in buildings. 
This change CQuld be as a result of age, time, value, development and use 
which is Informed by the level or dimension of change needed for a bUilding to 
retain or gain value (or fulfil specific needs). 
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The qualitative aspect of the research comprised theoretical and conceptual 
data collection and processing. Theoretical methods mostly comprised 
extensive literature review, speculative analysis, participative observation and 
framework conceptualisation. The conceptual aspect establishes micro and 
macro level factors upon which the commissioning of hybrid structures and 
design decisions are based. Relevant factors are then clustered and plotted to 
form a contextual or hierarchical map (Kreft and De Leeuw 1998). The 
information derived from data sets and subsets of the framework contnbutes to 
effective decisions made because of using the consequently developed design 
decision tool. 
4.3.1 Interviews 
The interview is one of the main data collection tools in qualitative research. It is 
a very good way of accessing people's perceptions, meanings, definitions of 
situations and constructions of reality (Punch 2005). Punch (2005) stated that 
there are two approaches to interviewing: the first involves one-to-one 
interviews in which indiVidual respondents are questioned at length about a 
particular issue or experience of event. The second approach uses group 
discussions (or focus groups), which are designed for those 'who want to 
assess how several people work out a common view, or the range of views, 
about a topic' (Fielding 1993b p141). Henn et al. (2006) on the other hand 
classified types of interviews as structured interviews, grouped interviews or 
focus groups and unstructured interviews. 
A semi-structured approach was used to conduct interviews during this research 
with the specific use of open-ended questions. In an open ended interview, the 
interviewer poses a question and then allows the subjects to answer as they 
wish. The interviewer may probe for more details but does not set the terms of 
the interview. This allows a less constrained interaction between the interviewer 
and the interviewee. However, this method is limited by the need for the 
participants to share basic concepts and methods, without which they Will be 
unable to negotiate shared meaning for the questions asked (Coughlan and 
Macredie 2002). 
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The objective of the interviews was to understand further phenomena or trends 
identified in the case studies. It became apparent after conducting the first case 
study (chapter 7) that it was important to talk with key parties involved in the 
design and construction process, the client representation and surveyor in 
particular. The interpretive findings from the interviews were needed to confirm 
deductions made during the case studies; the objective was not to establish 
new knowledge, alth?ugh some understanding was derived. For this reason, 
structured interviews were not considered necessary. 
What is central to in-depth interviews, regardless of how the emerging data is 
perceived, is that they provide qualitative depth by allowing interviewees to talk 
about the subject in terms of their own frame of reference. In so doing, the 
method enables the interviewer to maximise her or his understanding of the 
respondent's point of view (Henn et al. 2006). 
4.3.2 Non-participant observation 
This method is also commonly referred to as Ethnography. This method 
requires a degree of participation from the researcher either overtly or covertly. 
During this research, an observational approach was used to examine and 
document key factors affecting the use of digital survey technologies prior to 
design. This study, although overt, required a structured approach. Highly 
structured observational data does not necessarily require being tumed into 
numbers. The issue is not whether the observational data will be turned into 
numbers, but rather how much structure the observation will involve (Punch 
2005 p170). 
To define the structure of the study, the approach to the observation and 
recording of the results was determined. The approach required the focus of the 
observation and the criteria for determining them. Field notes, a watch and 
photographs were used to record the activities being observed. 
4.3.3 Documentary Data 
Documents, both historical and contemporary, are a rich source of data for 
social research (Punch 2005 p184). In the context of this research, historical 
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design and building information was used to examine the efficiency of a strategy 
used to procure a hybrid bUilding as well as the impact of lack of as-built 
information on the design and construction process. If measured against the 
quality of the resultant building. This method was used to further reinforce the 
case study method of research. 
4.3.4 Conceptual frameworks 
A theoretical or conceptual framework is defined as any empirical or quasi-
empirical theory of social and/or psychological processes, at a variety of levels 
(e.g. grand, mid-range and explanatory) that can be applied to the 
understanding of phenomena (Anfara and Mertz 2006). Visala (1991) proposed 
a conceptual framework to help overcome the gap between positivist and 
interpretive research approaches. He cross-referenced epistemological 
approaches (causal models, teleological explanations, hermeneutics, dynamic 
structure models, formal methods, phenomenology) with classes of variables of 
interest in IS research (adapted from the Information Systems research 
framework proposed by Ives, Hamilton and Oavis (1980». 
The conceptual framework developed during this study was based on Field 
Theory, especially Bourdieu's field theory, which defines a theoretical position 
for study because it applies to a field as the common ground with boundaries 
where the action occurs by players in the field (Mutch 2006; e.g. Bourdieu 
1993). It stems from the Physical Sciences and is mostly applied in Socio-
Psychology realms, describing change due to action and effects. It is 
particularly useful for explaining 'resultant' change as opposed to 'causal' 
change. This was highly applicable to this research because solutions are 
sought for when change is based on a bUilding's adaptation processes rather 
than what caused the building to be adapted. 
This was also interpreted as the main limitation of the field theory - that field 
theory purports to explain changes in the states of some elements but involves 
no appeal to changes in states of other elements ("causes") (Mey 1972). It is 
like explaining falling objects without ever invoking gravity (Lieberson 1984 p 
103). 
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This is because according to field theory, elements have attributes, mutually 
exclusive attributes often being considered instances of a "variable." Relations 
between elements are interpreted as by-products of relations between 
variables, and causality is said to exist when a change in state in one variable 
produced by external manipulation would impel a change in state in another 
variable (Martin 2003). 
Despite this argument, field theory is most applicable to this research for the 
following reasons:-
• Field theory does not attempt to give an explanatory account in terms of 
systems or causation (Martin 2003), instead, it agrees with some readily 
understandable causal sequence that explains some theoretically 
accounted-for pattern (Lundberg 1939 p. 375). This is also a key 
difference with other theOries such as functional theory, etc. 
• The context of field gives the opportunity to detail the context in which the 
action is taking place and put boundaries around the place of action 
(Mutch 2006). 
• Multiplicity of settings is not required. The setting or field remains constant 
and it uses change to define and explain differentials between actions and 
effects. 
• It provides scope for time: functional, periodical or evolutionary. Models 
can show a snapshot of time or changes over time (Mutch 2006). 
• In field theory, explanation stops at the constitution of the field. The fact 
that the field at some place and time can be determined to be of a certain 
nature in no way implies that It must be this way-indeed, field theory, by 
never making explanation reach outside the field, must forswear any 
legitimating arguments that there is a reason why the field must be as it is 
(Martin 2003). Although, this is considered a limitation for most, this is 
significantly beneficial to this research. 
• It disallows personal prejudices and allows distancing. Field theory has the 
notable advantage of forbidding us to apply our self-understanding 
wholesale, let alone to crown these prejudices with the title "mechanism" 
and congratulate ourselves on a truly scientific understanding (Martin 
2003). 
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• Field theory still has a general quality of being intuitively progressive, 
logical and accessible. 
• It allows for the allocation of roles and tasks. Each agent is defined by his 
or her position in a field with its own themes and problems, at least so far 
as the field possesses autonomy (Bourdleu 1969 [1966], p161f). Within 
the field, players have positions that have both roles to be enacted and 
status carned with them (Mutch 2006). 
• It supports decision making activities and the impact on processes (or 
actions within the field). 
• There is no need to show complexity within the framework: processes, 
roles are more or less defined because models can show positions and 
relationships. Therefore, in this context, changes to a building can be 
implemented through activities (actions and decisions relative to 
processes). 
The Hybrid Project Process Framework was therefore developed based on the 
principles of field theory. By doing this, the research requirements defined 
through Hevner et al. 's (2004) Information Systems Research Framework was 
satisfied, i.e. rigour as well as relevance. 
The information framework was developed through empirical studies, which 
were used to define protocols and work-flows that are required for an effective 
integrated information system. The objective for the frameworks was to define 
best practice as well as to resolve design process and design information 
conflicts identified earlier through literature review and through both qualitative 
and quantitative stUdies. 
4.3.5 Work-now mapping 
Work-flow mapping is a concept closely related to re-engineering and 
automating business and information processes. It is characterised by: 
Process modelling and 
work-flow specification 
Requires work-flow maps and methodologies 
for capturing a process as a work-flow 
specification. 
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Process re-engineering Requires methodologies for optimising the 
process. 
Work-flow implementation 
and automation 
Requires methodologies/technology for using 
information systems, and human performers to 
implement, schedule, execute, and control the 
work-flow tasks as described by the work-flow 
specification. 
A work-flow captures information process tasks (as well as information flow) at a 
level that describes the process requirements for information system functionality 
and human skills (Georgakopoulos et al. 1995). 
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Fig 4-5. Workflow management issues (Georgakopoulos et al. 1995) 
During this research, theoretical frameworks were also beneficial for process 
modelling to capture hybrid building design and construction processes as work-
flow speCifications. In addition, the design process was re-engineered to optimise 
specified processes. Therefore the conceptual framework and work-flow mapping 
methods overlapped as it did with the next method discussed. 
4.3.6 Method engineering and tooling 
A well conceived strategy, by providing overall direction, provides a framework 
for decision-making and action (Patton 2002 p39). Implicitly, an objective of this 
research IS ultimately to re-engineer the hybrid building process to factor In as-
bUilt Information acquisition and the use of integrated information to promote 
collaborative design decisions. 
The methods used to achieve this, according to Neely et al. (2000), are' 
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The initial design of the process (frameworl<s); 
1. Testing through participative action research (design, modelling and tool 
development); and 
2. Testing through non-participative action research (user evaluation, 
ethnography and feedback). 
To re-engineer the information process, experimentation was carried out to test 
theories and existing tools. In this instance, experiments were carried out 
qualitatively rather than quantitatively (Henn et al. 2006; Punch 2005). 
4.4Quantitative methods 
The other aspect of the research was concentrated on three practical aspects: 
measuring, creating and testing. The most important aspect of the research is 
measurement, defining context and exploring theories using survey and other 
research methods, and analysing positive and negative differentials of findings 
against the starting question, which is, 'Will the use of integrated, multi-layered 
building information facilitate effective design decisions for the design and 
construction of hybrid buildings?" 
The creating aspect of the project explored the process of incorporating findings 
into a singular, comprehensive and usable design decision tool based on a 
building process framework. Finally, the proposed tool was tested by novice and 
expert users against parameters identified during the qualitative research 
aspect as important. This stage ensured that the tool is capable of meeting 
progressive information needs required in small to medium sized hybrid 
projects. 
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Fig 4-6. The generateltest circle (Hevner et al 2004) 
Micro and macro factors identified from an initial survey, for example, time, cost, 
skill required, accuracy, level of information provided and usability of data, were 
tested and measured by users. 
4.4.1 Survey 
Questionnaire surveys are very widely used; however, their validity is not 
assured because the same words may mean different things to different people 
(Suchman and Jordan 1990). This method of requirements elicitation also 
excludes the kinds of interaction that could be used to establish shared 
meaning between the subject and the interviewer (Lee et al. 2005). 
Questionnaires can be used to seek 'factual' information (background and 
biographical information, knowledge etc.) while including measures of attitudes, 
values, opinions and beliefs (Punch 2005). Academic researchers carry out 
surveys to test out various questions. By gathering statistical evidence, survey 
research helps to support a particular theory by shedding light on connections 
and associations that exist between such variables (Henn et al. 2006). 
Survey questionnaires were predominantly used during this research in 
instances where a degree of measurement was required to test theories and 
establish patterns The objectives varied but were clearly defined each time a 
survey was conducted. In addition, some degree of sampling was carried out in 
line with the survey objectives. The logic of quantitative sampling is that the 
researcher analyses data collected from the sample, but wishes in the end to 
make statements about the target population from which the sample is drawn 
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(Punch 2005). Specifically in the surveys, closed questions were used in which 
the respondents were asked to choose a reply from a number of predetermined 
options (Henn et al. 2006), using ordinal or nominal scales. Statistical analysis 
was carried out on the resulting data using the 15th release of Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 15) in all instances. This package is an 
extremely comprehensive package, which can perform highly complex data 
manipulation and analysis with simple instructions. It has a vast number of 
statistical and mathematical functions, scores of statistical procedures, and a 
very flexible data handling capacity (Punch 2005). 
SPSS package was used for summative analysis such as frequency 
distributions, exploring relationships between variables such as correlations and 
cross tabulations. 
4.4.2 Case study 
The case study research method is an empirical inquiry that Investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not evident; and in which multiple 
sources of eVidence are used (Vin 1984 p. 23). It emphasises detailed 
contextual analysis of a limited number of events or conditions and their 
relationships. 
Yin (1984) further suggests that even single case studies are appropriate if the 
objective of the research is to explore a little researched subject, whereas 
multiple-case designs are desirable when the Intent ofthe research is 
description, theory building, or theory testing. The basic idea is that one case 
(or perhaps a number of cases) will be studied in detail, using whatever 
methods seem appropriate so far as it meets the established objective (See 
Table 2-2). While there may be a variety of specific purposes and research 
questions, the general objective is to develop as full an understanding of that 
case as pOSSible (Punch 2005). 
During this research, case studies were conducted sequentially using both 
qualitative and quantitative methods. The quantitative method was considered 
ideal In order to improve research validity. An applicable characteristic of case 
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studies (Punch 2005) in the context of this research was that multiple sources 
from multiple data collection methods are likely to be used, typically in a 
naturalistic setting. Hence, in all case studies carried out, multiple methods 
were used. The validity of case studies is questionable if they stand alone, 
therefore other methods such as surveys were used to cross check and 
correlate findings. 
4.5 Research Strategy 
The research activity encompasses the research question, design (connecting 
questions to data), strategy (methods) - connection to data, and from whom? 
For what? How? (Punch 2005 p62-63). 
Cresswell (2003) suggested the order for mixed method research to be non-
sequential or concurrent when both quantitative and quahtative methods are 
carried out at the same time. Alternatively, the sequential approach could be 
used where the qualitative method is used first or the quantitative method is 
used first. The strategy for the research was implemented in phases. In the first 
phase, non-sequential or concurrent approach was used, the sequential 
approach was used for the second phase and in the final stages, the sequential 
approach was used. 
The overall research strategy is as shown in Table 4-1. Initially, quahtative 
methodology was used to explore the subject area and assess research scope. 
This allowed for an in-depth understanding of different perspectives and 
enhances the development of an overall depiction of the research topic (8ergs 
1989). The use of an exploratory method also allows the development and 
refinement of research questions, which would allow for any further inquiry in 
the long run (Yin 2003). 
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Table 4-1. Research strategy 
Research stage Phase Research strategy OutPut 
Enqulrel Research Sequenllal Knowledgel 
test enquiry' relevance' 
analysIs context 
Theory bUlldlngl context! 
Justification 
Relevance' context 
Theory bUlldlngl 
Apphcatlonl 
Implementation 
Developl Theoryl Non-sequential Refinement! 
bUild method Context! 
formulation Knowledge 
Application! 
Implementation! 
Knowledge 
Justlfyl Vahdatlon Sequential Justtficatlonl 
evaluate (Evaluatel Application! 
test) Implementation/Knowledge 
The following table shows how mixed methods: a combination of both 
qualitative and quantitative was used to meet the research objectives. 
Table 4-2 Relationship between research objectives and research methods 
Research Methods 
Research Objectives 
1 2 3 4 
Literature review • • • • 
Surveys (Questionnaire) • 
· 
Hlstoncal Data • • 
· · 
Data Collection EnqUlre/test Case stUdies • • 
Interviews (semo-structured) • • 
Observation • • 
Experiment • • 
· 
Conceptual frameworks • • • • 
Data application Developlbulld Information framework • • 
· · 
Integrated design deCISion tool • • • 
· 
EmPlncal tests' assessment • 
Data review Justlfy/evaluate 
· 
Evaluative surveys (Questionnaire) • 
4.6 Data analysis 
5 
• 
· 
• 
• 
• 
· 
• 
• 
Data analysis involves analysis, synthesis and interpretation of collected data. 
Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected during the course of the 
research. Some important definitions are as follows: 
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• Data means evidence, information or empirical (observable) materials. 
Quantitative data is information, evidence, empirical materials in the form 
of numbers while qualitative data is information, evidence, empirical 
materials presented using words. 
• Variables - an image, perception or concept that is capable of 
measurement or allocated values (Kumar 2005) . 
• Measurement is the process of assigning numbers to thmgs, people, 
events etc. Measurement can be by counting or scaling (Collis and 
Hussey 2003; Saunders and Thornhill 2003). 
There are four levels of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. 
Nominal variables are those which consist of categories which can be 
differentiated from each other only because they are different. Ordinal 
variables exhibit observable ranking of categories in a hierarchical pattern. 
Interval or ratio variables are variables whose codes offer a precise 
representation of the concept, both by the order of the codes and by the 
measurement the offer (Punch 2005). 
• Sampling is the first stage of measurement where the selection of a few (a 
sample) from a bigger group (the sampling population) becomes the basis 
for estimating or predicting the prevalence of an unknown piece of 
information, situation or outcome regarding the bigger group (Kumar 2005) 
There are two important considerations in data analysis: reliability and validity. 
Reliability is the central concept in measurement that deals with two Issues of 
consistency; consistency over time and internal consistency. Consistency over 
time is usually expressed in the question: if the same instrument were given to 
the same people under the same circumstances, but at a different time, to what 
extent will they get the same scores? While internal consistency answers the 
question of the extent to which items are consistent with each other, or are all 
working in the same direction (Punch 2005) 
Validity can also be further divided into two types; measurement validity which IS 
the extent to which a research instrument e.g. surveys measures what it claims to 
measure and Content validity which focuses on whether the full extent of a 
conceptual definition is represented in the measure (Punch 2005). A conceptual 
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definition is a space, holding ideas and concepts, and the indicators in a measure 
should sample all ideas in the definition (Neuman 1994). 
Table 4-3 Data analysIs methods to achieve research obJecbves 
Research Objectives 
1 2 3 4 5 
Statistical analysis e g significance. • • • 
correlations, deViations and confidence 
I 
Intervais pnor to abstractions In SPSS 15 
Quantrtatlve 
Oescnptlve analYSIS including frequency 
dlstnbutlon and cross-tabulatton 
Data AnalYSIS 
Sequential approach Wlth qualitatIVe • • • • • 
methods documented With quantitatIVe 
Qualitative Instruments 
Participant observations, expenments 
The application of each of these concepts in the context of studies conducted 
as part of this research is discussed in detail in the relevant sections of the 
thesis 
4.6.1 Analysis of quantitative data 
There are two main approaches to analysing quantitative data; comparison of 
groups and comparison of variable (Punch 2005). The latter was utilised in this 
research through frequency distribution and descriptive analysis of data. 
Prior to analysis, quantitative data are summarised by determining central 
tendencies and variations. In addition, quantitative data are statistical analysed 
using sub-routines in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
software version 15 prior to abstractions. 
Descriptive statistical analysis provides a basic summary of each variable by 
shOWing a proportionate breakdown of the categories for each variable. This is 
most commonly represented in a frequency distribution, or with some descriptive 
statistics (Henn et al. 2006). Descriptive statistical analysis in SPSS 15 included; 
cross tabulation or bi-varlate analysis, frequencies and other descriptive such as 
significance, correlations, deviations and confidence intervals. 
• Cross-tabulation produces a table whereby the frequency of one variable 
is set out in columns, and the frequency distribution of the second variable 
is set out in rows which intersect the columns of the first (Henn et al. 
2006). 
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• Correlation (Pearson's product-moment correlation) presents the direction 
as well as the strength of relationships between variables i e how the 
variables are related and by how much (Punch 2005). 
• Statistical significance works on the basis of a null hypothesis which 
simply states that there is no existing relationship between two variables 
that is being analysed. A generally accepted level of significance is 1 in 20 
and this is expressed as statistical significance p<O.05 (Henn et al. 2006). 
The chi-square test in SPSS was used to test for significance in 
quantitative data. 
4.6.2 Analysis of qualitative data 
The qualitative methods used for this research has been discussed. The 
justification for a triangulated strategy was also presented. Bryman's (1988) 
suggestion was that when it comes to data analysIs in mixed method approach, 
there are essentially two broad ways to present the data. Firstly, methods can be 
used sequentially (as discussed under research strategy) and secondly, an initial 
stage of qualitative enquiry can facilitate an ensuing quantitative stage and vice 
versa (Bryman 1998). Henn et al. (2006) agreed, stating that It is relatively 
common to begin the research process with an inductive, explanatory stage, out 
of which theory and frameworks are developed to be tested at the deductive, 
exploratory stage. 
For this research therefore, qualitative methods such as interviews, historical 
documents and expenments were conducted as already described. However, 
direct data derived from these methods were analysed quantitatively. For 
example, while validating the information tool developed during this research, it 
was important to investigate both rigours of development as well as relevance for 
application. A participatory action research as well as survey questionnaire was 
therefore used to achieve this. 
4.7Methodological Limitations 
BJork (1999) defined several methodological problems of design/information 
systems research, including quality or limited data and lack of systematic or 
inadequate testing. The empirical study of how the information system is 
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actually used, whether in the pioneering firms representing best practice, or in 
the majority representing common practice, has only recently been a visible 
field of research. This is in contrast with construction management, where a 
substantial part of the research literature reports on case studies or broader 
empirical investigations (8jork 1999). This statement identifies the first limitation 
experienced with this research, which is insufficient documentation or 
publications of information system research which directly applies to the field of 
design and construction. Most documentation either presented a generic or 
highly technical outlook to the issues being explored. The literature review took 
a longer period, especially as the study had to be extended to subject areas 
such as information and communication sciences, product design and 
engineering as well as the manufacturing sector. Theoretical and foundational 
concepts developed during the course of the research spanned these fields of 
expertise. 
A problem with applying standard research or scientific methods to ICT 
research is that ICT usually is concerned with the development of tools, which 
change reality, rather than with studying reality as it is, without influencing it. 
Another problem is related to the scale of the systems and tests needed to 
prove properly some hypotheses concerning re-engineering effects of particular 
categories of IT tools (8jork 1999). Therefore, in order to satisfy standard 
research requirements, this study had to be conducted using mixed research 
instruments. However, there are limitations to this approach because manifold 
but non-lateral variables, dependencies and cases had to be measured and 
justified. Combining methods meant that resulting data had to be analysed 
individually, then interpreted collectively. This led to some degree of complexity 
in drawing conclusions from research enquiries. However, interpreting findings 
in accordance with defined objectives helped to resolve this to some extent. 
The need to develop theory and applicable models were real issues for this 
research but mostly to define reality as manageable entities. However, it was 
considered more beneficial to concentrate more on practical issues supported 
by theoretical underpinnings. 
8jork (1999) stated that, applying standard research or scientific methods to ICT 
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research provides a number of complications especially at the evaluation stage. 
The main challenge was that the research output had to be evaluated on two 
levels: firstly, from an academic or research perspective, and secondly, on a 
functional level. The first level of assessment is, as Bj6rk puts it, to emphasise 
the study of the product (study of reality), while the latter level, more importantly, 
places emphasis on changes made on behalf of, or to improve, the product 
(change to reality). The measure or scale used to test research and functional 
evaluative criteria vary, the difficulty was in conSOlidating the requirement to 
satisfy both. 
4.8 Summary 
The procedures employed for implementing the research in this thesis have 
been discussed. The research design and strategy are enumerated, including 
the intent and justification of research methodology employed. 
The strategy employed during this research was designed to achieve the most 
robust academic rigour without compromising practical relevance and usability. 
By employing the multiple method approach, it was pOSSible to explore the 
complexities of issues being analysed in order for pOSitive learning to take 
place. This approach is not without its difficulties and criticisms, but It is 
increasingly becoming more favourable to researchers whose work covers 
several fields of study, especially leT. 
The following chapters discuss how the research was implemented in practice, 
each discussing strategies, findings, developments, deductions and 
applications. The next chapter presents an investigation of design information 
requirements in the context of design-related processes, clienUuser 
requirements and digital survey technologies. 
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Chapter 5. A SURVEY OF HYBRID PROJECT 
DESIGN PRACTISES 
5.1 Introduction 
The architect's professional duty includes creating a building in accordance with 
the client's brief. However, the extent of architectural involvement in a building 
project is hardly straightforward. This depends on the strategy used to procure 
the building. The latest version of the RIBA work stages attempts to define 
design and construction processes as work packages and allocates the role and 
responsibilities of each party to specific stages. However, it is important to 
Investigate the extent of design involvement specifically for hybrid projects. The 
objective of the questionnaire survey presented in this chapter was to 
investigate the importance of information and its role in making design decisions 
in order to identify what information is important for making design decisions, 
e.g. the CUlmination of client requirements (through the brief), site and building 
constraints, user feedback, planning and statutory requirements etc. Findings 
from this aspect of the survey complement the studies presented in the next 
chapter. The survey also investigated the importance of information and the role 
of technology for making collaborative design decisions. 
5.2 Background 
The architect or designer represents creative ideas visually, whether with an 
inaccurate sketch or a very accurate 2D computer drawing (Menezes and 
Lawson 2006). Design tools are used to create, develop and communicate 
Ideas for the effective transfer from the originator to the creator. The method of 
transfer is effective if concepts are communicated such that it results In the 
accurate production of the finished product. 
Architectural design, planning, fabrication and delivery have been influenced by 
the prOliferation of information and communication technologies. The ability to 
think, see and create in two, three or four dimensions is supported by the use of 
computer-aided deSign, modelling and manufacture (Labadie 2001; Klinger 
2003; Anders and Jabi 2003). 
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Graphical (digital) techniques (Eiteljorg 1996) are often applied to new building 
• projects (especially if high profile, big budget), but there is minimal application in 
other building territories such as refurbishment and renovation, maintenance 
and conservation. However, the use of digital building information models 
makes the process of describing and constructing a design more direct because 
the information can be extracted, exchanged and utilised With far greater faCility 
and speed (Kolarevic 2005). 
According to the literature, factors limiting the use of digital techniques in 
practice are mainly cost (skill, labour, equipment, and software), availability of 
technology, availability of skill, accuracy of data, interoperability for 
communication and time (Mills and Barber 2004; VCigtle and 5teinle 2000; 
Bajura et al. 1992 etc.) Additional issues may also arise Within the hybrid 
design process itself, such as type of design and construction procurement, 
level of involvement of the client, existing building complexity, extent and 
complexity of proposed work, degree of participation of the architect and other 
members of the deSign and complexity team, site access prior to construction, 
level of involvement of existing building users, etc. 
The accuracy of information (graphical or otherwise) ulilised during design 
bears heavily on the successful implementation of a construction project 
(Koutamanis et al. 2008; Table 5-1). This is particularly so for hybrid projects 
because of the unique challenges presented by existing site situations and 
constraints. The existing building also carries a wealth of information especially 
of previous use (successes and failure) as well as an inherent potential for 
future adaptation and use. Reliable and informative documentation is therefore 
an essential pre-reqUlsite for the adaptation of existing buildings (Petzold et al. 
2006). 
Table 5-1. Response on the impact of eXisting bUilding characteristics on hybrid project design 
Rank Slgmficance 
C-~~~~~~~~---+ Type of Information and detail acquired 3 Highly significant 
~~~~--~~~~---+ 
Time taken to produce design 1 Significant 
c---~~--~----~---+ 
Design solutions or options 2 Highly slgnrficant 
The aim of this survey was to assess the importance and significance of as-built 
information (or the lack of) to architects. In addition, it aims to examine the 
importance of as-built information for making design decisions in this context 
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and to further test the questions deduced from literature that 'as-built' 
information is crucial for the effective design and construction of hybrid projects. 
Other objectives for the survey were: 
• To define the information required for the development of a hybrid project 
process framework. 
• To highlight which aspect of the design and construction processes 
architects are mostly involved in. This was needed to further narrow the 
research scope and to focus on the most important issues the research 
should address. 
• To define the requirements for information framework for hybrid projects 
5.3 Methodology 
According to Kumar (2005 p33), good quality published works, especially 
books, are useful for acquiring information. Although they are useful for 
furthering knowledge and understanding about key issues, care must be taken 
because the information can be out-of-date. The importance of information 
especially for design of hybrid projects has been identified from the literature. A 
survey was necessary to confirm the level of Importance of 'as-built' information 
as well as measure some other factors such as hybrid project participation as 
well as perception on the importance of information and communication 
technologies on the design process. 
A positiVist empirical approach using a questionnaire (Appendix 5) was chosen 
for this investigation because the method suits a range of different subjects and 
can be adapted to suit any required information (Hunt 2005). It provides a 
cheap and effective way of collecting data in a structured and manageable form, 
producing rich data in a format ready for analysis and simple interpretation 
(Wllkinson and Birmingham 2003 p7-8). The questionnaire was designed and 
hosted on the internet because it allowed for easy access, response and 
storage. Acquired data was stored directly into a database on the provider's 
server for easier statistical analysis. Confidentiality was also achievable without 
compromising the quality and integrity of the results. A larger number of 
respondents can also participate at low cost and at a convenient time (Jansen 
et al. 2007 p4). 
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Kumar (2005 p164) defined sampling as the process of selecting a few (a 
sample) from a bigger group (the sampling population) to become the basis for 
estimating or predicting the prevalence of an unknown piece of information, 
situation or outcome regarding the bigger group. This survey employed 
judgemental or purposive sampling (Kumar 2005 p179, Dlamantopoulos and 
Schlegelmilch 1997 p15) This was necessary to ensure that respondents have 
the capacity to provide the required information based on practical knowledge 
and experience. This sampling method was successful because 91% of 
respondents (standard error 0.043) had an understanding of hybrid projects 
because they had designed and completed a number of hybrid projects within 
the past five years (Figure 5-1). 
No 
9% 
Ye. 
91% 
Fig 5-1 Expenentlal participation In hybnd projects 
Sampling was done by reviewing information provided by registered 
architectural firms in the UK from the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) 
database. Criteria such as services provided, size of the firm, geographical 
region and availability of contact information (emall) were used to select one 
hundred architectural firms. Email addresses are vital for on-line invitation to 
participate. 
Emalls consisting of an introductory letter and a link to the web-based survey 
were sent to selected architectural practices. Eighteen (18) emails were 
returned undelivered, due to email address errors or spam filters. Of the 82 
emails there were delivered; one (1) did not respond, forty one (41) viewed the 
questionnaire - including those that started but did not complete and forty (40) 
completed the survey. A48.8% response rate was achieved. 
Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger (2004) stated that the aim of a differentiated 
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understanding of information representation in design practice implies dealing 
with a large number of dependent and independent variables from different 
fields. To limit complexity and increase understanding, the questionnaire was 
divided into 5 sections: general information, information for hybrid projects, 
design tools, hybrid project design criteria, and information related problems 
and solutions. Variables under each section were derived from the literature and 
pilot interviews. A variable is an Image, perception or concept that is capable of 
measurement or allocated values (Kumar 2005). The Likert Scale both 
categorical and numerical (Kumar 2005) was used to measure respondent 
perception to questions. Response data were subjected to statistical analysis 
and tests for significance, correlations, deviations and confidence intervals prior 
to abstractions. 
5.4Survey Findings 
Findings from this survey are discussed as hybrid project trends, available skills 
used by the practices to acquire and process design information for 
construction, preferred design visualisation and communication tools. The 
impact of insufficient 'as-built' information and the functional contribution of ICT 
technologies were also assessed and discussed (For detailed sUNey results, 
see Appendix 6). 
5.4.1 Hybrid projecttrends 
UK National Statistics figures (Figure 5-2) show a significant growth in 
construction projects other than new-build in the UK since 1993 especially in the 
private sector (DTI Construction Statistics 2006). 
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The most important finding from this survey is the confirmation of this trend. 
Results show, on average, a higher percentage of hybrid projects compared to 
new building projects. Majority (90 5%) of responding firms work substantially in 
the residential sector: 63% responded stating that up to 75% of their residential 
projects in the last 5 years were hybrid. The frequency of non-residential design 
projects being hybrid was also demonstrated (Figure 5-3). About 71 % of 
respondents stated that they participated in public sector projects but this type 
of projects only account for 25% of their portfolio. Of this percentage, 70% 
claimed the designs were all hybrid buildings. 
Similar results were demonstrated for the commercial and industrial sectors. 
91 % stated that about half of their portfoliO was dedicated to commercial and 
industrial sectors with 78% and 89% respectively of that percentage being 
hybrid. 
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Fig 5-3 Relationship shOWing how hybnd projects compare with other projects over a 5-year 
period 
5.4.2 Responsibility of data acquisition 
Results showed that the responsibility for acquiring design information rests on 
the architect (Figure 5-4). However, the level of demand in terms of time and 
effort far outweighs the available skills and personnel; hence, both architectural 
technicians and project managers support the architects in this role. It was 
suggested that the architectural technician focuses more on quantitative, 
geometric-functional information while the project manager deals with 
qualitative, non-geometric, planning oriented information. 
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Fig 5-4. Design roles and skills available within architectural pracbce 
It was also interesting to find that there was only a 1 % difference in the number 
of architectural and CAD technicians in the design practice. Both skills are 
particularly important for the hybrid design and construction process. 
The hybrid designer, computational designer/programmer, collaborative working 
consultant, interior designer, engineer and planning supervisor were also 
mentioned as other professionals who might be responsible for acquiring hybrid 
design information. 
5.4.3 Design information for hybrid projects 
The following findings are critical to the research into integrated information 
specifically for the design stages of hybrid projects. It establishes the relevance 
of the research within the different work stages, within the RIBA Plan of Work. 
The RIBA Plan of Work is the most used process protocol in the construction 
industry, which describes the activities from appraising clients' requirements 
through to post-construction. These stages are also used in the appointing 
documents to help identify the architect's services (RIBA 2005). It forms the 
basis for conceptual process mapping carried out as part of this research 
exercise. 
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Fig 5-5. PrOject participation distnbutlon based on RIBA Work Stages 
Figure 5-5 shows the participative distribution within a 100% spectrum It 
highlights that contrary to new work, it is more likely that the architectural 
practice will participate throughout the hybrid project process, that is, from 
inception to post-construction. Expectedly, the highest participation rate was 
found between RIBA Work Stages B to F, where design conceptualisation, 
visualisation and communication is paramount. 
For the design-oriented work stages, qualitative and quantitative 'as-built' 
information is important. The order of Importance of various design information 
on a scale of 1 to 10 showed that respondents ranked user feedback highest at 
7.3 (Figure 5-6). In addition, spatial information such as GIS/OS maps, previous 
drawings and results of spatial analysis scored 6.8, 5.9 and 5.7 respectively. 
The building regulation/standard as a design and planning guide was ranked 3nd 
after user feedback and GIS/OS maps. 
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Fig 5-6. Information sources at the strategic bnefing stage In order of importance 
Respondents were asked to identify when design information should be 
acquired: before, during or after design (stages C - E). The majority chose 
'before' for all information types except 'user feedback' and 'building 
regulations/standards'. The explanatio'n was that consultation with users and the 
regulatory standards are usually ongoing until design is finalised. The RIBA 
(2005) suggests that project briefing commences at Stage B (Strategic briefing) 
and should end at Stage D (Detailed proposals), but for hybrid projects it is 
more beneficial to develop briefing documents after the required information is 
acquired. 
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Fig 5-7. Factors influencing timely acquIsition of 'as-bUilt' design information 
lime and cost were scored highly as factors affecting the timely acquisition of 
detailed 'as-built' design information necessary for accurate and efficient design 
(Figure 5-7). Cost is widely acknowledged as an influence on building design 
and construction, and the time factor is often overlooked which bears even 
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more consequence on hybrid project processes. 
48% of responding architects agreed that it is highly likely that hybrid design 
and construction will affect site and associated buildings if based on inadequate 
Information. A 63% likelihood was found for building services, 46% for phased 
decant and construction planning as well as the building structure. Finally, 42% 
and 40% was predicted as impact on fa~ade systems and functional interior 
spaces. 
5.4.4 Design tools and output 
The design intensive stages were further analysed to show that for hybrid 
projects, architect's participation was conveyed as: outline proposal (stage C 
45%), detailed proposal (stage 044%), strategic briefing stages, final proposal 
and product information (stages B, E and F 43%). After establishing relevant 
work stages, It was also important to identify which design output will be 
relevant to which work stage. Results show an 86% and 80% likelihood that 
verbal communication is utilised and 2D Drawings will always be produced. 
46% of respondents stated that sketches are always used and 40%, 20% and 
17% will often produce 3D models, design simulations and physical models 
respectively. 
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Fig 5-8. DeSign output at RIBA work stages 
Figure 5-8 also shows that stages C and D include a higher production of 3D 
models, physical models and simulatlons, because the emphasis IS on design 
visualisation as a tool for design communication. At the final proposal stage E, 
specifications and detailing is considered more important than visualisation, so 
design output are mainly 20 drawings and specification documents. At 
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mobilisation and construction stages J and K, construction phase planning 
output is considered important to consolidate 2D drawings and specification 
documents. 
Table 5-2 Communication and visuahsatlon tools in hybnd projects 
Rank Frequency 
Verbal commUnication 1 Always 
20 draWIngs 2 
Sketches 3 
3D models 4 Often 
PhYSical models 5 Seldom 
Design simulatlons 6 
5.4.5 Design criteria for hybrid buildings 
Respondents were asked to identify and rank which desig n cnteria are used for 
ed first with 76% of 
ways applies to 
design decisions In hybnd projects. Functionality was rank 
respondents stating it is an important consideration that al 
design (Table 5-3). Value ranked second with 65% and qu ality of internal space 
d were adaptability was ranked third by 63% of respondents. Least considere 
and quality of amenrty, e.g. lifts. 
Table 5-3. Design cntena for hybnd projects (cumulative) 
Rank Frequency 
Functlonahty 1 Always 
Value 2 
Quality of Internal space 3 
Energy effiCiency 4 
Quality of external environment 5 
Capacity (level of occupancy) 5 
Adaptability 6 Often 
Quality of amenities 7 
An effort was also made to streamline and identify which d ecisions were made 
m the condition based on available information (Table 5-4). Information fro 
survey, user feedback and bUilding regulations or standard 
by architects for making functional design decisions. For pi 
s was ranked highest 
anning decisions, all 
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the information sources were important, especially condition and ordinance 
surveys, previous drawings and photographs. No respondents considered 
building form as highly important during the design process because the 
existing building form often constrains the design. Likewise, adaptability 
received low rating because the hybrid process is aimed at adapting the current 
building Architects also said that spatial design decisions are made using 
quantitative, geometric information. 
Table 5-4 Response mapping for information sources and design decisions (categonsed as 
major, average and minor deCisions) 
Rank Form Space Planning Functionality Adaptability 
1·10 
Condition survey . , ' , 1 Malor Minor Average 
User feedback 2 Minor Average Malor Minor 
PrevIOUS draWings and 3 Minor Major Average Average 
details 
BUilding 4 Minor Average Major 
standards/regulations 
Outline bnef 5 Minor Average Malor 
Internal and external 6 Average Major Minor 
photographs 
Srte topography survey 7 Average Malor Minor 
Detailed geometncJ 8 Minor Major Average 
spatial survey 
Spatial analysIS 9 Malor Average Minor 
GIS/OSmaps 10 Average Minor Malor 
5.4.6 Design information related problems and solutions 
The complex nature of hybrid projects requires that multiple levels of 
Information be acquired, not only for design but also for construction. 
Respondents were asked to identify which problems are more likely to occur If 
adequate information was not acquired for the deSign process. Bearing in mind 
that respondents were architects, 50% agreed that design errors seldom occur 
but 47% agreed that ineffective communication often results in problems during 
the design and construction stages. 50% said that engineering and contractor 
error often occur and 50% agreed that unavailable or inadequate project 
information often leads to project delays. 
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Table 5-5 Problem arising due to Inadequate information (cumulative) 
Rank Frequency 
Design error 3 Seldom 
Engineering error 4 Often 
Project delays 2 
Ineffective 2 
communication 
Contractor error 1 
To compensate for lack of information, 66% said architects would always visit 
the site for first hand information, 47% will ask the client to provide the missing 
information, and 44% Will always commission a detailed traditional survey. 
Often, 42% will deduce the necessary information from subjective data such as 
word-of-mouth. Seldom, 46% will commission digital 3D surveys. 3% will always 
commission digital 3D surveys while 14% will often use this means to acquire 
'as-built' information (Table 5-6). 
Table 5.Q. Current methods for compensating for lack of 'as-bUllf information. 
Rank Frequency Effective 
? 
ViSit site for first hand Information 1 
(sketches, photos, measurements) 
Commission detailed traditional 2 Always survey (text and 2D output) 
Request information from client/client 3 
rep (text or word-of-mouth) 
Deduce information from subjective 4 Often Yes 
data (bUilding type, penod etc ) 
Assume bUilding regulation 5 Often 
compliance (17" do thIS and C01lSKIer it aff8cbve) 
Commission detailed digital survey 6 Seldom 
(3D output) 
The explanation provided for the minimal use of digital surveying technologies 
to acquire information on existing bUildings and infrastructure was that most 
respondents are not aware of which digital 3D surveying technologies are 
available or their suitability (Figure 5-9). 
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Respondents considered most of the technologies marginally effective for 
acquiring 'as-built' information: image derived 3D models 49%, photogrammetry 
and total stations 46%, laser scanning 42% (Figure 5-10). 
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Fig 5-10 Efficiency in providing 'as-built' Information for hybrrd projects 
Despite acknowledging efficiency of technology, the following barriers to use 
were identified: 47% considered the skill requirement for processing acquired 
data significant, 44% stated that interoperablhty and compatibility with existing 
CAD packages and software cost was a significant barrier, and 41 % considered 
hardware cost and data post-processing time and effort a significant barrier 
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(Figure 5-11). 
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Fig 5-11. Bamers to using digital technologies for hybrid projects 
Nonetheless. 44% considered that the potential for a more accurate design or 
design decision is higher with the use of digital technologies. 41 % considered it 
significant to be able to generate instant 3D models of existing environments. 
38% argued that information from a singular source; time and optimum cost 
savings are significant benefits while 32% stated that less skill requirement is 
advantageous to the process of acquiring design information (FIgure 5-12). 
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Fig 5-12. Benefits provided by 3D data capture technologies In hybnd projects 
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5.5 Discussion 
The results of this survey will be discussed under the following headings: hybrid 
project trends and research justification, information requirements for hybrid 
projects, importance of information on hybrid design and information-related 
problems and proposed solutions. 
5.5.1 Hybrid project trend and research justification 
Findings confirm that hybrid projects now account for a substantial amount of 
most architectural practices' portfolio on a small, medium or large scale. Various 
explanations have been proposed for this trend in the literature. Lee et al. 
(2005) suggested diminishing resources, e.g. space/land; Adam (1989), 
economies of scale; or as Johnstone (2001) stated, "this practice extends the 
service life of buildings and reduces the annual replacement rate of a building 
stock below what would otherwise be required to sustain a set quantity and 
quality of buildings. Thereby decreaSing national costs required to sustain 
buildings, consequently increasing consumer surplus" This confirms the 
relevance of this research project within the context of the UK construction 
industry. If there is a further increase in building adaptation projects including 
hybrid projects, then there is the need to explore ways to improve efficiency in 
its design and construction delivery. 
For most hybrid projects, architects said they are mostly engaged to partiCipate 
at the strategic briefing stage B, outline proposal stage C and detailed to final 
proposal stages D & E. This demonstrates that the need for clients to recognise 
the benefits of the architect's early involvement in the process until work starts 
on site. Although, this will depend on the procurement strategy employed. For 
thiS reason, the research contribution should encompass the early stages of the 
hybrid building process as well as the design active stages. As discussed 
earlier, design is not an exclusive exercise; hence, some architects also 
suggested the participation of other key parties such as engineers and 
contractors. It was also implied that although 'as-built' information acquiSition for 
design is important; continuous visualisation and communication of design 
progression to the rest of the design team is equally necessary. Another 
important deduction which this research utilised was making it possible to easily 
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store, retrieve, update and transfer design information and other decisions 
made relative to it among the project team, as well as ensuring the integrity of 
the information can be sustained throughout the project life cycle and beyond. 
5.5.2 Information requirements for hybrid projects 
It was found that both qualitative (performance) and quantitative (spatial) 
information is required for hybrid projects. Qualitative information, especially 
user feedback, was considered highly important because it is a useful gauge for 
measuring the success or failure of an existing bUilding. User perception is 
generally acquired during stages A to C. This depends on the level of user 
participation as well as the complexity of the project. In addition, this might be 
difficult in instances where the user cannot be easily defined, e.g. when the 
building is changing ownership or use, or If there are conflicts of interests when 
the user is also the client. 
Quantitative information is mostly acquired through active and passive sources 
such as condition surveys and previous drawings or details. 
With regards to delegation of responsibilities, it was conSidered the architect's 
sole responSibility to acquire or request information necessary for design. In 
some instances, depending on the type of information required, the architectural 
technician and the project manager would provide additional support. The 
obvious gap in responsibility is who ensures that design information is promptly 
and accurately communicated to the rest of the project team, when this 
information is needed. The research output addresses this issue. 
It was also found that if cogent information is unavailable, the architect is most 
likely to visit the site to acquire information first-hand before considering other 
methods. This is important because an objective of this research project was to 
investigate a method by which information, especially performance data, can be 
easily acquired by architects on-site. 
The complex nature of hybrid projects requires that multiple levels of 
information be acquired, not only for design but also for construction. However, 
it was found that design emphasIs at the early stages is on design visualisation 
as a tool for design communication, with higher production of 3D models, 
physical models and simulations. This suggests the architect is the only active 
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party during these stages, while everyone else, e.g. the client and main 
contractor, are passive recipients of design information. One response 
suggested that hybrid project design should be more of a team approach with 
more emphasis on functionality and performance and less on aesthetics. 
5.5.3 Importance of information on hybrid design 
'As-bUilt' information, quantitative or qualitative, acquired during the early stages 
of a hybrid project is utilised by the architect to make specific design decisions. 
These decisions utilise design criteria such as functionality, value, energy 
efficiency, etc. Another finding from this survey was the time - cost balance. It 
was interesting to find this inter-relationship drawn between time, cost and 
value. It was also highlighted that some hybrid projects takes place while the 
building is still functional and in use. Complex planning and organisation need 
to be carried out for minimal impact on bUilding operations. The client is also 
eager for work to commence and proceed to completion speedily. Depending on 
the level of architectural involvement, It is required that designs are agreed 
upon and construction started as soon as possible and also that the process 
proceeds to plan with minimal delays. 
Information is required for other project goals such as energy efficiency and the 
quality of internal space or Internal Environmental Quality (IEQ). These two are 
becoming increasingly important with new legislation and directives being 
proposed in the EU and UK. 
5.5.4 Information-related problems and solutions 
Most responding architects agreed that incomplete or erroneous information as 
well as irrelevant, ineffectual communication often result in problems and 
delays. Architects and other members of the project team therefore have to use 
-various means to compensate in order to make accurate decisions. There is a 
direct correlation between quality of information and quality of design decisions. 
Responding architects suggested that making decisions from passive, out-of-
date data is not good practice. This confirms what was discussed in Chapter 2 
where It was suggested that information is inversely proportional to risk and 
uncertainty. The next chapter explores how early acquiSition of as-built 
, 
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information impacts on the resultant hybrid building. 
It was again suggested that information acquiSition is a collective and 
collaborative activity. Early team selection and participation in the design 
process will minimise the need for backtracking to request more information. It 
will also minimise consequential delays. Collectively identifying the information 
needed and deciding on the best method to source this information Will also 
save resources: time, cost and effort. 
Problems such as design error, contractor error, engineer error, project delays 
and ineffective communication were identified and rated by respondents. The 
main problem identified by architects was contractor error. Nonetheless, these 
problems interrelate and can be caused by several other fagors beyond the. 
architect's control. 
Digital 3D surveYing technologies were reviewed as a solution for acquiring 'as-
built' building information. It was found that these technologies are currently not 
extensively used despite being considered efficient for the task. Reasons were 
attributed to non-interoperable data formats, skill requirements, hardware and 
software cost and tillle required to process acquired data in!o functional 
information. Nonetheless, most respondents expressed the opinion that these 
technologies will be highly beneficial to the design process. 
Lastly, it was generally agreed that information and communication technologies 
contribute efficiently to compiling information in a presentable, homogeneous 
manner based on relationships and parameters that presents the bigger picture. 
5.6 Summary 
In line with the aim and objectives of the survey, the survey was designed to 
provide an Indication of key issues regarding information, deSign and delivery of 
hybrid projects. 
Summarily, it was found that the study of information and hybrid projects will not 
only benefit the design professionals but the entire project team. The survey 
showed that 'as-built' information especially qualitative data IS crucial for making 
design decisions. It was also possible to assess the scope, _relevance and 
impact of various information sources utilised for ~esign decisions. Further 
mapping against design output, e.g. 20 drawings and specification documents, 
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was also implemented. The level of importance of 'as-built' information within 
the entire hybrid building process was also demonstrated. The findings from this 
survey were used to develop the design decision matrix, which IS available 
within the HybridDt tool. 
Another objective of the survey was to identify which RIBA Work stages 
architects participate in hybrid projects and to identify the information 
requirements specific to these stages. This was to serve as the overall research 
question and narrow the field of investigation Results have shown that 
architects tend to participate throughout the work spectrum in hybrid projects 
and are required to provide various design graphical output at different stages. 
The limited number of respondents and the broad perceptions presented in the 
findings is insufficient to draw important conclusions. Therefore, case studies 
were used to achieve triangulation (Materud 2001; Brewer and Hunter 1989). 
The next chapter presents this process of further exploring the importance of 
as-built information for hybrid projects by investigating the impact on design and 
construction processes. 
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Chapter 6. IMPLEMENTING HYBRID PROJECTS: 
CASE STUDIES 
6.1 Introduction 
The literature review chapters introduced important concepts about hybrid 
projects. The processes and characteristics of this type of projects were also 
discussed. Importantly, the role and Importance of as-built information, either 
qualitative or quantitative, was discussed as pivotal in making concise yet 
collaborative design decisions. A state of the art review of information 
visualisation and communication technologies was also conducted in the 
previous chapter with particular emphasis on the benefits of obtaining as-built 
information for hybrid projects. 
This chapter presents two case studies. The first case study was of a hybrid 
building where a Design and Build procurement method was used. Due to this 
procurement strategy, the study was carried out using historical documentation 
corroborated by an informal interview. The focus however, was on the Issues 
surrounding the acquisition of as-built information for the hybrid design. The 
study also investigates the impact of the lack of as-built Information on the 
amount of rework carried out during the construction process. The investigation 
of this project presents multiple perspectives; most especially the building 
process. This case study was also reinforced with an interview that focuses on 
the information processes relating to a building adaptation project. 
The second case study was needed to demonstrate commonalities, differences, 
and identify best practice and constraints especially when dealing with 
information needed for hybrid projects. It presents a descnption of a survey 
exercise designed to acquire and integrate as-built information for the design 
process. 
In line with the overall research objectives, it was imperative to conduct a study 
of a newly constructed as well as an ongoing hybrid project. The approach to 
information acquisition for each of these case studies was different; therefore, 
one objective was to examine the approach to the project and the impact factors 
such as procurement strategies have on availability of information for design 
and construction. In addition, findings from these studies were interpreted with 
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findings from the architectural practice survey discussed in Chapter 6. This 
provided a more robust outlook in the context of information, design decisions 
as well as the design and construction processes of a hybrid project. 
The studies also aimed to examine the various strata of information currently 
required for design and construction: visible, active and passive information 
such as form, geometry, material or user interaction and spatial relationships 
that were presented to the design team. 
PrevIous chapters made the assertion that the potential for success of a hybrid 
design depends, first of all, on the availability of detailed and relevant 
information. In addition, the manner with which information is presented and 
interpreted by the architect to make design decisions and how these decisions 
are consequently communicated to construction professionals is also Important. 
The first case study investigated retrospectively the early developmental stages 
of hybrid project while the second discussed participatory findings of a survey 
activity to acquire as-bUilt information. 
6.2 Methodology 
Case studies are empirical investigations into contemporary phenomena 
operating in a real-life context. It is particularly valuable where the creation of a 
control group is not feasible and not ethically justifiable (Yin 1994). The 
objective of the case studies was, as stated by Jacobsen (1999), to understand 
the intricate complexity and idiosyncrasy of particular cases. The goals are to 
understand and report the uniqueness of an individual cases; both 
commonalities and differences (Jacobsen 1999). 
Case study methods include asking e g. interviews, watching or observations; 
and searching, e.g. written records and artefacts. Findings are generally used to 
develop a conceptual structure, look for pattems, consistencies, repetitions, and 
manifestations pertinent to research question(s) (Jacobsen 1999). Methods 
used for the case studies presented in this chapter are descriptive and 
experimental. Descriptive case studies are designed to descnbe current 
practice, and this was implemented by searching historical data and conducting 
interviews. The second case study was experimental and its objective was to 
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examine difficulties in adopting new practices or procedures. This was 
implemented through direct observation and analysing empirical data outputs. 
The case studies presented utilise a mixed methodology approach. The 
advantages of this approach were discussed in detail chapter 4. 
A combination of secondary and primary methods was used for the studies 
presented in this chapter. The sequential approach was used (Patton 2002) , in 
the order in which the study was conducted . Malterud stated that good research 
does not exaggerate the extent of the material.. . During analysis the 
researchers should have a thorough knowledge of the study material, so that 
they are aware of the content of the data and what they mean, and so that they 
are able to ascertain what in the material is relevant when trying to answer the 
research question (Malterud 2001) , The methods used for this study were 
therefore based on this reasoning . By concentrating the study on specific 
issues, the extent of data needed to establish validity was reduced without 
compromising the quality of the studies. 
6.3 Case 1: Centre for Collaboration and Construction Research (CCCR) 
The CCCR building accommodates the Department of Civil and Building 
Engineering as well as a number of construction and engineering research 
groups at Loughborough University, UK. The building, prior to transformation , 
was originally designed by ARUP in 1968, The original structure was mainly pre-
cast and comprises cruciform columns, large pre-cast beams with inlaid ceiling 
panels and pre-cast cladding panels, 
Fig 6-1 . Initial bu ilding: Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
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The general description of the building is as follows:-
Purpose Research, Teaching, Learnrng, Adminrstratlon 
Type Now Hybrrd, New NorthlWest extension to eXisting 
bUilding. 
Start on site November 2004 
Occupation date Aprrl2006 (Final decant) 
Design priorities Capacity, Quality of Space, Dlsruptron, Site Constraints, 
Value, Cost, Technology, Quality of Amenrty, Efficiency, 
Flexibility, Communrcatlon, Collaboration, Integration, 
Identity, Future-Proofing 
Procurement 
method 
Design and BUild, mlnrmal architectural Involvement 
beyond conceptual design 
The project team for this hybrid building comprised Buro Happold as the 
structural engineering company, Swanke Hayden Connell Architects (SHCA) as 
the architects and Marriott Construction as the main contractor. 
During the early stages of the project, historical drawings and other as-built 
information were provided by the client. These included: 
1. Site details: site layout, location of services, drainage, topographical 
survey around intended buildings site, photographs of bUildings around 
SW & NW, drawing indicating original master plan tartan grid. 
2. Building drawings: some plans, sections and elevations. 
3. Spatial information. 
4. Condition survey. 
The client also commissioned a consultant to prepare the briefing document as 
well as conduct user surveys. Clients' direct Involvement in adaptation projects 
" 
are usually high and according to SERC (1985), clients also concentrate on 
time control, particularly measuring progress of work and being active in 
deCiding on designs and corrections. Lee et al. (2005) highlighted that one 
reason for clients being active is that most commercial adaptation or 
refurbishment projects tend to be time-driven. Some clients are Willing to pay 
'acceleration cost' in order to shorten the construction period, although this was 
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not the case in the project described here because there was a fixed budget 
and a cap on expenditure. 
The briefing document comprised details of organisational structure, project 
context, information on use of existing bUilding as well as future user and spatial 
requirements, design priorities, construction constraints and budget. Specified 
design priOrities such as space, use, performance, internal environment were 
also included in the documentation (figure 6-2). 
Character & Innovallon 
Space Form and materials 
Access 
Us. rban and SOClaJ 
Construction Performance 
Engmeerlng 
Section scores, we'9hted 
Access 
Us. 
Construction 
Engmeenng 
Perfonnance 
Urban and social integration 
Internal Environment 
Fonn and matenals 
Character and Innovation ~~~~~~~~~~~~;!=====j 
o 0.25 05 075 1 25 1 5 175 2 2.25 2.5 
• Average used score 
D Difference between average user score and mAXImum posslbl 
Fig 6-2 CCCR deSign priontles (from client brief documents) 
The hybrid building process was as shown in Table 6-1 below. It is noteworthy 
that site surveys and investigations were carried out after the conceptual design 
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(Stage C) was completed. This might be due to the procurement method 
chosen; although It is not unusual for the architect to be novated to the 
contractor in a design and build contract (Hughes and Murdoch 2007). In this 
case, the architect had little or no input to the project after Stage C. 
Nonetheless, the design was completed and approved prior to carrying out a 
detailed building investigation, after which detailed drawings were produced to 
conform the bUilding to the design. It is also worth mentioning that the 
construction method for the envelope might have been selected to minimise 
interfacing problems with the existing structure of the building. 
Table 6-1. CCCR Hybrid Building Process (from client bnef documents) 
Controlling risk 
APPOINT TEAM 
CONTR STAGE B REVIEW 
CONTRACTOR SELECTION 
STAGE C DESIGN 
BUILDING ORGANISATION 
STAGE C REVIEW & SIGN OFF 
RIBASTAGED 
MARCH: APRIL I MAY 
.• ! 
.' i 
- ! ... -~~ ,\. -.... . - ~ 
• JUNE 
• 
CONTRACTOR INPUT ! 
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CONSULTATIONS '-" 
~ JULY AUG : SEP 
~~ :~:~~X~~~VESTIFATlON ,-- •..•.• 1 ... ·r-,.I 
SUBMIT PLANNING APPLICATION :,!~=-' ;-' 
PLANNING CONSULTATION PERIOD i ;,;' ~_-111".".".'111'111".' .11111l1li STAGE E DETAIL DESIGN i "'! 
CONTRACTOR INPUT I PRICING ! • ! 
AGREE CONTRACTOR GMP! ! 
START ON SITE ; 
OCT 
The design options investigated at project inception were as shown in figure 6-
3. The criteria which influenced design decisions included factors such as 
capacity, flexibility, cost, efficiency, etc. Using these criteria, a number of options 
were explored, one of which was a roof extension. This option was discounted 
because of major disruptions during construction and would force deep plan 
space. Options involving bridging two existing buildings were eliminated due to 
limited space and the presence of underground services. 
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Fig 6-3. Design options for the CCCR (from client brief documents) 
A 
B 
The option which was chosen was to envelope the existing building in a 
modern, curved wraparound structure of steel mesh and block work (Figure 6-
4). Inside, the space is split between perimeter offices and a central research 
space on the first floor, social and teaching space on the ground floor. The 
three-storey atrium and glazed screens around the building were designed to 
provide natural lighting for the deep, central spaces. The building was also 
designed to maximise passive ventilation which is also controlled by the 'smart' 
climate control system. 
Fig 6-4. CCCR sketch plan and final building 
After its transformation, the building was renamed Centre for Collaboration and 
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Construction Research (CCCR). In 2006, the centre was awarded 'Building of 
the Year' at the ProCon (Property and Construction) Annual Awards. This award 
recognises the highest standard of excellence in architecture and design in 
Leicestershire, UK. 
6.3.1 CCCR Case Study: Findings 
This research was based on the premise that relevant and up-to-date 
information is required for effective design decisions in hybrid projects. The 
CCCR hybrid project was investigated retrospectively to investigate the impact 
of delayed information acquisition on the construction process. This 
investigation was conducted by exploring historical documents and the hybrid 
design and by interviewing the client's team of representatives. Unfortunately, 
the design team was not available to answer questions. The client's 
representatives actively participated throughout the bUilding process, therefore 
they were better SUited to provide an assessment of the impact the lack of as-
bUilt information had on design decisions and project delivery. The Interviews 
were informal with interviewees asked to quantify their responses using a 
percentage scale. Findings from this exercise are summarised below. 
6.3.1.1 Influence of existing building form and context 
From discussions, respondents stated that the existing building form and 
context had bearing on the final design option, i.e. where to locate the extension 
and the final building form. Measured against a percentage scale, the response 
was that the existing building context had a 45% influence on the final design 
form (figure 6-5). However, there was httle consideration to the impact on 
construction method. At the early stages of the process, detailed investigations 
were yet to be carried out. The result was that the design was finahsed and the 
details of how it was to be constructed and the potential constraints were an 
afterthought. 
45% 
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5% 
El design option 
• design form 
50% 0 Construction rrethod 
Fig 6-5. Influence of surrounding bUildings on design (%) 
6.3.1.2 Design information 
The Design and Build procurement method limited architectural involvement 
and as a result, the contractor made the most important design decisions on-
site. The architects were unavailable to answer enquiries due to the contractual 
agreement. Table 6-2 shows findings based on documentary evidence e.g. 
design proposals. 
Table 6-2. Data source and design decIsions 
DATA SOURCE RELEVANT SAME AS DESIGN DECISIONS 
(YES/NO) 'AS-BUILT' 
Project Brief I Yes I· I Design. spallal planning 
Srte details layout, service Yes Infonnaton not available 
locations 
BUilding draWings plans, Yes Infonnaton not available 
sections, elevations 
Condition survey Yes Not detailed, for Form, condlllon, adaptability, 
Internal review consolidation and expansion 
only options 
Internal and external Yes . Internal spatial planning 
photographs 
Design decisions were made based on available information, i e. the project 
brief and condition survey and the knowledge and expertise of the design and 
construction team. The condition survey of properties within the University 
estate is generally carried out by the maintenance team to assess the working 
condition of various elements and layers within the bUilding. This condition 
survey report does not provide detailed information about every aspect of the 
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building but it is useful for flagging up aspects that require further investigation. 
It was found that due to some constraints in obtaining historical drawings and 
details of the building when it was built, design decisions were based on 
available information alone. 
6.3.1.3 Construction problems 
It was considered important to assess problems faced during construction which 
were as a direct result of lack of design or design information. Two interviewees 
were part of the consultation team for the client agreed that 20% of problems 
which occurred during construction was due to design error, 40% was due to 
lack of information which was not obtained during the preliminary work stages, 
e g. interfacing, 20% due to contractor error and an equal 20% were as result of 
Ineffective communication (figure 6-6). 
On sHe problems % 
r"'::,-""",~:;20:.::% • due to design enror 
• due to lack of certail 
Inf .... "'" 
o due to lack of comrunication 
C due to contractor error 
Fig 6-6. Problems dUring construction (%) 
6.3.1.4 Cost implications 
The overall project delivery cost was fixed at the beginning of the project. One 
reason the client chose the design and build procurement strategy was for its 
'package deal for fixed price' guarantee. 
Despite some problems faced during construction, the overall delivery cost 
remained as budget. This was because some compromises had to be made: 
the proposed green roof was abandoned for example and the main contractor 
bore all rework costs which were due to errors and mistakes. 
6.3.1.5 Consequential errors and delays 
The project was also delivered on time by consolidating the construction 
programme to accommodate delays. One of the key factors which led to rework 
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and delays was lack of as-built information in order to ensure accurate 
interfacing and fit. Some of the problems experienced were: 
1. Design error: The project was based on a design and build contractual 
agreement. Therefore, the architect and engineer carried out little or no 
design revisions after design stage C irrespective of the fact that more 
information was now available. 
2. Services: One week delay in total mainly due to problems encountered 
with services integration and interfacing e g boiler room. This was the 
amount of time lost after compensating for this delay through concurrent 
construction. 
3. Contractor error: Problem with the interfacing between the old and new 
parts of the building not fitting with each other especially on the ground 
floor. The contractor claimed it was because the old building was not 
square. There was no resultant delay but cost implications were incurred. 
This problem would have been minimised if a proper geometric survey 
was carried out prior to design and/or commencement of work on site. 
A key finding from this study was that design decisions generally occur before 
and during Stage C - design conceptualisation. This is when detailed 
information is required, not afterwards. It was found that It is rare for design to 
be changed after this stage if further information is made available. That is to 
ask the question, 'In light of this new information, how can we now build the 
design?' Instead, this additional information is applied to construction 
implementation and the consequences are various levels of rework with time 
and financial costs. In this instance, the client had contractually transferred all 
the risks to the main contractor. 
6.3.2 Expert Interview 
The Estates Department at Loughborough University are in charge of procuring 
and maintaining properties owned by the university. In light of findings from the 
exploitative case study of the CCCR which showed that 40% of problems faced 
on site were as a result of lack of information, It was considered necessary to 
investigate the Estate department's current information systems and survey 
methods and well as current maintenance practices. 
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The Estates Department is responsible for acquiring, storing and keeping 
current and up-to-date information on every building owned and serviced by 
Loughborough University. The content and quality of information retrievable 
from the estates database at the inception of the CCCR project had a 
substantial impact on the design decisions made at the early stages of the 
project. 
A semi-structured interview using a list of questions and prompts to be covered 
and some focussed questions was utilised (Appendix 4). This approach was 
beneficial because the interviewer may omit or add to some of these questions 
or areas, depending on the situation and the flow of the conversation. The 
interviewee was the Maintenance Manager at the Estate Department. The 
findings from this interview are further discussed below. 
6.3.2.1 Findings 
The current maintenance procedure implemented by the maintenance Unit of 
the estates department includes periodic condition surveys. These condition 
surveys were carried out by third party consultants until three years ago. Each 
building is surveyed once every three years to check its condition and identify 
repairs needs. The Maintenance Department are authorised to carry out repairs 
that are less that £2000. Higher costing repairs are undertaken by the 
Development Unit within the Estates Department. The surveys were mainly 
visual assessment of the state of infrastructure; mechanical, electrical, roofs etc. 
6.3.2.1.1 Purpose for condition surveys 
The department will carry out planned condition surveys for the following 
reasons:-
• To provide information for the university to acquire funding for running the 
estate. 
• For allocating budgets. 
• To identify immediate and long term maintenance needs. 
• To inform the Development Unit of condition prior to embarking on large 
scale renovations and refurbishments. 
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6.3.2.1.2 Survey format 
The type of building often determines the level of Information provided in the 
condition survey report. The condition survey document itself is text based and 
comprises Information such as building type: bUildings or engineering, facility: 
residential or academic, status: in service or out of service, etc. It will also detail 
an overall description of the bUilding and its condition. It will list repairs that 
need to be carried out according to priOrity, e.g. desirable or urgent. Drawings or 
photos are rarely included. 
6.3.2.1.3 Meta Database 
According to the CDM regulations, each building on commissioning should 
ideally have a maintenance manual detailing installations and equipment and 
maintenance requirements. This information is not available for all the bUildings 
in the estate because they were inherited from the previous College of 
Technology. Therefore, data bases containing multi-type information' drawings, 
specifications, images and 3D models, were being considered and 
implementation had commenced to some extent at the time of the interview. 
The advantage of such a database is that all the necessary information for 
maintenance and development activities can be found in a single, homologous 
source. limitations to the Estate Department fully implementing 'meta' 
databases were that: 
• Detailed and multi-format condition surveys will be needed 
• In most instances, such detailed information will hardly be required 
• Extra time will be needed to compile and populate the database 
• Additional time and expertise Will be required to update and maintain the 
database, when building or special functions change 
• Better, more expensive computer hardware is required 
• Staff training Will be needed 
• Better computer/user interface required for available software, e.g. 
multiple information views on desktop in order to be able to correlate two 
or more information types 
• Systemic filing required for quick referencing. There is the risk that the 
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more information, the less easy it is to find. 
6.3.2.1.4 Digital Technologies 
The use of digital technologies e.g. photogrammetry was considered a viable 
solution for better informed development and maintenance activities. The 
Interviewee considered it advantageous that digital surveys can be Incorporated 
into meta-databases thereby providing better quality information for design and 
construction teams. However, barriers similar to those highlighted for meta-
databases above were also raised. The Maintenance Manager expressed the 
concern that digital survey technologies might over-complicate the process, i.e. 
solving one problem by creating another. 
6.3.2.2 Recommendations from interview 
It was identified that the condition survey report in the current format provides 
insufficient information for development purposes e.g. bUilding adaptation work. 
In order to acquire detailed information required by architects and engineers to 
provide accurate and efficient designs, a more comprehensive information 
acquisition, storage and presentation method is required. 
For the purpose served by the Maintenance Department at Loughborough 
University, a versatile and sturdy 'meta' database should suffice. If digital survey 
technologies are integrated, simplicity, speed, ease of use and cost of the 
systems should be considered against development requirements for this 
information. 
6.4 Case 2: North Staffordshire City General Hospital, UK 
This study builds on research conducted by Steed et al. (2004). Steed et al. 
studied 3D models of a gallery design project authored using packages such as 
Vectorworks and MicroStation for creating geometry and 3D Studio MAX for 
adding texture information. The models were based on architect's plans, 
photographs and notes taken from a visit to the gallery, i.e. historical Information 
and a generic condition survey. It was found that the plans were useful, but did 
not exactly reflect the gallery as-built. For example, a pillar adjacent to the 
central dividing wall is slightly offset In actuality compared to the architect's plan. 
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Therefore, the detail of 3D model is limited by the precision of the historical data 
and survey results. The Implication of this was that the room coordinates and all 
the symbolic models are slightly inaccurate because they were derived from this 
model (Steed et al. 2004). 
The importance of as-built information has been discussed. Here, the practical 
issues surrounding digital surveying, laser scanning in particular, is examined 
and discussed. This study was carried out using direct observations and 
empirical analysis of the effectiveness of the resulting data. Conclusions are 
drawn by interpreting findings in the context of research questions (see 
Malterud: op Clt). 
The University Hospital of North Staffordshire NHS Trust is one of the largest 
and busiest acute hospitals in Britain, with an annual budget exceeding £290 
million. The Trust is based at Hartshill in the City of Stoke-on-Trent. Its two main 
hospital sites, the City General and the Royal Infirmary, are less than a mile 
apart (figure 6-7a). Between these two hospitals, a third site accommodates the 
Central Outpatients Department, the Central Pathology Laboratory and some 
other smaller departments. 
North StIoIford.b.n! Hotpul NHS T Rat 
. -
.---
Fig 6-7a Site layout 
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Fig 6-7b. Artist impression of the proposed hospital complex 
The North Staffordshire City General Hospital project is a PFI , within the NHS 
Procure 21 scheme (figure 6-7b). The project under study is the building of a 
new acute hospital on the University of North Staffordshire's City General site. It 
is expected that the 90,000 square metre phased development project at the 
City General Hospital will be completed by 2012. The clinical facility on which 
this study was based will be the first service to come on-line. 
Crown House Technologies (CHT) was in charge of producing and coordinating 
the mechanical and electrical solutions for the project through advanced 
engineering, technology and materials. The organisation is reputed for 
Environmental, Health and Safety, Sustainable Development and Energy 
Policies as business priorities. 
The case study presents a scenario where laser scanning was used to acquire 
information needed for making design decisions in an ongoing hybrid project 
development. Dissimilar to the CCCR project, the hybridisation of the North 
Staffordshire hospital is via an underground service tunnel which will link 
existing hospital buildings with the new complex. Unlike the CCCR case study, 
the service designers and engineers for the North Staffordshire hospital project 
have opted to acquire detailed as-built information of the service tunnel in order 
to make the most accurate and efficient design decisions pertaining to the 
project. 
The area under study was an existing service tunnel that runs below the current 
City Hospital. Likened to an underground city, it supplies a complex network of 
heating, hot and cold water, data and electricity to the building. At the time of 
this study, a new service tunnel was also being constructed for the new building 
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which will be adjacent to the existing building. Both buildings will eventually be 
integrated. The new service tunnels were designed to interlink with service 
provisions in the existing building , hence the need for real-time data. The part of 
the tunnel being surveyed was approximately 230m long. Survey access was 
via the basement of Doctor's residence 2 (current site office) and emergency 
exit was through the Maternity Ward. The internal dimensions of the tunnel were 
approximately 2m x 3m in most places but functional spaces (for movement and 
surveying) was reduced by ducts, pipes or other objects to less than 1 m in 
some parts (Figure 6-8). 
Fig 6-8. Obstructions within the service tunnel 
6.4.1 Methodology used for the case study 
Technologies available to acquire real or real-time geo-spatial information of the 
built environment were discussed in the previous chapter. The choice of 
technique depends on the type of project and the level of information detail 
required due to geometric and spatial complexity on site . Other factors include 
cost, access, skill, and equipment availability or mobility. 
This case study was conducted by direct observation (participant observation 
method - as described in chapter 4) of survey activity on site and documenting 
the work-flow and constraints experienced in obtaining as-built information . 
This case study was selected for the following reasons: 
• Permission and access to site was obtainable through the project 
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manager. 
• Availability of hardware and software for initial data processing. 
• Opportunity to explore geometric information for internal built 
environments. 
• Minimising cost for carrying out case studies by maximising the use of 
available contacts, resources, skill and manpower. 
• Capability to obtain usable data which feeds into the next stages of the 
research project. 
6.4.2 Objectives for digital surveying 
A number of digital surveying technologies were investigated by CHT for 
surveying the service tunnels. The core objective of the survey was to acquire 
functional information of the existing service tunnel. This information will be 
used to plan and design the interface and functionality of the proposed tunnel 
and well as how best to re-use existing provisions such as racks etc. The main 
need from the survey exercise was for a digital 3D model of the existing tunnel, 
showing locations of existing pipes, ducts etc. so that service engineers can 
make the most appropriate design decisions for new service provisions within 
existing constraints thereby ensuring maximum performance after construction. 
The other benefit of carrying out this survey was that resulting information 
(model) will be invaluable for future projects, not just this one, provided it is kept 
up to date e.g. if cabling for new infrastructure is needed. 
These objectives were to be realised in line with CHT's innovative technology 
approach and to fulfil other objectives such as health and safety, off-site 
manufacture and efficient project delivery. In addition , the overall objective was 
in line with the goal that the design and operation of the entire City General 
Hospital project will be from a singular 3D Model. A 3D CAD output was also 
important in order to produce manufacturing drawings for off-site fabrication and 
assembly. 
According to the engineer, the outcome was geared towards delivering value to 
the client through effective design influenced by making the most appropriate 
decisions, quality off-site manufacture, quick and safe installation and maximum 
building performance; in summary: lean planning, design and implementation. 
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Laser scanning was chosen as a tool to acquire data from which these 
objectives can be met. The service engineer said , "Laser scanning was decided 
on because it allows 'in-situ' situations to be captured , and the new service 
designed to be super-imposed on the drawing for clash detection and to check 
for fit. The ultimate goal was for pre-fabrication off-site and on-site assembly". 
6.4.3 Site constraints 
Access to the tunnel was via a series of steps, and equipment had to be carried 
up and down the steps. Although expected , the presence of pipes, ductwork 
and rack made it difficult to manipulate and correctly position the equipment for 
scanning the tunnel. 
The panoramic scan was used to acquire spatial information (point clouds), and 
therefore space was needed for the technicians and observer to minimise 
unwanted occlusions within the scan. This minimises time and effort during 
post-processing. 
Fig 6-10. Scanning was carried out despite spatial constraints 
Dor.torol Tnesls 
Self closing doors were located at interval within the tunnels for fire containment 
etc. The doors do not open to maximum width and had to be propped open. 
This led to the need for scans before and after door openings for maximum data 
capture. 
Although adequate lighting was available for laser scanning in the tunnel, there 
were recesses in the walls and ceiling that were not lit and could not be properly 
scanned. Health and safety issues prevalent in service tunnels also had to be 
considered : some steam pipes were hot and had to be avoided, there were 
leaks and water on the floor of some parts of the tunnel and side-hangs and 
overhangs were also potentially dangerous. 
Fig 6-11 . Health and safety considerations while scanning 
6.4.4 Laser scanning equipments used 
The RIEGL 3D Scanner LMS-Z390i laser scanner was used. It scanned at 
0.021 m spacing up to 10m. It is a time-of-flight scanner and scans up to 12,000 
points per second. At time of purchase it costs £60,000 excluding maintenance 
and service costs. The laser scanner is designed to allow a calibrated camera 
to be mounted and synchronised. This is useful for photo-realistic rendering of 
finished models. The laser scanner has a portable 24V battery which lasts 
between 7-8hrs. 
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Fig 6-12. Laser scanner set-up on-site 
The laser scanner was mounted on a trolley, which also served as storage for 
other equipment. This equipment included a portable laptop loaded with 
appropriate software and sufficient memory, an external battery to provide the 
laptop with additional power for 2-3hrs, a camera, sketch pad , pen and pencils, 
door stops, cables and torch lights. 
RISCAN PRO is the companion software to RIEGL 3D Scanner LMS-Z390. It is 
used for data acquisition , visualisation and processing. It supports 
photogrammetry features and allows for straightforward global registration and 
interfacing to the post-processing software. The base package includes 
functions for generating meshes from point clouds of scan data. Other 
functionalities include attributing colour information to every laser measurement, 
generating and merging undistorted, high-resolution images for texturing the 
mesh, point cloud decimation and object construction from the point cloud , etc. 
It requires a TCP/lP interface and exports 300, DXF, ASCII , SOP, 3PF, ASC, 
PTC, OBJ , STL, PLY, POl and VRML data formats. 
6.4.5 Findings 
The final output from the survey exercise was an accurate 3D CAD model of the 
service tunnel (figure 6-13). This model formed the basis for an integrated 
design to provide new services that will serve the new building while upgrading 
existing provisions for the cu rrent building. 
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Fig 6-13 3D CAD model of a section of the tunnel; several levels of information Including 20 
CAD and production Information can be interpolated from laser scanning output 
Additional findings from this study were as follows; 
6.4.5.1 Skills and labour 
The surveyors were trained to use laser scanners efficiently and safely. They 
were also required to have sufficient knowledge of buildings and drawings. 
Health and Safety as well as site orientation training was provided by the client 
on arrival. These training exercises required time, effort and money. It was of 
benefit that the client committed to paying for these services. 
The survey required 2 people, partly for safety reasons (lone working 
requirements) but also because two people are needed to safely carry and 
manipulate the equipment through the spatially restricted tunnel. In addition, 
one person had to sketch and take photos, while the other operates the 
equipment. 
6.4.5.2 Laser scanning activity 
The initial survey set-up took 15 minutes and this included removing equipment 
from packaging, mounting the scanner on Its stand and then on the trolley, 
connecting up all the cables and batteries, starting-up the computer and 
software and having the camera and sketch pad on hand. 
Each panoramic scan took 4 minutes and setting up for the next scan took an 
additional 4 minutes (Including moving the trolley to the next location). 22 scans 
were taken altogether and It took 3 hours and 1 D minutes to complete (9.1 Dam 
to 12.2Dpm). 
Depending on spatial volume, complexity and the accuracy of scan required; 
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laser scanning could take a long time to complete. 
6.4.5.3 Post-processing 
As a rule of thumb, data post-processing takes twice as long as laser scanning. 
This varies slightly, depending on the complexity of the site. Sketches and 
photographs were taken to aid data processing. Carefully located targets are 
sometimes required to aid accurate data registration and processing. In this 
instance, this was not required because existing objects were used as natural 
targets. 
The Leica Geosystems HDS Cyclone 5.3 software for 3D Point Cloud 
Processing Software for Surveyors and Engineers was used for post-
processing. 2D and 3D outputs were produced from the point cloud. 
6.5 Discussion 
It was found that the information denved from laser scanning the tunnel 
benefited the overall project in a number of ways. Important advantages were 
the ability to make design decisions based on accurate geometric information 
and flexibility of data because various levels of information could be derived 
from or added to the 3D model. The benefit of the output format was that it 
offered information connectivity: a new piece of information can easily and 
seamlessly be integrated with previous 3D models of the hospital project. CHT 
considered this a huge benefit especially for maintaining homologous data, 
collaboration among project teams and for organisational outlook. In addition, a 
member of the CHT project team emphasised that the format and quality of the 
information permitted layers of activity to be incorporated; suggesting that the 
ability to integrate information through layering provided a comprehensive 
image of what is possible and permissible. Ultimately, the exercise provided the 
foremost advantage of the possibility to monitor building performance and 
implement post-construction building operation which is beneficial in the context 
of a PFI project. The usefulness of derived information actually exceeds the 
construction process, thereby justifying the investment made in terms of time, 
cost and effort. 
Limitations to 3D acquisition technologies were found to include the time 
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required to acquire high-integrity data and the consequent onerous post-
processing by highly skilled personnel. Bulky, expensive equipment and 
hardware also make it a less attractive option. Therefore during bUilding 
procurement, highly accurate digital 3D surveying will only be commissioned if 
available information is grossly inadequate or if the cost can be Justified by long-
term value. Skill, cost and time were also determinant factors in the use of 
digital survey technologies for building proJects. 
Despite these barners, the use of this technology contributed immensely to the 
design process. It aided the various stages required for making informed 
decisions for planning, design and manufacture of building services for the 
hybrid hospital. In addition to ensuring lean project delivery, the digital data 
capture technologies ensured that an efficient and sustainable service faCIlity 
was provided that will substantially enhances the performance of the hybrid 
hospital building during its phased delivery and throughout its life-cycle. 
6.6 Summary 
The first case study examined the impact of making design deCisions uSing 
historical data and condition surveys alone. It was found that obtaining the right 
information for an efficient briefing outcome will depend on a procurement 
strategy which permits early team participation. As a confirmation of literature, 
the method for acqUisition, representation and communication of as-built 
information IS inadvertently influenced by the choice of procurement strategy. 
The second case study demonstrates this further by highlighting the benefit of 
client commitment and a deliberate information-oriented approach to design and 
construction. Another finding was that information issues tend to be considered 
early In large scale projects, compared to small to medium sized projects where 
decisions on this tend to be delayed to a later stage. This may be due to time 
and budgetary limitations and the desire for clients to meet value objectives at 
minimal costs. 
The final design criteria for making design decisions is a CUlmination of client 
requirements, site and building constraints, user feedback, planning and 
statutory requirements, etc. In order to ensure that the right decisions are made, 
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Information in these categories is required to the necessary level of detail. 
Following on from the concept of Level of Detail (LOO), it was found that the 
method of appraisal carried out on an existing building depends on the type and 
quality of information required. In addition, the capacity to process the acquired 
information will determine the actual survey technique utilised for information 
acqUisition, e.g. digital survey techniques. It was also shown that the method of 
choice is also partially dependent on organisational modus operandi as shown 
in the second case study, or on the client's initiative. 
The next chapter investigates the practicalities of implementing an Integrated 
information system using qualitative, empirical studies. The objective was to 
examine the possibility of integrating qualitative and quantitative information for 
design as well as collaborative design decisions by the project team. 
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Chapter 7. TECHNOLOGICAL STUDY- AN 
APPROACH TO SPATIAL INFORMATION 
INTEGRATION FOR HYBRID PROJECTS 
7.1 Introduction 
Information about an existing building is vital for future adaptation work 
(Douglas 2005; Petzold and Donath 2004). It has been established that the 
acquisition of as-built information is the most important stage in the hybrid 
building process. The findings from the architectural practice survey clarifies this 
further by emphasising that as-built information should compnse both 
quantitative and qualitative data. It was also deduced from this survey that the 
resulting information should not only be useful for creating design, it should be 
beneficial for making design decisions collaboratively throughout the project 
cycle. 
This chapter discusses a technological approach to acquisition, processing and 
use of as-built spatial information. It enumerates participative case studies 
which examined the potential, benefits and demerits of a proposed integrated 
method for designing and planning in building adaptation projects including 
hybrid projects. The studies were conducted during a study visit to the centre for 
Spatial Augmented Reality for Architecture (sARc) at the Faculty of Architecture, 
Bauhaus University, Weimar, Germany, under the direction of Prof. Dr. Dirk 
Donath and Jun. Prof. Dr. Frank Petzold and In collaboration with researchers 
Within the team including Dipl.-Ing Christian Tonn and Jorg Braunes. The entire 
duration of the study was funded by the Deutscher Akademischer Austausch 
Dienst (DAAD), a German academiC exchange service. 
7.2 Background 
The need for integrated information systems as an aid to making accurate and 
effective design and planning deciSions have been enumerated from a number 
of angles. Findings from literature review and studies show that information 
related differences between new build and hybrid projects can be categorised 
as: the type of information acquired and the need to define relationships 
between classes of information. There are two potential solutions for these 
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issues; the first solution is a completely integrated CAD system that permits the 
interpolation of different data types, similar to Building Information Modelling, 
while establishing geo-spatial relationships in the context of the existing 
building. The second solution does not see the benefit of another CAD protocol 
but a design decision tool that permits information integration through layenng 
while establishing hypermedia-type relationships to support integrated 
information and collaborative decision making (Laurini 2001). There IS already a 
wide proliferation of CAD systems, the decision tool needs to process 
information in a different manner. The second solution will be discussed in 
Chapter 9 but the first solution was investigated and is presented in this chapter 
An object-oriented approach for representing design information is not a new 
concept. However, an object-oriented method for acquiring and processing 
Information of an existing building IS novel. Recently, a system for doing this 
was developed by the Information for Architecture (InfAR) team at the Bauhaus 
Universitat, Weimar, Germany (Donath et al. 2003; Petzold and Donath 2004; 
Donath, Petzold and Thurow 2001). The system was based on a sketch-like 
iconic preliminary survey principle. The output of which can be progressively 
enriched with information detail (layering). The objects and their inter-
relationship is the central model rather that the geometry of the building 
Different kinds of information can then be related to building objects and made 
available to all the project participants 
The implementation of this system was realised as a series of prototypes which 
communicate with one another using a common data model in a working 
platform called FREAK (Donath et a/. 2003). The resulting software prototype(s) 
has since been developed to provide support for the respective phases of the 
architectural design in and Within an existing bUilding, for example' 
1. Support for planning-oriented measured survey, such as the comparison 
of eXisting plans with the real situation (superimposition of plan and 
room), or the localised surveying of additional data (for instance 
verification of the model against the real situation, augmentation of the 
model With image detail and geometric information). 
2. Support for on-site design methods such as the rapid creation and 
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assessment of design variants undertaken on site in the room in 
question. The technology enables new information to be superimposed 
and eXisting situations to be 'cancelled out'. The real environment serves 
as the basis for planning. The design support can be loosely categorised 
into the immersive formulation of design intentions, and functions and 
onsite simulations that support decision processes. 
3. Support for interactive presentation using a low-cost cave™-like 
immersive stereoscopic projection in room corners for the interactive 
creation, display and presentation of design intentions and different types 
of architectural models 
In addition to discussions in Chapter 3 and to further establish the background 
for the study discussed in this chapter, it is important to discuss concepts of 
Mixed Reality modellers and systems. Mixed Reality systems comprise both 
Augmented Reality (AR) and Augmented Virtuality (AV) systems (see Mllgram 
and Kishino's Taxonomy, 1994). 
A Mixed Reality (MR) modeller includes those techniques required to perform 
3D model recovery and registration, for example, from 2D images along with 
extrinsic camera calibration. The MR Runtime process Itself encapsulates those 
other parts of an MR system, including simulation, visualisation, interaction, 
manipulation and animation (Freeman et al. 2005). Figure 7-1 shows the 
different processes and inputs that are involved in an image-based MR process. 
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Fig 7-1. Integration diagram of a genenc MR system (Freeman et al 2005, Figure 2) 
According to Azuma (1997), the overall requirements of MR can be summarised 
by comparing them against the reqUirements for Virtual Environments (VE), for 
the three basic subsystems that they require: 
• Scene generator: Rendering is not currently one of the major problems in 
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MR. VE systems have much higher requirements for realistic images 
because they completely replace the real world with the virtual 
environment. In MR, the virtual images only supplement the real world. 
Therefore, fewer virtual objects need to be drawn, and they do not 
necessarily have to be realistically rendered in order to serve the 
purposes of the application. For example, in the annotation applications, 
text and 3-D wire-frame drawings might suffice. Ideally, photorealistic 
graphic objects would be seamlessly merged with the real environment, 
but problems that are more basic have to be solved first. 
• Display device: The display devices used in MR may have less stringent 
requirements than VE systems demand, again because MR does not 
replace the real world. For example, monochrome displays may be 
adequate for some MR applications, while virtually all VE systems today 
use full colour. 
• Tracking and sensing: While in the previous two cases, MR had lower 
requirements than VE, this is not the case for tracking and sensing. In 
this area, the requirements for MR are much stricter than is required for 
VE systems. A major reason for this is the registration problem (see 
chapter 3). 
The advantages proffered by MR systems make it ideal for design creation and 
processing In hybrid projects. Presently, a number of applications offer 
functlonalities that could be employed or integrated for building information 
modelling. Existing MR modelling techniques employed in some applications, 
allow interactive registration of primitive modelling shapes to one or more still 
image views. Whilst these tools provide a flexible platform for multiple camera 
calibration and the recovery of registered object orientated scene models, their 
general focuses are on post-production sequences, where large amounts offllne 
time are available to produce accurate models and registrations (Freeman et al. 
2005 - paraphrased). 
7.3Case Study: FREAK 
The first FREAK system was designed by Torsten Thurow in 2001. The concept 
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of the system followed a modular principle that allowed different modules for 
information capture, design and planning to be combined as required. The 
individual modules form a continuous, extensible and fleXible, yet in real-time 
dynamically adaptable system, which covers all aspects from initial site visit to 
detail planning. Each tool was developed for each stage of the design process 
taking into account its role and the requirements of the entire planning process. 
This concept was developed in an earlier research project "collaborative 
research centre 524" and adapted and expanded for this framework (Petzold 
and Donath 2004; Donath, Petzold and Thurow 2001). 
To manage all the hardware and software components, such as projectors, 
cameras and applications, the system was designed using a distributed 
software architecture based on a communication framework (tcp/ ip) for linking 
networked architectural applications. A central lightweight server (called server 
4+) manages the database, which stores the raw architectural data (such as 
geometry or surface properties) and can be accessed by 'clients' through 
shared software kernels (Figure 7-2). 
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Fig 7-2. Overview of the distributed software architecture (Petzold et al 2007) 
The distributed architecture allows existing architectural application clients to 
access the functionality provided by new service clients. Shared libraries (called 
kernels) act as interfaces to the server and provide baSic functionality for all 
clients. This structure makes the system extremely fleXible and extendible 
(Petzold et al. 2007). 
The different clients making up the system access and save to the centrally 
stored building data. Application clients provide architectural functionality, such 
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as tachymeter or total station-based, photogrammetry-based, or sketch-based 
geometric surveying of building structures, colour and material sampling or 
modelling and inventory management (Donath and Thurow 2005; Petzold and 
Donath 2005). 
These clients represent a selection of common working tools for architects 
although support is only for desktop-based visualisation and interaction. To 
enable projector-based augmentations, individual service clients and kernels 
have been developed and integrated into this system. They provide speCific 
functionality, such as real-time image correction for projections onto complex 
surfaces, projector-camera calibration, and synchronisation management 
between different devices (see figure 7-2). 
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FIg 7-3 Example of server and applicatIon clients (Donath and Thurow 2005, Petzold and 
Donath 2005) 
7.4 FREAK system architecture 
FREAK is based on an experimental platform on which various working 
prototypes or 'clients' have been implemented. Programs are based on the 
concept of expandable tool kit, which means multiple applications can be loaded 
and operated by the user concurrently from a common data model, which is 
managed by a server. The current implementation was done using Microsoft 
Visual C++ 6.0 (SP5) for Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 2000. 
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The experimental platform uses a server-client approach (Thurow 2004). 
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Fig 7-4 The FREAK platform (Thurow 2004) 
The server, locally or via the network, manages and stores data produced by 
client applications. Communication between clients and servers uses TCP/lP. 
The client applications can therefore be based on different computers because 
clients use specific tools such as common data models. For the realisation of 
fast geometrical operations e.g. visualising, the standard use of distributed 
objects by network methods was not used. Instead, the platform uses an 
approach where all clients operate and share objects locally and only sent or 
receive modified objects or contents to the central server as necessary. This 
approach is particularly appropriate especially where the core content of 
distributed objects rarely changes. 
7.4.1 Modelling within FREAK 
Models are created using the distributed object principle. A model consists of a 
system of object management and different objects classes (figure 7-5). It 
consists of the objects such as point, lines, edges, polygons, or sets of other 
geometry elements that is represented. 
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Fig 7-5 MVS viewer (similar to BIM) which shows an example of model geometry 
The architecture of the experimental platform even allows new clients to 
function within it because: 
• An equalised model is created based on the approach of mediating 
observations 
• It creates a geometry model in the form of a surface model, with data 
structure similar to a facet modeller. 
• A model management system for the generation, modification and deletion 
by the user is available 
7.4.2 Overview of FREAK client applications 
FREAK in its current form already comprises of several clients. The Schnell 
(quick) Start tool (figure 7-6) is a floating menu bar that provides quick access to 
the clients. 
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Fig 7-$ QUick start floating tool and code (C++) 
These clients are currently divided into the following categories: 
• BUilding survey' these group of clients comprise; the PlanarViewer, 
OpenGL Viewer, Photopick and TachyAssistant. The PlanarViewer is 
a 2D sketch tool and the 2D drawing can immediately be viewed in 
3D using the OpenGL Viewer. The TachyAssistant is used to input 
direct measurements from a Tachymeter. Alternatively, the clients also 
support Direct}( connections from a laser distance measure such as 
the Leica DISTO® Pro 4. The Photopick is a chent that provides 
photogrammetric functionahties. 
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Fig 7-7. Sample 2D sketch in PlanarViewer with 3D visualisation In OpenGL Viewer 
• Designing: these group of clients comprise; Colour Architecture, Planen 
mit Bildern (Planning and Building), Skizzen (sketch), Client and Dome 
Design. The building planner tool is designed to provide site planning 
functionalitles which the sketch client allows designers to produce 
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sketches of proposed designs. The colour architecture tool was initially 
used for interior design but great progress has been made in translating 
this tool into a fully functional augmented reality tool. With th is client, 
design-on-site is possible (figure 7-8) . 
Fig 7-8. A FREAK client is being used to design internal spaces in the augmented reality lab at 
InfAr, 8auhaus Universtat, Weimar 
• Others clients: some other clients include; calibration client, textureman , 
multiuserpad for real-time communication among teams. InfAr ARXtool in 
AutoCAD developed by Jorg Braunes allows FREAK to effectively 
connect with AutoCAD; to maximise the design capabilities of the 
software as well as provide additional interoperability. 
Detailed information about FREAK, current and new developments and client 
functionality can be obtained from the InfAr team at Bauhaus Universitat, 
Weimar, Germany. 
7 .5 Information acquisition for hybrid projects 
The experimental studies explored the effectiveness of FREAK to acquire 
information about an existing building for design purposes. The studies were 
conducted using two buildings serving the Faculty of Architecture at Bauhaus 
Universtat , Weimar. This study was important because findings would influence 
the development of the proposed design decision tool which is based on the 
premise that historical data can be updated using digital means to ensure 
accuracy. 
Findings from the CCCR case study demonstrated that as-built information is 
not always available at the inception of a hybrid project. The Estates 
department at the university also said that the only information acquisition 
process implemented periodically is the condition survey. However, the purpose 
of the condition survey is only to provide high level information for planning 
maintenance activities. 
The architectural practice survey showed that digital information is important for 
making collaborative design decisions, however the quality and relevance of 
acquired information does not necessarily justify the resources; time, cost, skill , 
required to carry out digital surveys of existing buildings. 
Based on these findings, the objectives of this study were to: 
• Further investigate the ease by which 'as-built' information can be 
acquired against factors such as cost, time, skills, manpower etc using 
other data capture technologies. 
• Examine the level of accuracy of acquired 'as-built' information using the 
FREAK system. 
• Investigate the potential for acquisition of various levels of details within 
an existing building based on architectural design and construction 
requirements. 
• Investigate the barriers and limitation to acquiring active 'as-built' design 
information. 
• Confirm or disprove the suggestion of a quick and easy data capture can 
be achieved through low technology/skill tools for acquiring as-built 
information for design and planning. 
• Investigate quality and usability of acquired as-built information for 
design including issues such as design representation and 
interoperability. 
• Postulate on the impact of acquired data for design decision during the 
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hybrid project. 
• Further examine the common thread or interdependency between 'as-
built' information , design and design decisions, construction and 
installation, and final hybrid building performance. 
Fig 7-9. Belvederer Allee 1 
The first building Belvederer Allee 1, accommodates three professors of 
architecture within the faculty. Each professor, together with teaching, research 
and administrative staff occupy each floor of the three storey building . The third 
floor of this building was surveyed to examine FREAK's capabilities for the 
acquisition of as-built information by integrating traditional survey tools such as 
Leica 's Disto , laser distance measure and the tachymeter within FREAK. 
The second building is the CUBE. It accommodates design studios and the 
cave TM-like immersive environment for augmented reality studies based in the 
CUBE's basement. The building was used to explore photogrammetry 
applications within FREAK. 
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Fig 7-10. The CUBE 
7.5.1 Research methodology and justification 
The empirical methodology for these studies is based on Neely et ai , (2000); 
(1) initial re-design of the process (see Chapter 8) ; 
(2) testing through participative action research (work-flow and modelling) ; 
and 
(3) testing through participative action research (one-ta-one evaluation). 
This methodology was considered the most suitable for this study because the 
only way to assess viability of theoretical possibility is by practical 
implementation. This is the basis for empirical research . Empirical work is 
concerned with experience gained from experimentation (Fellows and Lui 2003) 
with key emphasis on comprehension and accuracy. 
FREAK was chosen as the core application for investigating mixed reality 
modelling techniques for hybrid design because of its inherent simplicity of use 
(see advantages and disadvantages), it allows multiple clients to implement 
various surveying and design requirements within a single server-client 
application and it offers the potential to investigate traditional and modern data 
capture technologies within the same application . Most importantly, case 
studies including surveying could be carried out by a single individual. This is 
highly beneficial because it reduced barriers for the researcher and further 
demonstrates the ease by which architects could potentially acquire the 
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necessary design information from existing buildings. 
The objectives of the research are met using the workflow method to 
demonstrate functionality, limitations and from which deductions are made after 
the learning process. Detailed discussion on this choice of methodology can be 
found in chapter 4. 
7.5.2 Work-Flow process 
From the literature review (Chapter 3), it was identified that for mixed-reality 
modelling to be fully realised during an architectural design/design decision 
process, an application with the characteristics shown in the figure below is 
needed. 
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Fig 7-11 Hypothetical Integrated survey and design Implementation protocol 
An ideal application for hybrid projects should support data Input capabilities 
from technologies such as laser scanners. By processing data into parametric 
objects this data can then form the basis of further design (augmented virtuality) 
and support multiple output forms and formats. ThiS type of system is required 
for the idealised delivery of hybrid projects. There are several CAD/CAM 
applications that offer some of these capabilities but none of the packages 
available in the market today presently offer the complete package. 
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Nevertheless, the FREAK system offers the most comprehensive system so far. 
The aim is for the server-client platform to allow designers to acquire various 
level of as-built building information and use this information to design in real-
time on site. 
The mixed reality implementation workflow utilised by FREAK using the existing 
clients is shown in figure 7-12. 
It is apparent from this diagram that a front-end client is needed to define which 
information is required from the building, hpw this information is translated to 
meet the user needs, and to what extent this information informs the design 
process. 
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Fig 7-12 Mixed reality survey and design implementation protocol based on FREAK 
Each of the following case studies is discussed as work-flows. The stages 
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within the study correlate with those shown in the diagram above. 
7.5.3 Direct Traditional Measurement (Belvederer Allee 1, Bauhaus 
Universtiit, Weimar) 
Belvederer Allee 1 is currently occupied by three professors in the Faculty of 
Architecture at the University. Each of the floors is mostly Identical and the third 
floor is currently occupied by the chair of InfAr, Prof. Dirk Donath and his 
research team. The third floor was selected for the survey because the 
researcher had access to all the rooms. In addition, historical drawings for this 
floor were available for comparison and to develop a preliminary model of the 
building. This floor was also surveyed to assess the building survey capabilities 
of FREAK; PlanarViewer and OpenGL viewer In particular. 
The building survey was carned out by the researcher in the following stages: 
• Historic draWing: prepare historic floor plan of the building for import into 
PlanarViewer from AutoCAD. 
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FIg 7-13. Hlstoncal draWIng In AutoCAD 
• Connect to server 4+ and launch PlanarViewer and OpenGL. Import floor plan. 
The 3d model can be viewed as pornts, surfaces etc. 
11
199 
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Fig 7-14 3D model In OpenGL Viewer showing points, edges and openings 
• USing the floor plan as template, measure the rooms to update the dimensions 
from the historical model This was done first of all by input measurements -
length, breadth and height directly using Leica's DISTO laser measure and 
software. 
I DISTO onine 2.21 (Mor 2S 2004)· (Cl 19S9· 2004 by PMS AG 
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Fig 7-15a Lelca's OISTO onilne Interface 
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Fig 7-15b Importing direct measurements from the DISTO Into PlanarViewer to crosscheck 
accuracy of historical drawings 
• Laser distance measures are not very accurate, so dimensions are cross 
checked by connecting a tachymeter to FREAK. Key measurements were then 
taken as shown in the figure below. 
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Fig 7-16. TachyAsslstant interfacing with OpenGL Viewer to Import as-bUilt dimensions 
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Fig 7-17. Internal survey using the tachymeter 
• Using complex algorithms within FREAK, the drawing is automatically adjusted 
using the imported as-built dimensions of the building . Measurements from the 
tachymeter showed the building was slightly skewed and not built to an exact 
right angle as shown in the historical drawings. 
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Fig 7-18. The algorithm interface used to adjust historical drawings to reflect as-built information 
• Connect FREAK and AutoCAD using inFAr FREAK ARXtool and export the 
model. The construction lines are deleted. 
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Fig 7·19 Mixed reality survey and design Implementation protocol based on FREAK 
• To demonstrate the AV principle, the now accurate 3d model was exported into 
ArchiCAD (preferred for Its parametric capabilities, similar to FREAK) 
~ 3,! C~tllIlg P~nnes __________ _ 
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Fig 7-20 Parametric model In ArchlCAD 
• The entire building was then modelled and the internal layout of the third floor 
was redesigned to enhance the functionality of the space for collaborative 
research 
,n n' r! '~ '~ rf 'r! 
leA rg' ~ n 'k.!'[! 
Fig 7-21, Proposed deSign layout for the research centre and final model In ArchlCAD 
7.5.4 Photogrammetry (The CUBE -lnfAr - Bauhaus Universtiit, Weimar) 
The photogrammetry client, PhotoPick can also be used to survey buildings. 
The objective of this exercise was to use the tool to survey the falfade of the 
cube. The cube at Bauhaus University currently houses several function. One of 
which is the augmented reality lab, 
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The CUBE's front fac;:ade is fully glazed and highly reflective. Laser scanning 
will therefore not be the most effective digital survey technique to use. However, 
this makes the building ideal for testing the PhotoPick client. 
The work stages for this study are as follows: 
• Measure control pOints on the building fayade uSing a total station 
• Take photos of the building fayade 
• Start server 4+ 
• Sketch the cube in AutoCAD and import the tachymeter measurements 
x 
,~: " 
',, , 
I', , . 
Fig 7 -22a Importing tachymeter measurements Into FREAK 
• Use mFAr ARX in AutoCAD to import control points into FREAK. 
I ;x... 
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Fig 7-22b. Importing control POints Into the model uSing InFAr ARX. 
• Locate camera in PlanarViewer 
• 
Fig 7-22c Location of camera pOint In relallon to the bUilding 
• Launch PhotoPick client and OpenGL viewer 
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Fig 7-22d. Image-based model of building in PhotoPick 
• Select control pOints on building geometry with reference to the camera location 
and using the complex algorithm in FREAK, resolve the distances and rectify 
distortion in images. This stage was memory intensive. 
Or/g insl lmage Rectified Image 
Fig 7-23. Rectified image of the CUBE compared to the initial image 
• Select key points such as windows and doors on images and PhotoPick identifies 
this as openings. 
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Fig 7-24, Positioning and solving for other spatial features on the CUBE's fa9ade 
• This was then exported into another cad package and compared with the historical 
drawings as discussed in the first case study, 
7.5.5 Advantages and Disadvantage of using FREAK to acquire existing 
building information 
The use of FREAK server - client application for the tests proffered the 
following advantages: 
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• Client - server system architecture allowed for data homogeneity and full 
integration of various work stages, data input and outputs. 
• Multiple clients programmed to provide different functionallties for the 
design, planning and construction processes could be programmed and 
designed within FREAK e.g. 3d sketching, dome design, colour 
architecture. 
• The tool provided three levels of data representation; geometric 
modelling, 'adjustment' modelling and bUilding information modelling. 
• With clients such as the Planar Viewer, a 3D sketch of the building was 
produced and adjusted in minutes based on available information, 
building compleXity and the level of detail required. 
• With the fairly robust algorithm, automatic geometric computational 
analysis was implemented and the model was automatically adjusted to 
pre-set tolerances and accuracies. 
• It afforded simple and complex building modelling With opportunities to 
Increase level of detail depending on project requirements. It also 
allowed for quick surveying actual area of need instead of commissioning 
expensive, detailed building surveying which might not be needed. 
• Traditional tools like the laser distance measure and tachymeter were 
integrated and used as direct input measures. 
• Remote or live design was possible based on survey data. 
The main disadvantage of using FREAK for acquiring and processing data for 
the case studies were as follows: 
• The software at the time of the test was still a prototype, requiring further 
fine-tuning 
• The interface was mostly in German 
• No copy, paste, undo and redo commands were implemented. This made 
modifying models in the traditional manner difficult 
• Inflexible command structures and user interfaces. FREAK ceases to 
work If Its rules are broken 
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• Inconsistent interfaces in client applications because they were designed 
by different people 
• Model control was also dlfficult- elements and classes were not easy to 
toggle between or turn offlon without going through a number of steps. 
ThiS was almost impossible if a model is imported from another 
application. 
• Non-linear, Cartesian geometries e.g. NURBS cannot be created 
• It was not fully interoperable - import/export for .dxf and stl formats only. 
7.6 Findings and Recommendations 
The advantages and disadvantages of FREAK have been enumerated. 
Additionally, it was found that 'as-built' information could be acquired but the 
learning curve for the software has been transcended (subject to the software 
language). It was also found that measurements taken and calculated using 
algorithms within FREAK are sufficiently accurate to meet the needs of hybrid 
bUilding design. 
Currently, FREAK can acquire and store various levels of geo-spatial 
information in bUilding information modelling style. It does not however support 
multi-levels of non-spatial information. It was difficult to assess the impact of 
acquired building data on design decisions because the study was not carried 
out in the context of an ongoing hybrid project However, it was found that the 
common thread or interdependency that is required between 'as-bUilt' 
information, design and design decision, construction and installation, and final 
hybrid building performance was not achieved using FREAK. 
FREAK however, produces building design Information with sufficient accuracy 
for construction. In addition, the nature of the tool allowed design information to 
be provided to various levels of detail as required especially if integrated with a 
CAD or BIM package. 
However, this tool requires sufficient skills and technical expertise of the user. 
There are also still limitations in modelling and modifying data. As shown, it was 
necessary to post-process models in CAD packages that had better 
functlonallties and rendering engines. This is sometimes the case for other 
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data-capture methods such as laser scanning. 
Interoperability is still an issue of ongoing debate In the industry. But in view of 
the fact that most design information are translated through vanous packages 
either for rendering, Improved visualisation, analysis or fabrication, It is 
becoming increasing important for design packages to possess this additional 
functionality. 
Another important finding was that despite efforts to Improve the integration of 
qualitative and qualitative design information through BIM, there are stili 
substantial gaps in what is intended and what is produced during building 
projects. Steed et al. 's (2004) observation that properties that might be 
associated with any particular geometry-based data output are harder to define 
when talking about symbolic locations are reinforced from findings discussed in 
this chapter. From Steed et al., it was deducible that in communicating the tacit 
within the explicit, compromises are made in: 
• Accuracy - is it actual, a variation or an estimate 
• Timeliness - how long ago, what has changed or has only the change 
been reported 
• Resolution - quality of the version received and registration - a measure 
of the accuracy of transformation between a model and another model or 
some subjective truth. 
This reinforces what has been found so far, that; CAD-based solutions are ideal 
for visualising and communicating design concepts as well as other quantitative 
information. However, It is difficult, out the realm of what has been physically 
represented to define and achieve requirement, mOnitor design relationships, 
consequential decisions and timeliness using quantitative data alone, no matter 
how detailed it is. 
The following statements further highlight the outcome of this study: 
• Technological tools for acquiring as-built information already exist in one 
form or the other. 
• The FREAK server-client application attempts to collate all the necessary 
functionality for mixed reality (either augmented virtuallty or augmented 
reality) surveying and design activity within a single platform. 
• The FREAK application has certain de-ments but it is still clearly ahead of its 
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time In what it is trying to achieve. 
These findings showed that the initial intention of developing a mixed reality 
modelling tool will simply be reinventlng the wheel. To create an application that 
exceeds the capabilities currently offered by FREAK and other similar 
applications will require a sUbstantial amount of time and effort beyond the 
allocated time for this study. Embarking on this exercise also cannot be justified 
even with the increasing need for an effective tool to aid architectural design in 
hybrid projects. 
However, by examining this study in the context of other case studies, it showed 
that In hybrid projects, the emphasis is not solely on design collaboration but 
design as a tool to satisfy expectations for the existing bUilding. This 
expectations can be met by using the template of data embedded in the building 
itself. Geo-spatial information alone is useful and this information can be easily 
stored in an extra net or a collaborative leT environment. Nonetheless, a piece 
of information independent and not relative to some other information is more 
useable if viewed based on its dependence with other related factors. 
7.7 Summary 
As a composite computer-aided design solution, the tests demonstrated the 
importance of multivariate information for designing and planning within existing 
built contexts. The functionallties provided by FREAK as a bUilding information 
modelling tool solely for refining existing environments can be used to develop, 
analyse and refine design proposals, sometimes in real-time, using the original 
building itself as initial canvas. The tool when perfected will facilitate the ease 
by which as-built information is acquired, with minimal resources - cost, time, 
Skills, labour etc. 
In the absence of a physical tool that holistically provides a relationship between 
various design factors and elements that may occur in an existing built context, 
the architect is relied upon to process information intuitively and sometimes In 
isolation, hoping to cover all that is needed and avoid omitting key issues. Some 
architects use check-lists as an aid memoir for decisions and Information 
monitoring. The client will rely on the architect to also translate quantitative and 
qualitative requirements to meet the client's reqUirements. Some clients will 
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want to monitor the process to ensure that these requirements are met. 
Therefore, It was considered more beneficial to examine hybrid bUilding 
processes from an integrated information perspective. This can be examined by 
further investigating the hybrid design process to identify how the process 
interacts with information required, parties involved, decisions made and actions 
taken. Lessons learnt from mapping these activities can then be used to create 
a design decision tool which integrates functionally at the front end of the mixed 
reality survey and design Implementation protocol. 
Reiterated information modules within the process will facilitate collaborative 
decision making, which Will in turn contribute towards realising the chent's 
objectives. These information modules, layered and cross-referenced With 
project requirements will provide a holistiC view of intent, function and purposes. 
The right balance between these three factors could ultimately contribute to the 
successful delivery of a hybrid building. 
The action as a result of this study was to re-examine the hybrid bUilding 
process with the view to understand important factors, decisions and actions 
that needs to be reiterated within the process. This process led to the 
development of a conceptual framework which IS discussed in the next chapter. 
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Ch apt e r 8. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR HYBRID BUILDING 
PROCESS 
8.1 Introduction 
This is the first of two concluding chapters that utilises findings from preceding 
studies to make research contributions. This chapter discusses the development 
of a conceptual framework for the delivery of hybrid projects. It starts by 
presenting findings that influenced the development of the framework. Industry 
practitioners who specialise in building adaptation work evaluated the 
effectiveness of the framework for hybrid projects. Findings from this exercise are 
also discussed. 
8.2 Background 
According to Sheil (2005), architectural design does not end as the tools of 
fabrication are put Into action. On the contrary, making is a discipline that can 
Instigate rather than merely solves ideas - in other words a design process. The 
role of experience, judgement and information in making design decisions has 
been discussed. Design Itself is however, a continual process of selecting and 
organising elements, trying to establish which are the most important and how 
they might all play a part in the creation of the new product and inevitably ideas 
change as pOSSibilities are added or discounted, as proposals are conceived and 
considered (Tunstall 2006). Tunstall (2006 p25-26) stated that a typical design 
development process will involved the following actions: analysis, synthesis, 
appraisal and feedback, adding that these actions are cyclical and not linear. In 
order words, a design development process deals with the interpretation and 
use of information. Emmitt (2007) suggested that a lot of the 'design 
management' literature is concerned with managing the production, creation 
and use of information. Stating that from the contractor's perspective, 
information is the main concern. This design management is often another term 
to describe an information management and coordination function (Emmitt 
2007). 
It has been shown that more than 80% of commonly associated problems In the 
construction industry are process related (Kagioglou et al. 1998), therefore an 
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investigation into the hybrid bUilding process is a worthwhile exercise. The 
design process for hybrid buildings is fundamentally different from that of new-
bUild work. Hybrid bUildings, as with most adaptation work, deal more with 
synthesis rather than analysis (Gregg and Crosbie 2001). In new-build work, the 
designer starts with a clean sheet and progressively builds up his design ab initio 
while in existing built context, the task is more akin to detective work, with the 
designers endeavouring to gather information by assessing the existing building 
and to develop the design work to be comparable with it (CIRIA1997). 
Findings from research unanimously Indicate that planning and control are 
substituted by chaos and improvising in design, causing: poor communication, 
lack of adequate documentation, deficient or missing input information, 
unbalanced resource allocation, lack of coordination between disciplines, and 
erratic decision making (Freire and Alarcon 2000). Koskela quoted Higgin and 
Jessop (1965) to support this claim: 
"Sufficient thought and time does not seem to be given to ensuring, either as a 
design team brief or during the designing process, that all who must contribute 
understand the common objective similarly and fully. There is seldom a full 
awareness of all the steps necessary to realise an optimum overall outcome 
without loss of time, and the means of ensuring coordination is often not clear". 
The complex, inter-disciplinary and fragmented nature of the design and 
construction process is often used as an excuse. After all, a chaotic design 
process is not the one where superior functional properties are systematically 
provided for the client and where constructible design solutions and clear, error-
free documents, for their part, ensure a smooth construction phase. Clearly, in 
order to improve construction in general, the design process has to be better 
controlled (Koskela 1997). 
8.3 Findings influencing the development of the Hybrid Project Process 
Framework 
The proposed framework was necessary to identify specific work stages within 
an ideal hybrid building process. More importantly, it is needed to establish 
work-flow and key milestones within the process, First of all, to reflect findings 
from research studies and secondly, to inform the development of the design 
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decision tool. 
Research findings that was translated into the development of the conceptual 
framework is summarised below: 
• Literature review - Hybrid buildings as a type of building adaptation work 
offers a number of benefits to the quality of built environment and the 
delivery of value to clients and users. As-built information was also 
established to be fundamental for making design decision on how the 
existing building is transformed. Fundamentally, the hterature review 
identified that the information process - acquisition, interpretation and use, 
was equally important in ensuring that project requirements are defined, 
monitored and achieved. The type of information obtained, the level of 
detail, the format with which it is presented (pre-design, during design and 
post-design) will depend on the project requirements as well as the 
decisions which will be based on it. The requirements and decisions Will be 
Informed by a systematic approach to delivering the project i e. the process. 
• Research findings - The architectural practice survey reinforced the 
importance of a process approach to design delivery. The findings from the 
survey questionnaire helped to fine-tune important work stages, roles of 
design professionals and design responsibilities. Specifically, the survey also 
helped to map design information: type, format against work stages. It also 
flagged that quahtative (performance) information is highly important for 
making deSign decisions in hybrid projects. The factors that could affect an 
effective information process were also identified. 
The case studies highhghted the impact of procurement systems and chent-
led decisions/approach on a design information management process. It 
also provided an insight into building surveying processes and the impact 
on design decision making. Importantly, It was found that contnbutions 
towards client and user satisfaction can be achieved by a collaborative and 
integrated approach to information sourcing, communication and 
interpretation within the design. This can be achieved If important parties 
are allowed relevant degrees of participation during the early design-
specific stages of the process. 
The technological study was used to identify the technological gap In 
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providing a comprehensive information systems approach which can be 
used to manage the design information process. The study explored an 
integrated computer-aided approach to obtaining as-bUilding information 
and creating geometric designs based on this data. A technique its 
proponents refer to as 'Design-on-Site'. However, based on previous 
findings, which identified a systemic and procedural approach to as-built 
information acquisition, interpretation and use was missing. The need for a 
front-end system for defining client/user/project requirements which informs 
the information requirements management process and consequential 
decisions was identified and defined. The procedural gap is the basis of the 
second research contribution. This is further discussed in Chapter 9. 
8.4 Development of the Hybrid Project Process Framework 
The early sections of Chapter 3 discussed how designers make decisions and 
the importance of (building) information to facilitate the process. However, the 
construction industry has the tendency to prescribe activities on construction 
projects to too great a level of detail. If progress is to be made in analysing 
project management structures for instance, the description of the actIVIties 
taking place needs to be more systematic, and done in such a way that different 
construction projects can be related to each other. The uniqueness is at a 
greater level of detail than the commonallty, and therefore It should be modelled 
as such (Hughes 1991). 
A process map consists of an x and y axis, which show process sequence (or 
time) and process participants, respectively. The horizontal x axis illustrates 
time in process and the individual activities or gates. The y-axis shows the 
departments or functions participating in the process .. .' (Cooper et al. 2005). 
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a framework as a basic conceptual 
structure (as of ideas); the Hybrid Project Process Framework is therefore a 
conceptual structure or map which collates concepts, hypothesis and ideas in 
an identifiable and organised manner and on which all other functions or 
activities are defined and supported. Process mapping in line with Field Theory 
defines actions (including design and construction) relative to the setting 
(existing building). More importantly through this exercise, considerations dUring 
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design and construction become more visible. Value streams are also easily 
identifiable. The evolution of information, ItS translation and impact can also be 
mapped. 
To approach the hybrid project process more systematically, it was imperative to 
understand the work stages, highlight the unique elements of the process and 
identify the common elements within the process. The proposed framework or 
map will breakdown the process and identify aspects of the process to focus on, 
in order to determine where the outcome of the research is most beneficial. 
Using the approach described through Field Theory and by combining 
information and materials with people and logistics, we begin to get a clearer 
picture of a hybrid project process. Theoretically, the main driver for a hybrid-
building project is change implemented over time. People using information to 
derive a more functional finished project implement change throughout the 
process. The development of the hybrid-bUilding framework therefore 
commenced with an initial conceptual map, which is shown in figure 8-1 . 
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Fig 8-1 Slmphstlc research framework (Where T= bUilding hfecycle and t=development period) 
The map shows the building as the context but also as a constant. The bUilding 
changes but the site setting remains the same. At the core of the model IS 
change, as a factor of people, product (the building) and process. Powering the 
change is information and function. Information is dynamic within and 
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throughout the process. By comparison, to information, function is less dynamic 
because its dynamism is bound by variables that are determined at the 
beginning (from the brief) of the process e g cost and almost fixed by design 
The three main groups of people influencing and participating are the client, the 
user and bUilding professionals. Their tasks and roles Will vary according to 
process per time. As earlier discussed, change can be divided Into subsets of 
entities i.e. building layers which are not mutually exclusive. This is because the 
hybrid building can only be descnbed by changes within its entities but not 
changes of 'all' entities. It ceases to be hybrid if nothing changes or if everything 
changes. 
Ideally, a detailed framework will also include roles, cost, tasks, players, time 
frames as well as responses and feedback loops. Although in this instance, 
Time (t) - the time allocated to the works, is considered insignificant compared 
to the building's life cycle - Time (T). The framework evolved alongside the 
research and it highlights various aspects relevant for describing and 
demonstrating the contribution of the project. 
The initial stages of a hybrid project usually compnses of the bUilding Itself, its 
inherent information and key parties: the client, users and/or the design team. 
The challenge at this stage is to unlock the building's potential by utiliSing 
available resources. Information and communication technologies could 
potentially play a key role at this stage. 
As work progresses and with the interaction of more people, materials, 
information to achieve the end product, the hybrid bUilding process and 
actiVities becomes more complex (Figure B-2). 
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Fig 8-2. A more complex Interaction, also showing consequences of design Information 
defiCiency 
Any framework should Integrate work stages such as information acquiSition by 
highlighting the importance of usable and relevant information for the success of 
any hybrid project. Lack of quality information could lead to wrong decisions 
being made and things going contrary to plan. This framework also sought to 
emphasise that if the different stages are implemented efficiently, the project will 
be implemented efficiently and successfully. However, negative impact could 
potentially occur when individual stages are not implemented appropriately. 
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Fig 8-3 Research approach to framework development 
The developing map was then interpolated with the RIBA Plan of Work, the 
approach is as shown in Figure 8-3 with each work stage analysed in terms of 
process, people, activity, information, decisions and resources. Literature and 
research findings corroborate that each building project can be said to comprise 
of processes, activities, Information, decisions and resources with the level of 
detail ascribed to each of these activities defining Its uniqueness. With particular 
emphasis on the role of information at each stage, for example, by evaluating 
which type of information is required for procurement compared to the output 
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from feasibility studies on the existing building. While asking the question, is 
there compatibility between information needed and information 
provided/available for each stage? 
This was further developed into a more detailed conceptual map of generic 
hybrid building processes was devised (Figure 8-4). This map also shows 
spheres of influence of information and communication technologies (ICT). It 
was realised that ICT requirements vary from stage to stage and the purpose 
and function of the tools change as a result. From this, it is dedUCible that the 
key feature of any design decision tool should be flexibility and adaptability. It 
has to produce multiple levels of information in multiple formats without losing 
its integrity and homogeneity. 
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8.5 Characteristics of the Framework 
The conceptual framework represents important milestones in the hybrid project 
process. It integrates the various elements of a hybrid project with milestones 
redefined based on the RIBA Plan of Work 2007. These milestones are further 
broken down into process, parties, information, decision and action. 
Table 8-1 Hybrid Project Process framework (Also In Appendix 7) 
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The milestones are defined as follows; outline appraisal and development plan 
where a high-level appraisal is conducted by the client team to assess the 
potential of an existing building and determine the resources (including 
historical data) available for Its transformation. The core team procurement 
stage is mostly designed for the early selection and contractual arrangement 
with important professionals. This stage is important for collaborative decisions 
to take place. Conceptual designs and preparations for planning permission and 
other legal requirements commence at this stage too. 
The third milestone is the building performance evaluation stage. At thiS stage, 
historical documents are brought up to date by integrating previous data With 
current data abstracted from the existing building itself. Historical data and as-
bUilt information are superimposed and layered to determine conflicts and 
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resolve them collaboratively prior to commencement of work on site. 
Importantly, the build ability and adaptability of the building is also determined 
and the designs are revised to reflect the conflicts and constraints identified 
from as-bUilt information. In addition, the brief is developed to reflect information 
from the appraisal and performance evaluation milestones and as it can be 
assumed that all possible information has been acquired and communicated. 
The brief can be sealed at the stage. The next milestone - design activity does 
not represent the stage where design commences, but It is at this stage that 
design options are investigated, choices and decisions made collaboratively 
and the final design and specifications produced. Although the design is 
finalised at this stage, design decisions will continue as expected during the 
construction stages. However, the expectation is that design changes will be 
minimal as all design uncertainties have been resolved prior to construction. 
After construction, all building information should be consolidated for design and 
construction monitoring, building operation and maintenance. 
It is important to note that the framework incorporates reiterative, non-linear 
processes, decisions and activities in concurrent, measurable loops. No design 
and construction process is implemented in a strictly linear manner. The 
characteristics of these milestones are discussed in detail below. 
8.5.1 Outline Appraisal and Development Plan 
The first decision made by the client is simply what to do with the existing 
building. At this stage, an initial building appraisal is generally commissioned. 
This is the first milestone in the framework. The client either carries out this 
study himself or appoints a consultant. This milestone is similar to Hughes' 
(1991) inception and feaSibility stages. The client evaluates several factors 
including value, cost and time. Information such as cost analysis, risk and 
planning constraints, derived from thiS study will generally influence what will 
happen to the building and the decision made by the client. It will also help to 
define what resources are already available and will be required to implement 
the project successfully. In this scenario and in the context of the research, it is 
assumed that the client has opted to create a hybrid bUilding by extending the 
existing building in one form or the other. The other options include; do nothing, 
demolish and rebUild or refurbish/renovate. The first stage of the framework will 
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therefore be as shown in the Table 8-2 below. 
Table 8-2 Outline appraisal and development plan 
~ PROCESS PARTIES INFORMATION DECISION ACTION 
• 
(felcure .. ) 
ii 
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Lastly and according to Nutt (c1993), the overall decision criteria during 
appraisal stages usually comprise the following: 
• The relative cost of options: comparing the costs against some 
benchmarks - such as adaptation costs versus new-build costs of various 
types of buildings 
• The relative value of options: using discounted cash-flow analysis to 
determine the best value to the owner 
• The probable risk of options: evaluating the business risks and the 
technical risks associated with each scheme 
• The relative robustness of options: how well each scheme responds to, or 
copes with rises in interest rates or other changes in market conditions 
such as rental levels or the demand for certain types of buildings. 
8.5.2 Development Team Procurement 
This milestone offers the client an opportunity to define how the project will be 
delivered. This decision will help him select the right team for the work. Most 
building professionals are adept at understanding their roles and implementing 
tasks. However, lack of cohesion in planning, imposed time constraints and 
uninformed decisions by the project team could substantially affect the success 
or failure of the project. Hybrid projects as with most building projects fail on 
obtaining up-to-date, relevant information, communicating and implementing it 
correctly. As Leslie and McKay (1995) pointed out, the importance of up-to-date 
information cannot be in doubt but practitioners constrained by lack of time, 
money and human resources and perhaps unaware of their knowledge gaps, 
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tend to rely on old familiar materials for solutions. This suggests that time 
efficient methods, with minimal human and material resource requirements are 
needed to make the information-related aspects of the hybrid-project process 
work. A system for achieving this has to be put in place by the client, or in the 
least, the client should encourage it. 
Furthermore, in communicating all preliminary decisions to the design team, 
relevant, up-to-date information including a brief description of the existing 
building itself; site location etc. should be included. The design team follows the 
same procedure of processing information, representing and communicating the 
resultant interpretation and decisions. Design information and communication 
technologies play a key role at this stage especially for tendering. 
Table 8-3. Development team procurement 
PROCESS PARTIES INFORMATION (resoutats) DECISION ACTION 
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Therefore, the proposed framework recommends that procurement and team 
selection should take place in stages With the selection of the core development 
team at the second milestone. This flexibility is necessary to ensure that the 
right decisions with corresponding actions are made informatively, as and when 
due. Development team procurement must be early with a framework 
agreement preferably in place for the proposed process to work. If this is not the 
case, then core aspects of the framework including Building Performance 
Evaluation and reiterative design and deSign decision-making will not be 
effective for a positive influence on the entire process. 
8.5.3 Building Performance Evaluation 
Performance monitoring and management is an important task in facilities 
management. The performance concept is a more systematic way of 
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determining and achieving desired results by focusing on ends rather than 
means (CIB 1993). There are two elements to performance management; 
performance upkeep i e. maintenance and repairs and, performance adjustment 
which includes hybridisation and other forms of building adaptation (Douglas 
2006). 
It is important to evaluate and understand the impact of the design on bUilding 
performance i.e. functional activities when the building is operational. BUilding 
performance is defined In BS 5240 as behaviour of a product in use. It relates to 
a building's ability to contribute to fulfilling the functions of Its intended use. 
ApplYing total building performance thinking is fundamental to lean thinking and 
lean efficiency. This can reduce energy consumption, pollution and waste in 
existing and new construction by a factor of 4 and simultaneously can improve 
quality of life within buildings-measured through occupant satisfaction, health 
and productivity (Hartkopf and Loftness 1999). 
Table 8-4 BUilding performance evaluation 
PROCESS PARTES INFORMATION tnoun:et) DECISION ACnON 
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The logic for building performance can be explained thus: when an architect is 
commissioned to design a restaurant, he not only considers how to implement 
geometric innovation but he also has to understand and integrate operations 
and spatial functionality required within the bUilt environment. Operational 
disruptions can arise by positioning the dining area between the delivery bay 
and the kitchen such that delivery cannot be made during opening times. By 
appropriately locating functions within a bUilding, waste in the form of time, 
effort and profit can be minimised. In this scenario, an understanding of spatial 
needs and not performance needs might result in a deSign error. 
Although most condition surveys (one of the building survey tools) can be 
carried out visually, it was found dunng the course of the research that most 
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architects will not conduct this survey because they are not often indemnified 
professionally. In order to ensure that qualitative surveys are carried out, a 
registered building surveyor is required to conduct the surveys. 
8.5.4 Brief Development 
The briefing documentation sets out the design objectives of the hybrid project. 
However, Insufficient resource is devoted to defining project requirements 
(Banwell Report 1964). The characteristics of hybrid projects which require the 
project team to work within the constraints of existing bUilding structure makes 
meeting the clients requirements more difficult than new bUild projects (Lee et 
al. 2005). Briefing can be just as complex as for new build projects and can 
have additional problems such as the need to deal sensitively with existing 
building users (Barrett et al. 1996). 
The client or the chent's representative usually develops the briefing 
documentation. However, the aim for any hybrid-building project should be that 
the briefing development should be an informed exercise. Douglas (2006 p42) 
recommended that an adaptation project's design brief should contain 
statements that address each of the following matters: 
1. The purpose of the project (i.e. adapted building), its scope and content, 
and any necessary background information; 
2. A social brief indicating how and by whom the adapted building will be 
used; 
3. The desired activities and functions, and the relationship between them; 
4. The constraints operating over the project (i.e. cost, planning and liming); 
5. Special requirements (e.g. sustainabllity measures, height or other 
dimensional constraints; and in an Appendix, any Nominated 
Subcontractors) 
6. Accommodation schedule, room data schedule and schedule of all 
surface finishes; 
7. Any other information relating to requirements for the adapted hybrid 
building. 
The briefing documentation should also include information about the location of 
the existing bUilding and special contexts that should be considered e.g. 
symbolism and social significance. The building condition and morphology, 
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occupier/user requirements, operational factors that could influence phasing 
and buildablhty are vital information that should be provided In the briefing 
document(s). 
In addition to cost and time considerations, statutory requirements and planning 
restrictions should be documented so that the pOSSible impact on design and 
construction processes can be identified early on. 
Table 8-5 Brief development 
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The design or building proposal developed in milestone 1 and 2 does not 
necessarily constitute a design brief. Working to this proposal without a detailed 
understanding of the limitations and constraints of the building will almost 
certainly lead to problems at a later stage. The construction brief defines the 
project in terms of quantities, quality, costs and time. The design brief desCribes 
specifications with regard to functions, connections, area needs, technical 
systems, working environment, architectural design, budget etc. (HertzeIl1992). 
Briefing goes beyond defining client's core business and providing information 
for procurement. It should detail all that is needed to make accurate design and 
construction decisions for the hybrid bUilding. Hence, briefing development is 
considered more beneficial If It is carried out after the Building Performance 
Evaluation stage after which the initial brief is refined in the context of what is 
now known. 
Developing the brief at this stage encourages the project team's involvement in 
analysing client and user expectations in context of what is actually possible 
and permissible. This will encourage dialogue among the parties early on, the 
outcome of which will encourage collaborative thinking and purposeful planning 
and making of decisions. 
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8.5.5 Design Activity 
Design activity is split into three key stages in the RIBA work stages; concept 
design, further design development and final technical design. Most 
architectural work is commissioned based on these stages, especially with 
procurement systems becoming more and more complex. 
The main problem with this delineation of design work is that it promotes a 
change culture in order to accommodate the unavailability, incomplete 
information that prevalently occurs in building proJects. The problem of client 
and design-led change IS much discussed in construction circles. This practice 
also contributes to a substantial amount of waste generated during construction 
activities. The RIBA aimed to minimise this problem by suggesting that briefing 
is frozen at the end of the design development stage. 
Table 8-6 Design activity 
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This framework emphasises the need to acquire all design and performance 
information on the existing bUilding upfront. Contrary to the blank canvas 
proffered by new bUild, the architect has to produce an effective design in 
context of the existing environment. To do this effectively, this framework argues 
that the architect and design team needs to have a clear understanding of the 
bigger picture. The dialogue from the preliminary stages will help implement 
this. It will also encourage the architect/engineer to better maximise his 
professional knowledge and experience to benefit the client, user and the 
building. Innovation and other design ambitions will also integrate better with a 
clear understanding of form, function, context etc. 
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8.5.6 Planning and Logistics 
Similarly, time is allocated for planning how construction will be implemented, in 
the likelihood that some parts of the existing building will remain functional and 
in use while construction takes place. It is therefore imperative that materials, 
equipments, people and activities are properly planned and managed. Lean 
concepts such as just-in-time delivery and work-on-demand should be explored 
at this stage. 
Table 8-7 Planning and logistics 
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1.0018110$ 
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• SUPPLY AND SLPPLY 
CHAIN MANAGEMENT-
• ALLOCATE 
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APPUCABLE) 
• SITE PREPARATION 
Lean construction ideology encompasses an efficient resultant action/product 
which is realised from the interaction between people, processes and space. It 
is anticipated that the outcome of this practice will feed seamlessly into the 
implementation stage. 
8.5.7 Construction 
If the previous stages are followed, all the necessary information needed to 
successfully integrate the extension should be available at the commencement 
of construction. The contractor(s) at this stage is also fully aware of all the 
potential problems because they have been flagged up earlier and adequate 
planning and resources have been put In place to mitigate conflicts between 
layers and spaces. 
The ongoing dialogue does not cease at this stage but It is anticipated that if all 
possible scenarios have been explored and the best solution decided, there will 
be little need to design change. Design errors will also be minimal. 
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Table 8-8 Construction 
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8.5.8 Hybrid Building - Evaluation and Operations 
AC'TlON 
- HYBRn SUl.DNJ 
c<wsrRUCTIO~ 
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• QUAUTY C!-ECKS 
• CHANGE 
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Hybrid buildings, unlike new bUilds, offer opportunities to improve or enhance 
bUilding performance because of the opportunity for 'live' feedback and 
concurrent operational evaluations. Operational evaluation plans should be put 
in place at this stage. It is also important that the project team partake of 
feedback from the building post-construction. Learning from successes and 
failures in design and construction projects helps to promote quality and 
standards In the industry as a whole, thereby, promoting client and user 
confidence. It is also imperative that information from operational and 
maintenance activities are stored and updated on a regular basis in order to 
close the information loop. The availability of an information repository Will 
minimise the amount of til)1e and resources spent obtaining information for 
future works on the building. It also means that qualitative and quantitative 
information can easily be obtained and used as benchmark data to ensure that 
user needs are met and previous mistakes are avoided. 
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Table 8-9. Evaluation and operations 
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8.6 Evaluation ofthe Hybrid Project Process Framework 
ACTION 
- Feedback 10 client and 
project learn 
- Update building Irforrralon 
on a regular basl. 
Validating the conceptual framework is an essential output from this research. 
Validity is the ability of an instrument to measure what it is deSired to measure 
i.e. the degree to which the researcher has measured the extent of what he set 
out to achieve (Smith 1991 p106). It shows the extent to which an empirical 
measure adequately reflects the meaning of the concept under conSideration 
(8abbie 1990 p133). 
The aim of evaluating the framework was to explore the accuracy and extent by 
which It descnbes the hybrid building process. 
The specific objectives of the evaluation were to: 
• Assess the effectiveness, functionality and coverage of the framework; 
• Identify missing or inaccurately represented milestones, processes, 
parties, information, decisions and actions; 
• Explore the applicability and usability of the framework for the 
implementation of future hybnd-building projects. 
8.6.1 Methodology 
The initial framework was based on literature review, findings from surveys and 
case studies. For it to be valid it has to be assessed by experts in the field With 
practical knowledge and experience of hybrid projects e.g. architects, 
engineers, surveyors. 
Evaluation tools can use logic or be statistically based (Kumar 2005), although It 
is sometimes difficult to distinguish between both. In this instance, because the 
objective of the validation is to justify the content of the framework in relation to 
the research objective, validity through an individually administered 
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questionnaire (Appendix 8) was chosen. 
The evaluation session commenced with a discussion of the research 
objectives and an introduction to the framework. The participant is then allowed 
time to evaluate the framework and ask questions. After which they complete a 
brief questionnaire by rating variables based on the Likert scale. Each session 
lasted at least 45mins. Time and logistical constraints limited the use of 
workshops or stakeholder forums. 
8.6.2 Overview of findings 
The framework was validated in conjunction with the hybrid building design 
decision tool that was developed concurrently. Design and construction 
professionals were approached to evaluate the framework. Representation of 
participants in the validation of the framework was as follows: 
Table 8-10 Sampling for the evaluation exercise 
Job Title 
Arch~ect (Associate director) 
Head of Collaboratlonl 
manager 
Engineer 
Consultant 
Development manager 
Building Surveyor 
Organisation 
2 Architecture 
2 Construction 
Consultants (Design and 
2 Construction) 
1 Consulting engineers 
1 Housing association 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
Each evaluator had a working knowledge of hybrid projects With the exception 
of one engineer who was working on his first hybrid project. 
The main objective for evaluating the framework was to assess its potential to 
facilitate the effective delivery of hybrid projects. Evaluators were asked to 
assess the functionality of the framework using criteria such as process 
improvement, sUitability and facilitation of collaborative design decisions. The 
exercise also requested an assessment of coverage and scope, applicability 
and usability of the framework. Validators were then asked to identify criteria 
and factors that are missing or inaccurately represented. The scale of 1-5 
(1=low and 5=high) was used to assess each of the variables fore-mentioned. 
Responses of 1-2 are below average, 3 is average and 4-5 are above average. 
Detailed results can be found in Appendix 8. 
After a brief discussion on the research objectives and the framework, each 
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participant was asked to rate the extent to which the framework will contribute to 
the effective delivery of hybrid projects. Out of 11 participants, 7 participants 
said it was above average and 1 said it was below average. In their assessment 
of the extent to which the framework promotes efficient design decision-making 
in hybrid projects, 8 rated the framework above average and none below 
average. 8 participants also rated the framework highly, as a process which will 
reduce effects of as-built information deficiency during the delivery of hybrid 
projects. 
Majonty of the participants rated the framework average when asked if it 
represents an improvement over other process models used to delivery hybnd 
projects in each of their organisations. 4 others: a design and construction 
consultant, engineers and the bUilding surveyor rated the framework above 
average, stating that it demonstrates an improvement compared to pervasive 
process maps. A majority of 8 rated the framework above average for facilitating 
COllaborative planning and decision making. The same number said the 
framework is suitable for the delivery of hybrid proJects. 
When asked to evaluate the scope and coverage of the framework in its 
inclusion of vital processes, information, decisions and actions; 8 participants 
said the framework covers all the key stages of a hybrid project. 7 rated the 
coverage of tasks and actions in the last row of the framework above average. 
About half rated the framework above average in addressing all the key 
decisions required for each milestone stating that the framework sufficiently 
emphasises problem areas such as information required for making design 
decisions. 
The majority of participants also rated the framework above average for ease of 
use. The general comment was that the layout makes it easy to cross-reference 
milestones with decisions and actions. 
The majonty of evaluators, 78% said they will use or recommend the framework 
for future projects. Most stated that they would recommend that the framework 
be used from project inception getting clientsllead contractors/design 
consultants involved as early as possible on projects. Participants said the 
framework would be most effective for getting the thought process organised at 
the beginning. Alternatively, the framework could be used from preliminary 
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briefing stage to introduce all parties to the need for the framework and then 
through the rest of the design stages. 
8.6.3 Discussion 
In developing the process framework, the need for early information acquisition, 
early and precise definition of design intent as well as collaborative design 
decisions was recognised and integrated. These three factors contribute highly 
to client satisfaction (value) and effective project delivery. The validation 
exercise was necessary to identify if these objectives were realised and 
participants generally agreed that the objectives of the framework were 
achieved. 
Additionally, some validators said the proposed framework need not be limited 
to just hybrid projects. Particularly, it was suggested that the functionality of the 
framework is limited in its application because it overlooks competitive tendering 
as a procurement strategy. Participants also highlighted that for the suggested 
process to work, a contracUagreement must be made early in the process to 
promote confidence and commitment by the core development team who may 
be required to provide professional services and advice prior to tendering. The 
assurance of a job commission or payment Will ensure the participation of the 
core development team, especially contractors. It was also suggested that the 
framework could even be further aligned with other process maps e g. RIBA and 
PP2. These process maps were examined as part of the discussions in this 
chapter. The introduction of new taxonomies was considered problematic. This 
is because the taxonomy of process maps such as the RIBA Work Stages are 
well known in the industry and introducing new terms might not be easy to 
proliferate. This is why the framework was developed based on the RIBA stages 
and although the layout and content vary, some degree of similarity IS still 
visible. In response to this suggestion, a comparison of the RIBA and hybrid 
process framework is shown in Table 8-11. This is also shown at the top ofthe 
framework in Appendix 7. 
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Table 8-11. Comparison of the RIBAPlan of Work 2007 and the Hybrid Project Process 
framework 
SI.,.. ... /C ClG . ".. BID E.f.G .... J K 
Apprasal Oulllne Appraisal, DeSign brief, Technical III obllsatlon Construction, 
L 
Post 
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As per framework efficiency, one participant said, 'I think It will act as an 
effective filtering of non-participation and incompleteness'. Another said, 'the 
framework highlights the importance of obtaining information early - this is 
important for reducing defects at a later stage'. 
In terms of functionality, participants commented that, 'the framework will be 
most effective If engaged by the client to facilitate with brief development prior 
to design team appointment. Another commented that, 'I think that most 
designers follow a chaotic development path, influenced by all forms of 
variability. And to have a systematic path that guides the thinking and decision-
making process Will be extremely useful'. It was suggested that the framework 
would also apply to other types of building projects. One participant wondered if 
it were pOSSible to map cost/cost implications as well as risks across the 
process. This will examine or reinforce the claim that by layering and integrating 
information as the level of detail increases, risks should reduce and cost/value 
certainty should increase. The collaboration manager enquired if alongside the 
mapping of information, It would be beneficial to integrate the use, role and 
impact of modern methods of construction and 3D Building Information 
Modelling on the provision and use of as-built information throughout the 
process. It was also suggested that the granularity of information (i e. type of 
information and corresponding level of detail) be displayed within the framework 
for each milestone. 
PartiCipants except the architects and engineers recommended that cost (+cost 
effectiveness), whole life costing and value management/engineering and the 
impact on decision needs to be more visible within the framework. 
With the exception of architects, all the participants generally considered the 
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framework an improvement to the RIBA process. Participating architects 
however, stated that the framework currently requires a little more refinement 
and tailoring to standard terminology. However, they would not object if the 
client wishes to adopt it in its current form. Pointing out that the framework will 
be more effective if client-led, as opposed to based on the architect's 
recommendation. Architects considered that the information-intensive nature of 
the framework was onerous and would not wish to take on the responsibility 
Without remuneration. One architect stated that a Project Execution Plan (PEP) 
document, a mOnitoring check-list based on the RIBA work stages is currently 
used to ensure that key decisions are made with corresponding action in line 
With their duties within the project. 
In general, evaluators said it was good to see extrapolation of table to 
programmes, critical paths and priority within each category. However, the 
successful implementation of the framework for hybrid projects will require the 
re-orientation of the mindset of project stakeholders 
Evaluators of the framework suggested that despite being developed for hybrid 
bUildings, the framework should apply for most building projects. One reason is 
because it recommends early procurement of the core development team. If thiS 
is not done, then the framework fails in ItS objective. ThiS then has direct impact 
on establishing bUlldability criteria, refining the brief as well as reducing risk and 
change as the process progresses. This is because the premise of the 
framework implies that with increased information and increasing level of detail, 
risk and change is reduced while cost and value certainty is assured. 
This inference is drawn because of the prevalence of applied design i.e. 
designers/contractors making design deCisions on site, after construction has 
commenced. This practise is probably due to the lack of a holistic, collaborative 
approach to design decision-making which did not happen at the 
conceptualisation stage. 
The key functionality of the framework is to prOVide process improvement, 
collaborative planning and decisions especially for design. The framework 
covers all milestones for any design and construction project and it highlights 
key information, decisions and actions that needs to be made en-route. The 
framework is particularly relevant for hybrid projects and It has been evaluated 
to be progressively relevant and applicable for the efficient delivery of these 
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classes of projects and indeed any other building project. The evaluated was 
however limited by the number of participants involved and the limited client and 
professional representation. Feedback from clients and other stakeholders 
would have been highly beneficial for the research. 
Findings from the evaluation exercise show that the framework in Its current 
form realises its objective and provides a high-level guide for facilitating 
informed, yet collaborative, design decision making. The framework is explicit in 
defining processes, parties, information, decisions and actions required at each 
stage of a hybrid project. It also promotes concurrency in design, planning and 
construction activity, which could be reiterated depending on the peculiarity of 
each individual project. There are subjective issues, which are not highly visible 
within the framework. Factors such as cost, time/delivery, legal and contractual 
issues were mentioned but not emphasised within the framework, since the 
research focus was information, design/design decisions. Nonetheless, these 
issues have been raised by evaluators to be of equal importance and will be 
worth investigation in future research projects. 
Lastly, decision making is never an exact science, among others, it can be 
objective, subjective, rational or irrational (McElroy 2008). Dependmg on the 
nature of the proJect, the procurement method, client type, client involvement 
etc., the level of information available/acquired, decisions and actions taken in 
each project might differ. Any framework however detailed cannot be all-
encompassing; it acts a gUide, a supporting structure on which thoughts, 
activities and products are delivered. The Hybrid Project Process framework 
provides the basic structure and its application will vary depending on the 
complexities of each project. 
8.6.4 Modification of Framework 
It was suggested that the framework should be tied-in more with the RIBA work 
stages and this was implemented m the final framewor~ in Appendix 7. It was 
also suggested that cost effectiveness and time/whole life analysis be 
highlighted on the framework with a diSCUSSion on how the framework promotes 
value and cost efficiency. For example, by comparing case studies such as 
Wembley stadium v. emirates stadium (or BAA T5). The latter is beyond the 
P40 
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remit of this research but there is scope to explore this further in future research 
projects. 
8.7 Summary 
RIBA work stages remain the industry standard and most projects are still 
delivered according to this framework. In consideration of thiS, the conceptual 
framework was developed by refining, or customising, the RIBA Plan of Work. It 
identifies stages where problems due to lack of as-built information could 
compromise the process. The objective of the framework was to improve the 
process, emphasise and highlight required information, decisions and actions 
necessary for collaborative planning and delivery of a hybnd-building project. 
The next chapter discusses the use of the framework to develop, test and 
evaluate a hybrid building design decision tool. 
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Chapter 9. HybridDt - DEMONSTRATOR TOOL 
FOR INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND DESIGN 
DECISIONS IN HYBRID PROJECTS 
9.1 Introduction 
A demonstrator Design Decision Tool- HybridDt is the second contribution of 
this research and it was developed based on the Hybrid Project Process 
framework. The purpose of the tool is to facilitate the acquisition, storage 
interpretation and use of as-bUilt information as well as to provide an 
environment for proposing, monitOring, and implementing design deCisions 
made collaboratively dUring hybrid projects. 
This chapter discusses the process of development, characteristics and 
functionality of the tool. It also presents findings from the evaluation exercise. 
9.2 The development of the demonstrator design decision tool 
In addition to findings presented in Chapter 8, some specific research findings 
that influenced the development of tool include: 
• Literature review - Design improvisation based on generic experiential 
knowledge can lead to erratic decision making. A chaotic approach to design 
coupled with poor communication can be due to lack of adequate (as-built) 
information, deficient or missing input information and lack of coordination or 
collaboration among the core development team. Sourcing relevant as-bUilt 
information to the right level of detail is also necessary to avoid the 
acquisition of excessive data which has little bearing to project context and 
design requirements as well as information required for decision making. 
The availability of relevant as-built information also reduces uncertainty and 
allows for effective management of change and risks throughout the design 
and construction process. 
The potential to collect, survey and combine different forms of information at 
the early stages of building survey and performance appraisal is equally 
important to the ability to do this at the end of the design through building 
information modelling applications. 
• Research findings - The integration and use of as-built information and 
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building survey and performance data for making design decisions 
contributes towards effective design decisions and functional design 
solutions. 
The bUildmg performance appraisal or evaluation should present both 
quantitative (spatial) and qualitative (performance) information. It should 
present multlvariate information on general descriptions such as situation 
and orientation of the existmg bUilding. Information on the building layers -
its elements and components, building defects, bUilding use and spatial 
allocation, the physical, thermal and technical performance of the eXisting 
building and so on. 
As previously discussed, the technological study in Chapter 7 identified the 
need for a front-end system for defining client/user/project requirements 
which informs the mformation requirements management process and 
consequential decisions was identified and defined. Findings from research 
suggested that this system should facilitate detailed brief development which 
integrates as bUilt information and defines the requirements and priorities for 
design. It should facilitate the gate-keeping of information relevant to the 
design and the collaborative monitoring and review of design to ensure its 
integrity and satisfaction of client and user requirements. The system should 
also facilitate expedient decision making which is promptly communicated to 
the relevant individual or team, thereby faCilitating the flow of information. 
Availability and transparency of information and design decisions will also 
reduce conflicts and improve the delivery of value to the client. 
Based on growing understanding of information systems and processes from 
literature review, empirical and experimental studies, It was possible to 
implement a demonstrator integrated system based on the threads or 
interdependencies between 'as-built' information, design and deSign deCision, 
construction and installation, and final hybrid building performance. The 
conceptual framework aided the development of an integrated information 
system that balances requirements and product information through 
collaborative actions and decision making among the project development 
team. 
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9.2.1 Towards a Hybrid Design Information Framework 
Research conducted by Petzold and Donath (2004/2004a), Pickrell (1999), 
Bjork (1999), Austin et al. (2001), van Leeuwen et al. (2000) and Davidson 
(2004) identified factors that influence design information, design processes and 
design decisions. 
The inceptions stages of hybrid projects should reflect the need to acquire and 
utilise as-built Information for design activity. Therefore, the hybrid bUilding 
information framework identifies four developmental stages of information 
during the production of hybrid buildings; data acquisition, Information 
processing, design decisions as well as design activity (Bjork 1999; Pasquire 
and Cornelly 2003 etc). The design activity stage comprises the spectrum from 
conceptual design to production information. The design activity stage also 
overlaps with the design decision stage; it is expected that conceptual designs 
will evolve while as-built information is analysed and decisions are being made. 
The data acquisition stage is an opportunity to retrieve previous information 
from storage. This information is usually in the form of design and engineering 
drawings from initial practical completion. Although this data source is crucial to 
understand the concepts, decisions and provisions made to create the onginal 
building. In most instances, it will not document changes made beyond 
construction. It will also not detail qualitative information that can only be 
identified during building use. Therefore, current 'as-built' information is needed 
to complement historical information. 
'As-built' information can be acquired using various techniques. Modern 
techniques Include laser scanning, photogrammetry and image-based 
modelling. Although, Donath et al. (2003) argues that the common practice of 
commissioning an initial detailed survey at this stage is often too expensive as 
well as being time consuming; stating that a detailed and highly-accurate 
geometric survey is no longer the sole basis for planning works but just one of 
many possibilities of data and information capture. This is more so because the 
results do not always reflect the requirements for planning and design 
requirements that might change at a later stage. 
The information processing stage defines goals as described in the design brief 
and identifies what constraints exist. As-bUilt information such as sketches, 
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plans, measured geometric data and newly surveyed information must be 
combined and organised in a structured manner so that they can serve as 
useful parameters for the actual design and planning process (Petzold and 
Donath, 2004). Goals and constraints (the design and performance factors) are 
then used to develop a series of alternatives; hence, the overlapping of design 
decision and design activity stages. The benefit of this intermediate stage IS that 
it promotes collaborative, active and transparent designs which are satisfactory 
to all parties and in keeping with the existing building. 
After the intermediate stage, design options are developed and reviewed by the 
project team, which could comprise the client, user representatives and other 
relevant construction professionals. A most suitable design based on multiple 
factors is agreed and detailed architectural and engineering design can then 
proceed; although if the digital surveying/building information modelling 
approach is utilised, this ceases to be a separate step and integrated decision 
flows into integrated design. 
The BIM approach i.e. detailed design is produced using the 3D model from 'as-
built' survey while Incorporating changes in the same virtual environment -
mixed reality modelling is recommended because this aids the effective 
translation of real and existing situations and constraints to the design 
enVIronment The benefit is that prior decisions based on collated information 
can then be analysed geometrically for impact as well as accuracy. In addition, 
decisions can be communicated graphically to client, planning authorities and 
interest groups to create better understanding of the design solution. 
Each class of defects identified by AI-Ham mad et al. (1997) - see chapter 2 -
can be avoided by a more organised approach to acquiring, utilising and 
communicating design information; either quantitative or qualitative. The 
problem is not necessarily lack of information; most extra nets contain large 
amounts of data. The key challenge is the acquisition of relevant information 
and the ability to transpose this information for decision-support based on the 
projects requirements. 
Generic design information is not particularly useful for hybrid projects. This is 
because each existing building is likely to be unique and peculiar in its 
characteristics even if the design was standardised or modular (see studies 
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from chapters 6 and 7). Therefore, a pragmatic approach to acquinng 
information is needed. This could be achieved by sub-diving the building into 
defined strata; for example, spatial strata based on rooms within the bUilding. 
The FREAK system (Thurow 2004; Donath and Thurow 2005; Petzold and 
Donath 2005; Petzold et al. 2007) uses this classification system (RaumKlasse). 
Functional strata will classify the building based on the functions of spaces 
within it e g. communal, social, work or private spaces. Although each of these 
clasSifications Will be beneficial depending on the project type, they are not 
particularly ideal for making design decisions in a hybrid project. It was 
considered more beneficial to stratify the building into layers (according to Duffy 
1990). 
From literature review, case studies and interviews, it was identified that at 
project inception, the following are pertinent questions: 
1. What information is available? Histoncal information comprises initial design 
drawings, engineering drawings and specifications. This is useful for initial 
conceptualisation and planning but in most cases, additional information IS 
required. 
2. What Information IS needed? Because buildings change in use and character, 
additional Information is often needed to assess building performance and 
use, changes made, etc. 
3. How should information be acquired? A methodology should be decided. 
Examples include organising user groups and consultations, carrying out a 
condition survey, etc. 
4. What is the significance of each information type? It is important to allocate 
relevance to each type of information, e g. drawings or user feedback, and 
identify the impact each has on design quality and/or ease of construction. 
5. What skill, techniques or tools are needed or available? It is also important to 
designate resources, human or equipment for information acquisition at the 
early stages of the project. 
6. When is the information needed? Identifying information need is important 
but in instances of phased design/construction as it sometimes happens in 
hybrid projects, it is useful for cost and planning benefits to know when the 
information is needed. 
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7. What is the consequence of the lack of preliminary information needed? This 
is vital for alleviating errors and rework. An impact analysis at an early stage 
will aid planning alternative solutions for aspects of deSign and construction 
for which there is little or no information. 
The following considerations should then be made to choose the most suitable 
method and tool for acquiring and processing data. These decisions will aid the 
determination, allocation of resources e g time, labour, and money that will be 
spent acquiring such information: 
• Level of detail. The level of detail required will specify what technique is used 
to acquire information. 
• Impact of use. It should be decided whether the information would be utilised 
directly during the design or indirectly, for example, during construction. 
• Location of need. It should be decided if information is needed to meet the 
requirements of pre-determined performance metrics. 
• Information type, storage and retrieval. One of the problems with the 
construction industry identified by Egan (1998) and Latham (1994) is the 
multiple formats used in presenting construction information. Identifying 
methods to store information and easily retrieve it is important. 
• Participation and Interpretation. Various parties will provide information during 
the consultation and design phase. Interpreting information correctly is 
important; therefore it should be decided if an expert is needed or skills are 
available in-house. 
As discussed previously, the highest occurrence of design-induced defects in 
work carried out in existing buildings is as a result of interfaces between the 
building layers i.e. site, structure, services, fa9ade and internal space. 
Architectural design is generally considered to entail the organisation and 
arrangement of physical space; reordered in the context of performance values. 
In the case of hybrid projects, 'a' space already exists with limitations on how it 
can be effectively reorganised to meet future value needs. Design decisions are 
therefore best made With due consideration of all the layers that make up the 
building and not the last layer; internal space, alone. The information framework 
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for a hybrid-building project is therefore as shown in the figure 9-1. 
The information framework integrates design and performance criteria as 
defined in previous chapters. This information framework was also integrated 
within the framework and utilised in the development of the design decision tool. 
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Fig 9-1. Hybnd building design Information framework 
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9.2.2 Review and choice of information systems for reuse and integration 
A number of data management systems were explored during the development 
of the integrated decision-support system for hybrid projects. The first step was 
to investigate methods in the information sciences, most specifically, information 
reuse in software development Systemic software reuse is generally 
considered a key technology to improve software productivity and quality (MiIi et 
al. 1995). Designs, requirements specifications, and development processes 
are reusable and can contribute as much to the legendary productivity increase 
accruable from the reuse of existing programs (Constantopoulos et al. 1995). 
The reuse community initially concentrated its research on technical issues, 
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such as repositories, tools for the search and retrieval of reusable artefacts, and 
programming language support. As more experience became available from 
industrial studies, non-technical factors, such as organisation, processes, 
business drivers and human involvement, appeared to be at least as important 
(Morisio 2003). Recent research into software reuse has focused more on the 
latter. However, the reuse system developed by Constantopoulos et al. (1995) 
provided an experimental software repository system for the organisation, 
storage, management, and access facilities for reusable software components 
(figure 9-2). 
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Performed by 
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Fig 9-2 The reuse process (Source Constantopoulos et al 1995) 
Without going into too much detail, Constantopoulos et al. (1995) proffered a 
simplified view of the repository-based reuse process; important functions (e.g., 
composition of the software artefacts into a new system) are the responSibility 
of application development tools acting as clients of the repository system. 
The system was intended to store and manage information about requirements, 
designs, and implementations of software. It offers facilities for locating and 
selecting software components. This system was considered for HybridDt 
because it considered and Incorporated the following: 
• Storing information other than code about a software system (e.g , 
requirements, designs, design decisions, and justifications) means that 
higher-level software specifications may be reused directly, and that they 
can serve as indexes to lower-level software artefacts (Le., code) This 
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summarises the objectives for HybridDt; a design decision tool that is 
capable of integrating multi-level requirements and maps decisions within 
the same protocol. 
• The issues of representation and presentation of information about reusable 
artefacts do not have simplistic solutions and need to be addressed 
separately. This capability is highly important in any design decision tool 
because; design information is communicated in multi-formats, 
representation and presentation of design information is therefore an 
important functionality. In addition, the support of multiple formats is required 
for effective access (download) and reuse of as-built information stored in 
the proposed repository. 
The proposed system by Constantopoulos et al. (1995) was based on a client-
server protocol, using object-oriented technology and programming languages 
such as C++. This is ideal if a complete software system is being proposed. The 
extent and scope of this system was not considered necessary for this research 
project. HybridDt was proposed to be more of a demonstrator information 
management system that stores and visualises multiple data formats rather 
than translate and utilise them. Therefore, the focus of the tool was more on 
information integration and management rather than software applications. 
The challenge for the development and use of tools to archive performance 
metrics is that the metrics cannot stand on their own. They are linked, for 
example, to design assumptions or operating conditions that generate the 
specified, predicted or measured performance that is to be evaluated against a 
benchmark. For example, the concept for the BUilding Life-cycle Information 
System (BLISS) was to ensure that there is a model of the bUilding that can be 
used to predict design performance through the use of simulation tools. 
However, If this method is not followed, consistent up-to-date documentation of 
both design intent and the basis of design will not be maintained throughout the 
life cycle of the building. 
With the understanding of a typical life-cycle information system and armed with 
concepts from software reuse systems, information integration and 
management systems e g. hybrid datalknowledge management systems were 
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examined. The first is the Bridge Management System (BMS) (figure 9-3). 
_"'9 rep eseIllabon 
DECISIONS 
Fig 9-3. Information flow In the data and knowledge-based Bridge Management (Blefl and 
Rawa2004) 
Bien and Rawa (2004) stated that in a BMS, information is stored as the data in 
the form of the database and current developments in computer technology 
enables representation of information also in the form of the advanced 
knowledge base. The information coded in the form of data is stored and 
processed in the computer system and after the interpretation in the specific 
context is used in the decision processes. 
Bien and Rawa (2004) proceeded to develop an expert system. Starting with 
the general analysis of the problem and the acquisition of the available 
knowledge, a multllevel hybrid network was created within which knowledge 
could be presented as a decision-support tool. This research project recognises 
the importance of knowledge in design processes. However, the focus for 
HybridDt was the use of information for collaborative design decisions, 
exploring factual not tacit data. Hence, this system was inadequate for 
achieving the desired result. 
The other altematives explored were; the Work-flow Management system, 
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Product Data Management (PDM) system, and the Requirements Management 
(RM) system. Work-flow management systems are used to coordinate and 
support complex and repeated work processes in production environments. 
Although not entirely appropriate, a degree of the work-flow principle (from the 
process framework) was proposed for HybridDt to aid usability. 
PDM systems handle much of the information created in the design phase, such 
as product structures and product documentation; they are an important source 
for many kinds of information of a product. This information is used throughout a 
products life cycle. While, a (RM) system is used to handle the requirements on 
a product and how these are related with the parts of It (figure 9-4); It can 
contain information overlapping that in the PDM system and the relationships 
between requirements and parts structures are difficult to manage if they reside 
in separate systems (Svensson and Malmqvist 2001). 
'& ~ ~roperty E8 ~es ~ &odeb 
Requirements ~ "-.. 
structure 6=b L..J L..J ~ed by "-.. 
~M~l Function structure 
Concept 
structure 
Preliminary 
parts 
structure 
Fig 9-4 The requirements dnven product model used on a case study by Svensson and 
Malmqvlst (2001). 
Svensson and Malmqvist (2001) consequently proposed the integration of PDM 
and RM systems to be more effective. HybridDt was therefore designed as an 
integrated system based on principles of requirements management for 
adaptation projects as described by Lee et al. (2005) with PDM capabilities. 
Requirements management ensures that the customer wants are defined 
precisely, and that the solution determined efficiently meets those requirements 
(Dick 2004). Requirements management stems from requirements engineering. 
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Like other product or manufacturing database systems such as product data 
management (PDM) and enterprise resource planning (ERP), a requirements 
management (RM) system integrates information on a product (or building), 
defines relationship among key factors and presents this information for making 
collective decisions. 
The logic behind requirements management systems is this: 'To make a 
complex product able to meet customer requirements good enough, it is 
important to have a mechanism that can capture the requirements of the 
customer and translate them to technical requirements on a product. The 
technical requirements on a product must be communicated to all people 
responsible for the development of it. The technical requirements on product 
level must therefore be broken down to system level and component level. A 
requirements management (RM) system is used to handle the requirements on 
a product and how these are related with the parts of It' (Svensson and 
Malmqvist 2001). Svensson and Malmqvist (2001) also cnticised the limitation 
with requirement systems that are wholly text based. 
9.3 The demonstrator Design Decision Tool 
The hybnd project process commences by examining the existing building on 
four levels; spatial, organisational, productivity and use. This examination is 
carried out to acquire quantitative (measured) and qualitative (perceived) 
information that will influence decisions made throughout the bUilding process. 
Actual bUilding performance inevitably declines over time owing to a number of 
influences such as wear and tear, user abuse or misuse, climatic conditions, 
inadequate maintenance, and so on (Douglas 1996). The examination should 
include considerations prevalent in hybnd projects; the complexity of eXisting 
building and site (Petzold and Donath 2004), the need for up-to-date 
quantitative 'as-built' information (Leslie and McKay 1995), feedback on existing 
and proposed building use, issues of buildability and layer interface (Nicolini et 
al. 2000; Latham 1994), distinguishing between function and functionality, 
conflict between value and resource, and increased risk and liability (Graves et 
al. 1998; Scott 2008). Each of these factors and sub-variables will Influence 
what is measured and the level of implementation needed to achieve an 
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effective construction process. 
The demonstrator Design Decision Tool - HybridDt was created to provide a 
'single' view of the truth (Neill 2004), based on the premise that no 'blind' 
decisions will be made as long as all the relevant information are in place; more 
Information, less uncertainty and therefore, less risk. The content of the 
demonstrator tool is based on the process framework discussed in the previous 
chapter. However, it currently concentrates on aspects of the framework that 
Influence design activity (Table 9-1) with the exception of the core team 
procurement stage. 
Table 9-1. Applicable aspects of the hybnd project process framework 
t OUTLINE 
APPRAISAL AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 
2. DEVELOPMENT 3. BUILDING 4 BRIEFING 
CORE TEAM PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT 
PROCUREMENT EVALUATION (SURVEY) 
9.4 Rationale for HybridDt 
5. DESIGUCTMTY 
(OTIER 
PROCUREMENT) 
Work undertaken by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) over a number 
of years in the UK indicated that 50 per cent of defects found on construction 
projects could be attributed to design issues (Sommerville 2007). Prior to this, 
Lam et al. (1994) found that majority of design defects were because of either 
poor technical detailing or oversight of some specific requirement. 'Design for 
lean' is a term expressly used in product design to give a fresh, new way to 
create products with far more value and far less waste (Huthwaite, 2004). 
HybridDt as a tool uses the lean product design principle to understand process 
while using effective decisions to refocus the value stream. The objective is to 
make design requirements more viSible to affect decisions as well as minimise 
defects and rework. The focussed attention to quality (Information, physical and 
material) during the design process will impact positively on the reduction of 
defects during the construction process. As a zone of origin for a range of 
defects, design contributes enormously to the final outcome of the building. 
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Common sense would suggest that It is in the early stages that the finality of a 
bUilding is conceptualised by the design team (unless one uses an approach 
such as design and build, e.g. The Scottish Parliament, with its inherent 
potential for disasters) (Sommerville 2007). 
The rationale therefore IS to encourage the focussing of building design activity 
beyond the building as an end product by facilitating the accurate definition and 
interpretation of performance and spatial criteria required to effiCiently produce 
and operate hybrid buildings well beyond practical completion. The objective IS to 
improve efficiency through informed yet explicit collaborative decisions, thereby 
increasing the possibility to 'manage out' defects and tendency for rework. 
Atkinson (2002) noted that there is a strong correlation between defects and 
management practice i.e. through communication, inspection/checking, change 
management and broader responsibility issues; each of these factors are 
identified and managed Within the tool. Design decisions therefore become a 
more Visible process; hence, design omissions, misrepresentations etc. are 
minimised throughout the process. HybridDt presents an approach for minimising 
design-generated waste by reducing the need to fix design errors during and post 
construction. Homogeneous information prOVides freedom for uninhibited 
innovation without compromising value and client satisfaction. Unlike systems 
which tend to be used as dumping ground for documents, which could then be 
difficult to locate (Townsend-Rose 2006). The proposed approach in HybridDt 
seeks to limit uploadable files based on relevance by indexing the files to facilitate 
tracking 
More importantly, the lack of context IS also a problem in data integration. Whilst 
very structured data, such as a building model, has a well defined internal 
context, its place in the project is less certain in terms of its relationship to other 
information and the people who use it. An Integration that places information in 
a context that is easily understood by those working on the project, i.e. one 
abstracted away from file stores and computers and geared more towards 
processes and project context, we would argue, is a superior arrangement. -
(Boddy et al. 2007) 
Lastly, from a research point of view, the development of HybridDt is important for 
bridging theories, methods created during the definelbUlld stages of the research 
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with important findings during the justify/evaluate stage. The tool is considered 
most appropriate for the complete communication of research findings to industry 
practitioners compared to academic reviewers. ICT has been found by many 
researchers to be useful for communicating complex concepts in a simplistic 
manner because it provides a friendly simple interface to users while the 
complicated computations and protocols are often hidden to the user. This was 
advantageous for the final research stage, which is the justification/evaluation 
stage because users can easily provide feedback and validate findings with 
reasonable ease. 
HybridOt was developed as a stand-alone, project-based web application with a 
central data repository located Within an intemet server. Making the tool web-
based offers several advantages. The project team are not restricted to a singular 
work-site and can be located anywhere. This will save the client time, travel costs 
and other assOCiated expenses. The web-application is also fully flexible in the 
sens~ that changes to the tool are deployed for immediate benefit of users 
without much disruption. It was developed to accommodate multiple hybrid 
projects, multiple teams and multiple users. Web applications provide a flexible, 
scalable platform where almost anything can be fully implemented. The tool Will 
also integrate with a standard intemet explorer interface, which most internet 
users are familiar with. This also makes the tool more intuitive, thus reducing the 
amount of time needed for the user to learn the tool. 
9.5 Development Process 
The aim of developing tools is to make the medium i.e. design and draWing 
instruments and resultant information, active in the design process; to provide 
something to think through (in its invention and use), and to provide a critical 
resistance that is particular to the concerns under discussion (Chard 2005). The 
proposal was that the tool should demonstrate multiple functionalities Without 
direct intent. Functionalities provided by extra nets, data warehouses and other 
collaborative tools should inherently be provided. In addition to these, 
information is related and integrated with requirements thereby minimising the 
need to tacit, intrinsic processing of information. Instead, it promotes open 
communication among team members and transparent decision can be made 
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which will be beneficial to the design process as a whole. 
9.5.1 Conceptual underpinning for the demonstrator tool 
The conceptual underpinning for the demonstrator tool utilised the following: 
• Hypertextl hypermedia (figure 9-5) - provides powerful mechanisms for 
structuring and navigating large quantities of information. Hypermedla 
models recognise that information is presented in different physical and 
virtual locations, using multiple media. An additional advantage of 
hypermedia is the fact that it provides an appropriate mechanism for storing 
the users' actions using history/path mechanisms (Romero and Correia 
2003; Laurini 2001). Romero and Correia (2003) suggested a hypermedia 
model, implemented as a set of classes, to provide building blocks for mixed 
reality applications. 
Integrated information within the HybndDt tool was proposed to operate by 
interpolating principles of mixed reality modelling in hypertext/hypermedia 
with that of a requirements and Product Data Management system. The 
system architecture comprises a series of generic data bases that support 
hypertext and hypermedia, object representation formats as well as 
context/relationship representation matrices or frameworks. 
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• Consolidated Product data and Requirements management systems 
(Figure 9-6) - RE and PDM structures is consolidated In a systemic manner 
to handle requirements in a more efficient way. 
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Fig 9-6 Funclionalitles in RM and PDM Systems Compared to Object Types and Concepts 
Common In RM and PDM Systems (Svensson and Malmqvist 2001) 
The user functionality in a PDM system was proposed to include; a data 
vault or repository, work flow and process management, part and 
component management as well as project management capabilities. 
The integrated repositories are updated by the user as the process 
progresses. The tool is already structured after the process framework 
and follows a work-flow pattem (or milestones) as stipulated within the 
framework. Within the demonstrator tool, each building is decomposed 
into design layers; site, structure, fa~ade, services, internal space and 
performance factors; space, comfort, accessibility, energy efficiency, 
safety and security, maintainabllity, adaptability and durability. These 
represent parts and components within a PDM systems and the 
ProjectManager within HybridDt represents the project management 
functionality. 
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The functions of the RM system integrated into HybridDt can be 
summarised as (after Svensson and Malmqvist 2001): 
1. Requirements import: Possibility to read requirements from 
documents created with word processors etc. or through forms 
completed within HybridDt. 
2. Product structure management: Instead of hierarchical structures, 
relationships are defined to link different information types. 
3. Requirements allocation: Allocate functionallties to the data prior to 
storage. Allocate tasks, actions and decisions to data through 
ProjectManager. 
4. Requirements tracing: Trace the requirements that comply with a 
function, trace inheritance of requirements and trace the source 
document and paragraph of a requirement object using matrices 
and ProjectManager. To ensure better traceability between the final 
parts structure and the requirements, integration between the 
systems is needed. This is done by transferring structures from the 
RM system to the PDM system. With this strategy, It is possible to 
achieve a more accurate and detailed traceability of the 
requirements (Svensson and Malmqvist 2001). 
5. Performance calculation: Communicate the performance and 
functionality of the design options using the matrix within design 
activity. 
For the construction industry, Kamara et al. (2002) defined requirements 
as the vivid description of the facility that satisfies the need of the project 
initiator. Enumerating further, Kamara et al. stated that requirements in 
this context includes client requirements, site requirements, environment 
requirements, regulatory requirements, design requirements and 
construction requirements. 
The requirements management process (Table 9-2) consists of four main 
functions performed in an iterative fashion: requirements definition, 
requirements analysis, requirements tracking, traceability, and 
requirements venfication (Kamara et al. 2002). 
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Table 9-2 Correlating Requirements Management with functlonahtles within HybndDt (after: 
Kamara et al 2002, Lee et al 2005) 
Requirement Description Typical Design HybridDt functionality 
management and 
Process Construction 
Activity 
Requirement A careful assessment of the Bnefing existing bUIlding Information, 
defimtlon needs that a bUlld,"g Is to BUIlding performance 
fulfil and Involves context evaluation, Bnefing 
analysIs (justification for a documentation 
bUlld,"g prolect), functional 
specification (what the bulld,"g 
Is to be) and design constraints 
(speclficallon of 
how the bUilding IS to be 
constructed) 
The processes of understanding Bnefing BUIlding performance 
Requirements and recording (or representing) evaluation, Bnefing 
analysIs In a clear form, the requirements documentation, Design activIty 
or needs to be met by the - Data repository matrix, 
design and construction of a Project Manager, Design 
building It ,"volves the proposal and design review 
Interpretation of customer needs 
and denvlng exphclt 
requirements that can be 
understood and Interpreted by 
people ReqUirements analysIs 
results In specifications that are 
represented In documents, 
draWings, and contextual data 
ReqUirements The continuous Interchange and DeSign activity - Prolect 
traclMg or traceability negotiation within a project team Manager, Data repository 
regarding conflicting and matnx, DeSign proposal and 
changing objectIVes (Flksel and deSign review 
Hayes-Roth, 1993) It also refers 
to the techmques used to 
represent relationships between 
reqUirements, and the deSign of 
the bUlld,"g 
ReqUirements The procedure for determining DeSign ActIVIty ProJectManager, DeSign 
verification whether or not a product deSign review 
complies with a deSignated set 
of requirements 
The RM and PDM systems can be integrated with information being exchanged 
between both systems. The composition of a demonstrator tool can be as 
shown in Figure 9-7. Details of how information Interacts and integrates are 
discussed in the next section. 
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• Access - Controlling access is important for the gate-keeping of 
information. The tool was proposed to comprise of public and private 
sections (figure 9-5). The public section should provide information about 
the tool and hosts information about the client and the project if required. 
The private view should require login and authentication. The private view 
should also provide different levels of access to the various parties that Will 
participate in the proJect. 
The default administrator for HybridDt is the architect. The architect and 
design engineers share a Level 1 access; access to all sections. Level 2 
Access is provided to the client and contractor who have access to aspects 
such as evaluation reports, and also have the authorisation to view design 
proposals, review and comment on them. Level 3 Access is currently 
allocated to building surveyors, project managers and Level 4 is allocated to 
everyone else. 
The demonstrator tool in the context of this research is presently divided 
into four sections; existing building information, building performance, 
evaluation, briefing documentation and design actiVity. The existing building 
summary section should provide quick information about the building and 
site. All historical data should be uploaded at this stage also. The 
requirements and product management system should facihtate the flow of 
information within the process framework so that the project team are 
empowered to make efficient and accurate design decisions early in the 
work stages. 
• Software independence - In order to maintain software independence 
within the demonstrator tool, key characteristics of information; including 
compositionary data, should be considered so that the functionahty of the 
tool is not compromised when used by users with varying computing 
systems. These characteristics are as follows: 
1. REPRODUCTIVE FIDELITY. This concept was introduced by 
Milgram and Kishino in 1994 in the context of virtuahty continuum; 
the real to virtual spectrum in spatial representation. 
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The representational elements of the Reproduction Fidelity (RF) 
dimension are illustrated in Figure 9-8, which enumerates concepts of 
non-direct viewing, of either real objects or virtual objects. The tenm 
"Reproduction Fidelity" therefore refers to the quality with which the 
synthesising display is able to reproduce the actual or intended images of 
the objects being displayed. It is important to point out that this figure is 
actually a gross simplification of a complex topic, and in fact lumps 
together several different factors, such as display hardware, signal 
processing, graphic rendering techniques, etc., each of which could in 
turn be broken down into its own taxonomic elements (Mllgram and 
Kishino, 1994). 
Within an integrated design decision system, the key concern is 
reproduction integrity; expected and achieved, from the display of each 
data fonmat up loaded into the data store. The concerns include the 
integrity that is lost through storage and retrieval or through viewing, 
modification, storage and then retrieval. 
There is no simple solution to multiple fonmat interoperabllity; the simple 
solution employed is to phase information activity into two; simple and 
complex. 
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The simple stages of information acquisition, storage, update and review 
within the first three stages can be implemented using a universal viewer. 
This is to ensure that every user has the same 'data view'. The complex 
information stages can be carried out by specific team members i e. the 
designers using specialised software independent of the tool. It should 
then be possible to feed the resultant information from specific design 
activity back to the team through the simple information loop (figure 9-9). 
This option is viable because, for design-related decisions, the design 
creation is as vital as the decisions made before and after. Therefore, the 
design options can be viewed in the objective context of design and 
performance criteria and not in the subjective context of spatial 
representation alone (see design proposals in later sections). 
2. PRESENTATION. For architects who seek to relate their building to 
the world outside of architecture, the challenge is even greater. Not 
only do they have to process the world around them, they also have 
to translate that processed information into spaces and symbols, 
into an architecture that IS visual and spatial (Borden 2005). The 
format in which information is presented should de-emphasis the 
focus on spatial representation alone and seeks to integrate 
information within documents so that it presents a singular view 
Any Integrated information tool should support this through 
information layering, generating design models from historical 
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information or original building data. An example of how this can be 
achieved in shown in figure 9-10. Each permitted user should also 
be allowed to revise information In a manner SUitable to them, 
which is most effective for communicating requirements. The 
architect, for example, is likely to use visual methods such as 
sketches, drawings and 3D renderings to communicate concepts to 
the client and rightly so. On the other hand, the client is more likely 
to respond using text based Instruments. The tool supports this 
multiplicity while ensuring that duplicity of information is 
discouraged. 
Original Materials 
Models 
Legend 
---. 
---+- Model derivation 
••••• ~ Services 
Fig 9-10 Information Layenng (after Authonng dependencles- Steed et a/ 2004) 
3. STORAGE - MAINTAINANCE, FILTERING AND ERROR 
MANAGEMENT. The use of a network of complex yet relational 
databases allows for storage and retrieval of interdependent data. 
Constraints should be defined within these databases to ensure 
that the user conforms to the tool's working protocol. Prompts and 
pop-up messages can be used to notify the user of non-conformity 
and errors. In addition, the data store should maintain a history of 
tasks, actions and decisions for future review. The user should also 
be able to search Within relevant database to find specific 
information as well as increase time access to Information. 
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4. COMMUNICATION. Ease of communication is very Important. 
Deploying a tool in a web protocol achieves this to some extent. 
Once levels of access has been allocated to each party within 
specific teams, any member of the team can access the tool from 
anywhere in the world subject to internet access. The matrices 
should also present an integrated view of all the data within the 
data store and their relationships to key design and performance 
factors. 
In addition, the ability to generate and send notifications (e.g. via 
email) is important to advise recipients of changes, tasks, actions or 
decisions required by email.This also assists effective and 
traceable communication among the team. 
5. PERFORMANCE AND MONITORING. The proposed tool should 
be designed to be intuitive with the processes Within It designed to 
follow a defined work-flow. Hence, the use of a generic explorer 
Interfaces with the functionallties within this interface similar to 
those used on most computer applications. Nonetheless, the 
implementation and performance of the tool has to be monitored 
within the context of each hybrid project. This task can be allocated 
to the project administrator. 
6. FEEDBACK! UPDATING SYSTEM MODEL. The tool should also 
have an inbuilt design fleXibility which allows its capabilities to be 
modified or customised depending on project requirements, thereby 
enhancing system performance. 
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Fig 9-11 HybndDt Integrated information protocol 
The resultant integrated information protocol is as shown in Figure 9-11. The 
key attnbutes of the system are the compiled data store, Input and output 
functionalities and the project Requirement Management System. The design 
and composition of HybridDt is discussed In detail in the subsequent section. 
Importantly, as suggested by BjOrk (1999), the tool's protocol provides the four 
levels of information processes required typically in any hybrid-building project. 
These are; person-to-person communication charactensed by virtual networking 
and collaboration, answering questions and queries and feedback, creation of 
new information by building on the old, ability to search and retrieve Information 
and robust tools to make information available and easily accessible when 
required. 
9.5.2 Tool requirements 
Findings have demonstrated the importance of both qualitative and quantitative 
Information for making design decisions about hybrid buildings. More 
importantly, it was found that deSign Information has to be contextual and of 
SUitable quality to be beneficial to the design process This is best achieved by; 
information acquisition based on level of detail, and integration through layering 
with project reqUirements. This Will minimise collating excessive, yet irrelevant 
information. Briefing development based on available information and defined 
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relationship among information types (spatial and performance) are also useful 
for making design decisions. 
However, information systems currently used for design collaboration and 
management fall short of successfully defining relationships among various 
strata of information from the early building survey/performance evaluation 
stage. This shortcoming is partly because the manner in which design 
information is presented (often graphically), does not readily support the making 
of collaborative design decisions. At least, not without the need for further 
intuitive, representational or presentational techniques. It is for this reason that 
architects said that verbal communication is highly relied on to justify design 
decisions to clients. There is presently no standardised functional tool that 
promotes an integrated and collaborative approach to making design decisions 
among the project team. 
From previous surveys and case studies, it was found that ability to store, locate 
and transfer information from a singular source is not sufficient for making 
design decisions; an information system to help correlate these information is 
needed. For hybrid projects, information is more beneficial if a relationship IS 
defined. 
Therefore, the demonstrator design decision tool - HybridDt was developed as 
part of this research output. Stacey (2005) suggested that in the late 20th 
century, the role of the architect had arguably been eroded by fragmentation 
and specialisation. However, the same author stated that creating architecture 
is not just problem solving, It is about Invention and interaction. The HybridDt 
tool promotes this by presenting integrated information in an open and 
accessible manner. Integration is achieved by displaying how each drawing, 
detail or report relates with design and performance criteria or variables. It uses 
forms, tables and logs to provide high-level audits of key design and 
performance factors and well as client/user requirements (design pnonties). 
Design priorities are pre-set by opportunities and constraints presented by the 
existing building. This makes information acquisition and design communication 
less laborious. Each form also provides an indication of what information is 
required. 
Making this relationship visible to the project team, including the client, Will aid 
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informed, yet collaborative decision making by all parties. Conflicts will 
immediately be visible and corrected before design is finalised. An ongoing 
dialogue among all the parties will also encourage cooperation and less 
adversarial relationships among the project team. 
Compared to collaborative tools that were designed to improve processes and 
flow of information, the design decision tool integrates information to further aid 
interpretation and use. Effort was also made to make design and construction 
activities more seamless, with the need for design improvement and related 
change management reduced as the project progresses. 
9.5.3 System architecture and functionality 
HybridDt was designed to acquire and aid information flow for design decision-
support during the hybridisation of the existing building. It integrates the 
principles behind information management systems such as requirements 
management system, Product Data Management system and the work-flow 
management system. The system composition of HybridDt IS as shown in figure 
9-12. 
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The proposed demonstrator design decision tool for architectural design of 
hybrid projects was designed to satisfy a number of objectives: 
• Accessible, homologous and structured information 
• Integration of flexible, adaptable real and Virtual information 
• Space, location and time representation with emphasis on change as 
opposed to the passage of time. 
• Increased perception of context: Context aware applications deal with 
system adaptation to events happening in the surrounding environment 
(Cheverest et a/ 2002). When the user moves or a state is changed, the 
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system adapts itself and responds accordingly. Knowing the user 
preferences or experience helps the system to have an adaptive response 
(de Bra et al. 1999) to the surrounding events. If a user has already obtained 
information about a particular entity, perhaps she does not want to repeat 
the process Knowing the user interests leads the system to filter irrelevant 
information and present only data that is relevant (Romero and Correla 
2003). Current photogrammetry and image analysis techniques enable the 
digital camera to be used as an accurate and fast sensing device (Trucco 
and Verri 1998) capable of reconstructing detailed geometric scene models 
(Freeman et al. 2005). 
• Use of adaptable modelling technologies 
• Increased usability 
• Ability to reuse and reprocess data or information without loss of integnty 
• Dynamic representation of up-to-date Information during the design and 
construction process. 
The system architecture is as shown in Figure 9-13. 
- DI •• ctcam .... nlc:..r .... 
--- Indl .. ctco ...... urlcetlon 
m' • g id U 
f"'~'_~~~- --..-_, 1 M ____ _ 
 .
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Fig 9-13 HybndDt demonstrator system architecture 
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The full intent and scope of design is rarely iterated by information alone. 
Ultimately, a team ensures the work is executed with skill and care (Sheil 2005). 
The demonstrator tool provides some basic functionality to support 
collaboration; these include presenting information that integrates decisions, 
requirements identification and management, task/actions/decisions 
management. These are also presented for ease of interpretation using 
weightings and traffic signals as well as design communication. 
9.5.3.1 Granularity settings - Level of detail 
The concept of Level of Detail (LOO) is vital for achieving the functionality 
proposed Within the tool. As stated in Chapter 3, LOO in information sourcing 
requires that information should be acquired progressively and not 
comprehensively. This is based on the premise that the comprehensive 
approach to information is safe but sometime unnecessary and a waste of 
resources. In integrated information systems and depending on the built-in 
granularity, the principle of LOO could correspond to the principle of 
dlmenslonallty In which case, one-dimension will imply text and four-
dimensional could imply addition time to spatial descriptive. 
Table 9-3 Suggested LOO In HybndDt 
LEVEL Of 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 B 
DETAIL Toe!> TIICt+ Tent-2D1 Toct+ TIXt+2D'oD Text+ Telt+ TtlIt+ 
hiS10rlcll Skolc.,. 30 ZMO drawtng. = ZD'3D 2D13D .... ZD dl'Mlng, ....... & models, ... ..." drawing • allli'lg •. 
clnwlngs lIodels mode,., debUt ~ .. mOdels, lIoders, 
...... (of time ...... dall -,~ 
(+ time) +cosfl ,.tIII. C+fme ,.-
.... t 
• ... t • cost 
+space) .p1VrJu:t) +p/OdUr:t _ ...
'_ge) 
MIHtanel Aprrasa' Procurerrent EP: Brienrg °"111 pmn", Co1S7td:on CperaHtlu 
Irf'cnnatlon See F'amewJrk ~t..~erdl> 7) 
DICI.OM See FllmewJrk 't..~en:ll> 7) 
Within HybndDt and In accordance With the process framework, LOO balances 
information with decision requirements i.e. information becomes detail 
appropriate. The LOO of information will change depending on the 
requirements, for example, from sketch (form) to details. It is therefore 
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imperative that information requirements are defined to the required level of 
detail allocated early so as to minimise the acquisition and storage of irrelevant 
information. HybridOt attempts to do this to some degree (Table 9-3). 
9.5.3.2 Systemic Information Integration 
Design information is integrated through a process of systemic layering based 
on information required and design need (Table 9-4). ThiS IS implemented using 
a work-flow format. Historical data available at the projects inception are 
uploaded at the first stage of the tool under the 'Existing Building Information' 
section; this information will include drawings, details, maintenance reports and 
all other information relevant to the building proJect. Storing and uploading 
convention within the tool is according to the BS1192:2007 standards. 
Table 94 HybndDt: Information Integration through layenng 
LIIyering o-l$lonl 
.ctlon lools 
•• Historical drawings/de lis Upload Into HybrtclOt Hotpolntsl Hypertlnksl 
.... 
.:nnolatlons 
• 
2: 20130 survey data (dr IVIn sldetaHs) Integrate with existing ~ design Inform allon A 
s: Superimpose 1&2 Corred ror errors ($'~ 
chapler 7) ... 
-. 
4: Superimpose proposed Identll'f constralnts~~ (retaln!revl e!remove) 
design and detailS prOblem areasl design 
decllilons 
.... .. 
Relational yet single Information view for making design decisions 
Less time creating drawings and models from scratch 
Visualisation In more enhances (Quick MR) 
More fnformatlon means Increased accuracy 
Inlegrated design and design decision-making 
Earty and easier clash delecUon 
With the emphasis placed on design criteria - spatial and performance factors, 
the tool provides a work-flow structure for carrying out a high-level survey using 
the Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) section of the tool. This section is 
further divided into two sections, design (spatial) factors and performance 
factors. To increase usability, users are provided with forms which request 
information on each key spatial and performance factor identified earlier. The 
user also has the option of simply uploading a report or drawing, if available, 
instead of completing the forms. A detailed survey of the relevant sections of 
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the building is also encouraged at this time. The result of which will be a 3D as-
bUilt model of the spaces surveyed. Users are then prompted to update 
historical information (drawings etc. already in the repository) based on what is 
known instead of creating new data sources. This concept was termed layering. 
Layering in this context is the practice of updating historical information rather 
than creating new ones. This is easily achieved within current computer and 
CAD/CAM applications; therefore, there is no need to prescribe new computer 
tools. This is the first stage of information integration, the second stage occurs 
with the matrices and during design actiVity. At the end of each section, the 
users are then required to upload modified files back into the tool. A report on 
information provided in each section is also published at the end. 
9.5.3.3 Access and information gate-keeping 
Access to the forms is restricted to Level 1 and 2 Access; although other users 
are able to view reports and files depending on allocated access (Table 9-5). 
This functionality is underpinned by two important data bases. These databases 
classify each information provided based on a number of defined design and 
search criteria. 
The Information generated from this section are forwarded to the next stage; 
briefing development. The briefing development stage employs the same 
protocol to acquire, store, integrate and categorise information. At the end of 
this section, it is also possible to revise files or update new ones as prompted. 
At the end of each section, a report is produced to summarise findings from 
Building Performance Evaluation. This report then forms part of the briefing 
documentation on which each consequential design and construction decision 
is based. It provides an informed guide for making design decisions because it 
incorporates the opportunities and constraints provided by the existing building 
With client, user and statutory requirements. 
111274 
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Table 9-5. Sample access settings In HybndDt (Y=Yes, N=No) 
PAGES LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 
Public pages Y Y Y Y 
Create user Y N N N 
Create team Y N N N 
Historical data Y Y Y N 
page 
All forms Y N (except Y (except N 
existmg briefing does) 
bUlldmg 
summary & 
briefing does) 
All report pages Y Y Y Y 
All upload pages Y Y (except N (except N 
BPE) BPE) 
Project manager Y Y Y Y 
Design review Y Y N Y 
Design proposal Y N N N 
Design repository Y Y N N 
Search pages Y Y Y Y 
It is good practice to index as the project develops rather than leaving it until the 
end. Records also need to be maintained to satiSfy requirements of the 
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007,1509001:2000 and 
in order to meet conditions of contract (Townsend-Rose 2006). An index of 
documents IS automatically created after a file IS uploaded into the tool A 
history of activities related to each file is also kept, as a result, data 
modifications can be tracked in the order of date, time, user etc. 
9.5.3.4 Design Proposal and Review 
The design proposal page permits designers to upload design options from 
conceptual to final production information for review by other members of the 
team; client and contractors in particular. This stage is important because it 
promotes client participation throughout the process thereby Increasing the 
probability for increased client satisfaction. In addition, construction and 
--- -----
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production methods can be reviewed in the context of the design prior to 
commencement on site. This minimises design and contractual risks, design 
waste and the need for last minute changes to design and materials. 
Collaborative decisions made at this stage Will promote the likelihood for the 
project to be delivered on time, with minimal delays, and to budget. 
The review files are stored in different file formats to avoid overwriting of vital 
architectural information. The controls and safeguards within HybridDt are such 
that only the designers with Level1 Access are allowed to alter design 
information. The other advantage is that design information can be protected 
against unauthorised or illegal use. 
9.5.3.5 Design Decision Matrices 
HybridDt as a design decision tool encourages the recommended layering of 
information to provide a wholesome image for the design team. Majority of this 
exercise takes place during the Building Performance Evaluation stage as 
discussed in the previous section. A free universal viewer can be incorporated 
within the tool to allow relevant parties to view real-time and up-ta-date 
geometric data to assess problems, conflicts and potential to make changes. 
From a research standpOint, this tool facilitates development and 
communication using computer-based agents. This is deemed paramount with 
information intensive activities. By providing the required level of flexibility for 
making decisions, it should be possible to develop a versatile deSign tool rather 
than simply adopting a 'canned' design solution (Yan-chuen et al. 2000). 
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Fig 9-14. Sample log - performance matrix 
The tool therefore integrates two important matrices; the first defines 
performance relationships between the data stored in the repository. The 
second matrix demonstrates how the hybridisation options provided by the 
design team meets some important performance factors. These matrices are 
provided to provide a quick guide for those involved in the project. It is also 
intended to flag up missing information as well as identify if the right design 
decisions are being made in line with project, client, user and statutory 
requirements. 
9.5.3.6 ProjectManager 
This section within HybridDt was designed to facilitate a collaborative approach 
for making design decisions by the project team. This functionality within the 
design activity section offers work/task/decision managing capabilities. 
Fig 9-15a. ProjectManager user page showing tasks and decisions. 
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Fig 9-15b. ProjectManager map. 
The task tool was designed using the JIRA® concept (a bug, issue tracking 
system developed by Atlassian Software Systems) to track issues, decisions, 
progress and actions made pertaining to the project. Its functionality includes an 
ability to generate tasks for others . For example, an architect may require the 
contractor to review or take action based on a particular design detail. The 
architect therefore creates a task, specifying in detail what is required quoting 
the reference number of the document within the data repository. The task 
creator may also specify a deadline for the task. The tool then generates an 
email notification and a reminder before the deadline is exceeded. 
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9.5.4 Demonstrator Tool Interfaces 
As discussed, the tool comprises of public and private access areas with 
controlled access as well as common functionalities such as message and 
discussion boards. 
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Fig 9·1 6. Interface - Access and Message board 
The remaining interfaces are discussed in specific stages in the following sub-
sections. 
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9.5.4.1 General feasibility 
An economically viable project realisation necessitates the capture of a 
particular amount of relevant information . The principal means of obtaining this 
information is through an initial building survey - an initial site visit - (i.e. room 
and building-element oriented recording of a building and access routes) and 
through research into historical documentation, geomatic and other basic 
information regarding the immediate relevant surroundings. All this should be 
recorded with a view to the envisaged future use of the building and the 
associated planning requirements (Kohler et al. 1999; Kalusche 2002; Xbau 
2004) . 
Table 9-6. General feasibility in HybridDt 
STAGE 1 Building assessment 
method 
(Douglas 2006) 
General feasibility Apprai sal 
Desk top survey 
Reconnaissance survey 
HybridDt 
Historical information 
Briefing developm ent 
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Fig 9-1 7. Sample Interfaces - General feasibility 
9.5.4.2 Design (spatial) and performance criteria 
As previously discussed, there is a marked difference between function and 
functionality. Therefore it can be said that the exploration of design and 
performance criteria for hybrid buildings is about function as well as functionality 
factors. The function of the building is its purpose. Functionality refers to the 
building being fit for purpose (its function) and the measure thereof. This is 
different to functionalism, which is the principle that architects should design a 
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bUilding based on the purpose of that building. 
Table 9-7 BUilding assessment In HybndDt 
STAGE 2 BUIlding assessment HybridDt 
method (Douglas 2006) 
Building asseSS11 en! Detailed Reconnaissance HlstorlcallnformaUon 
survey 
Condition survey 
Slructural appraisal Brle1Ing development 
Diagnostic survey Building performance 
ewlueilOn 
A hybrid project impacts highly on organisation structures and operational 
procedures. As a result, there is a very evident link between design and the 
concept of performance-based building (Trinius and Sjbstrom 2005). Design 
options for a hybrid building should fit seamlessly and improve, not disrupt 
building operations. A hybrid design option is considered reasonable when it 
meets or exceeds performance requirements over time. 
These levels were further interpreted and sub-divided as shown in Figure 9-18. 
Within HybridDt, these performance requirements were used to create three 
actions: 
• Acquire information 
• Establish relationship among information types 
• Interpret and use information 
Maintenance. 
aclaptability 
L·_"_O._..J I I o~'on I 
Energy" • 
...... tainability 
Fig 9-18. BUilding performance sections In HybndDt 
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Fig 9-19. Interface samples - BUilding perfonnance evaluation 
9.5.4.3 Briefing development 
Briefi~g documentation comprises information on client and user reqUirements, 
the business case for the project, organisational structure and requirements 
where applicable, project constraints, planning and statutory requirements, 
design and performance criteria and all other relevant information. 
The briefing documentation section within the tool attempts to collate all the 
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information acquired from Appraisal to Building Performance Evaluation. It 
defines client requirements in terms of time, cost and quality. It also defines 
project, site and planning constraints as well as design and construction 
requirements, all in the context of the existing building. The design and 
construction team must proceed with design activity based on information 
generated at this stage alone. 
BRIEF DEVELOPMENT 
I ,. 
! 
... ..... ... _..'- • • ""'~"'L , , , 
Fig 9-20 Bnefing development - Introduction page 
9.5.4.4 Design Activity 
Reforming a fundamental component of architectural discipline is clearly more 
than a matter of technique; It is also one of culture and context (Sheil 2005). 
The need for building design to conform with, and enhance building 
performance and operations has already been established; especially as it is 
often difficult to measure total/complete building performance. It is often easier 
and more effective to measure this in terms of performance priority e.g. energy 
or spatial, or from a component or building layer level (Yang and Wakefield 
2006; Douglas 2006). 
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• collaborative project management page detailing all the 
tasks and their pnonties 
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- VieHof each user's task page, providing details of the task 
as well as the stage of completion 
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Fig 9-21 Sample Interfaces - Design activity 
9.6 Evaluation: Hybrid Building Design Decision Tool (HybridDt) 
It was important to evaluate if HybridDt effectively supports information 
Integration for design-related decisions in the context of hybrid projects. The 
importance of validation has been discussed in the previous chapter and the 
objectives for this evaluation exercise were as follows. 
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• Assess ease of access and usability of the tool. 
• Assess the effectiveness of the tool to meet information acquisition and 
integration requirements for design decisions in hybrid projects. 
• Evaluate the benefits and barriers to utilising the tool on future hybrid-
building projects. 
9.6.1 Validation process 
The validation of the tool was devised to meet each of the objectives defined 
above. An informal, novice validation was the first level of evaluation and the 
objective at this stage was to assess the generic usability and functionality of 
the tool. Novice users with no direct knowledge or experience of design and 
construction processes and tools were assigned user levels and asked to test 
the tool without prior introduction to how it works. The findings from this study 
were used to debug the tool and further refine its functionality. 
A similar sample of 11 (eleven) experts; architects/design managers, engineers, 
collaboration and construction managers that participated in validating the 
process framework evaluated the tool. Each participant also had direct 
experience of building adaptation projects especially hybrid projects. The 
purpose of this evaluation was to satisfy the second and third objectives as 
defined. In this instance, each participant was briefly introduced (or-
reintroduced) to the research project as well as the process framework prior to 
being asked to evaluate the tool. A brief introduction to the working protocol of 
HybndDt was also given. This was necessary to ensure that the evaluator 
understood the objectives of the exercise and provided feedback based on the 
remit of the project. 
At the end of this exercise, each evaluator was asked to complete a 
questionnaire (Appendix 9) as well as provide additional comments and 
feedback of their experience using the tool. The session generally lasted 
between 1hour 30minutes and 2 hours. 
9.6.2 Constraints to validation 
The main constraint to validation was that the number of expert validators was 
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limited due to time and logisticallimitations. The client group in particular was 
not well represented during the exercise. In addition, technical constraints 
meant that the tool could not be directly published to the internet. Therefore, the 
tool had to be evaluated individually from a local server. The direct implication 
was that validators did not have sufficient time to explore all the full 
functionallties of the tool and feedback were provided based on what was 
visible and understood in a short period of time. 
9.S.3 Expert Validation - Findings 
Expert evaluators were asked to determine if the development objectives of 
HybridDt were achieved Feedback from experts on the tool IS discussed and 
full results can be found In Appendix 9. 
As before, each validator was asked to complete a questionnaire at the end of 
the session and based on a scale of 1 to 5, there were asked to rate the tool 
based on criteria such as effectiveness, functionality, coverage or scope, 
applicability and usability. Responses of 1-2 are below average, 3 IS average 
and 4-5 are above average. Additionally, they were asked to comment on 
aspects of the tool that were most beneficial or fell short of expectations. 
Validators generally agreed that as intended, the tool directly represents the 
guidelines provided by the process framework, 6 (six) experts also affirmed that 
the framework is applicable for the implementation of future hybrid projects. 
On the effectiveness cnteria therefore, expert validators said the tool definitely 
incorporates important requirements needed for efficient delivery of hybnd 
projects. A majority of 6(six) rated the tool above average and 2(two) said the 
tool was average In satisfying this cnterion. Similar responses were given when 
participants were asked if the tool promoted effective design decision-support, 
or if HybridDt was effective for ensunng that as-built information is acquired and 
best utilised for design decisions In hybrid projects. SIX (6) participants rated the 
tool above average for promoting design decisions while more than half also 
rated it effective for captunng and integrating as-built information. 
After assessing the functionality of the tool, participants agreed that the tool 
adequately represented the initial work stages of a hybrid project. Although, the 
general comment was that It falls short by being limited to milestones 3 to 5. Of 
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the 11 evaluators, 4(four) and 5(five) participants rated the tool average and 
above average respectively based on the extent by which It represents an 
improvement in collaborative design, planning and decision making during the 
hybrid process. 
The forms within the tool were designed to support information sourcing; either 
for existing building assessment or briefing development. This function in the 
tool was rated above average by 6(six) expert validators. 
HybridDt provides matrices, as a visual relationship map for information storage 
and retrieval as well as to demonstrate to clients and the project team the extent 
to which the architect's design options satisfy set design criteria. SIX (6) 
validators rated the functionality of the former above average and the later was 
rated average and above average for satisfying this criterion. Majority said the 
ProjectManager was highly functional in facilitating communication, task 
allocation and collaborative decision making. This facility was the most favoured 
by evaluators. Overall, 6(six) evaluators affirmed that the tool achieved the 
integration of information for effective design decisions in hybrid projects. 
The feedback on the extent of coverage of the tool was also positive. The 
majority affirmed that the tool effectively covered all the key design and 
performance criteria including Energy and Sustainability, Disability and 
Discrimination Act etc. It also covered all the necessary issues needed to 
produce a comprehensive briefing documentation. Validators also said that the 
tool effectively covered the tasks and activities needed for integrating 
information and promoting collaboration. Evaluators' feedback was mostly 
above average for the coverage of key decisions in matrices and 
ProjectManager. They also agreed that problem areas such as; design 
decisions, information integration were addressed in the tool. 
In addition to providing ease of access, the other reason why the tool was 
deployed within an internet interface was to provide ease of use. Criteria used 
to access usability included; presentation format, navigation, user Interface and 
layout. Majority rated the tool above average for presentation format, navigation 
and user interface and average for understanding the layout. 
Valldators identified that a Cost register - technical, political, multi-headed client 
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was missing in the tool and that the complexities of differing information types or 
'content classes' may need to be further refined. 
In addition, it was said that the most useful aspect of the tool was that all project 
information can be garnered at the beginning. The fact that the tool is process-
led was also considered beneficial because the framework puts it in 
perspective. In addition, the ProjectManager tool was considered very useful for 
organising work and teams. One validator said that the tool fell short because 
files could not be searched based on drawing numbers, this functionality is now 
implemented in the tool. 
Of the 11 validators, 7(seven) said they will use and recommend HybridDt in the 
future - architects were the exception. However, architects said if available, the 
tool would be utilised as early as possible on all projects concerning re-
development and fit-outs, especially for collaborative design development and 
bnefing. It was also suggested that the tool is better introduced at the pre-
design and bnefing stage with consistent application throughout the work 
stages. 
9.7 Discussion 
Overall, feedback from validators was generally positive. In commenting on the 
effectiveness of the tool, an evaluator said, 'This tool will help to have a 
consistent level of improved decision making throughout the phases and stages 
of the project which is often lacking in 'live' projects due to conflicting demands 
and weak organisational habits of designers'. Another added, 'ThiS is very good. 
The web medium makes it very easily accessible. It would be interesting to 
identify training concerns and deployment scenanos for clients (to help put ItS 
practicality in perspective)'. 
On the scope of the tool, an evaluator commented that, 'Decision making is less 
precise than a matrix would suggest and often subject to one or two over-riding 
criteria'. He suggested adding some form of weighting to the matrix items during 
preliminary set-up might help resolve the complexities surrounding decisions 
made about a design, especially from the angle of client satisfaction. The 
exclusion of cost analysis was also reinforced as an oversight that is worth 
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correcting. In addition, it was suggested that critena such as CDM, DDA and fire 
safety regulations should be emphasised alongside sustainable issues. 
In terms of applicability, the feedback was that 'most design groups do not 
create a systematic set of decision requirements due to the fragmentation of the 
design organisations. To have a consistent end to end framework (or guide), the 
tool gives the various parties the opportunity to be organised and coherent. The 
benefit of the ProjectManager tool for organising work was also reiterated. 
Although, one feedback was that in ProjectManager, It is difficult to see how 
actions arising at meetings can successfully be incorporated. The only way to 
get round this IS the reliance on the project manager manually inputting each 
action. However, it was acknowledged that with web access, the actions could 
be logged during the course of the meeting when the decisions are being made. 
General comments on the tool were that, 'initial training for 1 hr required, and 
then user can operate alone without any foreseeable problems'. 'It has a 
possibility of being very lively and 'wizzy' but depends on the effectiveness of 
the user'. One evaluator agreed, adding that 'resistance may stili exist among 
different users .. .' An architect commented that..., 'there are aspects which are 
useful; comments on documents, programming + records of document deposits. 
Although he added that, initial information is not flexible enough and too time-
consuming. I would use it if it were more architect-friendly!' This architect later 
acknowledged that various aspects of the tool are used and completed by 
relevant parties either the clienUclient representative or the members of the core 
development team. 
According the evaluators, the benefits of HybridOt are that it provides clarity of 
information and transparency in design. It facilitates programming of work and 
provides a record of worked requested and completed according to that 
programme. It is also useful for sharing information and forces input of project 
information for collaborative design, planning and implementation. 
It enables project management of tasks on one hand, while it ensures survey for 
as-built information on the other. This multi-functional system was considered 
advantageous because it is process driven first, with information technology 
support, rather than the other way round. Another positive was that the tool 
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provides a life cycle view of the project, thereby giving a comprehensive 
perspective to everyone involved in the project. For technical or construction 
issues, the tool provides a means for early conflict resolution because everyone 
is communicating and sharing information early. One evaluator also said the 
tool could help to de-risk contracts and minimise cost implications of 
information-related risks. 
In general, It was stated that current collaboration tools seem to be paper-based 
electronic versions while HybridOt offers better functionality. Summarising the 
positive contribution of the tool to include; commenting on drawings, clarity, 
transparency, organisation of Information and ProjectManager - accountability, 
organisation, contractual tool. Moreover, the tool integrates well with framework, 
thereby putting the process framework and the recommended approach to 
hybrid building delivery in better perspective. 
On the other hand, a number of limitations were also identified in the tool. 
These include the potential difficulty with having to tick too many boxes 
especially at the early sections in the tool. The requirements of the tool could 
also become time consuming, which could then affect value added. 
The fact that decision making is not always black and white was also raised; 
however, HybridDt incorporates vital decisions, which will be necessary in any 
hybrid projects. The risk of eliminating or omitting important information was 
also raised in that information requirements evolve so a traffic light 
representation system might be necessary. Another recommendation was that 
the decision matrix should be bigger with more criteria added and weighted. 
This is because missing criteria could lead to compressed or reduced 
information. Although, on the other hand, subtlety is also important In decision 
making so being overtly prescriptive should be avoided. Architects suggested 
that the tool is overtly complex stating that 'architects just want to design and 
most decisions can easily be made by phone. USing a tool like this will depend 
on the size/type of building'. 
Lastly, there were concerns raised about cultural resistance to its uptake and 
the challenges and steps necessary to overcome it, especially as the tool relies 
on partnering/collaboration in order to be efficient. Practically, users will need 
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manuals and help files, and regarding filing conventions (BS1192.2007)-
bUildings cannot always simply be classified all the time. 
Final comments were that the tool 'looks like a very useful tool for future 
application, that IS both very well developed, considered and process driven'. 
With an evaluator concluding that, 'the aim of the tool is to provide information 
for design decisions but it would be highly beneficial If the tool also extends to 
construction processes. It should be improved so that it can be used during the 
construction stage. This will make It a complete collaborative tool for hybrid 
proJects'. 
9.8 Modifications in response to user feedback 
Modifications made to HybridDt in response to user feedback were as follows: 
(1) Colour coding based traffic light system to make decisions and task 
priorities more visible - the objective being to make decision- making 
more visible to decision makers. 
(2) Task and file search, the latter based on user name, user levels and 
BS192:2007 convention. Searching and sorting file-types and decisions. 
(3) Report and logs for mOnitoring of information, decisions and tasks 
(4) Allocated weighting to design and performance matrices to resolve 
complexities surrounding design decisions, especially from the angle of 
client satisfaction. 
Other recommendations such as a cost register and extending the demonstrator 
tool to construction planning and delivery processes were outside the remit of 
this research project and are discussed as recommendations for future 
research. 
9.9 Summary 
Based on the process framework, HybridDt was developed to provide a one-
stop source for integrated design information in accordance to client and project 
requirements. It provides tools for quick survey of existing buildings for use by 
bUilding surveyors and it promotes collaborative design decision making and 
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project management. 
The tool's functionality includes a representation of work stages, an 
improvement in design planning, collaboration and visual mapping for informed 
decision making. ProjectManager facilitates communication, task allocation, 
mOnitoring of decisions and actions as well as service provided etc. 
Functionality specification is important for buildabllity. The tool also emphasises 
the fact that design decisions happen throughout the process. The amount of 
information needed within the tool was raised as a limitation by architects; 
however, it is worth noting that this task is not expected of one person. Each 
member of the core development team will be responsible for different aspects 
of the tool. In addition, irrelevant aspects of the tool could be omitted if it is not 
applicable to the project. 
The coverage of the tool includes key design processes, information, tasks and 
decisions. A considerable degree of usability was also achieved with the tool by 
making it easier to navigate, using a consistent user interface and by 
incorporating standardised layering conventions such as the 851192:2007. 
The conscious decision was made to develop a design deciSion tool from a 
process perspective because it was found that information and decision-related 
problems in these classes of projects can be traced back to inefficient 
processes. Therefore, the tool was designed to achieve specific targets Within 
the process to ensure that these problems are substantially minimised. While 
evaluating the tool, it was found that architect evaluators are not favourably 
inclined towards using or recommending its use in projects. However, 
engineers, consultants as well as design, construction and collaboration 
managers considered it a good contnbution towards the effective delivery of 
hybrid projects. 
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Chapter 10. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
10.1 Introduction 
The overarching aim of the research was to integrate spatial and performance 
information to enhance design decision making for hybrid projects. In order to 
achieve this aim, it was considered more beneficial to re-examine the design 
and construction process, map information and develop a solution ideal for 
collaborative decision making. This led to studies aimed at understanding hybrid 
project processes, understanding the role of information in context, highlighting 
decision making limitations. 
Broad issues addressed by the research included the impact of design 
decisions on building efficiency, construction delivery and user satisfaction That 
is, the need for informed design conceptualisation - how information and 
communication tools can be used to achieve a more efficient design based on 
standards, needs and resources. It also explored design/construction 
interactions through an integration framework. With which the relationships 
between the various players of the industry was examined In terms of their 
influence upon the design process. 
The research output is predicated on the inference that in order to deliver a 
hybrid building to requirement, the distinction between function (purpose of the 
building) and functionality (how the building meets its purpose/function) must be 
understood. For hybrid buildings, it can be argued that function, the hard 
delineation of space, is less important compared to the functionality of the 
bUilding itself Functionality will encompass social, physical, economic, 
behaviour and experiences of the bUilding. The 'need' for the building will take 
pre-eminence over the 'reason' for It, the latter being more important in new 
bUild work. This is the art of architecture, an art of social significance, 
symbolism, Ideals and aspirations ... (Feilden 1975). This human-functionalism 
philosophy is vital and this should influence the delivery of any building 
adaptation or transformation projects. 
Secondly, in defining information requirements for hybrid projects, qualitative 
information impacts directly on quantitative data {especially 'as-built' geometric 
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interpretation during design conceptualisation and development). It could also 
be inferred that in hybrid projects, qualitative information (functionalism) is 
equally if not more important that quantitative data (function). The type and 
format of information required will affect the approach for acqUiring 'as built' 
information of the building, for example, if considerable user feedback is 
required, then the focus and methodology for information acquisition changes. 
The concept of level of detail insists that the information requirement must 
determine the method; it will therefore be a waste of resources to laser scan an 
entire building if a visual inspection will suffice. 
The specific solutions proposed in terms of design and planning must interact 
with client/user requirements. This will inform and influence the type, aspect and 
level of detail (LOO) of information acquired from the existing building Itself. 
Inversely, this will determine the level of technological intervention. In addition to 
information acquisition: information Interpretation, integration and use are 
important especially at the hybrid project design and planning stage. There is 
little or no distinction in design and planning In hybrid projects, because design 
should consider and integrate planning requirements as much as pOSSible, to 
faCilitate effective implementation as well as user satisfaction. Individual or 
class-based information is not immensely useful if relationships between them 
are not defined, and dependencies and interactions defined. 
Information is as important as the decisions based on it. Design decision-
making is another area explored by the research, although, more from a 
process/information point of view as opposed to behavioural science. 
Collaboration in design decision-making is an important recommendation of this 
research. Waiter Gropius (1919) in his 8auhaus manifesto bemoaned the 
increasing segregation between the speclalisatlons e.g. artists/architects and 
craftsmen. Centuries later, collaboration is considered the best method to 
deliver value in construction projects. This is simply because creativity alone 
does not deliver good buildings; good decisions, planning and quality 
workmanship are equally required. Feilden (1975) said that the nearest one 
gets as a practising architect to Gropius' vision of conceiving, considering and 
creating together bUildings of the future is actually in the restoration of a 
historical building. More so because spatial, contextual and symbolic hurdles 
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need to be overcome to ensure the integrity of the environment is maintained, 
although not necessarily in a retrogressive manner. The client plays an 
Important role in facIlitating or enforcing collaborative practices. 
It was found that design information processes should give consideration to the 
following: 
• Available information: It was found that information available about an 
existing bUilding generally comprises initial design drawings, engineering 
drawings and specifications. This IS useful for initial conceptualisation and 
planning but in most cases, additional and up to date as-built information is 
required. 
• Required information: Because buildings change in use and character, 
additional information is often needed to assess building performance and 
use, changes made, etc. 
• Acquired information: A method for the acquisition of qualitative as well as 
quantitative as-built information has been proposed. This method is flexible in 
the amount of information collated and the resource expelled for the 
acquisition, processing and communication of this information is dependent 
on the need ofthe project. 
• Significance of each information type: It is important to allocate relevance to 
each type of information, e.g. drawings or user feedback, and identify the 
impact each has on design quality and/or ease of construction. The proposed 
tool facilitates this. 
• Resources - Skill, techniques or tools needed or available: It is important to 
designate resources, human or equipment for information acquisition at the 
early stages of the project. 
• When information is needed: Identifying information need is important but in 
instances of phased design/construction as it sometimes happens in hybrid 
projects, it is useful for cost and planning benefits to know when the 
information is needed. 
• Consequence of the lack of as-built information. As-built information is Vital 
for alleviating design errors and rework. An impact analysis at an early stage 
will aid planning of altemative solutions for aspects of design and 
construction for which there is little or no information. The process framework 
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and the design decision tool facIlitate this. 
Another Important result from this research is that implementing an effective 
process identifies and mitigates most of the problems associated with design, 
planning and construction of hybrid buildings. The Hybrid Project Process 
framework provides a generic guideline for ensuring the acquisition of important 
information in order to precisely define design intent and determine buildabllity 
early The framework emphasises the importance of collaborative design 
decision-making for value delivery and client/user satisfaction. 
The demonstrator Design Decision tool evolved from the framework and it 
demonstrates the higher importance of integrated information for effective 
hybrid building design. BUilding Information Modelling tools are important for 
providing information relative to geometric and positional data; this is a product-
oriented approach to design. The product-oriented approach might work for 
new-build projects where there is no antecedence. The integrated system such 
as HybridDt is based on a requirements model. This approach is vital for 
projects within existing built environments. Designing a hybrid building in 
isolation from its history and context, however innovative, is likely to fall short of 
expectations. Applied design might then be necessary dunng construction to 
resolve inadequate and erroneous design decisions. Requirements 
management in an integrated information system requires important information 
upfront. This might prove onerous at the beginning but the advantages accrued 
include; informed design decision-making based on assured design intent and 
build ability, reduced risk, reduced change and the need for change 
management, minimum waste, better value and cost assurance, efficient and 
lean implementation, client and user satisfaction. 
In addition, the tool demonstrated an approach which could contribute positively 
towards resolving the problem of lack of relevant, usable information for design 
decision making. Conjunctively, the tool also provides collaborative planning, 
project and information management functionalities useful throughout the 
bUildings life. 
Construction industry practitioners validated both the Process Framework and 
HybridDt. The comments and feedback from evaluators were invaluable for 
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refining the tool to meet the necessary objectives of the research. 
10.2 Research contribution 
The research hypothesis asked if 'as-built information IS fundamentally 
important for making effective design decisions about hybrid projects'. This has 
been found to be true. 
The research was conducted to find answers to the following questions: 
1. What is the role and impact of as-built information for the delivery of hybrid 
projects? 
2. How can as-built information processes be improved to facilitate design 
decision making? 
In response to the research questions, the research's main contributions were: 
• An information-led process improvement in the form of a framework for 
the delivery of hybnd projects which highlights the requirements-led 
relationship between processes, parties, information, decisions and 
actions. 
• A tool which demonstrated an approach to facilitating and improving the 
process of making collaborative design decisions, which is based on as-
built information of the existing building. 
• Increased knowledge and awareness of 'hybrid projects' as a type of 
building adaptation work. 
In addition, theoretical contributions were made towards hybrid project 
process Improvement, with the framework faCilitating the acquiSition of both 
qualitative and quantitative as-built information. Work flow mOnitoring and 
design information process management; promoting communication for and 
during design, faCIlitating design for users without compromising client 
satisfaction, providing a tool for quality management, helping to identify and 
manage risks, change and complexity, faCIlitating Integrated hybrid building 
development through integrated and collaborative decision-making, 
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encouraging process re-engineering and change to achieve best practice 
particularly in hybrid projects and lastly, contributing towards further 
technological innovation for building design and construction. 
10.3 Recommendations for industry 
In response to the research questions, it has been found that the complex 
nature of hybrid buildings require a collaborative team approach for 
investigating functionality and performance issues for design decision making is 
proposed. Therefore, this research recommends that briefing development 
should be a concomitant activity. This means that the brief should be developed 
and updated alongside the as-built information acquisition and performance 
evaluation stages. The brief development should be dynamic and briefing 
documentation should not only present results of appraisal and feasibility 
studies, It should also include clienUuser requirements and as-built information 
highlighting opportunities and limitations. 
Industry practitioners agreed that incomplete or erroneous information 
combined with irrelevant, ineffectual communication often results in problems 
and delays. Rather than each project party using disparate means to 
compensate for lack of information, it is recommended that increasingly 
available information and communication technologies should be used to 
provide a homologous information source for the project. Introducing this 
approach early in the process will also minimise delays, errors and rework as a 
result of erroneous design or construction decisions. 
The need for early information acquisition, early and precise definition of design 
Intent as well as collaborative design decisions are three factors that contribute 
highly to client satisfaction (value) and effective project delivery. The conceptual 
framework provides a useful strategy for ensuring these success factors are 
achieved. 
The framework also makes extrapolation of table to programmes, critical paths 
and priOrity within each category of the framework visible. This functionality in 
the tool is a useful strategy for planning and implementing design decisions. 
However, the successful implementation will require the re-orientation of the 
mindset of project stakeholders. 
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A two-stage procurement strategy is recommended as the most suitable 
strategy to deliver hybrid projects. This strategy permits the early selection of 
the core development team either through competitive or negotiated means. 
The early procurement of the core development team is required for any 
collaborative method to making design decisions. 
The conceptual framework presents a best-practice strategy for the delivery of 
hybrid projects. It presents the design and construction process as a reiterated 
non-linear process with concurrent loops. It also shows cntical paths for 
information, decisions and actions. 
However, there seems to still be an obvious gap in responsibility with regards to 
information management in the design profession. Most architects seem to be 
concerned mostly with the art of designing buildings and additional duties 
regarding information administration and management seemed onerous. This 
responsibility seems to have been assumed by the contracting teams, mostly 
out of necessity. The demonstrator Design Decision Tool or a similar system can 
be used to resolve this issue. 
Compared to collaborative tools that were designed to improve processes and 
flow of information, the demonstrator design decision tool was proposed to 
promote a strategy for the integration of information to further aid interpretation 
and use. Consequentially, design and construction activities are more seamless 
and the need for change management and design improvement is reduced as 
the process progresses. 
As proposed within Design Decision tool, it is recommended that building design 
actiVity activities should focus beyond the building as an end product by 
faCilitating the accurate definition and interpretation of performance and spatial 
criteria required to efficiently produce and operate hybrid buildings well beyond 
practical completion. The result will be an improvement in process efficiency 
through informed yet expliCit and collaborative decision making, thereby 
increasing the possibility to 'manage out' defects and tendency for rework. 
10.4 Recommendations for future research 
The following recommendations are suggested for the future research. 
It has been suggested that the framework and the tool might positively improve 
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other building projects and should not be limited to just hybrid buildings. This is 
worthy of further exploration. However, an investigation into the overall impact 
of implementing the Hybrid Building framework and tool in future projects will be 
more valuable. This will require research collaboration and input from important 
stakeholders and representatives of design and construction professionals. The 
objectives of this study should aim to measure the direct affect (positively or 
negatively) on factors such as cosVvalue, time/delivery, client and user 
satisfaction, design, construction and operational success. This is better 
achieved using live case studies where possible. 
The Hybrid Project Design Decision tool (HybridDt) currently implements three 
milestones within the proposed process framework. Industry stakeholders while 
validating the tool identified this as a limitation for its use in future projects It will 
therefore be beneficial if future research projects further refine and develop the 
tool to include all the milestones within the framework, focusing particularly on 
the value and cost efficiency. A research study using 'life' projects and by 
comparing case studies such as Wembley stadium v. emirates stadium (or BM 
T5) will also help to assess the direct benefit and limitation of the framework 
and tool. The output of thiS industry-focussed research should ideally result in a 
comprehensive best practice guide, based on the Hybrid Project Process 
framework, which can then be used for implementing hybrid-bUilding projects in 
the future. 
10.5 Research limitations 
The strengths and weaknesses of the research methodology employed for this 
research has been discussed in Chapter 5. 
In addition, a number of limiting factors will influence the research findings and 
output. These are discussed as follows: 
• The recommended strategy presented through the demonstrator tool 
portends to facilitate the communication of design-related information in 
mUlti-formats by using databases structures and subsequently transposing 
this information for decision-support for the projects requirements using 
matrices. However, the issues of acquisition, representation and 
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presentation of information about existing buildings do not present a simple 
solution. Therefore, the practicality of a tool resolving all problems relating 
to desig n information is still not entirely realisable. 
• Findings from the evaluation of the process framework and demonstrator 
tool are limited by the number and representations of the stakeholders that 
participated in the exercise. For example, the client as an important party in 
construction projects were not adequately represented 
• The process framework and demonstrator tool were not evaluated in the 
context of a live hybrid project. Therefore, the effectiveness of the 
framework and tool in differing settings and scenarios could not be 
presented. 
• HybridDt is a tool developed to demonstrate the key findings ofthe 
research. The practical suitability of the tool is restricted by the following: 
o The size of the project - due to the amount of information 
required, tool in its current form is not suitable for large scale, 
complex building projects 
o The effectiveness of the tool depends on the implementation of 
the hybrid project process framework. The framework emphasises 
the early acqUisition of as-built information, dynamic briefing, 
integration of quantitative and qualitative building data for the 
interpretation and monitoring of clienUuser requires, early 
procurement of the core development team and collaborative 
design decision making. The absence of any of these factors will 
limit the effectiveness of the tool. 
o The fore-mentioned crltena therefore Imply active client 
involvement or delegation to a client representative and a 
procurement strategy that permits early framework agreements to 
ensure commitment tendering process. 
o The tool was specifically developed to demonstrate an 
information-led approach to collaborative design decision making 
in hybrid projects. The effectiveness of the tool for other building 
adaptation projects was not evaluated. Therefore, it is not possible 
to speculate on the usefulness of the tool for non-hybrid projects. 
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• Lastly, the mixed method approach was designed to achieve answers to 
the specific research questions. The studies carried out during the 
research were effective for identifying, classifying and determining the 
content of the process framework as well as to identify the requirements 
and functionalities of a front-end information system for hybrid projects. 
10.6 Conclusion 
This research commenced by Identifying important issues surrounding the 
efficient delivery of hybrid projects. It assessed the role of as-built information 
(both qualitative and quantitative) in the process leading to the delivery of the 
hybrid building. The research also explored design/construction interactions 
through an integration model. The resulting framework examined the 
relationships between the various players, information, decisions and actions in 
terms of their influence upon the design process. 
The overarching aim of the research was to integrate as-built spatial and 
performance information to enhance design decision-making for hybrid projects. 
The research output in the form of the framework and decision making tool 
fulfilled this aim by contributing positively towards resolving the problem of lack 
of relevant, usable information for design decision making. Conjunctively, the 
tool also provides collaborative planning, project and information management 
functionalities useful throughout the buildings life. 
Although the latter was developed for small to medium sized projects, it has 
been found that the principles and functionalities expounded within the tool will 
be usable for hybrid projects irrespective of the scale. 
Based on the research objectives, a review of all available information on 
design information, design decision-making design and construction processes 
as well as information and communication technologies for facilitating design 
activity was carried out. The knowledge gained from this state of the art review 
contributed towards the development of the framework and the tool. The 
empirical case studies into processes, information and communication 
technologies and decision-making protocols also fed into the research output. 
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The Hybrid Project Process Framework has been shown to represent an 
improvement over other process models currently used to deliver hybrid 
projects. The feedback was also that It helps to facilitate collaborative planning 
and decision making. The framework also covers all the vital processes, 
information, decisions and actions required for all the key stages of a hybrid 
project. It is generally easy to use and the layout makes it possible to cross-
reference easily milestones with decisions and actions. It can be utilised from 
project inception to get clients/lead contractors/design consultants involved as 
early as possible. 
The Hybrid Building Design Decision tool incorporates Important requirements 
needed for efficient delivery of hybrid projects. It especially promotes effective 
design decisions, in that it ensures that as-built information is acquired and 
utilised for important design processes of hybrid projects. Its functionality 
includes information sourcing; matrices, as a visual relationship map. The 
information matrices demonstrate to clients and the project team the extent to 
which the architect's design options satisfy set design criteria. It also includes 
capabilities for communication, task allocation and collaborative decision-
making. 
10.7 Closing Remarks 
In Hybrid projects, there is a profound need for early information acquisition. 
early and precise definition of design intent as well as the making of 
collaborative design decisions. These three factors contribute highly to client 
satisfaction (value) and effective project delivery. This thesis presents a 
contribution for a process improvement for the delivery of hybrid projects. It also 
presents an integrated information demonstrator tool for transparent and 
collaborative planning and design decisions in hybrid projects. 
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APPENDIXES 
Appendix 1. RIBA Outline Plan of Work 2007 
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Appendix 2: Technology compared with efficiency factors. 
Cost: Overall cost including equipment cost. 
Accuracy: Accuracy of data output; in terms of function and information, prior 
to post processing, based on the assumption that equipments are accurately 
calibrated and taking into account operator error. 
TechnologyAccuracy Comparison Technolog'lCost Comparison 
. 
. 
~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ J: ~ 3 
! Photogrammetry X Photogrammetry X 
, 
[' Laser Scanning X 
, 'Laser Scanning X 
I MRI Scanning X 
! -MRI Scanning X 
I. CT Scanning X 
, eT Scanning X 
i 3D/40 Utrasound X 
,1,30/40 Utrasound X 
l' PET Scanning X PET Scanning X 
, I Image Modelling X 
,Image Modelling X 
r GP$ Surveying X !~, GPS SurveYing X 
, 
Total StatIon X , 
Total Station X 
, . 
Personnel required: Persons required for preparation, setting up equipments 
and/or control points, operating equipment and recording data. Post-processing 
in most instances can be carried out by one person. 
Speed: The time taken to obtain data required to achieve data acqUisition 
objective. 
Ease of operation: This does not include skill required or mobility but how 
labour intensive using the equipments are. 
Portability: Ease to transport and use in constrained areas. 
I DesIgn decISions for hybnd projects usmg mtegrated bUlldmg mformatlOn 
Technology'Speed Comparison 
e, 
~ 
Photogrammetry 
, 
I 
! Laser Scanning 
I MRI Scanning i 
I 
I CT Scanning , ! 30/4D Utrasound 
, 
I ~ET Scanning 
I I Image Modelling 
t GPS Surveymg 
Total Station 
T e ch nolo gy /P orta b Illty 
Comparison 
" 
~ 
. 
. 
Photogrammetry 
Laser Scanning 
MRI Scanning X 
CT Scanning X 
30/4D Utrasound 
PET Scanning X 
,Image Modelling 
GPS Surveymg 
Total Station 
' , 
~ :t § ~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
. 
~ § 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
X 
, 
X 
X 
Technology'Personnel ReqUired 
Comparison 
r 
.. 
I: );: q ~ ~ 
, 
Photogrammetry X 
Laser Scanning X 
MRI Scanning X 
, 
CT Scanning X 
30/40 Utrasound X 
, PET Scanning X 
Image Modelling X 
GPS Surveying X 
I Total Station X 
Technology/Ease of Operation 
Comparison 
~ ~ § 
Photogrammetry X 
, Laser Scanning X 
MRI Scanning 
CT Scanning 
3D/4D Utrasound X 
~ET Scannmg X 
,Image Modelling 
, ' 
1 GPS SurveYing X 
,Total Station X 
, 
:t 
~ 
X 
X 
X 
Training or Skill required: Based on professional qualifications, IT skills and 
surveying skills required 
Safety: Taking into account potential risks such as radiation exposure. 
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Technology'Tralnmg or Skill 
Comparison 
[ ~ 3 
~ 
l! Photogrammetry 
, 
II Laser Scanning X 
I! MRI Scanning 
li eT Scanning 
If 30/40 Utrasound X 
, f' PET Scanning 
! Image Modelling X 
I ' 
GPS SurveYing X 
, Total Station 
J: 
<9-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Technolog'lSafety Comparison 
• ! 
I ~ ~ J: 3 <9-
Photogrammetry X 
, , 
Laser Scanning X 
, 
MRI Scanning X 
eT Scanning X 
30/40 Utrasound X 
PET Scanning X 
; Im~ge Modelling X 
, , GPS SUlveYlng X 
Total Station X 
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Appendix 3: D'grtal Data Capture Technology Summary 
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Appendix 4: Estates/Maintenance Department, Loughborough University 
Expert Interview (Condition Survey) 
1 Introduction 
Answer: We currently employ consultants to sUNey the bUildings bUilding the estate on a 
roiling basis, each bUilding once evel}' three years. The resulting cost analysis Will Include 
repairs that cost £2000 pounds or less for the maintenance department Higher costs Will be 
classed as development works. 
2. What is the objective of the survey? 
Prompt What Information were needed 
Answer: To proVide information for the university to acqUire funds for running the estate To 
plan the long-term maintenance of building for Implementation each year. For predictive 
sUNeys, In other to put In the bndge allocation request In advance - In Janual}' so that It IS 
in time for when the financial year starts In August. 
The development office Implements the bigger jobs They Will be looking at the condition 
sUNeys to Inform them of what needs to be done. 
3 Who requested the Information? 
Prompt Or IS It common practise or part of a penodlc routine 
Answer: Most penodlc as stated eariler But the development team also consult It for 
planning and Implementing the larger Jobs. 
4 What Information was available prior to the condition survey? 
Answer: Probably the prevIous report Condition sUNeys should feed in the loop 
5. What method was used to conduct the survey? 
Prompt visual or direct measurement 
Answer: Mostly Visual 
6 How long did It take to survey the CCCR bUilding? 
Answer Depends on the bUilding and what IS being sUNeyed e g structures ThiS Will also 
Influence the amount of information gathered e g. draWings etc 
7. How was the report presented? E g text, draWings etc 
Answer Condition sUNey reports are mostly text-based documents but should Ideally 
Include photos and draWings and awe are working towards a new system that does that 
We are currently looking Into a system that stores metadata on each bUilding including 
scanned draWings, maintenance manuals, photographs, plans, location maps, texts etc 
8 What Information IS presented In the report? 
Answer Type - bUlldinglenglneenng, faCIlity type - resldentJallacademic, status - In 
seNlce!out of seNlce, pnontles - e g 1 =urgent, 2=deslrable, draWings, details of 
eqUlpments In the bUilding, maintenance manuals, retained documents and histoncal data 
where relevant, date, age, speCification etc. 
9 How much did the objective of the survey Influence the method? 
Answer: The method has always been visual but we are constantly investigating other ways 
for carrying out the sUNeys 
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10. How useful was the condition survey for the CCCR Hybrid bUilding project? 
Answer. The development office will start with the condition surveys to investigate what 
exists In the bUilding and thiS Influenced the design and planning of the project The 
condition survey in thiS respect was then consulted at the very early stages of the project 
11. What were the survey hmltatlons? 
Answer The more complicated the bUilding or Infrastructure, the more time consuming It IS 
to survey The type and quality of information IS also Important, hence the move towards 
acquiring and stonng metadata instead of just text-based reports 
12. Did you consider uSing digital survey technologies for acquiring as-bUilt Information 
about the bUilding? 
Answer We are considering incorporating some of the new technologies especially some 
that produce 3D mOdels (VRML) The only challenge IS what happens when things change 
e g. fumlture, walls are moved, who then updates the model? However. we found that 
metadata systems are more sUitable for what we need to achieve The challenge IS 
updating the information; we need to pay the providers (and system hosts) to update the 
information 
13 In your OpIniOn, what benefit and hmltatlons would have been accrued If digital 
technologies were used to survey the CCCR building prior to re-deslgn 
Answer They are good at times but 3D modelling - IS there a pOint to It? Who maintains It? 
And the time It takes to find the information too 
Also, the computing reqUirements - faster computers are needed to process large amount 
of data put into a model especially of all the bUildings in the estate. Also, the screen Size -
how much Information can be Viewed at the same time The computer interface IS Important 
too. Generally, Will the system be easy to use and update? Will people just use for a While 
and get tired? 
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Appendix 5: Architectural Practise Survey - Questionnaire 
Hybrid projects are projects where new bUildings or environments are designed and added to 
an eXisting bUilding or enVIronment for the purpose of modifying or enhancing bUilding use and 
performance According to Egan and Latham's reports on the construction industry, problems 
such as fragmentation, lack of Innovation and hfe-cycle feedback are some factors that make 
the industry Inefficient Another crucial factor is information management, acqulsllion, 
processing and use The accuracy of information (graphically or otherwise) utilised dUring 
design bears heavily on the successful implementation of a construction project. This is 
particularly so In hybrid projects because of the unique challenges presented by eXisting site 
constraints The aim of this survey IS to explore the Importance of eXisting building information 
(or the lack of) on design decision making for hybrid projects As well as Identify the potential 
Impact Information defiCiency could have on related design and construction activity It Will take 
only a few minutes to complete the questionnaire and your responses are confidential. If you 
have questions at any time about the survey contact us uSing the emall address below Thank 
you very much for your lime and support. Please start With the survey now by clicking on the 
Continue button below. 
GENERAL 
1 Based on your firm's portfolio, please rank the follOWing project types In order of percentage 
In the 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
Do you have hybrid projects as part of your firm's project portfolio? 
• Yes 
• No 
• Other _____________ _ 
2 Please rate In percentage how many hybrid projects (compared to other projects) were 
completed by your firm In the past 5 years? 
>25 50 1·75 6-100 
ResldenUaJ o 0 0 o 
Ccmmerclol(e 9 office, ral) 0 0 0 0 
Indust",1 (8 g. factory) 0 0 0 0 
Public (8 g government buildings 0 0 0 0 
3 Which of the follOWing best represent disciplines available in your practice? (Select as many 
as possible) 
• Architect 
• Architectural Technician 
• CAD Technician 
• Design Manager 
• Project Manager 
• Physical model maker 
• Speclfier 
• Other 
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4 Who IS responsible for liaising with clients/users to acqUIre information needed for design? 
• Architect 
• Architectural Technician 
• CAD Technician 
• Design Manager 
• Project Manager 
• Physical model maker 
• Speclfier 
• Ofuer ____________________________ __ 
5 Which of fue following stages of the RIBA Plan of work IS fue design team generally Involved 
with? 
• A-I nceptlon 
• B-Feaslbllity 
• C-Outllne proposals 
• D-Scheme Design 
• E-Detalled Design 
• F- production Information 
• H- Tender Action 
• J- Project Planning 
• K -Site Operations 
• L - Completion 
• M- Feedback 
INFORMATION REQUIREMENT 
6 Other (Please state) 
7 Currently, which of fue follOWing information sources do you obtain pnor to deSigning for 
hybnd projects? 
Before unna fte 
OUtline bnef 0 0 0 
Condlbon sUlvey 0 0 0 
petalled geometnclspatlal surve 0 0 0 
Spabal analYSIs 0 0 0 
Site, topography survey 0 0 0 
rrevlOu~ dr2:V\mgs llIrd det~1 s 0 0 0 
IU .. tmrdl druJ ~.xt~Hld 0 0 0 ohotca'n,h, 
GIS or OS 1.1 .ps 0 0 0 
Uoorfccdo(Jc{ 0 0 0 
BJld n:J Re~uaJcn:Gtandl:rds U U U 
8 Other (Please state) 
9 Ideally, which of the follOWing information sources would you obtain pnor to deSigning for 
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hybrid projects? 
efore pu nn fie 
OUtline bnef 0 o 0 
CondlDon survey 0 o 0 
uetalled geometnclspatlal SUM 0 o 0 
Spatial analYSIs 0 o 0 
Site, topography survey 0 o 0 
PrevIous draWIngs and details 0 o 0 
Internal and external 0 DhotoaraDhs o 0 
GIS orOS Maps 0 o 0 
User feedback 0 o 0 
BUlldmg Regulation/Standards 0 o 0 
10 Other (Please state) 
I 
11 Please rate the following design cntena as used for deSign deCISions In hybnd projects 
eve eldo ften 1\oVa 
Capaoty (level of ocrupancy) 0 0 o 0 
Quality of Internal space 0 0 o 0 
pual.,. of external enwonrren 0 0 o 0 
Quality of amenity Cl 0 o Cl 
Adaptability 0 0 o 0 
Functionality 0 0 o 0 
Energyeffioency Cl 0 o Cl 
Value 0 0 o 0 
12 Other (Please state) 
I 
13 Which of the following factors In fluences Information acquIsition for deSign? 
rArrIJU LGfI ur~lt'rdrl IHI UI drl 11 ill Hr u Ldrl 
CJst o' a:qulsmon 0 0 :l 0 
urn~ ldktm U U -.I U 
Mt!nl=ower 0 0 ::J 0 
Skills fer acculnn3 onc Interpr3D'9 dot. 0 0 ::J 0 
14 Other (Please state) 
I 
15 In your OpIniOn, what Impact do es an eXisting bUilding have on the following? 
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Highly Somewtat eutra Somev-.l1at nSlgnlfic:1n 
Sr nmeant $1 mflcalt InsI mfi:ant 
Type ri Informatlon anj detail 0 0 0 0 0 
Tme taken 10 pnxluce deSign 0 0 0 0 0 
DeSign solution or options 0 0 0 0 0 
16 Other (Please state) 
INFORMATION PROCESSING 
17 Which of the following IT design tools do you use to communicate design concepts of hybrid 
bUildings to clients? 
never sedom often aOva 
Sketches 0 0 0 0 
20 drll .... mgs U U U U 
'=Omn/lpl.:; 0 0 0 0 
PhYSical models 0 0 0 0 
DeSign Simulation 0 0 0 0 
Verbal corrmunlcabon 0 0 0 0 
18 Other (Please state) 
19 What deSign deCISions are made uSing the information sources listed below? (Multiple 
selection pOSSible) 
orm Space Planning unctlonsl Adaptabll OIher 
, 
v v 
OJtlme bnef 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CandlDan survey 0 0 0 0 0 0 
uetalled geometncJspatlal surve 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Spatial analYSIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Site, topography survey 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PrevIous drawmgs and details 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Internal and external 0 0 0 0 0 0 ohotooraohs 
GIS or OS Maps 0 0 0 0 0 0 
User feedback 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BUilding Regulation/Standards 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 Other (Please state) 
INFORMATION OUTPUT 
21 Which of the following deSign output do you produce for hybrid projects? 
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neve eldort fte ,I-
D detailed draWIng Cl Cl Cl Cl 
Speciflcabon Cl Cl Cl Cl 
3D virtual models Cl Cl D D 
Slrrulabons D D D D 
Physical models D D D D 
I CDn~~:~~:h.se 1 Q 1 DID 1 D 11 
22 Other (Please state) 
Based on the RIBA Plan of Works, at what stages are these deSign outputs produced? (Stage· 
B = Feasibility, C= Outline proposals, D = Scheme deSign, E= detailed design, J= Project 
planning K= Action on SIte) , 
B C o E J K 
20 detailed draIMngs 0 Ir- 0 1'-' 1'-' ~ 1'-' 
Speclficabon h 0 h 0 h h I ..... I ..... I .... I .... 
3D Virtual models h 0 1.-. 0 h h I ..... I .... r- I .... 
Slmulatlons h 0 1.-. 0 h h I ..... I .... l'-' I .... 
PhYSical mod el s h 0 '-' 
Construction phase planning n 0 n 0 '-' '-' ~ ,'-' 
23 Other (Please state) 
CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE DESIGN INFORMATION 
24 In your OpIniOn, which of the following IS most affected by inadequate information dUring 
deSign and construction of hybrid projects? 
, Ilkel ,ke eutra nllke I hi unllkel 
Site and aSSOCiated butldlrIJs D Cl D D Cl 
Struaure D Cl Cl Cl D 
Facade systems Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
SelVlces Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl 
Fl.ncbonal mternal spaces D Cl D D D 
hased decant and CJnstn.CtIon plannn D Cl D Cl D 
25 Other (Please state) 
26 From your experience of hybrid projects In the past 5 years, which of the following problems 
arise as a result of Inadequate Information pnor to deSign? 
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neve ~eldom often ,1w3", 
DeSlcr error Q 0 0 0 
Englneerng error U U U U 
Hindered pro.ed: plannm£ Q 0 0 0 
L3Ck of corrrrumcabon Q 0 0 0 
CUIILrdLlul ~rru 0 0 0 0 
27 Other (Please state) 
CURRENT SOLUTIONS TO LACK OF DESIGN INFORMATION 
28 How will you normally compensate for lack of up-to-date exisling bUilding information pnor to 
design? (Please rate frequency and In order of efficiency) 
eve seldom fte alwavs Effecbve neffectlV 
Commlsson detailed trad~lonal survey (text and 0 0 0 0 0 0 200utout\ 
CommiSSion detailed digital survey (3~ output) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ViSit Me for first hand Infomnatlo~\(Sketches. 
photos measurements 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Request Informa1lon from cllent/chent 0 0 0 0 0 a representative Information (text word-ef-mouth) 
Deduce Intomnabon from SUbJe~~ data (e 9 
bUlld,"o Ivoe. cenod ete 0 0 0 a 0 0 
Assume bUilding regulation CO Il1litance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
29 Other (Please state) 
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS TO LACK OF DESIGN INFORMATION 
30 Are you aware of or have used any of the following 3D digital technologies? 
es No Dont knoVl 
Image-denved 3D models 0 h 0 f-I 
Terreslnal photogrammetry 0 h 0 ~ 
Laser Scannng 0 h 0 ~ 
3D Surveys (Global total station ete Q h 0 r--
Mobile mapping syst=ms (MMS) 0 h 0 r ..... 
Other non-convennonal techniques 0 h 0 le Q MRI eT RFID) I ..... 
31 Other (Please state) 
32 In your OpiniOn, how effective are the follOWing technologies for acqUiring as-bUilt Informalion 
for hybrid proJects? 
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ont kn"" Ineffecbv Effechve ilahlveffect", 
lmage-denved 3D models 0 0 0 0 
Terrestnal photogrammetry 0 0 0 0 
Laser Scanning 0 0 0 0 
3D SUlveys (Global lotal stabon ele) 0 0 0 0 
Mobile mapping eystems (MMS) 0 0 0 0 
Other non-eonvenbonal le~",ques (e 9 MRI, 
CT,RFID 0 0 0 0 
33 Other (Please state) 
34 The following potential advantages of 3D data capture technologies were identified from 
literature. Are these benefits significant compared to current design practise? 
Dont knO" nSlcmflcan Nelthe SlonrrlCan Hrahlv slOnlfican 
More aCOJrate design/deSign 0 0 0 0 0 deaslOns 
Instant 3D data 0 0 0 0 a 
Information from a Singular source 0 0 0 0 a 
Time saVings 0 0 0 0 a 
Optimum cost savings 0 0 0 0 a 
Less manpower requirement 0 0 0 0 a 
35 Other (Please state) 
36 How Significant are these barriers to utiliSing 3D data capture technologies such as laser 
scanning and photogrammetry as part of design acllvlty? 
ont know nSlondlcant either ~1Onlflcant ilohlv Slan~lcant 
rlon-Interoperabl. data foll'Tlat a a Q Q Q 
High volume data Q Q Q Q Q 
Hardware cost Q Q Q Q Q 
Software cost Q 0 Q Q Q 
High skill requirement Q 0 Q Q Q 
Post-processing time Q 0 Q 0 Q 
37 Other (Please state) 
38 Additional comments 
Please contact cvoa@lboro ac uk If you have any questions regarding this survey 
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1. Appendix 6: Architect ural Practise Survey - Results 
01. Based on your firm's po rtfollo, please rank the following project types In order of percentage 
? completed In the past 5 years 
- - - -Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question 
1 Residential 
2 Commerclaf(e 9 office retail} 
3 Industnal (e 9 factory) 
4 PublIC (8 9 government 
burldlngs) 
-
Count 
42 
32 
22 
27 
Average 
Score 
2738 ( 
1 S'94 I 
>25% 
1 273 r=--- --] 
1556 I 
1790 
26-50% 51-75'" 76-100" 
02. Do you have hybrid proje cts as part of your firm's project portfolio? 
~ 
I Frequency Analysis 
Answer 
1 V .. 
2 No 
3 Dthe, 
Total 
Key Analytlcs 
Mean 
Confidence Interval @ 95% 
Standard DeViation 
Standard Error 
03 Please rate in percentag 
completed by your firm In the 
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question 
1 Residential 
2 Commerclal(e 9 office retail) 
3 Industnal (e 9 factory) 
4 Public (a 9 government 
buddlngs) 
04 Which of the following be 
possible) 
Counl Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
41 9111% c--------------- -:J 
4 889% c=J 
° 000% 0 
45 100% 
___ ::-:::::--:1,:,0::89::-1 Key Fads 
(1 005 -1173) l~ 100% chose the following optIOns 
n=45 
)0 Yes 
0288 ,. No 
0043 
e how many hybrid projects (compared to other projects) were 
past 5 years? 
Count 
38 
27 
21 
21 
Average 
Score >25% 26-50% 
2158 I 
1815 I 
1429 C -------J 
1571 
1743 
= 
51-75% 76-100% 
st represent skills available In your practice? (Select as many as 
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- - -- --Frequency AnalysIs 
AfU~W"1 CUUllt P,numt 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
1 Archltoct 42 368.(".4 = =' 
2 Archtecturallechnlclan 15 13 16% = 3 CAD Technician 16 1404% = 
• [)coign Man~er • 789% = ~- Project Manager '2 1053% l j 
• Ph~t'~ m'\l'l~1 ~br 
, 171i% D 
7 Sj.lVt.lfit!l • 16'" = 8 O1h" 9 789% = c-- Tot .. ,t< 100% 
- -- - - -- - -- --- --
Key Analytlcs 
Mean I j'04 Key Fads f---
I 
~ 50 88% c!'ose the follONlng cptlons 
C".nnfit'PRM hlAI'V;!i 4! q,\", tU!:lJ-3bl!:1J • Architect n= 114 
• CAD 1.C"Inltlan 
Standard Devia1Ol1 I 2348 If, leastch)Sen opbon 1 75% 
St.1l.l4nJ Ern" I , 02201 • Physical model maker 
05 Who is responsible for liaiSing with clients/users to acqUire Information needed for deSign? 
- -
- -
- - - -
- -- -- --
Frequency AnalysIs 
Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% 80% 
1. Architect 41 6212% r=== - J 
2. Archltect\Jral T echmCJan 8 12.12% = 
3 CAD Technician 2 303% 0 
4 Design Manager 2 303% 0 
5 Project Manager 8 1212% = 
6. PhYSIcal model maker 0 000% n 
7 Specrfier , 1 52% 0 
8 OIhe, 4 606% Cl 
-- ---------Total 6. 100% 
Key Anafytlcs 
Mean 2273 Key Facts 
Confidence Interval @95% (I 766·2 780( l~ 74 24% chose the followmg opbons 
n= 66 , Archrtect 
Standard OeVlabon I 2102 , Architectural TechnICIan 
Standard Error I 0259 
06 Which of the follOWing stages of the RIBA Plan of work IS the deSign team generally 
Involved with? 
351 
100% 
r- - - ---- - ---
Frequency AnalYSIs 
Answer Count Percent 20% 40% 60% BO% 100% 
1 A-Incepbon 40 930% c:::J 
2 B-Feaslblllty 43 1000% c:=J 
f--- 3. C-Outllne proposols 45 1041% c:=J 
4 O-Scheme Design 44 1023% c:=J 
5 E-OetaJled DesIgn 43 1000% r:::=J 
6 F- production Information 43 1000% r:::=J 
1 H- Tender Action 36 831% c:J 
8 J- Protect Planning 34 791% Cl 
--:-:-:'-- --------9 K -Site Operabons 36 8~7% c:J 
10 L- Completion 37 860% c:J 
11 M-Feedback 29 674% D 
Total 430 100% 
Key Analytics 
Mean ! 5691 Key Facts ffi 20 7% chose the folloWing optIOns I Confidence Interval ~ 95% [5 399 - 5 9B2[ • C-Outbne proposals L 1"1=430 • O-Scheme DeSign 
Standard DeVIation 
, 
30B5 I I~ Least chosen option 6.71°/0 . 
Standard Error I 0149 • M-Feedback 
Q7 Rank the follOWing Information sources needed for effective deSign of hybnd proJects. (1 -
most Important, 10 = least Important) 
-
-
---
Rank On •• r Analy .. l. 
Average RaNt 1 2 1 I • I • • I , I • g I 10 
ProlCKt bllef 3<, 1- - 1 
Con<ihon 464 l ------1 ~~ey---
--- --
-
--
Detailed 461 1 I georretncls 
- -----bbi - -- -- - - - - -----~ bpatlal analysIs [ I 
-~---- - -- - - - ~ ---- - --Srte. 
topography <8, L I 
'"' Prevt)Us 594 I I 
cnWflgS 
, 
In1emal and 519 1 1 -~-G1S or OS 678 I I Maps 
, 
User feedback 731 1 1 
- --- -- -
~-
Euddlng 650 
re-guJabor.s I' 
C--- I 
Data Table 
Project boef 1S 5278'\ 5 1389% 0 OOC% 2 556% 1 278% D o OD*, 1 278'" 1 276% 21 556% 5 13 E 
, ~~on survey ! 1389"" 6 1667% 4 1111% 2 556% 5 1389% 3 a 33*a , 13 69% 2 556% 4fi1i% ofoi 
Oetaied - r--2 ! 56'\ 10 V 7 ... 7 1944% 2 556% 2 556"4 3 833% 2 5 56% 2 556% 3 833% 3 8: georr~tnel. 
o t--; 00% - -Sp:ilhal anaIy5'. 1 276% 5 l3BS" 5 1389% 9 25 """ • 1567% 2 566% • 1111% 0 000% " 111 
-
Site, topogr:lFh}> 1 
'"' 
278'\ 1 275% g 250C% 8 2222% 5 1389% • 1ltt*' 3 833% 2 556% 2 556% 1 21 
, 
PrevY.lus draWIngs 2 556% 1 278% 0 00[% 1 1944% 5 1389% 8 22 22% • 11 11% 4 1111% 1 278% 4 111 
'",Iemal alld 1 :278% 3 8~% 5 13 as%. " 1111% S 1SS7% 7 190111% • 1667% 1 278% 3 833% 0 Cl extema 
GIS or OS Maps 2 556 .. 2 556% 3 833% 3 .33% 1 278% 1 278% 2 556% 11 3056% 6 1661% 5 131 
Uur feedback 1 :278"\ 2 556% 3 83~% 1 278% 0 lOO"k 1 278% • 1667% 1 ~944% 9 2500% 6 161 
6uddrng regulallons 3 833"(. 5 1389%1° OOC% 2 556% 2 556% 3 833% 5 1389% 2 556% 6 166.% 8 22 ; 
QS Currently, which of the follOWing Information sources do you obtain prior to designing for 
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11 
I 
I' Ii 
l, 
I! 
1 
I 
hybnd pr ojects? 
-
Overall Ma trlx Scorecard 
Qu estlon 
1 Du tlme boef 
L Condition survey 
310. 
'u 
taded' geometnc/spabal 
"'ey 
4 Sp abal analysIs 
5 S' e topography survey 
--:-
Count 
3. 
37 
3. 
35 
36 
6 P'e 
7 -;t 
40 
3' 
VlOUS drawings & details 
--------1---::: 
emal & external 
8 
• 
10 
pha tographs 
Gl S orOS Maps 
ser feedback U 
Sw Idlng RegulabonfSlandards 
----
36 
40 
40 
Average 
Score Before During 
1051 c:== 
1243 
1385 r==---
1571 (- -----------) 
1421 [---- ------] 
1 375 -- -- - - ------ -1--
- -- -_. - ._--------
1282 
1444 
2025 ----~---- J 
1700 1-- -- --- ~--- --- -} 
1450 
AlIe< 
091deall 
hybnd pr 
y, which of the follOWing Information sources would you obtain prior to deSigning for 
ojects? 
---Overall Ma tnx Scorecard 
Qu eSliOR Ane' 
1 
2. 
3 
Out hne bnef 
Coo ~d~IIIOO~.~u~",~eY~~~===f====~~====~~~~~~~~~~================-==----Det ;;;-Ied geomelnc/spatlal 
",ey 
4 
5 
6 
-
7 
6 
• 
10 
'" Spa llal analysis 
S'e • topography survey 
"'" tot 
VIOUS draWings & details 
emal & external 
pho tographs 
GIS 
U.e 
or OS Maps 
rfeedback 
Bud dlng Regulation/Standards 
010 Plea se rate the follOWing deSign criteria as used for design deCISions In hybrid projects. 
Overall Ma tnx Scorecard 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
-- 6 
--
7 
8 
Qu estlon 
Cap aclty (level of occupancy) 
Du 
Du 
311ty of &nternal space 
alrty of external 
ronment e<M 
Qu alrty of amenity 
ptablhty Ad, 
--------Fuo cbonahty 
--------------Eoe rgyefficlMCY 
Va tue 
Count 
3B 
3B 
3B 
Score 
3447 c= 
3579 
3368 I 
never seldom onen 
3368 [ -~----------- - ~ ------J 
3162 C-- ---::, --.- '-_=:.:::':_"::::''':'::=J 
3B 
31 
31 
- ----- - ------ --- - --- ---- ~- -----
3703 
, 
37 t---=3-=3=18ci l 
37 3568 
Avenllge 3441 
011 Whlc h of the following factors influences information acquIsition for design? 
353 
-- -
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Score unimportant irrelevant Important highly Important 
1 Cost of acqUlsrtJon 38 32ft = = 
"- Time taken 38 32ft C :::J 
3 Manpower 37 29«6 [ - - J 
4 I Skills for acqUlnng and 38 3158 I I i Interpreting data 
Average 3131 
012 In your Op'niOn, what impact does an eXisting bUilding have on the following? 
--- - --
-
-- -
-----
-- -
-
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Score Htghty Somewhat Neutral Somewhat InSIQnlficanl Slgmficant Significant Ins'!Inrficanl 
--
I Type of Information and detail 38 1342 I I 
required 
"- Time taken to produce deSign 37 1676 I i 
3 I OeS'9n solutlOll or options 37 1405 C J 
Average 1474 
013 Which of the follOWing IT deSign tools do you use to communicate design concepts of 
hybrid bUildings to clients? 
- -- -
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question 
1 Sketches 
2 2D draWings 
3 3D models 
4 PhYSical models 
5 DeSign simulation 
6 Verbal communlcabon 
Count 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
Average 
Score never 
3171 I 
3711 I 
2800 C 
2114 ! 
2000 ! 
3800 c-= 
2943 
seldom often alWays 
J 
014 What deSign deCISions are made uSing the information sources listed below? (Multiple 
selection possible) 
- --
--- ---
- - - - --
Overall Malmc Scorecard 
Question Count Score FOAn Space Planning Functionality Adaptability Other 
1 Outline bnef 68 3088 = :=J 
2 Condrtlon survey 47 3383 I ~ j 3 Detailed geometndspallal 62 2694 [ - -) survey 
4 Spatial analysIs 57 2667 I - - - -- ) 
5 Srte, topography survey 59 2797 I --- 1 
-
6 PrevIous draWings & details 58 3293 I I 
--
7 Intemal & extemal se 2900 I I 
photographs 
8 GIS or OS Maps 37 2730 I I 
9 User feedback 59 3322 = J 
10 BUilding Regulation/Standards 58 3224 I - - - --] 
-- - --
Average 3010 
015 Which of the follOWing deSign output do you produce for hybrid proJects? 
354 
-- - - --".- -Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Score neller seldom onen 
1 20 detailed drawings 35 3914 I 
2 Specrftcabon 35 3629 ! 
3 3D virtual models 34 2529 I - -- - ::J 
4 Slmulatlons 34 1941 I I 
5 PhYSical models 34 1941 I I 
6 Construcbon phase p1anmng 35 3000 ( 
Average 2826 
016 Based on the RIBA Plan of Works, at what stages are these deSign outputs 
produced?(Stage' B = FeasIbIlity, C= Outline proposals, 0 = Scheme 
deSIgn, E= detailed design, J= Project planning, K= Action on site) 
-- - -- -- - -
Overall Matnx Scorecard 
! Question Count Score 8 C 0 E 
.alWays 
I 
I 
) 
J K I I 
1 120 detailed d~lngs ~n - 51 3105 I ) I 
2 I SpeClficaflon 42 lS81 [ I , , 
3 130 VIrtual models 35 2.314 I I I 
4 I Slmulattons 21 2630 ( -- -] I 
5 'Physical models 28 2179 r- - - J , _~ Cons~cbon phase planning --- - - -----~ 431 4256 I ::J 
Average J 061 
0171n your Op'niOn, which of the follOWing IS most affected by Inadequate Infomnatlon dunng 
design and constnuctlon of hybrid projects? 
-
--- --- -Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Score hlqhly nkely likely neutral unlikely highly 
unlikely 
--
1 Site and associated bUildings 33 1788 c== I 
2 StnJcture 33 1727 I =:=J 
3 Facade systems 33 2061 I ] 
4 Services 33 1818 r - --- -- I 
5 ::::n::::t::dspac~_ 33 2121 C - - I c--
6 f--- - - -33 2091 I 
-
__ 1 
construction planning 
Average 1]34 
018 From your experience of hybnd projects In the past 5 years, wh,ch of the follOWing 
problems anse as a result of inadequate Infomnatlon pnor to deSIgn? 
- -
-
-
~-- --
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
l Question Count Se,,", ,ever seldom onen alWays 
34 2500 t ==:J 
I 
, 
I 
! 
, 
, 
I 
, 1 ! Design error 
I 
~
2 i Englneenng error 34 2471 I 
3 i Hindered project plannrng 34 2618 [- - - - --- - -- - 1 
4 I lack of communication 34 2618 [ ] 
5 ! Contractor error 34 2706 I I 
Average 2582 
019 How Will you normally compensate for lack of up-to-date eXlslJng bUilding mfomnatlon prior 
to deSign? (Please rate frequency and In order of effiCiency) 
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-
- -- -- -
-- - -
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Se",. never 
..""'" olle" atttays EtfeclNe Il1effectJve 
1 CommissIOn detailed 43 3977 I = tnadlbonal survey (text & 20 
output) 
2 Commission detailed digital 37 2514 I I 
survey (3D output) 
-
3 Vis.1t site for first hand 41 4195 c==: I 
Information (sketches photos, 
--;i measurements) 
C I 4 Request information from 43 3884 i client/client representatrve 
I Information (Ie)(t WQfd-of-
mouth) 
5 Oeduce mformaMn from 41 3439 r - -- - J 
subjective data (e 9 bUilding 
type, penod ele) 
6 Assume budding regulalJon 42 2714 I I 
compliance 
Average 3454 
Q20 Are you aware of or have used any of the follOWing 3D digital technologies? 
--
-
--- --
-
-
-, -_. --- - - - - -
Overall Matrix Scorecard 
Question Count Score Yes No Oonlknow 
1 Image-denved 3D models 33 1515 I I 
2 T errestnal phologrammetry 33 1788 I I 
3 laser Scanning 33 1606 C ---] 
4 3D Surveys (Global total 33 1576 I I 
stailon etc) 
5 Mobile mapping systems 33 2000 r- ----- - - ----. J 
--e~...conveobona' - - -- -6 33 2242 I --=-s 
techniques (e 9 MRI, CT. 
RFIO) 
Average 1188 
Q21 In your Op'niOn, how effective are the follOWing technologies for acqUiring as-bUilt 
Information for hybrid projects? 
-- -- -- -Overall Matrix Scorecard 
--
Question Count Score Dontknow IneffectIve EtrectIve Highly effectIVe 
1 Image-denved 3D models 33 2303 L :::J 
2 Terreslnal photogrammetry 33 2.212 I I 
3 Laser Scanning . 33 2.394 I - -- ---- --J 
-4 3D Surveys (Globallolal 33 2424 I 1 
statIOn etc) 
5 Mobile mapping systems 33 1697 C - - ] 
IMMSI 
---;:-
6 Other non-convenbonal 32 1312 I I 
techniques (e 9 MRI. CT, 
RFlOI 
Average 2057 
Q22 The follOWing potential advantages of 3D data capture technologies were Identrfied from 
literature Are these benefits Significant compared to current design practise? 
356 
I 
- --
Ovenlll Motnx Scorecard 
Question Count Score Oontknow Inslgnrficant Neither Sl9nlfltant Highly Significant 
1 More accurate design/design 34 3500 ! I 
deClSIQflS 
2 Instant 3D data 34 3471 I I 
3 Information from a singular 34 3382 I ! 
source 
- --
-
- -- - --
4 Time saVIngs 34 3559 I I 
5 Optimum cost savings 34 3.382 I I 
6 Less manpower requirement 34 3235 r:=:= I 
Average 3.422 
Q23 How slgmficant are these barriers to utlilslng 3D data capture technologies such as laser 
scanning and photogrammetry as part of deSign activity? 
- -- -- - --- - -
-- -
-
Overall Matnx Scorecard 
Question Count Score Dontknow InSignifICant Neither Slgnlfic:ant H~h~ slgnlncant 
---
- --
1 Non-Interoperable data 34 3206 r== I 
fOfmats 
21 High volume data 34 3000 ! I 
3 I Hardware cost 34 3735 ! I 
4 Software cost 34 3735 I ===:J 
- 5 ~i, requirement --34 3706 I , 
-- C::-" -~ 6 Post.processlng time 34 3353 I 
Average 3456 
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AppendIX 7 Hybnd Project Process frameworK After RIBA Outline WorK Stages 
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Appendix 8: Hybrid Process Process Framework - Evaluation 
Hybrldprojects are a class of bUilding adaptallon work, which requires extensive lateral or 
vertical extensions as well as some degree of refurbishment work to eXisting bUildings Hybnd 
projects require major works; substantial amount of design and construction activity to 
Implement proposed bUilding transformation. 
The Hybrid Project Process Framework IS a best practice guide for Implementing hybrid-
bUilding projects. 
Effectiveness 
1) How do you rate the framework for the effecllve delivery of hybrid projects? 
a 11 01 2 01 3 01 4 0150 
2) How effective can the framework be for promoting effecllve deSign deCISions In hybnd 
projects? 
11 012 013 01 4 0150 
3) How effective can the framework be for reducing as-built Information deficiency dUring 
hybrid projects? 
11 01 2 013 01 4 015 m 
Additional comments 
Functionality 
4)To what extent does the framework represent an Improvement over your current hybrid 
bUilding process? 
I 1 Uril-'-'--:-2 -U I 3 U I 4- U I 5 LOI 
5)To what extent do you think the framework would faCilitate collaborative planning and 
deCISion making durin£! the hybrid building process? 
1 1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 0 11 
6)To what extent is the framework sUitable for the h brld bUilding process? 
1 2 3 4- 5 
Additional comments. 
Coverage of the framework 
7) In your OpIniOn, to what extent does the framework cover all the key stages of a hybnd prolect? 
1 1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4- 0 1 5 01 
8) How well covered are the tasks and activities addressed In the framework? 
1 1 01 2 01 3 01 4- 01 50 
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9) How well covered are the key decIsions addressed In the framework? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5 m 
10) How well are the key problem areas such as; deSign deCisions, information, addressed 
In the framework? 
01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5 0 1 
Additional comments: 
Applicability 
11) How will you rate the applicability of the framework for the Implementation of hybrid 
projects In the future? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 50 Ii 
Additional comments' 
..... ... .............. . ...... ... .. ........... ... .. .. .......................... . 
Usability 
12) How will you rate the usability (ease of use) of the framework for the Implementation of 
future hybrid projects? 
1 01 2 DI 3 01 4 DI 50 U 
Additional comments' 
Missing or inaccurately represented categories: 
Work Stages/Milestones 0 Processes 0 Parties 0 Information 0 DeCISions 0 Actions 0 
Please exp/am 
Would you use or recommend the hybrid bUilding process framework In the future? Yes 0 No 
o 
If yes, at what stage and dunng what acbvltJes' 
Please provide additional comments or recommendations 
Thank you. 
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Appendix 9: Hybrid Project Design Decision Tool (HybridDt) 
Evaluation Survey - Expert 
Hybrid projects are a class of bUilding adaptation work, which requires extensive lateral or 
vertical extensions as well as some degree of refurbishment work to eXisting bUildings hybrid 
projects reqUire major works, substantial amount of design and construction activity to 
Implement proposed building transformation 
The HybrldDt IS a tool developed to integrate as-built information to facilitate design decIsion 
making dUring hybrid projects. 
Job Title. ... ....... . . ... . 
Type of Organisation. 
Name of Organisation. 
Expenence of BUilding Adaptations espeCially hybrid projects? 
YesD NoD 
Based on your knowledge and expenence of Hybnd BUlldmg processes frameworks, please answer the 
followmg questions 1 = Low, 5 = High 
Effectiveness 
1) How do you rate the tool for the effiCient delivery of hybnd projects? 
1 1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5011 
2) How effective IS the tool for promoting effiCient deSign deCISions in hybrid projects? 
1 1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 501 
3) How effective IS the tool for redUCing as-built Information defiCiency dUring hybrid 
projects? 
1 1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 501 
Additional comments. 
Functionality 
4)How sUitable IS the tool for the representation of the initial work stages of a hybrid bUilding 
process? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5011 
5)To what extent do you think the tool represent an Improvement for collaborative deSign, 
planning and deCISion making dUring the hybrid bUilding process? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 DI 501 
6)The forms within the tool are deSigned to support information sourcmg, either for eXisting 
building assessment or bnefing development. Please rate the functionality of the 
questlonslissues addressed In the tool? 
1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 01 
7)The deSign repository matnx was deSigned to proVide a Visual relationship map among 
files stored In the tool How functional do you rate thiS tool for faCIlitating deSign deCision 
making? 
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1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5 rnl 
8)The matnx on the design proposal page was Integrated to demonstrate to the project 
team the extent to which the architect's design options satisfy set design criteria Please 
rate the functionality of thiS tool for facIlitating design decIsion making? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 501 
9)The ProjectManager tool facIlitates commUniCation, task allocation and collaborative 
deCISion making Please rate the functionality of thiS tool for facIlitating Integrated 
deSign deCISion making? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5011 
10) Overall, to what extent do you think the tool has achieved the integration of Information 
for effective deSign decision making dUring hybrid projects? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5011 
11) Please Itemise and diSCUSS specific advantages offered by HybrldDt to the benefit of 
deSign and deSign deCISion making In hybrid projects 
a ... . .. .. .. . . .. ................ . 
b ............... .. 
c 
d ....... .. 
e 
f 
g ......................... .. 
h. 
12) Please Itemise and diSCUSS specific demerits of HybndDt and Impact on deSign and 
design decision making In hybrid projects. 
a. ................... .. .......................... . 
b. ............... ........ ....... ........ .......... ... . .............. . 
c. .. .......... . 
d 
e 
f. 
g 
h 
i 
j. 
Additional comments: 
Coverage of the framework 
13) In your OpIniOn, to what extent does the tool cover all the key stages of a hybrid building proJect? 
1 1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 01 
14) HybndOt emphaSises the Importance of as-bUltt information for making effective deSign deCiSions 
To what extent does the tool cover all the key deSign and performance cntena In the building 
assessment sections? 
o I 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 01 
15) HybndOt emphaSises the Importance of as-bUilt information for making effective deSign deCISions 
To what extent does the tool cover all the key deSign and performance cnterla In the bnefing 
development sections? 
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16) How well covered are the tasks and activities addressed In the tool especially for integrating 
Information and promoting collaboration? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5 ml 
17) How well covered are the key decIsions addressed through the matnces and 
ProjectManager? 
1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 I 4 0 1 5 ml 
18) How well are the key problem areas such as, deSign decIsions, Information integration, 
addressed In the tool? 
1 01 2 01 3 01 4 01 5 
AdditIOnal comments: 
Applicability 
19) The tool Implements the gUidelines provided by the Hybrid Project Process framework 
Please rate the applicability of this recommended work flow in practise 
1 0 I 2 0 1 3 0 I 4 0 I 5 ml 
20) How will you rate the applicability of the framework for the Implementation of future 
hybrid projects? 
1 01 2 01 J 01 4 01 5011 
Additional comments· 
Usability 
21) Please rate the followmg 
• Is the presentation fonmat user friendly? 
• The ease of navigation among the vanous parts 
• How consistent IS the user Interface In the tool without requiring help or assistance? 
• Understanding the layout of the tool 
• In general was It easy to use the tool? Yes 0 No D 
22) How Will you rate the usability (ease of use) of the framework for the Implementation of 
future hybrid projects? 
1 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 ml 
Additional comments· 
. .. .. . ........... , ., .. . ....... ............. .... .......... .. ........ . ..... . . 
• MISSing or Inaccurately represented categones· 
Work StageslMllestones D Processes D Parties D Information D DeCISions D Actions D 
Please explam. 
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.......... ..... ........... . .......................... . 
• Which part(s) of the application of the tool to you find most useful and why? 
.......... ... . ................ . .................................... . 
· . .. .... ........... . ............. . ........................................... . 
· ........... .... .. .. ......... ... .... ........ ... . ................ . 
............ ... .. ............ ... ........... . ......... .. 
• Which part(s) of the application of the tool fell short of your expectations and Why? 
. .............. . . ......................... . 
• Do any new Issues/questions need to be added? Yes D No D 
If yes, please provide 
details .. ..... .. .... ... ....... ... ..... . .. . ... .... .. ... . 
.. . . .............. ......... .. ....... . ........ . 
........... .. . ........ .......... . ...... . 
Would you use or recommend the design decision tool In the future? Yes D No D 
If yes, at what stage and dunng what actlvllies: 
Please provide additional comments or recommendations 
. ........ . .................................. . 
Thank you 
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Appendix 10: Hybrid Project Process framework - Evaluation results 
ArdlIted (1 2 kchitedtlllll 2 
Head of Co 2 ConSructlon 3 E_
2 ConsJtans( 1 
COI'lSIJlen: 1 ConsAthgor 2 
0",,-. 1 Housing esse 1 
BuIdilgSu 1 
1 Howdo 'yOU relethe tameWJl1c hlhe eflectlve dellYery ofh#ld tlUlting projeds? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o 6 
2 Howeffedlve cm thel tame'OOrk be fer promoting eftlclert design declscn making In hyb'td buIIcIng Pf"C\Ieds? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 6 2 
3 Howeffedive CM tl'll! tame¥.Ork be for reWctng as-tlulllnfolmatlon clellclency during h'ybr1d buldlro p-ojects? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 2 6 
Adc!~lonal comments: 
Ftnetionality.1- Lo,"" 5· High, 
4 To Yhat extert does the tM'lewn: represert enlmprovemer1: OYer ')016 (UTeri ttjbrIdbUlding proc::ess7 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 5 2 2 
5 To WleI: exlert do 'yOOtiYt the hrnevrork ¥OIJd faalit8l:e roIlaborstr.e plarri'lg and dedsloo making cUIng the tr,bid building process? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 6 2 
6 To mat exteri Is the tameV\Ork slitable brlhe hybrid bliltfrng process? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 4 4 
Additional comments: 
Depends on procuremert strategy, does not support competition 
Couerage ofthefr.-neNJrk.1- l...oY4 5. m"" 
7 In you' opinion, to met e):tert doesthe tamewJl1l: ro.oer dlthckeystagesofa hybrid bUldIng project? 
1 2 1 4 5 
o o 5 3 
B How Yell covered are the tms and acti",bcs odct"e$sed Inthe tameY\Ol'k1 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o • 3 
9 Haw'Aell covered are the ktYfdedslons:ackhssed n the tameWJrk? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 3 3 2 
10 HowYeIl are the key problem areas such lIISj destgn decision making Inbnnatlon, addressed In the tameVtOlk? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o o 2 4 2 
Additional comments: 
Applicability. 1- Low, 5 - High. 
11 Howwl ~ rate the appUc:abllly of the tam~rk fcrthe Implemertatlon o1fu1l1'e hyl:rld blJldlng projects? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o 2 3 3 
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Additional eommerns: 
UoaboTrty.1- Low, 5· UIO" 
11 Howwl you rmethe usablly(ease of use) of the tame'NJlk for the mplementel:lon oft..m.re trybnd bulcfng projects? 
1 2 3 4 5 
o 5 2 
Adddlonal comments: 
12. M_ng or Inacemrtely repreeerted categories 
Work StBgProceasesP,rtles InfonTllltloDeculioll8 Actio ... 
1 1 
Please e>plan: 
costlcost etrectrveness 
13 Wrud ')OU use or recommend the trybItd bulding processt'ame'Mltc nthe Uure? 
Yes No 
7 2 
If yes, at Mat .si:S!Je and dUring lflkIat actMtles 
From the start, project inception 
Please pro\4de additional comments a recommendations 
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Appendix 11: Hybrid Project Design Decision Tool- Evaluation results 
Job Title 
""'hied (~ 
CdlaboratK 
Engmeer 
Direct", 
Heeld efed 
Deveropme 
BuIlding Su 
2 
1 
2 
Orgllnlsa1ion 
Archltedun 
Construdlo 
Conrutb!lIrt 
ConruIllng 
HOUSIng as 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
Type orOrgonlootlm 
Experience c# BlIldng Aclaptatuns especially Hybnd Buldlllg Projects' 
Ves: No 
6 
E1fectlveress.1- Low, 5 - High. 
1 Howdo you ral. the toollJr the alld enI delivery 01 h;!lri d bud d"g pro) octs? 
1,.,Low >Average3-Average<Average SaHlgh 
o 1 2 4 2 
2 Howeffectlve Isthetool for p'omotlng eflldenl design dedslon making i'I h~rld buDding projects? 
1=Low >Avenge3 .. Auerage<Avenge 5",High 
o 1 2 5 1 
3 HoweffedlVe Is the tool for reckJdng 8$-bt.il tr'onnatlon deficlencydl.l'llg ~Id bulcfmg Pl'OJeds? 
1:cLow >Average3=Auerage<Average 5=High 
o 0 3 4 2 
Add~lona comments: 
Inb'oduce dorumenl number, revisIOn number, status 01 document 
Add Bn~fI'scomments 
Funclimoldy.1- 1.0"15 - High. 
4 Howst.il:ablelsthetool1orthe representatlQ'l of the flItlelf "AOrk stages 01 a h'ybrid building process? 
1a:Low >Avengel-Average<Averege S .. Hlgh 
1 0 1 6 1 
5 To lAhat e~ent do you thine the tool represent an Improvemert forcollaboretlve design, planning and dedSlon meklng dLling the 
hytltld blildlng process? 
1-Low >Averagel-Average<Auerage 5 .. Hlgh 
o 0 4 5 0 
6 The forms wthin the toor are designed to support Inronnetlon sourdng, e11her for e:dsllng building essessmerd or b-ie1lng 
dewlopmert Please rate the tJnctJonalily of the questJonsJIssues addressed In the tool? 
1-Low >Auenge3.Auerage<Auerage S-Hlgh 
o 0 3 2 4 
7 The des gn repository m sri x 'MiS desi!;Jled to pro'¥lde a 'wtsual relationship m ep ern cng ties stored h the tool 
Hovvfundl!J18l do )01,1 rate thstool for faallstingdeslgn deasO"I makilg? 
1"'LOW' >Average3=Average<Average S-Hlgh 
1 0 2 6 0 
8 The matnx on he design propossl page V\elS Integrated to demonshlle tathe projed team the extert to wuch 
the architect's design options satisfy set design alter'a Pleese rate the fUnctIonality of this tool fer 1adUtatlng design dedsion making? 
i-Low >Average3=Average<Average S-Hlgh 
1 0 4 2 2 
9 The ProJectMantger tool faclntates cornmll'llcal:lon, task aftocatlon and coDabor8tive dedsion makng 
Please rate the t.nctJonallty oftustool for faaldating Int~ed desgl deaSon makng? 
1 .. Low >Avenge3=Average<Auerage 5=High 
o 0 2 5 2 
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1 0 0 verall, to IJIhst e::deri do you tlInk the tool has achl ewd the Inlegratlon 011 nformal:l on tor effective design decisl on making clt.ling ht 
1-Low >Average3-Average<Average 5-High 
o 0 3 6 0 
Please itemise and dlsOJss spedfic advantages offered by H-,.bndDt to the benellt 01 design and deSign dedson making n h')ofJnd bull 
1 ClarHy Earlyoonfllc:l resolution. technical 
2 Programming Good oommtl"llcal:ion eattyon 
3 Reoord ofW)J1c requested + done InfamMIOn :sharng 
4 Sharing 01 "form atlon De-ri sic coriract 
5 Forces npt,t of project "formetion 
6 Enablesprojec:lmanagl!t1lS'ioftasts 
7 Ensll'es Str'It'Jtf br e)dsti"lg information 
8 Process dn\enjusl: stJRX)I1ed bylT secmd W"IIChIS good to see 
9 lIfeqde Wlwo1the prOject 
10 Comprehensive pert.peCtive to ever,one 
Please iemlse and disOJss speoic demeris of H'ybridDI and Impact on deSign and design deCSIOI'l makng il trybnd buildIng proJect! 
1 D 1ffI0000y In ticking bo)(H 
2 DlffiOJlty In complellng early stages 
3 Time oonsumlng 
4 No c/~S$}f1c~tlon d Inform.oon usmg B $1192 2007 
5 In deoSlon-maklng, things are not aMEil'y'S In blade and wute 
6 The risk 01 eUm"al:inglmportari lnformatlon 
7 USIt ~ tfitrlC §gM ,sySlem 
8 Concerns about o.lIlural resistance to Its uptake 
9 Relies on partnering approach 
10 unmminarltyfor design professionals 
Mdltlon~ romments: 
Coverage ofthefrarrework.1- Low,S - HIgh. 
11 In ycM cpinion, to WlaI e::dent doesthebol cover ell the keystagesofa h-,.brld buikingprojed1 
1-Low >Average3-Average<Average 5-High 
1 6 2 
12 HybridD1 emphasses the importance of as-bJIII: Informatim In desigl decision making 
To W"tat 8)ient does the tool COYer all the keydesl~ and ller10rmance criteria Inthe building assessm81f: sections? 
1-Low >AueragB3-Auerage<Auerage 5-High 
1 7 1 
13 HybrfdDt emphasses 1he Importance o1as.l:ullllntonnatlm In deslgl declsfon making 
To Mat e::denl does the tool oover all the keydesiga and performance criteria Inthe briefing development sec:llons? 
1.,Low >Average3-AueragB<AveragB 5=Hlgh 
4 3 2 
14 HowY.ell covered are the tasks ard actMties addressed Inthe tool espedally for iltegrallng Information md promoting collaboration 
1-Low >Average3-Average<Averaga 5=High 
1 6 2 
15 Howw;ll cOYerecf ere the key declsons addressed thrO\Jlj) the mEtrlxes and PrqedManager? 
1-Low >Averagel-Average<Average 5=Hlgh 
1 2 3 3 
16 HowY.e1 are the key prol::iem areas such as:; desgl cbcIsIon maklng,lnformatlon Integmtlon, addressed in the tool? 
1-Low >Average3-Av«agB<Average 5-High 
1 1 7 
)!..ddltlOnal comments: 
Applle.billy.1- 1.0"'4 5 - HII1I. 
17 The tool mplementsthe gUdellnes provided by the H;tJrld aildirg Process 1ramelOOrk 
Pleose rate the eppl1ceblllty of Ills recommended Wll'k town prectJse 
1=Low >AuengB3=Average<Average 5=High 
o 1 2 2 4 
18 Howwl')OJ ral:ethe 8PIlDcablllyofthe tameWJrt uthe II1Iplernertabon offUlI'e h'tbridbulclngprojecls1 
1-Low >Average3-Auerage<Average SmHigh 
o 1 2 5 1 
Pdcfli:lonal comments: 
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Usability. 1- LD"4 5 - High. 
19 Is tie presentation forms user tlendly? 
i .. Low >Avenge3=Auerage <Average 5:Hlgh 
o 1 3 3 2 
20 The ease of na~~lon amorg the varlous parts 
i-Low >Avenge3=Auerage<Average 5=Hlgh 
o 1 3 2 3 
21 How consi stent Is the user Interface in the toa wthout requlrng help or asSlstanoe? 
i-Low >Avenge3-Auerage <Average 5=High 
o 0 433 
22 Unclerstandingthe layout ofthetool 
i-Low >Avenge3-Average <Average 5=High 
o 1 5 1 3 
23 In gener81 'MIst easy to use the bxll? 
Yes No 
a 1 
24 Howwfl ~u ,ote1he usablHty( .... oft"", oftt .. t'amew>rk 1Jr1he Implementahon oll\.lure h)t>rId building proJeds? 
i-Low >Average3-AVIIlIg8 <Average 5:High 
o 1 3 3 1 
Addrtlon61 oomments: 
Initial tralnlng 'for at leelst 1 ty required Then user can cpel'8te alone v.ilhoU: any forseable problems 
25. MSSlng or IlliIIccurateIy represmted categones 
Work StagProcessesParties lrf"ormrtlolDecislons Actions 
1 
Please explaUT 
Com pi e>:ities of differeri nfonntlon types or 'contert das~ m a)' need to be looked at 
26. Which part(s) ofthB applicatim ofthetool to you find IOOSI: useflJ 800 W1y7 
..aJlll"oject Information Inputted at the beginning 
ltW!ls8R very good, the freme\'\Ork puts it il perspective 
21. Which par1(s) of the ap~ICa1lon ofthetool fell short U"l'lur .. pectilt,oosand 'My ? 
S~alf::birlg on doclJm~nt numMr 
28 Do any newissues/Cf,Jestlons need to be ooded? 
Yes No 
o 
If yes, please pro'vlde detads 
o ccum eri run be1 control as stated 
29 Would you use or recan mend the ~d btildIng deSlgl decISIon ma1dngtoollnthe Mlre? 
Yea No 
7 2 
If yes, atWlat stage and during V\I1atactMtles:: 
Ms early as possiJIe on all prcjecis corcernng re-devclopmert + fit..outs 
Calaboretive design developmen and brietng 
Pre-desgrl stage.brleing stage End consisterdly re-app/y I ellthrough 
~oIn. tom Ihe beglor/ng 
stage A 
Please pro.."de ~ddltlonal comments or reoommendatlons 
It should be II'l)I'OWd SO that I can be used dunrg the construdlon sta~ TtIlS makesrt a OJnaboral:lV8toot for h'ybrid projects 
Thislooks Dke a very usef'" toolfor' fulle appllCaton that Isboth very Yodl developed, considered and process-drlven WeD done md gc 
The aim olthe 10011 s10 p"",de Inform aI on IJr desi 911 doosooo-mokmg b<t I '<I<lUid be highly benel dd 1I the 1001 e>lends 10 consloudlor 
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Appendix 12: Hybrid Building Design Decision-Making Tool: HybndOt Excerpts 
• 
,NTEGRA TED ,NFORMA liON REPOS,TORY : 
-------------------------------------------, 
RIe llescripdon File Number " Revkion f " " i 
ItD.I.6tMt n.R!tIII!blchj:~~ .. ,.~ftI~.l'Ml/.dIIl)n:d.~.diI:orp._t/.Civil~~t.1IIftY ne.a~~.~lII6e&111O'II 
_ ..... _ ..... _0# ... _ 
._1"",---'" 
•. _1"",----
~ .... I"',---.., 
....... ,---.., 
-,..----
__ 1"',---"" 
I _ 
.. ~.r::'_=---!I" 
",*lhMt.!MiK13 
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CREATEUIER 
---
.............. _,..-_ ... _ .. _--... _-_ .. -
..... ._---_ ... _-----_ ..... _---
Att9£!01t<! bv!Id!ne 
r:,::s:;::',::::e I: :::=:::~===::~'~ 
~mIltIl!Bf. ~ ~ 'MIdI lipid dlhl-": "'11" W<I<IIcI be aIItc1ed'1 
" 0 0N0gIt 
'0 fACA!!fflNf! oee 
, 
."""'" ! tI!'E%A! eNmnowsPACf 
I 
''''''''''"' r 
• '!rmdfl ..... 4', 
.-
.s..-
..... 
L 
I SOunding .,.." f r ~) f'rQpoHd ¥nd dMIopr\tIIt ..... 1r!I~ with IWIIIUIIdIng -' 
A.curn!u _ & 4 e,,,tII"IIlIulldng .. 1IM1,wy.1\II toIIIeldUllly c:ompaIibII Mh ~ .... 1 
~!!U"" Ill!! P'H' INm.NIWW!~' CIuI dill_lOll fA public ....., COl""".'" ~"? 
( ,. PublOCIPICMnwtllli '""_ ...... foaIpaI:IIII? 
be. 10 ~ , OntruIoon -..cl grouping ",~.Igr PfP'8CY" 
l."fT"FPmlO......... ~. OntnIlllOIInllfOVllll'll ... ""JI.fIIf .... '-Ir? 
or$TF,emmy ~, ~"'IIIMIIIncbeIpo"ll~to 
i 1,,:,:,_, __ 
I ln~Io"""""""? l-.. ... __ ~""" __ ...J.1Z lJgH:lIO tlfIIIII_? 
TITlE [-newtask-[ ... I 
!Mw r .. _ TIIIr [ ---- - --- - I 
"".OIIED BY lliielett vi 
DAM I <%-dal&s%> 
"U'OH fASK TO [Piect El 
M'U;:'TOIlF cl S~'~I.~"c-______ J!v:J1 
DEC!IION·Lls~.~I.~"'-_______________ _=a_.J.:Jy 
....... 
.... 
[V.'_ El 
lilLE] 
~ 
Ivu El 
[Nil. @ 
~ 
I~A 1 ... 1 
rv •• El 
~ 
[v •• 8 
I'O::E 
1",-8 
CREATE TASK 
~ML.~~.~NMM.~. _______________________________ _c; 
1 -~ :1 
F1Lu)·1 ~ _____ J 
f"RIORIIYL~1gelect v) 
TlMEAl.LOCATED t-k 1IbyI» _______ _ 
> 
Create Task 
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, ' 
Design Criteria Rating Design Priority 
~;,,' 
'" (' ,~ 
" 
, " AC:CMSlblllty I High vi 
Adaptability IH,gh :il 
Amenity I High !YI 
EXl!illng Budding !ofo 
Building Form I High !vl 
Bulldlng standardsl Regulations I High ~vJ 
P[!IJJ!!w SummarY Capacity I High I~I 
gU!'~ J!!~ IIllld. COM regulations I High 'vi 
Character !Hlgh :vl 
• Hlfjtonc:a! pata 
Comfort I High YI 
Dilll BI~!U4!U~ Construction method I High YI 
De.lgD pri!Ublll:l Context I High yl 
Co. I High vi 
Disruption 10 balldlng operation I High vi 
f 
EnergylEnvlronment IH~h vi 
Goto 
Extemalenvlronmentlspace I High vi 
bill Dlftli I!EBED:BII.!.l!ItE Flexibility lB'~h vi 
EI!ALlJATJQ" Function I .. gh vi 
, Future proofing I"gh vi IBlliEJflSi I:!D:EIQl!:tnra 
I ldenbty and 'corporate Image' I"gh vi gliiiiISiIl,!mXm 
f Innovation I"gh vi 
Integration I High yl 
Intemal environment/space I High :yl 
MalntenancelOperatlons I High vi 
Material, I High !vi 
Performance I High [vi 
L_.M ............... .......:.-. ... ~...J Planning/Statutory Req [H,gh 8 
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